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Perspectives

A YOUNG MOTHER appears at our laboratory door. She holds in her
arms her newborn baby wrapped in the pale-blue towels provided by
Maternity down the hall.

“Hi,” she says. “I’m Georgina Byer. One of your assistants asked me if I’d
come here this morning while the baby’s awake. He’s awake now. Are you
ready for him?”

We are studying the development of vision during infancy. Mrs. Byer is
doing us a favor by letting us test her child, so of course we invite her in
immediately. We take the baby from her arms, set him in an infant seat, then
begin to show him a series of pictures that allow us to gauge how well he
sees. Almost immediately he begins to cry.

“Maybe he’s hungry,” Mrs. Byer says. “Is it okay if I nurse him here?”
“Certainly,” we say; and we settle her comfortably into a chair.
While she nurses her baby, Mrs. Byer chats with us. She is thirty-four

years old, and Peter is her third child. She is excited about giving birth again,
thrilled to see her new son and feel him in her arms. We can see that she feels
comfortable with him and handles him easily, naturally.

“This time I’m not at all anxious about myself as a mother,” she tells us.
“But I am curious about the baby himself.” She can see from the research
reports tacked to the walls that we have studied thousands of babies like
hers, so she takes this opportunity to ask us some questions: Why does Peter
sleep so much? Why does he sleep so irregularly—six hours between
feedings one time, one hour the next? Why doesn’t he lie still while he
sleeps? Why does he cry while his diaper is being changed? How much does
he see and hear?



Mrs. Byer is surprised at our answers. Many parents are; for nearly
twenty years of studying babies have taught us that much “common
knowledge” about babies is wrong. This holds among not just laymen but
also developmental psychologists, pediatricians, and other child-care
professionals. In many ways a newborn is far more competent than he is
usually given credit for, while in other ways he is far less competent. He
recognizes his mother’s voice, for instance, when he is only hours out of the
womb, yet he does not realize that he has a mother until he is six to eight
months old.

Babies frustrate psychologists, for their behavior often defies explanation.
A newborn baby will often learn better while he is asleep than while he is
awake, for example. This just does not make sense—at least, not if we look
at the baby from our adult point of view.

We have found babies to be more intelligible—and more interesting—
when we look at them from their own point of view, shedding all that we can
of our adult knowledge and perceptions. We have found it fruitful to examine
scientific studies not just from the perspective of the scientist looking down
at the baby, but from the perspective of the baby looking up at the scientist:
To try to determine what it was like to live in the womb, then to be delivered
from it into the world. To learn how that world looks and sounds, tastes and
smells. To learn what it feels like, during the first year or two, to be alive.

This is what we shall do in this book, by examining from several new
directions the scientific literature on infancy. Our plan is first to see what the
baby sensed while he was still a fetus in the womb, then while he was being
born. After birth, since the baby sleeps most of the day, we shall look at his
sleep to see whether he is as dead to the world as an adult would be or
whether he learns in the midst of it. We shall find that he is actually
conscious all the while he is asleep. Next we shall explore what the newborn
sees, hears, smells, tastes, and feels. With this information we can deduce
what he perceives about the things he senses—that is, what he is actually
conscious of. We shall discover that his world is a lookingglass world, a
world in which things that we perceive to be stationary he perceives to
move, and things that we perceive to move he perceives as stationary.
Finally, we shall read the baby’s mind as he grows up and leaves this
looking-glass world, as he develops into a toddler with the beginnings of
adult thought and emotion.



We began to work on this book seven years ago. At that time Daphne had
been teaching developmental psychology for a decade and had published a
respectable number of research papers on how infants see and learn; and
Charles had read extensively on the topic, both out of interest and to help
deal with some of the technical aspects of Daphne’s laboratories. We knew a
fair amount about babies, but only from the adult’s point of view. We had
vague expectations about what we might learn about the baby’s point of view,
but we held them tenuously, for we were entering new territory. Everyone
who had ever tried to do what we were doing to any extent had taken a more
or less psychoanalytical approach, making inferences from adults’ memories
and dreams. No one had ever based such a study on science—at least, not to
any significant depth, across any significant breadth.

Soon after we began, we found that most of our preconceptions (as well
as most of the psychoanalytical notions dealing with the legacy of the womb)
did not square with empirical facts. Then came the question of what
conceptions to replace them with. We uncovered paradox after paradox,
feeling like the sorcerer’s apprentice trying to halt his master’s broom: every
time we resolved one paradox, two more reared up to take its place.
However, ultimately we were able to piece together what we found into a
complete picture. What emerged is bizarre and often startling, but it fits all
the data we have been able to uncover.* And it makes sense.

In describing this picture, we shall avoid psychological jargon. We have
found that using psychological jargon guides our thought along conventional
psychological paths, paths that we are trying to escape. Ordinary English is
more neutral and hence, in this task, more helpful. When we do need to use
technical terms—usually from fields other than psychology—we shall
always explain them.

For the sake of clarity, we shall follow several conventions with
pronouns. We shall not distinguish between the two authors of this book,
regardless of whether we have one or both in mind. Neither shall we
distinguish in the text or footnotes (although we shall in the endnotes)
between the “we” that means us and the “we” that means Daphne plus
another colleague or colleagues. Finally, since the parent we are discussing
is usually the mother, we shall always refer to the representative parent as
“she” and to her child, by contrast, as “he” (unless, of course, we are making
an explicit distinction between mothers and fathers, or boys and girls).



If you have specialized knowledge of some area that we cover, you may
be surprised by some of our interpretations and wonder at the absence of
certain conventional explanations backed by well-known studies. We tried to
anticipate these questions and to address them in notes at the back of the
book. These notes also supply representative references. The footnotes are of
more general interest: they contain information that did not quite fit into the
topic at hand but was too interesting to leave out. They are the equivalent of
sidebars or boxes in a magazine article. You may want to glance at them even
if you have no interest in the academic notes.

Although the world of the newborn baby is a sensible place, it does lie on
the far side of a looking glass. It is remarkably akin to Wonderland, and
hence is difficult for an adult to understand. We need to accustom ourselves
to it gradually. Accordingly, let us begin with its most ordinary aspect.
Incredible as it sounds, this is the life the baby led during the month or so
before he was born, while he was yet a fetus lying on his head, curled up
within the womb.

_________
* The thoroughness of our research depended on the age of the children being studied and the

language we had to contend with. In English we read every scientific study of newborns that we could
find, plus every medical study of newborns that sounded even remotely germane. Information on older
babies has been synthesized better, so it demanded less effort. In French and German we read less
assiduously than we read in English, but we tried not to slight the literature, and we traveled extensively
in Western Europe visiting labs and talking to researchers to find out what we should keep an eye out
for. For the very little work published exclusively in the other European languages, we had to depend on
international conferences, personal contacts, and the odd informal translation. Research published
exclusively in Japanese or Russian we could find only when the title was indexed in English.
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The View
from the Womb

ALL OF US would like to withdraw into the womb at sometime or another
—or, at least, so we say when we are feeling tired and annoyed. Perhaps this
would not equal ascending into heaven, yet according to conventional
wisdom it ought to be the next best thing: silent, stable and warm, exquisitely
comfortable and secure.

However, the womb is actually quite the opposite. It can be boomy,
bumpy, unsettling, and foul tasting. To an adult, withdrawing into the womb
would resemble flying cramped inside a light airplane, through turbulent
weather, with the taste of air-sickness in your mouth.

But this would be to an adult, not the fetus. Although the fetus senses the
noise, the taste, and the movement, he does not sense them strongly, for few
of his sensory systems are fully developed. Nor does he find the environment
particularly unpleasant, for he has very weak notions of comfort and
discomfort. Primarily he finds the environment varied; for it changes from
minute to minute as his mother walks, talks, eats, drinks, smokes, and
becomes worried or merry. This variety is not much by adult standards, but it
is substantial by his.

Tossing and Turning

Far from living stably in an unchanging environment, the fetus tumbles and is
tumbled about like a jumping bean inside a rattle.



Investigations using ultrasonography* show that by the end of the first
trimester of pregnancy, the fetus is moving. The mother cannot feel his
movements that early because the uterus has no sense of touch: she can feel
his movements only toward the middle of pregnancy, when he has grown
large enough that his movements can be sensed beyond the uterus by the
abdominal wall.1 At first the fetus’s movements look like spasms of his entire
body, and he is as likely to be found with his head up as with it down; but by
the middle of gestation his movements look more controlled, and he is more
likely to be found with his head down than up.2 This may be simply because
his head is heavier than his feet. But since his organs of balance are fully
mature and of adult size by six months (these are the only organs in the body
that become adult during gestation),3 we think the fetus maintains his position
at least partially of his own accord.† This he does without any understanding
of up and down: we shall see in chapter 8 that he has none. He does it
because, when his head is upward, a reduction in the flow of blood to his
brain renders him uncomfortable, much as adults who are short of breath feel
less comfortable upright than lying down.

The fetus probably feels changes in position constantly, for during most of
gestation he welters about in sufficient amniotic fluid to turn somersaults, and
he is thrown into somersaults when his mother moves. But his somersaults,
like all his movements, are damped into slow motion by the amniotic fluid.
“His movements look like the movements of astronauts on the moon” is the
description of H. Hollander, a Dutch physician who did early investigations
with ultrasonography.5

Toward the end of gestation, the fetus no longer has enough room to move
his whole body at once. No longer will he kick the soap off his mother’s
abdomen while she is lying in the bath. Instead he fidgets with his arms and
legs, plays with his fingers and sucks his thumb, shifting his position several
times a minute while his mother is lying still and being shifted in position as
she moves and breathes.6 Continually he bumps into the umbilical cord;
constantly he touches the wall of the uterus and himself. All of this he feels,
for like his sense of balance, his sense of touch appears to be excellent.
Davenport Hooker, an anatomist at the University of Pittsburgh, found that a
fetus aborted during the third month of gestation (but not yet dead) will
respond reflexively to the touch of a hair around his mouth; and he found that



a baby born three months prematurely will respond reflexively to the touch of
a hair anywhere on his body.7

Taste

The most immediate portion of the fetus’s world is the amniotic fluid that
surrounds him. During the first half of pregnancy, the amniotic fluid is
essentially enriched saltwater, like blood plasma. Since the young fetus’s
skin is only a few cells thick, some of the amniotic fluid may actually be
blood plasma that has diffused out of the fetus. By the second half of
pregnancy the fetus’s skin has become watertight. Then his major contribution
to the amniotic fluid is urinating into it.8

Besides water, the bulk of amniotic fluid is comprised of the fetus’s urine
plus salt, sugars, fatty acids, and cholesterol. If an adult lived in this
environment, he would be able to savor a mixture of all four tastes
(sweetness, sourness, saltiness, and bitterness), with different tastes
predominating at different times. So should the fetus, for the fetus has a
multitude of taste buds,9 and as we shall see in chapter 8, a baby appears to
be able to taste sweetness, sourness, bitterness, and perhaps saltiness, when
he is only hours out of the womb. If a baby can taste these when he is just
born, he can taste them toward at least the end of his gestation as well.

Indeed, the fetus has a sweet tooth. At the University of Frankfurt in the
1930s, as an experimental therapy tried toward the end of pregnancy, a
physician named DeSnoo injected saccharin into the amniotic fluid of women
who were bloated with excess amniotic fluid.10 He injected enough to make
the fluid sweeter than anyone normally takes coffee, hoping that the
sweetness would induce the fetus to drink the excess. To see whether it did,
DeSnoo injected a dye along with the saccharin, a dye that shows up in the
mother’s urine when the fetus swallows it: the dye passes from the fetus’s
stomach into his blood, from his blood through the placenta into his mother’s
blood, then from his mother’s blood through her kidneys into her urine. When
DeSnoo injected dye but no saccharin, a little came out in the mother’s urine,
which was to be expected since the fetus normally drinks some amniotic



fluid.11 Then, when he injected saccharin along with dye, much more came
out, showing that the fetuses were indeed drinking additional amniotic fluid.
The mothers’ girth shrank in turn—except for one mother. Upon delivery, her
baby’s esophagus proved to be blocked, so as a fetus he would have been
unable to drink anything at all. This was unexpected, circumstantial evidence
that the other fetuses had drunk the amniotic fluid. Injecting saccharin
ultimately proved to be impractical as a therapy, but one of the reasons for
this is interesting: the fetuses seemed to become sated with the extreme
sweetness, just as adults would.

Sound in the Womb

Freud wrote that the womb is “free from stimuli”; but as a physician trained
to listen to a patient’s chest he should have expected instead that the womb
would make a racket. For alongside the womb are several loud organs—
anatomical pumps that rumble and belch continuously: the heart, intestines,
and lungs. In engineering terms, these are a pulsating water pump with flap
valves, a twenty-five-foot-long peristaltic sludge pump, and a double
bellows, hardly the stuff of peace and quiet. Moreover, every time a woman
speaks, her voice travels downward into her lungs and body as forcefully as
it travels outward into the world. No matter how soft-spoken an expectant
mother is, every word she utters, she yells into her fetus’s ear.

To find out how noisy the womb is, several teams of researchers have
inserted microphones into the uterus. The two most careful studies turn out to
be highly complementary, although they were done a decade apart on
opposite sides of the world. One comes from three French physicians named
Querleu, Renard, and Crepin; the other comes from three Australians named
Walker, Grimwade, and Wood.12 These studies found that the sonic pressures
within the uterus average eighty-five decibels and reach ninety-five decibels
with every heartbeat. This is a high amount of sonic pressure. Under some
circumstances, it can sound (to an adult) as loud as a motorcycle. Moreover,
these sonic pressures were measured inside mothers who were resting
quietly, not talking or engaging in any bonejarring activities like walking or
climbing stairs.



However, the sonic pressure that a microphone detects is not sound.
Sound is not a physical phenomenon; it is a perceptual phenomenon, a
psychological response to a physical stimulus. A guitarist plucks a string,
making it vibrate; the vibrating string strikes molecules of air, making the air
vibrate; the vibrating air strikes the ear, making parts of the ear vibrate; cells
within the ear convert these vibrations into electrochemical impulses; then
the brain converts these electrochemical impulses into the sound of the guitar.
Only after the brain has received and converted those impulses does the
sound exist. The microphone does not measure this. It measures only the
energy reaching the ear in the form of vibrating molecules of (usually) air.

This distinction is important, for although eighty-five to ninety-five
decibels of sonic pressure can sound loud, it can also sound quiet or even
inaudible. This is because loudness is determined not by sonic pressure
alone, but by sonic pressure in conjunction with the rate, or frequency, with
which the molecules of air vibrate against the ear. To account for the
influence of frequency—to convert decibels of sonic pressure into decibels
of loudness—researchers feed the output of a microphone into an electronic
device that discriminates among different frequencies, and discounts those an
adult’s ear is not sensitive to. The measuring stick that results, the “A-scale,”
provides a coarse approximation of what adults hear. Measured by this A-
scale, the womb averages sixty to seventy-five decibels, depending on
whether the mother is talking.13 This is comparable to the range of noises
heard in a typical home when people are talking quietly and the stereo is not
switched on. But this is when the mother is lying still. When she is walking,
the pounding of her heels against the floor causes considerable skeletal
vibration. Her footsteps should augment significantly those sixty to seventy-
five decibels within the womb, raising the noise level from moderate to loud.

On the other hand, neither her voice nor her footsteps are heard in the
womb as she hears them herself. The body’s tissues transmit low-pitched
tones but absorb nearly all tones pitched higher than a man’s voice, including
most of the high “overtones” that impart to a sound its timbre.14 To hear the
result of this absorption on a woman’s voice, put your ear to a woman’s
abdomen while she talks; to hear what happens to footsteps, try walking with
your fingers stopping your ears. The microphone tells us that not only would
the mother’s voice and footsteps boom like that within the womb, but so
would loud noises emanating from the outside world, like automobile horns,



jet planes, and rock bands. Moreover, the body’s own internal noises turn out
to be mostly low-pitched as well—growls and deep murmurings. In an
apartment building, when someone above plays the stereo, you may hear the
bass boom through the floor while the treble is virtually inaudible. If you
could put your ear inside the womb, this is how the whole world would
sound to you.

What the Fetus Hears

Again, that is what you, an adult, would hear. Until recently it was by no
means clear that a fetus might hear it similarly, for it was by no means clear
that a fetus can hear anything at all. Many women conclude that the baby they
are carrying can hear during the last three months of pregnancy, because after
the women hear a loud noise they often feel a kick. This kicking can be so
forceful and frequent that some mothers find they can no longer enjoy a
concert. But a loud noise also causes physiological reactions within the
mother, like a release of adrenaline. In this circumstance it is not clear which
causes the kicking, the noise or the mother’s reaction to the noise.

To tell whether the fetus can hear, a sound must be presented to the fetus
alone; his mother must not hear it. Japanese otologists Tanaka and Arayama15

tried this during the second half of pregnancy: they generated tones directly
against the mother’s abdomen while presenting to the mother through
earphones a continuous noise that masked the experimental tones. The tones
were pitched within and slightly above the range of a woman’s voice and are
likely to have been about as intense inside the body as the body’s own
sounds. Before the last three months of pregnancy, Tanaka and Arayama
found no evidence that the fetus can hear; but during the last three months, in
119 of 123 fetuses, the presentation of a tone led immediately to a quickening
of the fetus’s pulse. Apparently, during the last three months, but not before,
the fetus can hear.

This is also what anatomists would predict from the physical development
of the fetus.16 From the fetus’s anatomy and from our knowledge of the
newborn’s hearing (see chapter 7), we think that the sounds of his mother’s
body are clearly if quietly audible to an older fetus, as are some of the



louder, lower-pitched sounds coming from outside her body. His world is a
world of rumblings and groanings punctuated by his mother’s utterances. And
constantly, through everything, he hears the thumping of his mother’s heart.

Mother’s Heartbeat

The mother’s heartbeat is so pronounced that many people believe the
heartbeat makes a permanent impression, an impression that is imprinted
forever on the mind of fetus, baby, and then adult. According to this theory,
first postulated by a psychologist in New York named Lee Salk, this
“imprinting” of the heartbeat is in some vague way responsible for a universe
of phenomena from the way mothers hold babies (on the left—“near the
heart”) all the way to music, dance, and poetic metaphor (“I love you from
the bottom of my heart”).17 This theory has found its way into numerous
articles in both the scientific and the popular press, yet it is unfounded.

Salk based the theory on his own observation that newborns in a
hospital’s nursery cried less and gained more weight when they heard a very
intense (eighty-five-decibel) heartbeat played around the clock through a
loudspeaker. Yet when James Tulloch and his associates at the University of
Rochester tried to replicate and expand Salk’s work, they found that the
eighty-five-decibel heartbeat was of such “terrific intensity” that the nurses
would not put up with it.18 (Although this was probably comparable in
intensity to the heartbeat within the womb, the fetus and newborn are
protected from its full force by a creamy substance called vernix that fills the
outer ear, and by the immaturity of their auditory system.) They then learned
that Salk had conducted his study in a hospital near the main approach to
New York’s busy LaGuardia airport, and had set the noise of the heartbeat to
approximate or drown out the sound of incoming planes. Because the babies
most likely would have heard the noise of planes roaring into the airport as a
fairly loud, unexpected, and hence mildly unsettling noise, a continuous noise
that masked it might have proved calming no matter what its nature.
Moreover, Salk timed the babies’ crying from tape recordings made not by
individual microphones placed near individual babies, but by one
microphone placed far enough away from them all to record nine babies in



the room simultaneously. In this situation, since the LUB-DUB-LUB-DUB
was loud enough to mask some of the sound of the airplanes overhead, it
would have been loud enough to mask some of the cries of the newborns as
well. It is not surprising that Salk heard the babies cry less.

Other researchers have tried to replicate Salk’s findings, but all have
failed.19 It is true that, under some circumstances, the sound of a heart will
affect the baby (we shall discuss this in chapter 4). But contrary to Salk’s
theory, under those circumstances, so will lullabies, conversation, and other
sounds quite unlike the heart.20 Also contrary to his theory, rhythmic sounds
that calm the baby will calm him no matter whether they are much faster or
much slower than the mother’s heartbeat.21 In short, as attractive as Salk’s
theory may be, it is wrong.

It is more likely that a fetus rarely notices the heartbeat at all: he probably
habituates to it, just as adults habituate to background music in stores and
restaurants. Habituating to a stimulus requires only rudimentary parts of the
nervous system22 and is well within the capability of the older fetus. Indeed,
many researchers have presented a noise to a fetus, noted a twitch or a racing
pulse in response, and then found that repeating the noise soon stops causing
the response.23 This is one reason a pregnant woman feels her baby kick
when she first turns on the radio but soon feels him no longer, until the
volume suddenly rises for an ad: both she and her baby are habituating to the
sound. The constant sound of the beating heart is unlikely to obtrude upon the
fetus’s attention.

Mother’s Voice

The fetus is much more likely to be aware of sporadic sounds. And he
definitely notices the most frequent, loud, sporadic sound that he hears: his
mother’s voice.

When his mother speaks, her vocal cords vibrate like guitar strings,
inducing waves of vibration in the air in every direction, both outward
through her mouth and inward through her trachea into her lungs. After the
vibration reaches her lungs, most of its energy is absorbed by tissue, but



much of the energy responsible for lower-pitched tones does pass through
into her uterus.24 Her voice becomes indistinct, but deep and resonant.

A woman’s voice heard from within her body would be so different from
her normal voice that there is no reason to expect a newly born baby to
recognize his mother’s voice as the same voice he had heard as a fetus in the
womb. He would be even less likely to recognize individual words. Yet
something about her speech—probably its rhythms—does make an
impression. Anthony DeCasper and Melanie Spence of the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro showed this by asking sixteen women to read a
story aloud twice daily during the last five to six weeks of pregnancy.25

Three days after birth, the babies were enabled to choose between hearing
that story or another story read through a loudspeaker: the babies chose by
varying how they sucked on a pacifier. Thirteen of the sixteen babies chose
the story that their mothers had read aloud during pregnancy, the story they
had heard repeatedly in the womb.

The fetus hears his mother’s voice so often, it becomes familiar to him. It
sounds radically different after he is born, of course; yet its patterns and
rhythms remain the same. Thus after he is born, a baby comes to recognize
his mother’s voice long before he recognizes his father’s.26

Stress and the Fetus

MOTHER’S EMOTIONS

Many people believe, with Freud, that the womb insulates the fetus from
the kinds of physical and emotional stress that occur later in life. Others
believe that if an expectant mother is under physical or emotional stress, then
this stress can easily strain the fetus: anxiety alone, if it is strong enough, is
supposed to be able to stunt fetal growth, cause birth defects, or even induce
miscarriage. These beliefs are clearly contradictory. Enormous amounts of
research have gone into sorting them out, and professional and popular
publications alike are flooded with accounts of the effect or noneffect on the
fetus’s well-being of coffee, smoking, alcohol, job pressures—you name it.



Yet when we sifted carefully through several hundred studies, we found only
a few that were scientifically sound. From these we learned that physical and
emotional stresses do indeed affect the fetus, and if the stresses are severe or
prolonged, they can affect him permanently. But usually they affect him only
momentarily. Stress can create a nasty climate, but normally it creates only
momentary winds and rains that are the equivalent in the womb of bad
weather.

Let us begin with one of the best studies of emotional stress. To see if a
mother’s emotional stress affects a baby’s birth weight, Jon Shaw, Peggy
Wheeler, and Donald Morgan tested 150 pregnant wives of servicemen at
Walter Reed Hospital in Washington.27 All of the women were bearing their
first child. Each woman took a written test of anxiety halfway through her
pregnancy. Higher scores on this test predicted lower birth weights a little
more often than chance would have allowed. Overall, the mother’s anxiety
proved a rough predictor of her baby’s weight at birth 6 percent of the time.28

Now, tests of anxiety, including the one Shaw, Wheeler, and Morgan
employed, are not very sensitive. They are like old-fashioned crystal radios:
if you can hear any music at all through one of these, the station must be fairly
strong. If only one measurement taken with such a test can predict birth
weight 6 percent of the time, then an expectant mother’s psychological stress
might seem to be a potent force indeed. But this is by no means necessarily
the case, for the more anxious people are, the more they tend to smoke and
drink; and as we shall show, smoking and drinking in themselves appear to
cause reduced birth weight. These researchers paid no attention to the
mothers’ smoking and drinking, so we cannot know that anxiety per se had
anything to do with the outcome.

Although more than forty studies purport to find or not to find a
relationship between an expectant mother’s anxiety and the condition of her
baby at birth, nearly every study ignored smoking and drinking, and the few
that did consider them used questionnaires or interviews after birth to
“measure” what the mother’s anxiety had been months earlier—a procedure
that is almost certain to produce inaccurate results.* In short, we could find
no sound, direct evidence that an expectant mother’s emotional stress affects
the baby she is carrying.29

However, we have been able to piece together a story from indirect
evidence—from a combination of studies, each of which is related only



partially to the topic. The first is an experiment on rhesus monkeys by Ronald
Myers at the (U.S.) National Institutes of Health. Myers anesthetized fifteen
pregnant monkeys, then inserted catheters in each mother and fetus.30 The
catheters enabled him to monitor a number of vital signs, including the
amount of oxygen dissolved in the blood. He found that as the anesthetic
wore off, the fetuses suffered a shortage of oxygen—“hypoxia.” Eight of the
fifteen fetuses became so hypoxic that they seemed about to die, so Myers
reanesthetized the mothers. This put things back nearly to normal—and also
demonstrated that neither the surgery nor the anesthetic per se had caused the
reaction: pain and/or terror must have done it. The monkeys’ vital signs
indicated that the mothers were reacting according to the common “fight-or-
flight” pattern wherein the body prepares to fight or flee by sending more
blood to the heart, brain, and voluntary muscles (those that we have control
over—those in the arms, legs, neck, and so on) at the expense of most of the
visceral organs, including the placenta. Since the placenta’s supply of blood
is the fetus’s supply of oxygen, restricting the one restricts the other.

Seven of the monkeys came out of anesthesia without reacting strongly
enough to endanger their offspring. Each of these Myers tied to a chair and
kept in the dark, except when, occasionally and without warning, he turned
on the lights, “suddenly appeared in front of the mother,” and, without hurting
her, “threatened her by patting her on the head, grasping her on the shoulders,
shouting at her, etc.” Each time this set the fetus’s oxygen levels plummeting.
Since Myers was not hurting the mothers, additional fear rather than
additional pain was the cause of this reaction. Since human beings evince a
comparable fight-or-flight reaction, human mothers’ severe emotional stress
is likely to induce hypoxia in human fetuses as well.

A human fetus can become hypoxic for other reasons too. The mother can
smoke, drink, or live at high altitudes, or the umbilical cord can become
kinked during the baby’s passage through the birth canal. When any one of
these things happens, the baby is unusually likely to be fussy and irritable.31

Unfortunately, each one of the studies showing this demonstrates only that
hypoxia is related to irritability; none demonstrates that hypoxia causes
irritability. However, in animals as well as in human beings, in a wide
variety of circumstances assessed by a wide variety of means, wherever
there is evidence of fetal hypoxia, the newborn infants seem to be unusually
irritable. As weak and circumstantial as each individual piece of evidence



is, the evidence is so consistent and comes from so many directions that
error, coincidence, and hidden factors seem unlikely to explain it all.
Hypoxia looks to be not merely a correlate of irritability, but a cause.

Now consider what often happens with fussy and irritable babies. The
baby cries for no apparent reason. His parents check his diaper, cuddle him,
and offer him a bottle, all to no avail. They become so fed up with his crying
that they put him in his crib and close the door to his room. As we shall see
in chapter 4, this reaction usually proves to be effective in this circumstance:
usually the baby will go to sleep. But if the baby cries frequently for no
apparent reason, the parents may come to act like the shepherds when the boy
cried wolf: they may stop attending appropriately when he has a real want.
Then the baby will cry even more. Thus a vicious circle can develop, a
pattern of interaction in which the baby acts irritable, the parents act irritable
in reaction, and the baby acts more irritable in turn. This vicious circle has a
chance of continuing throughout childhood into adulthood and expanding
throughout the child’s relationship with society. Antisocial behavior as an
adult might sometimes be the result.

This we can see in data gathered by two Finnish psychiatrists, Matti
Huttunen and Pekka Niskanen,32 who searched through official records of
births and deaths until they found the names of 167 children whose fathers
had died before they were born. Their mothers, they assumed, would have
suffered unusually severe emotional stress during pregnancy. At the same
time they found the names of 168 children whose fathers had died during the
children’s first year of life. Next they followed all 335 of these children
through thirty-five years of medical records. Most of the fathers had died
during the Second World War, when cigarettes and alcohol were rationed
severely when they were obtainable at all, so smoking and drinking would
not have affected most of the pregnancies. In both groups, the parents were of
comparable age and came from comparable social classes; and all the
children grew up fatherless. In sum, there seemed to be no difference
between the two groups of children other than the timing of the mothers’
anguish, yet the percentage of children who later “evinced psychiatric and
behavior disorders” (alcoholism or criminality) proved to be significantly
higher among those who had still been in the womb at the time of the
bereavement: 14 percent instead of 6.5 percent.*



Apparently the fetus is not perfectly insulated from his mother’s emotional
stress—nor may the world be perfectly insulated from the fetus’s reaction to
her stress. If the world stresses his mother severely and for a prolonged time,
then there is a small possibility that the child will add to the stress of the
world in his turn.

MOTHER’S DRINKING

If a fetus can be affected by his mother’s emotional stress, then other
stresses should be able to affect him too. Since many stresses occur in life,
and since it is rarely possible to experiment with them in a controlled fashion
in the laboratory, it is difficult to isolate individual stresses and identify their
individual effects. Of all the stresses that occur commonly in western society,
only two have been studied extensively and carefully enough to let us draw
conclusions about how they feel to the fetus: alcohol and cigarette smoke.

Minutes after the mother takes a drink, alcohol begins to enter her
bloodstream. Almost immediately it crosses the placenta and enters the
fetus’s bloodstream.† About half an hour after the concentration of alcohol in
the mother’s blood reaches its peak, the concentration in the fetus’s blood
reaches a similar peak.34 Roughly half of the mother’s blood flows to her
brain, so half of the alcohol in her blood flows there too; in the fetus, the
proportion is even higher. Alcohol depresses activity in the mother’s central
nervous system (brain and spinal cord). Even minute amounts of it slow her
reflexes, and larger amounts can dull her senses enough to permit its use as a
surgical analgesic. (In fact, our information on alcohol’s passage into the
fetus comes from blood samples taken in the delivery room while mothers
were made high on vodka administered intravenously—“an ethanol
infusion”—to dull their pain.) Needless to say, larger amounts can also make
the mother appear lethargic and content.

Now consider a fetus after his mother has drunk one jigger of vodka.
Normally during the last weeks of gestation a fetus spends one-third to one-
half of his time “breathing”: going through the motions of inhaling and
exhaling, thereby developing the muscles of his breathing apparatus so that
they will be able to function continuously after birth.35 Peter Lewis and Peter
Boylan of London’s Hammersmith Hospital used ultrasonography to observe



the breathing of six fetuses. They observed that before and after the mother
drank a glass of orange juice, the fetus “breathed” an average of 46 percent
of the time—but after the mother drank a glass of orange juice laced with a
jigger of vodka, the fetus “breathed” only 14 percent of the time.36 Since fetal
“breathing” is a reflex of the central nervous system, it looks as though
alcohol depresses the fetus’s central nervous system much as it depresses his
mother’s.

Next consider a medical report of fetuses who were nurtured outside the
womb on vodka and water—“premature infants receiving an intravenous,
alcohol-containing ’hyperalimentation’ solution.”37 Physicians were injecting
this solution into premature babies, apparently because of a recommendation
of the Neonatal Intensive Care Center of the University of Oregon’s Medical
School. (This recommendation had been published two years before, in
1971, in an article by S. Gorham Babson in the Journal of Pediatrics. 38

Babson did not explain why alcohol was included in the solution, but he did
sound authoritative.) Nurses noticed that some of the babies they were caring
for seemed unusually lethargic and contented. One of those babies turned out
to have almost enough alcohol in his blood to be jailed for drunken driving,
and another baby had twice that much. Those two babies were especially
lethargic. When the physicians abruptly stopped giving alcohol to one baby,
“she had symptoms resembling delerium tremens.” This is not proof that the
babies were drunk, but babies borne by mothers who are administered
alcohol shortly before giving birth also show “muscular hypotonia”
(flaccidity); babies borne by alcoholic mothers not uncommonly show signs
of delerium tremens;39 and we have heard more than one expectant mother
say at a party, “Gee, he seems quiet tonight.” It certainly looks as though
when an expectant mother gets drunk, the baby she is carrying gets drunk too.
(A fetus can become addicted to heroin and methadone as well as alcohol.40

We suspect he can become addicted to whatever his mother can, including
diazepam [Valium].)

This sounds portentous; and indeed, many dozens of studies purport to
find long-term, durable effects of an expectant mother’s drinking on her baby.
However, most of these studies have grave methodological flaws, like failing
to account for the mothers’ smoking or age, or questioning the mothers after
birth about how much they had drunk months before.* What is more, their
flaws are largely similar, so the studies probably err similarly. This leaves



most of them uninterpretable, either singly or as a group. Let us look at two
of the best, one by Ruth Little at the University of Washington and another by
her colleagues Ann Streissguth, Helen Barr, Donald Martin, and Cynthia
Herman.42

Little questioned mothers during pregnancy about how much they were
drinking and smoking. All of the mothers belonged to a prepaid medical plan,
so all were provided with comprehensive health care; and the mothers were
predominantly well educated and middle class—for the most part healthy,
well fed, and not living arduous lives. It took a while for Little to find a
significant number of women who drank even a moderate amount of alcohol,
because alcohol makes most pregnant women nauseous, but eventually she
identified seventy-three women who did admit to taking an average of two
drinks daily. Little questioned these women again toward the end of
pregnancy, then compared their babies to 198 babies of light-drinking women
and abstainers. All three groups—the moderate drinkers, the light drinkers,
and the abstainers—included the same proportion of women who smoked.
After Little accounted for age and childbearing experience, she found that the
women who drank moderately during the last three months of pregnancy bore
babies weighing six ounces less (on average) than the others.43 Moreover,
Little’s colleagues (Streissguth and associates) found that, on average, the
more a woman had drunk during her pregnancy, the harder it was to arouse
her baby the morning after he was born, the less likely he was to habituate to
repeated sights or sounds, and, eight months later, the lower he scored on a
test of motor and mental development.44*

This looks like clear evidence that alcohol retards fetal development—
until we consider the difficulty Little had in finding pregnant women who
drank. This is a common experience of researchers, even in countries like
France and Germany where drinking has no social stigma.46† Apparently one
of the normal physiological changes during pregnancy is to render alcohol
nauseating—so if women are able to drink moderately during pregnancy, they
seem not to be perfectly normal physiologically. Rather than alcohol itself,
this other, more basic physiological abnormality may be retarding their
babies’ development.

To rule this out, one might study only women who drink, but compare
women who drink different amounts: if alcohol stunts fetal growth, then more
alcohol ought to stunt fetal growth more; so if all else were equal, babies



borne by heavy drinkers ought to weigh less than babies borne by moderate
drinkers. However, all else is not equal: heavy drinkers tend to smoke more
than moderate drinkers, eat less well, be in poorer health, take more
psychoactive drugs, and live more arduous lives in less salubrious
surroundings.48 Consider how these might interact with each other and with
alcohol. A pregnant woman walks back from the store—she cannot afford a
car—dragging a cartful of groceries. She lugs these up two flights of steps to
her third-floor walk-up. Since she is in poor health as well as pregnant, she
is flushed and panting when she reaches her door. This indicates that her
circulatory system is favoring her limbs and heart at the expense of most of
her visceral organs, including the placenta; so her body is restricting the
amount of oxygen available to the fetus. To refresh herself, she lights a
cigarette—thereby inhaling carbon monoxide, and hence providing carbon
monoxide to the fetus instead of oxygen. Finally she goes inside and takes a
drink. Now the alcohol begins to restrict the amount of oxygen available to
the fetus in the same way her exertion has been restricting it: by inducing her
circulatory system to send extra blood to the periphery of her body at the
expense of most of the viscera.49 (This extra blood coursing through your
skin is what makes you feel warm shortly after you drink.) The woman’s
overexertion might not have restricted the oxygen enough to cause hypoxic
damage to the fetus, nor might the cigarette alone, nor the alcohol alone; but
combined they increase the risk considerably.

We have found only one study of heavy drinkers that comes even close to
sorting out alcohol from these other factors, a study by the Boston City
Hospital’s Prenatal Clinic.50 Women coming to this clinic were interviewed
about their living habits. Those who said that they were drinking heavily
were advised to stop (or at least to reduce their drinking until they
delivered), and they were offered counseling to help do this. By the last third
of pregnancy, fifteen of sixty-nine heavy drinkers claimed to have stopped
drinking, and another ten claimed to have reduced their drinking materially.
(Actually, more women than this claimed to have reduced their drinking, but
the researchers sometimes chose to believe instead clinical signs to the
contrary.) Both groups of women—the heavy drinkers who had cut back and
the heavy drinkers who had not cut back—measured on average similarly
low on several socioeconomic indicators and reported similarly poor diets,
similar use of marijuana, similarly heavy smoking habits, and similar



drinking habits at first: imbibing the equivalent of nearly a pint of whiskey
per day. Of the mothers who continued to drink, 45 percent delivered babies
so puny that they were among the lightest one-tenth of all babies born in the
United States. In contrast, of the twenty-five mothers who had reduced their
drinking, only two delivered babies this lightweight.51 Once again alcohol
seems to be the culprit—until we remember that the mothers who had not cut
down were probably less likely to take care of themselves in other ways as
well: less likely to follow dietary advice, to take dietary supplements, to get
adequate sleep, and so on. And nonalcoholic factors like these simply must
be considered: they caused fully 35 percent of even the nondrinkers in this
inner-city study to bear babies that were abnormal in some way. The most we
can conclude is that when other deleterious factors are present, then a lot of
alcohol can have some kind of durable, detrimental effect.

However, even in the best of pregnancies, any drink the mother takes will
affect the fetus temporarily at least as much as it affects her. As she gets high,
the fetus will feel lower and lower.

FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME

Readers who have heard about fetal alcohol syndrome may be surprised
at such a cautious statement, since it has recently been claimed that alcohol
causes this affliction in as many as half of all babies borne by alcoholics.52

However, this claim is fallacious, the result of archetypical errors in
epidemiology.

In the early 1970s physicians at the University of Washington noticed that
eleven babies of alcoholic mothers were born with similar sets of defects
involving mental retardation, stunted growth, and facial abnormalities.
Because the babies had alcoholic mothers, the physicians concluded that
alcohol was at fault. Because the babies had similar defects, the physicians
concluded that these particular defects occur together in a syndrome, a
specific combination of signs and symptoms that indicates a specific
underlying problem. The result was a paper announcing the discovery of
“fetal alcohol syndrome.”53 The name is catchy, and the subject attracts
attention, so other physicians have looked for it—and in a very small



proportion of the babies borne by alcoholic mothers, they have found it, and
written up their findings, thereby perpetuating the error.

But an error it is; or rather, two errors. First, babies borne by alcoholic
mothers do indeed have more than their share of these defects; but as we
have seen, many other factors are likely to be involved. There is no way to
pin the cause on alcohol alone. Second, babies borne by alcoholics are likely
to have many other defects as well as the few forming the “syndrome.” Those
defects appear in many combinations. They come together in the “syndrome”
no more often than you would expect them to come together by chance. Their
simultaneous appearance is not a special phenomenon reflecting a specific
ill; it is a coincidence.54

Unfortunately, because “fetal alcohol syndrome” sounds so dramatic,
people tend to focus their attention on it instead of on the real problem,
which is much broader. This “syndrome” is not a special trouble visited upon
some babies of the relatively few mothers who are alcoholics; it is a general
tendency of some very common (albeit ill-defined) unhealthful habits and
circumstances to induce birth defects.

MOTHER’S SMOKING

Of other habits and circumstances that affect the fetus, the one most
thoroughly studied is smoking. When a woman puffs on a cigarette, she
inhales as much carbon monoxide as she would if she were puffing on the
exhaust pipe of a car. By the time she finishes that cigarette, she will have
inhaled about one-tenth of the lethal dose of nicotine, a substantial amount of
cyanide, plus greater and lesser amounts of more than two thousand other
chemicals, most of them irritating if not toxic.55 Against these stresses the
body instantly rebels: as soon as someone draws on her first cigarette, she
coughs and gags, feels nauseous and dizzy. If she persists in smoking, her
body will try to adapt, and it will succeed well enough to quash the
unpleasant sensations and to prevent itself from being overcome. But the
result is equivalent to a car being driven with the choke half on and the spark
advanced as “compensation”: the carbon monoxide from smoking even half a
pack a day chokes off—throughout the day, not just during a cigarette—one-



third to one-half of the oxygen that is normally available to the body’s cells,
while the nicotine provides preternatural sparks of nervous stimulation.

The adult body is strong enough and stable enough to withstand to some
extent this physiological maladjustment. Its physical endurance will be
lessened, and it will become sick more often and more seriously, but it will
usually function for decades before it begins to show serious, premature
wear. However, the fetal body is still developing. An amount of nicotine that
stimulates the adult’s nervous system may overwhelm the fetus’s, thereby not
increasing but decreasing its activity. And in the fetus, a shortage of oxygen
may not merely reduce the efficiency with which tissues function, it may
reduce the efficiency with which they develop. Thus it should not be
surprising that the instant his mother lights up, the fetus begins to “breathe”
less, as though his central nervous system is being depressed.56 Nor should it
be surprising that a mother’s smoking seems to stunt the fetus’s growth. Ruth
Little’s study of drinking shows this clearly:57 taking into account alcohol as
well as all the other factors we have mentioned so far, Little found that on
average, smoking appears to reduce birth weight by 10.7 grams per cigarette
smoked per day, or roughly half a pound per pack smoked per day.

Note that we said “on average” Any one mother who does not smoke may
bear a smaller baby than her neighbor who does, and Cousin Joan who puffs
her way through two packs a day may bear a ten-pound giant. Nonetheless,
the evidence that on average an expectant mother’s smoking stunts her fetus’s
growth is substantial. For example, one excellent study shows that with
drinking, socioeconomic status, use of marijuana, age, number of previous
pregnancies, and six other less obvious factors like diet and the mother’s
increase in weight during pregnancy all held constant, when pregnant women
smoke, their babies tend to weigh less at birth.58 Moreover, every study
purporting to show that something other than smoking might be the cause has
been inadequate.59 At this time a more sensible question to address is not
whether a pregnant woman’s smoking can stunt her fetus’s growth, but
whether her husband’s smoking can also stunt it. Sidney Bottoms and his
colleagues at Case Western Reserve Medical School recently measured the
amount of thiocyanate found in fetal blood remaining in the umbilical cord
after birth.60 The body produces thiocyanate after it is dosed with cyanide,
and the largest source of cyanide is usually cigarette smoke. Thus in this
study thiocyanate was much more plentiful in the fetal blood when mothers



had smoked than when they had not smoked, and the more they had smoked,
the more plentiful it was. However, when the mothers had not smoked but the
fathers had, the thiocyanate was still significantly more plentiful than when
neither had smoked.

If smoking depresses fetal “breathing” and stunts fetal growth, it might
conceivably have more serious consequences. Any monkey wrench thrown
into the body’s physiological works will tend to affect the development of
tissues that are developing rapidly more than it will tend to affect the
development of tissues that are relatively stable; and at any given time during
gestation, some tissues are developing more rapidly than others. So if, like
cigarette smoke, the monkey wrench retards development, it could retard
development unevenly: the fetus could be not merely stunted but also
distorted. Congenital defects might result—perhaps gross malformations like
pinheadedness; or perhaps physiological imbalances inducing miscarriage or
stillbirth; or perhaps flaws within the cellular structure of the brain which
would be visible only under a microscope but which could cause mental or
sensory deficiencies. Significant increases in defects like these have in fact
been found in more than twenty studies.61 However, we could find no
creditable study reporting such differences that has taken into account the
mothers’ drinking habits. Moreover, all of the creditable studies that account
for maternal drinking have not found differences at birth in anything but
weight.62 This does not prove that such differences do not exist, but it does
indicate that they would be small and infrequent. Smoking definitely
depresses the fetus’s “breathing” and stunts its growth, but it may have no
other significant consequences—by itself.

HYPOXIA

We can learn little else about the fetal effects of anxiety, drinking, and
smoking from studies that have investigated these directly. However, it is
clear that all of these stresses restrict the amount of oxygen that is available
to the fetus;* so studies of other restrictions of oxygen let us infer more. They
let us see how these stresses add to one another from the fetus’s point of
view.



Oxygen is restricted naturally at high altitudes, for there the air is thin.
When unacclimated adults climb or even drive to the top of a high mountain,
they are likely to suffer hypoxia—acute mountain sickness. They will
develop a headache, feel weak and irritable, and find it difficult to pay
attention to things or to sleep.67 Pregnant women dwelling at extremely high
altitudes produce unusually large placentas, which compensate for the
limited oxygen; so although there is less oxygen available to be transferred
from the mother’s blood to the fetus’s, at least it is transferred more
efficiently.68 However, this compensation is not complete. Consider a
comparison by Carmen Saco-Pollitt of Peruvian babies born at fourteen
thousand feet in the Andes to babies born near sea level in Lima.69 After
taking into account parents’ education, father’s occupation, ethnic
background, and much else, she found that the babies born in the Andes
weighed less, as we would expect—and she found that they were more
flaccid, moved less often and more jerkily, were less attentive, and were less
wont to stop crying. In short, they acted like hypoxic adults.

Oxygen can also be restricted by premature birth, for the premature baby’s
lungs may not work adequately at first. Any shortage of oxygen this causes
can be measured in the blood—and it can be seen in the baby’s behavior, for
a baby who is short of oxygen does not sleep normally.70 A premature baby
and the fetus share certain immature neurological patterns while they sleep;71

so since hypoxia disturbs the premature baby’s sleep, it doubtless disturbs
the fetus’s sleep too, just as it disturbs the adult’s.

Finally, we have circumstantial evidence that hypoxic fetuses, like
hypoxic adults, suffer headaches. Several postmortem studies have found that
when medical signs indicate a fetus had endured hypoxia within a few weeks
of his birth, then no matter why he died as a newborn, he probably sustained
damage to those parts of the brain that are most likely to be responsible for
the headaches of hypoxic adults.72 We shall see in the next chapter that the
newborn feels little pain; so the fetus’s headaches should hurt him little if at
all. Still, a headachy feeling is uncomfortable even when it is not
accompanied by pain. A hypoxic newborn is likely to feel an unpleasant
pressure and pounding in his head.

We cannot know to what extent a mother’s anxiety, drinking, and smoking
are comparable to her living at Andean altitudes, giving birth prematurely,
and so forth; so we cannot say that a mother’s anxiety, drinking, and smoking



have the same effect on her baby that those other circumstances have.
However, even though nearly all studies of these factors confound them
thoroughly, we have seen that, in whatever (unknown) admixtures they occur,
anxiety, drinking, and smoking do seem to induce mothers to bear babies who
sleep abnormally and are flaccid, tremulous, irritable, and inattentive—like
hypoxic babies. Although we cannot apportion the causes of this among the
different forms of stress, it seems likely that through the common mechanism
of hypoxia, all of these stresses contribute to one extent or another. From the
fetus’s perspective, it matters little just what stresses his mother undergoes:
if they are intense enough or prolonged enough, he will feel headachy,
crabby, and tired.

The Value of Stress

If life in the womb is a paradise, then it is a paradise that can be noisy, bitter-
tasting and bumpy—at times downright unpleasant. The noises, tastes, bumps,
and grinds are different from those outside the womb, but they provide a
wide range of sensory stimulation, from barely noticeable to barely
tolerable.

This should not be surprising; for generally after birth, muscular and
mental capabilities increase only with stimulation, and without stimulation
they atrophy. There is no reason to think that stimulation would suddenly
become necessary after birth yet not be necessary before.

Thus we arrive at a paradox. Any stimulation applied intensely enough
becomes a stress; the intensity at which it becomes a stress depends not on
the stimulation itself, but on the tissue or organ that is stimulated; and
different tissues and organs can accept differing amounts of any given
stimulation without incurring strain—so the same stimulation that is
beneficial to one part of the body may be stressful to another. This is a
paradox adults experience as well. Joggers strengthen their hearts by
damaging their knees.

Even with an adult it is difficult to tell when stimulation like jogging
becomes more harmful than good overall. With a baby in the womb,



comparable judgments are not just difficult; for the most part they are
impossible.

Moreover, once a baby leaves the womb, the variety of stimulation he
receives becomes so great that the effect of any one prenatal influence
becomes virtually impossible to isolate. Pregnant women who smoke, for
instance, bear lighter babies. They also usually continue to smoke after they
give birth, thereby polluting the air in their home with significant amounts of
carbon monoxide, cyanide, and other poisonous gases. By puberty, if the
children of these women are shorter than their peers, is this because they
began life stunted—or because the polluted air they have grown up in has left
them more susceptible to respiratory illnesses, so that they have spent more
time sick and less time growing? If they are also a few months behind in
school, is this because the development of their brains suffered from fetal
hypoxia—or because they have missed more school from being sick more
often and longer?*

Although we have placed much emphasis on the stimulation and stress that
life in the womb provides, we do not mean to imply that the womb is
unprotective. Obviously it is protective. The young fetus has skin only a few
cells thick: the womb must be protective if he is to survive. But the womb is
protective, not insulating. It is like a good mother: it shields the fetus only
from extremes of stress, not from those lesser levels he will have to learn to
handle every day.

In addition, the fetus is protected by his very immaturity. He is protected
physically, for the younger an organism is, the more easily it is hurt, but also
the more easily it heals. And he is protected mentally and emotionally. No
infant, no child, no adolescent, no adult—nobody at any age is able to learn
anything that requires greater physical maturity than he has reached at that
moment. The maturational limitation on all but muscular endeavors lies
within the cortex of the brain, the “gray matter” responsible for all but the
most rudimentary of animal behaviors. As we shall see in later chapters, the
fetus’s gray matter is barely beginning to develop. Without it, nothing that
happens within the womb is likely to make more than a shallow and
temporary impression on his mind or character. A prenatal impression may
possibly be maintained or deepened by a child’s experiences after birth, but
it is far more likely to be pressed out. Whatever a baby’s prenatal
experiences happen to be, their influence is unlikely to be indelible.



___________
* Ultrasonography creates images of the inside of the body from sonic waves which are too high to

hear: a machine beams these waves into the body, then uses their reflections to form pictures on a
television screen.

† School-aged children who were not born in the normal, head-downward position seem to have an
abnormally weak sense of balance. We suspect that a weak sense of balance in utero contributed to
their abnormal presentation.4

* Try to recall some details about your recent past—How many colds did you catch last winter?
When did you catch them? How long did they last?—and you can see that question¬ ing about the past
is bound to elicit uncertain and often erroneous answers even when the questioning is trying to define
something as concrete as a cold, not something as subtle as anxiety. Moreover, the inaccuracy is likely
not to be random but to be biased: a hypochon¬ driac is likely to exaggerate coughs and sniffles that a
person who prides himself on his health would ignore. Similarly, a woman questioned after she has given
birth to a healthy infant would be caught up in the pride and joy of motherhood, and so would tend to
forget or ignore many cares of the past, whereas a woman questioned after she has just borne a sickly
baby would likely be racking her brains like Job for possible explanations. Any study comparing two
groups of women like this is almost certain to find a difference in their answers, whether a difference
exists in reality or not.

* It is also possible that, when a mother lost her husband in the months before birth, her anxiety
distorted her relationship with the baby during the first months of life in some way that exacerbated the
vicious circle. (We will deal with such distortions in chapter 11.) It is even conceivable that this distortion
began the circle; but in light of the other evidence that we mentioned in the text, we doubt it.

† When the mother drinks, some alcohol also passes into the amniotic fluid, which the baby drinks.
Alcohol reaches the amniotic fluid after it reaches the blood, but remains there longer.33

* Like her memory of anxiety, a mother’s memory of her drinking will change with time and with the
birth of her baby. One study which interviewed mothers both during pregnancy and after delivery found
a threefold difference in the number who admitted drinking heavily.41

* At four and seven years of age, those children whose mothers had drunk heavily during pregnancy
had more difficulty sitting still and paying attention. In another good study of predominantly middle-class
women, thirteen-month-olds whose mothers had drunk mod¬ erately had lower scores on tests of motor
and language development.45 Of course, all of these long-term effects could result from differences in
the way the children were treated after birth.

† Even monkeys that have learned to enjoy screwdrivers, and have seen nothing on television about
the undesirable effects of alcohol on the fetus, take less alcohol while they are pregnant, then resume
drinking after the baby is born.47

* We saw earlier that this occurs when the mother is anxious or takes a drink. It also happens when
she lights up a cigarette, for the carbon monoxide from the smoke replaces oxygen in the blood. This
both reduces the oxygen-carrying capacity of the blood, and makes it more difficult for whatever
oxygen is there to be transferred to tissues.63 Also, nicotine causes hormones to be released that cause
peripheral blood vessels like those in the uterus to constrict and hence send less oxygen to the fetus.64

This is probably the reason that the placentas of smokers often look diseased, as if they had been
inadequately supplied with blood.65 Studies of monkeys confirm this by showing that the fetus becomes
hypoxic shortly after the mother’s head is placed in a helmet filled with tobacco smoke.66



* During the week of March 3, 1953, in the United Kingdom, seventeen thousand babies were born.
Studies following these children found that those whose mothers had smoked during pregnancy grew up
to be slightly shorter, slightly less capable intellectually, and slightly less skilled at reading and
mathematics than those whose mothers had not smoked during pregnancy. Although these studies take
into account such factors as the mother’s height, age and childbearing experience, and the family’s size
and socioeconomic status, they gathered information about the pregnancy after the baby was born, and
they did not take into account the effects of drinking, or of postnatal exposure to coal smoke, which
seriously polluted the air of much of the country at that time.73



3

Being Born

SINCE LIFE in the womb does not feel like life in paradise, obviously birth
does not feel, as many writers have assumed, like a fall from paradise. Yet
birth changes the fetus’s existence radically. In this chapter we shall see that
the fetus/baby certainly feels this change, but not in the traumatic way that
people commonly assume.

Pain

Let us begin our discussion by considering the baby’s passage through the
birth canal. This can be excruciating for an undrugged mother; and because
the baby is being squeezed by her contractions, you might think it would be
excruciating for the baby too. However, the mother’s body is being stretched
while the baby is being squeezed. In adults, stretching the body hurts much
more than squeezing it. Women have withstood corsets tight enough to deform
and even to kill them, yet a pea-sized kidney stone passing through the urethra
will cause a three-hundred-pound linebacker to double over in pain.

Indeed, although her exertions feel mighty to a mother, electronic sensors
taped to fetuses during labor and delivery show that the actual pressures on
the fetus are comparable merely to the pressures on an adult’s body while he
lies in bed. The average uterine contraction exerts pressures on the baby
reaching no more than about one pound per square inch, and even where the
force is most concentrated—at the back of the baby’s head while the cervix
is partially dilated—the pressure is usually only two to five pounds per
square inch.1 This, of course, is as it ought to be: pressures much higher
would bruise the baby’s skin, as forceps do.



The fetus is likely to feel these contractions, for as we saw in the last
chapter, his sense of touch appears to be excellent. However, he is even less
likely than an adult to find such modest pressures painful. For one thing, if he
is born in the West, he will probably be dosed with painkillers—analgesics
given to the mother which pass immediately into his bloodstream. We shall
discuss these at length later in this chapter. But medication notwithstanding, a
baby’s sense of pain is almost certainly duller than an adult’s.

To understand this, we need to look at the adult’s sensation of pain.2 Pain
does not involve any special anatomical system: there are no sensory “pain
receptors,” nor is there a specialized neural network transmitting “pain
impulses.,” Neither is pain tied directly to the sense of touch: intense lights
and sounds induce pain as palpable as that induced by a punch in the nose.
Nor is pain caused by an excess of force or stimulation: an artillery shell
applying sufficiently excessive force to remove an arm or a leg commonly
will not cause the body to hurt for several hours. (There are innumerable
anecdotal reports of this following industrial accidents and battlefield
injuries. Careful studies show this to be not the exception but the rule.3)

Pain seems not to be a primary sensation at all. It seems to be a secondary
sensation based partially on learning. Among others, Henry Beecher of
Harvard demonstrated this by questioning soldiers wounded in battle and
civilians wounded on the operating table.4 Beecher talked to the soldiers on
average ten hours after they had been wounded and had been trucked away
from the battlefield of Anzio Beach. These soldiers were as sore as they
were likely ever to become. They were neither in shock nor doped by
painkillers, and they were perfectly capable of feeling pain. “They complain
as vigorously as normal men at an inept venipuncture [hypodermic needle],”
Beecher noted. Yet of 150 men who had been wounded seriously, only 48
answered yes when asked whether they would like a painkiller. In contrast,
125 of 150 civilian men answered yes when queried four hours after
suffering less extensive wounds from surgery. Apparently the situations these
men found themselves in played a major role in their perception of pain. But
of course, the situations per se could have been only a distal cause in this
perception. The proximal cause had to be within the men: it had to be the
perceptions and/or expectations that they associated with their
circumstances. And associations of this sort are learned.



Such associations are not learned consciously, nor even learned
unconsciously in the psychoanalytic sense; they are learned at the most basic
neuronal levels. Within your body, as you do and perceive things akin to what
you have done and perceived before, neurons tend to fire in characteristic
patterns, and various parts of the brain become familiar with these patterns.
Pain seems to be the conscious registration of untoward variations of these
patterns. Your brain tells your legs to walk. Shortly afterward, throughout
your legs, innumerable nerve endings signal to your brain what each part of
the leg is doing. Simultaneously they report “Right knee extended against
moderate pressure, right thigh swinging backward under moderate pressure,
left knee extended with pull against it, left thigh swinging backward. . . .” At
the same time your face reports a barely perceptible cooling, and your eyes
report that objects toward the periphery of your vision appear to be moving
backward. All these reports and more reach the brain simultaneously. From
experience, your brain puts them all together and concludes that this is a
normal pattern of sensory stimulation for stepping forward with the right foot;
so it deems all to be well. This particular pattern of neuronal reports happens
often, so your brain deals with the reports routinely at unconscious levels—
until you tread upon a tack. Then, superimposed on the routine reports, comes
another: “Severe pressure on a small spot under the instep of the left foot.,”
This untoward variation from normal sets alarms ringing inside the brain.
These alarms are the feeling of pain. You hurt.

On the other hand, if instead of treading upon a tack, you should tread
upon a land mine, then there would occur no mere variation of neuronal
activity but rather a wholesale change—a wholesale change that is also
novel and unexpected. This the brain would not deal with routinely,
unconsciously: you would feel consciously the shredding of skin and the
splintering of bone. But the change in neuronal activity would be so
significant in extent, so novel, and so surprising that the brain would need
several hours to recover from its surprise, to marshal all of its experience,
and then, eventually, to sort out what the new neuronal activity means. Only
as it finishes this process would it begin to sound the alarm of pain.*

Compared to adults, babies have had the chance to learn few neuronal
patterns, so fewer stimuli seem abnormal to them. Therefore, they are less
likely than adults to feel pain. An indication of how much less comes from
the pediatric ophthalmological clinic where we have one of our laboratories.
We routinely study babies just one month old when they are first being fitted



with a hard contact lens to replace the eye’s natural lens after surgical
removal of a congenital cataract. When a skilled technician inserts the lens
(which takes less than a second), the babies seem to take no notice at all, nor
do they later seem in the least bothered by it. Yet to an adult, a mote in the
eye feels painful, and it takes days of inurance before a hard contact lens
stops feeling like an implanted chisel.

Newborns have had even less time to learn neuronal patterns, so they are
even less likely than one-month-olds to feel pain. Moreover, to the fetus,
birth is as novel, great, and unexpected a change as stepping on a land mine.
Surely he does not feel his birth as hurt.

What Babies Feel

On the other hand, like a soldier feeling his wound without pain, a baby does
feel his birth. He feels the gentle but firm pressure of uterine contractions, of
being squeezed through the birth canal, of the physician’s or midwife’s hands.
He feels the sharper pressure of forceps, if they are used. And most
important, he feels a side effect of being squeezed through the birth canal.
Gentle as that pressure is, it often squeezes the umbilical cord against the
baby tightly enough to reduce the supply of blood flowing through it, inducing
a shortage of oxygen—hypoxia.6 During labor, the fetus stops making the
breathing movements that he made earlier: this may be because the hypoxia
makes him feel weak.7 Even in normal deliveries, hypoxia can be severe
enough to cause the electrical activity of the baby’s brain to stop
momentarily, an indication that the baby has passed out for a moment.8 We
cannot tell how often this occurs—too few babies have been studied to admit
an estimate—but it seems likely to happen in a substantial minority of births,
and to be especially likely when the mothers receive any of the drugs
commonly given during delivery. Moreover, hypoxia also seems to cause
strain that is less extreme than passing out; for the longer a baby is exposed
to contractions, the longer and more quietly he will sleep for the next few
days.9 Indeed, a mother who has just endured a particularly long and difficult
labor may find herself with a baby who will not wake up even to be fed. We
shall see in the next chapter that such sleep indicates the baby cannot cope



with all the stimulation he is receiving. The sights, sounds, and smells of the
world are overwhelming him.

We saw in the last chapter that a pounding head is the likely result of this
hypoxia—a pounding head plus a light-headed, “spaced-out” feeling. In
addition, the dazzling light, the novel sounds and smells, being jolted about,
becoming cold—these stimulate and overwhelm the newborn much as a
western tourist is overwhelmed by his first visit to an Oriental bazaar. To an
adult, sensory hyperstimulation like this provides a neurochemical kick to the
central nervous system, inducing a natural high. If the adult’s central nervous
system is simultaneously starved of oxygen—if it is depressed by hypoxia—
then the result is a combination of low and high. You can feel such a
combination if you run long and hard enough to induce hypoxia alongside a
busy, brilliantly lighted street. It is a weird mixture of feeling supremely alert
yet dissociated from reality, a kind of alert mental haze—followed by a
“crash,” into fatigue. This, overlain by a pounding head, is likely to be what
a newborn feels too—if his mother was not medicated during delivery.
Certainly he is more alert (and more enjoyable to interact with) for a few
hours after he is born than he will be for weeks afterward; and then he falls
into periods of sleep longer than he ever will fall into again.10

Painkillers

This headachy feeling may be delayed and/or exacerbated, and the high may
be increased or turned into a dopey low, by drugs given the mother during
delivery: painkillers ("analgesics"), tranquilizers, sedatives, and general and
local anesthetics. These drugs have a profound effect on the baby, not just as
he is being born but for days afterward. They are the single most potent
influence on how the baby feels his birth. For this reason we want to
consider them at length. The drugs we need to consider fall into three broad
classes, two of which are similar. Let us deal with those two first.

Sedatives, “minor,” tranquilizers, and general anesthetics form one class.
All of these depress the central nervous system. They include phenobarbital,
diazepam (Valium), chloral hydrate (the knockout drops of spy stories),
meprobromate (Equanil and Miltown), nitrous oxide, ether, and innumerable



others, including alcohol. Most people think these differ greatly from one
another, and obviously they do differ in detail—in how they are
administered, how quickly they act, how soon (and how) the body disposes
of them, and side effects. Nevertheless, in their overall functioning they are
all very similar and form a closely knit family. At certain doses, the effects of
any one become indistinguishable from the effects of any other, by either the
person taking them or a physician examining him; and any one of them
appears to be able to replace any other one to satisfy, at least partially, a
physical addiction.11 In some poor areas, when whiskey has been made
prohibitively expensive, people have switched wholesale to ether: the drunk
is just the same.

Members of this family can also substitute to a limited extent for the
members of another family of depressants, the opioid ("opiumlike")
analgesics. The natural archetypes of this class are opium, morphine, heroin,
codeine, and the other fruits of the opium poppy; but nowadays synthetic
equivalents are more fashionable, especially one drug called either
meperidine or pethidine (Demerol).* Like the first group of depressants, the
opioids differ from one another in how fast they act, how fast they are
eliminated, and so on, but the similarities among them are marked. In adults,
there is little difference among them in the ability to relieve pain or in side
effects, and virtually any one of them seems able to satisfy an addict’s
demand for virtually any other. The opioids do differ from the other
depressants in many significant ways, but both groups are rightfully, if not
legally, called narcotics.†

These two families of narcotic form the vast bulk of drugs administered
during childbirth, and recent surveys show that the vast majority of western
women receive at least one of them.12‡ Whenever a mother receives one of
these drugs, the fetus does too. Just as alcohol begins to cross the placenta
immediately, so do the other narcotics. Just as alcohol quickly reaches
concentrations in the fetus’s blood nearly as high as in the mother’s, so do the
other narcotics.14 And just as alcohol lingers longer in the newborn than in
the mother, so do the other narcotics, and for the same reason: the newborn
lacks sufficient enzymes to break them down.15

Because of all this, if the mother receives narcotics during childbirth, her
newly born baby is likely to act drugged. If she receives even a low dose,
then during the first few hours after birth, the baby is likely to be depressed



—to have weaker muscle tone and reflexes, to be less alert, to sleep more,
and to be less able to habituate to his new surroundings. This depression will
linger for several days. The more narcotics the mother receives, the longer
her baby’s depression is likely to last (although an antidote can mitigate it to
some extent, if it is administered either to the mother just before the baby is
born or to the baby just after his birth).16 Apparently, narcotics commonly
given the mother during delivery transform the high that a baby would
naturally experience during birth into a dazed, groggy, dopey low.

This low may be even lower in the newborn than it would be in an adult.
In an adult, narcotics depress most behaviors, yet at some doses they
stimulate other behaviors simultaneously. A banal example is the cocktail
which stimulates conversation while it slows reactions. A more serious
example is the general anesthetic which causes a woman who is insensible to
flail about on the delivery table in delirium, or even to try to climb off and
walk away. This kind of paradoxical behavior is easy to identify in adults,
yet there is little evidence of it in newborns whose mothers received
narcotics during childbirth, unless the mothers also received stimulants. We
think that these effects are not seen at least partly because narcotics depress
the newborn more deeply and/or more broadly than they depress adults.
Alcohol reduces the flow of maternal blood to the placenta, thereby causing
fetal hypoxia. Other narcotics do the same. Thus narcotics are likely to
exacerbate the natural hypoxia caused by constriction of the umbilical cord.
This would intensify the headachy feeling that any newborn is likely to
endure and add to the depression of his central nervous system. As groggy
and woozy as a medicated mother is, her baby is likely groggier and woozier
still, and will remain so long after she perks up.

If the mother is heavily drugged by narcotics, the baby can even be born
partially anesthetized—in the first stage of anesthesia, awake but numb. We
have found indications of this in several studies, all using similar methods to
study babies delivered “normally” during the first half of this century, when
“normal,” usually meant deliveries under a general anesthetic and/or other
narcotics. Typical is a report from 1924 by Mandel and Irene Sherman of
Northwestern University. The Shermans pricked newborns’ legs and faces
with a needle and counted how many pricks it took to make the babies flail
their arms, pull away, and cry.17 A baby delivered without medication will
object to even one pinprick, especially around the face; but these babies did



not object until they were pricked six or seven times on the face, or eleven
times on the leg. They were born partially numb. This numbness took several
days to dissipate, and followed exactly the time course of the general
depression that the mother feels after delivering with narcotics.

Needless to say, babies who are born partially anesthetized would feel
little of their passage through the birth canal. Nor would they feel headachy
immediately after birth. But as the anesthesia wears off, the baby would still
be deeply depressed, more deeply depressed than babies who had never
been brought down near the threshold of anesthesia. Thus, after the anesthesia
wears off, the baby’s headachy feeling would be worse than it would have
been if he had never been anesthetized; he would feel more deeply
depressed; and his depression would linger even longer.

Local Anesthesia

Many physicians try to avoid narcotic effects by employing local anesthetics
instead of narcotics.18 Their assumption is that local anesthetics work mainly
on the mother’s peripheral nerves, so they should have little or no effect on
the rest of her body or on the fetus. However, local anesthetics find their way
into the fetus’s blood in surprisingly high concentrations, even from minimal
doses given for an episiotomy just minutes before delivery. And like the
narcotics, once they are in the baby’s blood, they remain there for several
days.19

This is not auspicious, for every injectable, local anesthetic is a close
chemical relation of the stimulant cocaine. It is commonly assumed that
cocaine’s cousins—lidocaine (Xylocaine), bupiva-caine, procaine
(Novocain), and other-aines—share cocaine’s chemical structure and
anesthetic properties without sharing its stimulating effect. Yet experiments
with animals contradict this, and experienced cocaine users cannot
distinguish cocaine from lidocaine when the two are administered in
comparably anesthetic doses through the nose.20 Moreover, there is evidence
that several local anesthetics often used in childbirth can stimulate the
newborn. Two studies have compared babies delivered with local
anesthetics alone (administered as epidural blocks) to babies delivered



without drugs. One of these studies, by Patricia Linn and Betty Kuhnert at
Case Western Reserve, compared babies delivered with a low dose of
lidocaine or 2-chloroprocaine to babies delivered without drugs.21 They
found that babies delivered with lidocaine had more abnormal reflexes; and
three days after birth, babies delivered with 2-chloroprocaine were more
labile in their moods: these babies cried more readily, were less consolable,
slept more in fits and starts, and were less willing to cuddle in someone’s
arms. In the other study, by Ann Murray and associates at The Women’s
Hospital in Sydney, Australia, babies delivered with bupivacaine cried more
than babies delivered without drugs, and slept more lightly from the
beginning of the study through its end, five days after birth.22

In these babies, the natural high of birth seems to have been exaggerated
and prolonged. However, these studies represent only a few usages of local
anesthetics. Where and when the anesthetic is injected, how concentrated it
is, whether narcotics precede or follow it—all of these vary from one
clinical situation to another, and all of them influence how a local anesthetic
affects the baby. These other factors often influence the local’s effect
paradoxically, by adding to its stimulation one or another form of depression.
For example, if some regions of the body are anesthetized, labor is slowed
and prolonged, which increases fetal hypoxia, deepening hypoxic depression.
And, predictably, narcotics accompanying locals during deliveries appear to
induce a narcotic depression: sometimes this depression seems to
compensate partially for the local’s stimulation, but other times the
depression seems to overcompensate, and often some behaviors seem to be
depressed while others seem to be stimulated. Moreover, in adults, after a
stimulant wears off, a “crash,” results, a crash that can deepen other
depressions. The permutations of all this are innumerable and unpredictable,
but one thing is clear: if a mother in childbirth receives any of the drugs
commonly given, then her baby is likely to be born in some kind of drug-
induced state and to remain in such a state for days thereafter. These effects
do eventually dissipate, but until they do, the baby will not act entirely
normal. When he feels high, he will be jumpy and irritable and will cry a lot.
When he feels low, he will feel floppy and may be hard to wake up even to
feed.



Consequences

At present, there is no sound information on whether obstetrical medications
affect the baby beyond the first few days of life. In 1978 psychologists
Yvonne Brackbill and Sarah Broman announced to the press that analgesia
and anesthesia given to mothers during labor and delivery adversely affect
the development of their children through at least age seven. Brackbill later
stated on television that a child loses an average of four IQ points because of
these drugs. Their statements have since been booted about so often that many
people believe them to be the established truth. However, Brackbill and
Broman have published no study reporting these findings in the scientific
literature, so we have no way to judge their validity.23

The only published study of comparably long-term effects failed to find
any once children reached the age of four. But this study is actually
uninterpretable, for mothers classified as having received local anesthesia
often received narcotic analgesics as well, and mothers classified as having
received no drug often received local anesthetics.24 On the other hand, two
well-designed studies in which a number of tests were administered at one or
three months of age found no effects from a variety of drugs.25

The medical community assumes that the drugs they commonly use .do not
have any long-term effect; and from what we know about the plasticity of the
child, we suspect that this is normally true. However, we do think the
medical community should be more circumspect in their use of drugs and
other interventions, for nowadays childbirth is rarely a medical problem.

Indeed, it has never needed to be a medical problem among people who
are reasonably well fed. The great danger of childbirth used to be “childbed
fever.,” This horror decimated women giving birth—literally decimated
them, in many times and places killing mothers after one pregnancy in ten.
But in 1847 Ignaz Semmelweis proved that mere cleanliness could prevent it:
childbed fever was an infection carried by the accoucheur who probed the
vagina with unsterilized hands.26 In the hundred years after Semmelweis,
antiseptics, anesthetics, and eventually antibiotics removed nearly all of what
little danger remained, by making it practical to remove a baby from his
mother’s body surgically in the occasional instance that she could not



squeeze him out naturally. This has left death during delivery a minuscule
problem. Primarily discomfort remains.

Medical intervention is supposed to alleviate this, and often it does—but
probably at least as often it makes it worse. Compare the aftereffects of
having the flu for a day with the aftereffects of abdominal surgery: this is
similar to the difference between delivering a baby vaginally, without drugs,
and having him removed by cesarian section. And consider normal vaginal
deliveries: medical practice keeps the woman lying on her back while nature
and gravity call for her to squat.27

If a woman today wants to deliver her baby at home instead of in a
hospital, with a well-washed midwife or husband catching him instead of a
physician pulling him out, she may find the experience more pleasant. Nor is
she or her baby in any more danger, unless she is one of the relatively few
women with certain specific and identifiable conditions, such as a fetus
presenting the wrong way around. She may even be safer (see the appendix
for a discussion of modern obstetrical care). Yet to be prudent, she ought to
have a physician on call to deal with a medical problem in the off chance that
one occurs; and to arrange this can involve a struggle against the medical
establishment and medico-legal authorities that is difficult at best and can be
impossible to win in some jurisdictions.

Even if a woman feels strongly about delivering her child naturally,
without drugs, there is a good chance that she will find herself taking them,
both because of pressures from people around her and because delivery
rooms are rarely set up to minimize the mother’s discomfort. This causes
women a lot of guilt and anguish—senseless guilt, for as we said before, a
newborn baby is so plastic that these drugs are unlikely to cause any lasting
problems. Moreover, if they did, the guilt should lie not with the mother, who
is being pushed while she is too weak to resist, but with those who are
applying the pressure.

The First Moments

As soon as the baby emerges from the birth canal, his universe changes to
something radically different from anything he has known. In many ways his



senses are bombarded with stimulation. But not always, nor in all ways. As
we have seen, a baby delivered with narcotics may be born partially
anesthetized: he then feels less during birth and immediately afterward than
he had felt for weeks before. Even a baby delivered without medication may
feel less against his skin than he felt before; for the squeezing and massaging
his body receives while passing through the birth canal may numb him
somewhat, as a massage numbs an adult.

Yet on the whole, if the baby is not anesthetized, birth rakes his senses
like chainshot and canister. No longer is he curled inside a sack that is gently
supporting the entire surface of his body: he is poked, prodded, and pushed,
and his joints are stretched. For the first time he feels rapid motion: he is
picked up, set down, and otherwise jolted about far more quickly than he was
in the womb, with the movements of his head undamped by amniotic fluid.
High-pitched noises sear his ears—treble tones and overtones that are
omnipresent in the world but are nearly absent in the womb. And as we shall
see in chapter 6, the newborn hears innumerable echoes, echoes that we do
not hear.

However, the total amount of sound does not increase immediately.
Remember that within the womb, the mother’s bodily noises and voice seem
about as loud as the background noises and conversation in a home or
hospital. These noises intensify during labor, for while the fetus passes
through the birth canal, the uterine muscles contract directly against his ears.
You can imitate this by holding your palms against your ears and squeezing
repeatedly: it makes a rumbling racket. To an adult, emerging from hours of
this out into the world would seem a relief—a relief accompanied by a shrill
surprise, like switching off an air conditioner at the end of the day and
noticing anew the sounds from the street outside.

Still more novel than any sound, and more burdensome, is light. While the
baby was in the womb, some very dim, vague glow might occasionally have
seeped into his eyes through his mother’s body, but this would have been of
negligible import.* The baby’s first contact with the full force of light comes
as he is being born, as his head leaves the birth canal. Even premature babies
can see as soon as they are born—they follow moving objects in front of
them with their eyes29—so to some extent the newborn’s visual system is
prepared for the onslaught. Yet, as we shall see later, the newborn’s visual
system is immature. Some of this immaturity cushions the newborn’s eyes



from light. His pupils will not widen as much as even a two-month-old’s, for
example.30 But these cushionings are unable to compensate for the newborn’s
inability to endure more than the most modest amounts of light. Even low
levels of light make him squint.

We see this daily in our own laboratory. If we place newborns near a
lamp brighter than fifteen or twenty-five watts, they do not just squint: they
close their eyes. At various universities with various coworkers, Marshall
Haith, Philip Salapatek, and we ourselves have used invisible, infrared light
to photograph the eyes of one-to five-day-olds.31 We have found that in
complete darkness, newborns open their eyes widely and scan the blackness
before them smoothly with small, controlled eye movements; but when
presented with a dim, featureless surface—something comparable to a snow-
covered pasture in moonlight—newborns narrow their eyes and alternate
between sweeping their eyes over the surface broadly and slowly on the one
hand and making tremorous eye movements, called nystagmus, on the other. If
a figure is then presented—a face, a square, a squiggle—then immediately
the baby’s eyes find a corner of the figure and stare at that one corner intently
and fixedly, making only the tiniest of eye movements around it. In other
words, in the dark the newborn moves his eyes peacefully, but in dim light he
glances about frenetically until he happens upon something to see. This he
fixes upon with extraordinary concentration, as though he has finally found
his tenuous way and is intent on not losing it. He may stare at your hair for
minutes at a time.

Fear and Anxiety

This looks for all the world like a reaction of fear and anxiety, but it is not.
For fear, like all emotions, incorporates knowledge and experience.
Emotions require three elements: (1) sensory perceptions, either real or
imagined; (2) a low-level, reflexive response of the nervous system to these
perceptions, a response causing physiological reactions, like the release of
adrenaline; and (3) a high-level evaluation of the original perceptions, an
evaluation recalling experience of similar perceptions from the past and
considering possible consequences. This evaluation, superimposed upon the



physiological reactions, forms those physiological reactions into a definable
emotion.32

Think of the nervous system as an army. Sensory receptors throughout the
body act like pickets and guards who may report, say, a sudden reduction of
compressive stress from the soles of the feet upward through the legs and
spine. Noncommissioned officers forming the lower levels of the central
nervous system receive these reports, recognize that something is amiss—that
your feet have lost their purchase—and sound an alarm. Adrenaline and other
chemicals carry the alarm throughout the body, which goes on a high alert.
The noncoms may then order a response, if the sensory reports fit a pattern of
behavior that they have orders covering—either general orders of genetic
programming or specific orders formed by rote practice. Finally the alarm
wakes up the brass, commissioned officers forming the various departments
of the cortex of the brain. These highest departments of the brain examine in
detail all the information that has been sent in by the sensory receptors; they
figure out what is happening; they may order some holding maneuvers; and
then they sit in conference to contemplate what the alarm portends. They may
conclude that your feet have lost their purchase because you have begun to
rappel down the side of a mountain; or they may conclude that your feet have
lost their purchase because you have slipped on a glacier and are falling into
a seemingly bottomless crevasse. In the first case they would anticipate fun;
in the second they would anticipate injury and pain. The mental expectation
of fun would form the physiological high of your adrenaline reaction into
feelings of exhilaration. The expectation of injury and pain would form the
same physiological high into feelings of terror.

On the other hand, a newborn whose feet lost their purchase would feel
neither. Most of the upper reaches of his nervous system are immature,33 so
they take command infrequently; and the newborn has had little experience,
so at any neurological level, he cannot anticipate many consequences. As a
result, his sensations and physiological reactions are unlikely to be formed
into emotions. Some sensations engender vague feelings of positivity and
negativity, but they do not engender anything so specific as fear. Visual
sensations in particular do not, for the newborn is utterly naive visually, too
naive even to guess what to expect. The newborn is not afraid of light.

However, the newborn does find light uncomfortable—so uncomfortable
that it can bother him while he is sound asleep. In 1930 psychologist Edith



Bryan described what happened when she played a flashlight over the faces
of sleeping babies.34 “During the first three days of life . . . the child
frequently gives a start, the lids are more tightly closed, a frown appears, the
lips are frequently closed more firmly and if the light persists the head is
moved from side to side, [and] is thrown back or turned well away from the
source of light.,” Silver nitrate dropped into the eyes (done routinely to
prevent blindness in case the mother has gonorrhea) exacerbates this
sensitivity: Perry Butterfield and three colleagues at the University of
Colorado compared babies given silver nitrate immediately after birth to
babies given it an hour later.35 Those given it immediately opened their eyes
less widely, followed moving objects less often, and cried more.

The newborn’s discomfort in light is caused by a neurological
hypersensitivity to light, a hypersensitivity born of a profound and complete
neurological adaptation to the dark. This is similar to the hypersensitivity of
an adult who has become adapted to the dark—the hypersensitivity that
makes us squint when we switch on a lamp in the middle of the night. Adults
recover in minutes, of course—but not if they have been in the dark as long
as newborns. Blind adults whose sight is restored surgically remain
hypersensitive for days.36

To a newborn, almost any light seems to be unpleasant—you will rarely
see him with his eyes open in the hospital—and judging from his reaction to
a flashlight while asleep, even closing his eyes does not always eliminate its
unpleasantness. We doubt that the newborn feels pain from light in most
circumstances, for as we have said, the newborn’s sense of pain does seem
to be dull; and he can close his eyes. But one hospital nursery that we visited
was illuminated so brilliantly that we found ourselves donning sunglasses
after midnight. In a room like this—typical of nurseries for premature babies
—or outdoors in the sun, the baby’s discomfort might be considerable. In
addition, about 5 percent of full-term babies receive phototherapy for
jaundice.37 These babies spend their first days lying a foot away from a bank
of fluorescent lamps. To shield their eyes, gauze is usually taped across the
face. This seems a meager shield at best, and babies often pull it off. Until
the nurse gets around to noticing and replacing it, this therapy would feel
unpleasant indeed.



Cold

One final stimulus is as novel to the newborn as light. It is also
uncomfortable—and it can be fatal. This is cold.

Inside the uterus, the temperature is always slightly higher than elsewhere
in the mother’s body.38 The uterine temperature changes slightly as the rest of
the mother’s temperature changes—down half a degree at night, up two or
three degrees during a fever, and so on—but these changes are so slight and
slow that the fetus would not notice them. He probably becomes so
completely accustomed to constant warmth that he feels no sensation of
temperature at all.

Then he is born. He emerges soaking wet into a comparatively cool room,
as though he were emerging from a bath. This would chill an adult, and it
chills the newborn even more; for compared to the volume of his body, the
newborn has disproportionately more surface area from which to lose heat,
plus thinner thermal insulation in the forms of fat and skin. The newborn’s
body does generate more heat than the adult’s—its metabolic rate is roughly
twice as high—but this is only half enough to compensate for the extra losses
in heat caused by the newborn’s proportions.39 As a result, within minutes of
birth, a baby’s body temperature plummets. Warm delivery rooms and
incubators temper this to varying extents, but they do not prevent it.40 The
newborn is simply unable to control his temperature adequately. Indeed, it is
not unheard of in Britain, where many families still heat drafty houses with
coal fires, for a newborn to freeze to death slowly while being cared for
tenderly, in a nursery heated to 55 or 60 degrees.41

Paradoxically, although a newborn may die in cold that an adult finds
tolerable and even comfortable, a newborn is also less wont to shiver. This
is because the newborn has a more efficient mechanism for generating
supplementary heat, a highly specialized mechanism that adults lack: brown
adipose tissue. This is brownish tissue underlying fat on four parts of the
body, but mostly on the back of the neck. It looks nondescript, yet it acts in
the newborn’s body like the afterburner in a jet engine, converting food into
extra energy (in the form of heat) more rapidly than any other means the body
can employ. Brown adipose tissue disappears within a few weeks of birth,
possibly because babies are kept warm enough that it atrophies from



disuse.42 Without it, the adult is forced to generate supplementary heat by
making his muscles do busywork—that is, by shivering.

However, a newborn can shiver, and he will shiver if he is chilled
enough.43 Careful measurements under controlled conditions show that a
normal baby is born with the full complement of adult temperature-
controlling mechanisms, and all of them function properly.44 These include
not only shivering but also increasing and decreasing the amount of blood
circulating between the core of the body and the skin, quickening and slowing
the metabolism, and sweating (although a newborn does sweat less copiously
than the adult).

A newborn not only controls his temperature much like an adult, he also
acts when he is chilled and heated like an adult who feels chilly or warm. At
Columbia University, Karlis Adamsons, Gilliam Gandy, and L. Stanley
James observed fifty babies who were dried with warm towels and placed
inside an incubator as soon as they were born.45 When the temperature was
85 degrees, the ambient temperature that makes the least demands of a naked
newborn’s body, most of the babies slept or lay quietly. As the temperature
was lowered to 77 degrees, the babies rarely slept, and they moved more.
The lower the temperature, the more they moved. On the other hand, when the
temperature was raised above 100 degrees, some babies were able to
maintain a normal body temperature (99.5 degrees), but others could not. Of
those whose temperatures rose, some moved and cried restlessly, appearing
quite uncomfortable.

So a newborn acts in heat and cold much as an adult acts in heat and cold,
both in his overt behavior and in his physiological behavior. We know from
studies of animals and of babies with congenital defects of the brain that the
temperature-regulating part of the body is a section of the midbrain called the
hypothalamus.46 Clearly, this is functioning in a newborn. The hypothalamus
also appears to be the body’s sensorium of temperature. Thus if a baby is
chilled enough to act chilly, he is likely as well to feel chilly; and when the
newborn’s body temperature drops a few degrees, then he is likely to feel
downright cold. If he is fretful at night and does not sleep, this may well be
the reason.



Trauma

Judging from the information we have gleaned so far, during the first minutes
after a baby emerges from the birth canal his sensations are not painful, but
neither are they pleasant. He feels cold and headachy; his eyes are dazzled;
he is startled by strange sibilances and screaks; his skin feels pinched and
pressed; his limbs and head feel stretched and jolted.

However, although the newborn feels cold, the world does not seem cold
to him, nor dazzling, nor anything else. This distinction is subtle but
important. The newborn senses only chilliness; he does not perceive that
there is a world that is cold that is causing his chilliness. We shall see later
that such a perception is a conclusion of the intellect, a conclusion requiring
logical deductions that are far beyond the newborn’s capability. During his
first six months, a newborn perceives merely sensations and nothing more.
He does not perceive that anything other than himself and his sensations
exists.

Moreover, we shall see in the next chapter that the newborn does not keep
his sensations separate from one another. He mixes sights, sounds, feelings,
and smells into a sensual bouillabaisse. Sights have sounds, feelings have
tastes, and smells can make him dizzy. The wildest of 1960s’ psychedelia
could not begin to compare with the everyday experience of a baby’s entry
into the world.

This is one reason that a baby is unlikely to remember even one of the
many sensations he felt at birth. A sensation must be repeated many, many
times before a newborn demonstrates any recognition of it, and usually this
recognition lasts but minutes (see chapter 10). As a result, the discomfort a
baby feels at birth is not likely to have any sort of lasting effect on his psyche
or on his psychological development.

Nevertheless, the newborn is a sentient being, so common humanity calls
for us to minimize his discomfort. The French obstetrician Frederick Leboyer
has suggested a common-sense approach toward doing this that has gained
wide currency.47 Leboyer attempts to make the transition from womb to
world as gentle and gradual as possible. He disfavors delivering the baby
into a brilliantly lighted, surgical delivery room in which mother is draped
off from baby by sterile sheets; he prefers delivering the baby into an



ordinary room that is dark and silent. He suggests not cutting the umbilical
cord immediately, instead leaving the baby snuggling naked against his naked
mother until the cord stops pulsating naturally, and only then cutting it. He
dislikes spiriting the baby away immediately to be toweled dry and
blanketed; he prescribes bathing him at body temperature. Leboyer claims
that babies delivered like this act and are immeasurably happier. However,
Leboyer gives no evidence whatsoever for these claims, and upon
examination, both his claims and any serious concern about discomfort
caused the newborn by a normal delivery seem unwarranted.

Considering what is necessary to feel an emotion, it is not likely that
newborns would ever feel happy or unhappy; but let us evaluate whether
Leboyer’s method at least makes them feel more comfortable. If it did, they
should be calmer, more quiescent, and more alert. But they are not. For a
doctoral dissertation at McMaster University, Nancy Nelson compared the
two delivery procedures we described in the last paragraph. First she found
women whose pregnancies entailed little risk and who agreed to accept
either of the two procedures that might be offered, and then she assigned a
procedure to each woman by lot.48 (This means of forming experimental
groups is rare in medical research, but it is highly desirable; for when groups
being compared are selected at random, there is little chance that the groups
will differ significantly enough in respects not being studied to prejudice the
results.) Finally, after the babies were born—thirty-six of them—she
observed their movements continuously for an hour according to a standard
protocol that enabled her to compare how many minutes each group of babies
slept deeply, slept lightly, lay drowsily, lay quietly alert, was active and
alert, or cried. She also administered an extensive battery of tests. After all
this she found no difference between the babies handled Leboyer’s way and
the babies handled the more conventional way—with one exception:
Leboyer’s way let the babies get colder during the hour after birth.

Nelson’s study shows that Leboyer’s “gentle,” method may not even
lessen a newborn’s discomfort, let alone make him happier. Leboyer’s
method might even make the newborn more uncomfortable by chilling him
additionally. Yet this is not necessarily bad. When adults are exposed
repeatedly to cold, they become better able to tolerate it;49 and when
newborns are exposed to cold, they may become better able to tolerate it too.
At the University of Florida, William Whitner and Margaret Thompson



bathed fifty-eight newborns a la Leboyer and compared their temperatures to
another fifty-eight whom they toweled clean.50 Shortly after the bath, the
bathed babies’ temperatures had dropped one degree lower than the others’,
but after a few hours they had risen five degrees higher. And at Columbia,
Leonard Glass, William Silverman, and John Sinclair put small but healthy
premature babies into incubators for two weeks, twelve babies into
incubators heated to 95 degrees and twelve babies into incubators heated to
98 degrees.51 Before and after the two weeks, the babies were put for one
hour into an incubator heated to only 82 degrees, and their temperatures were
taken at the beginning and end of that hour. Those who had lived in the cooler
incubators showed greater improvement in their ability to maintain their
body’s temperature.

This improved reaction to cold is consistent with the general bodily
principle that we mentioned in the last chapter: the body and its functions
develop best when stressed. The ubiquity of this principle is astounding:
even the stresses of labor and delivery prove helpful, serving to facilitate a
healthy birth. We can see this in a study by Andrew Boon, Anthony Milner,
and I. E. Hopkin in Nottingham.52 They measured how much air three groups
of newborns were able to breathe. One group consisted of babies borne
vaginally by healthy women; a second group consisted of full-term babies
delivered from healthy women surgically (by cesarian section) before labor
had begun; and a third group consisted of babies delivered by emergency
surgery after labor of normal length. During the first six hours after birth, the
babies delivered vaginally breathed more voluminously than the babies
delivered surgically. This was to be expected, since those delivered
vaginally would have received less medication. On the other hand, all of the
babies delivered surgically would have received comparable medication; yet
of these, the babies who had undergone the rigors of labor breathed more
voluminously than those who had not. Apparently, being squeezed toward
and through the birth canal squeezes out some of the fluid that the fetus has in
his lungs, enabling the baby to breathe more easily. This is no minor matter,
for problems in breathing are a major cause of newborns’ sickness and death.

In nature, moderate stresses are unavoidable, so over the evolutionary
eons, the babies more likely to survive and produce offspring have been
those who are better able to withstand stress. This tendency has bred
endurance at birth, and has bred it for so long that by now babies do not



merely withstand natural stresses, in some ways they actually benefit from
them. Unnatural stresses like drugs and forceps are another matter, of course:
evolutionary selection has not equipped babies to handle these, so they can
easily cause harm. Yet normal, natural stresses merely cause the baby
discomfort; they do not pain him, nor do they cause him any physical or
psychic damage. There is no reason to be concerned about them; and to try to
avoid them by extraordinary means is no more likely to help the baby than to
cause him ill.

___________
*This kind of response appears to be common in other species besides man. Most animals will fight

if need be almost to death without appearing to feel wounds, then will lie quietly and irritably until they
recover. As psychologist Peter Wall points out, this delayed action of pain is lifesaving. If severe pain
normally occurred at the same time as a serious injury, the animal—or person—would be too debilitated
to fight or escape. On the other hand, if pain did not occur shortly afterward, the animal would do itself
further harm by not permitting itself time to convalesce.5

*If the nomenclature of drugs seems confusing, that is because it is confusing. Most drugs have at
least three names: a long chemical name that is too cumbersome for everyday use, a shorter name given
it by a standards-making body, and a catchy trade name given it by the manufacturer. That is simple
enough, but international standards are not always adhered to, and different manufacturers use different
trade names, often in markets where advertisements and other literature overlap. Thus
meperidine/pethidine/Demerol has at least thirty-five names. The chemical name is l-methyl-4-
phenylpiperidine-4-carboxylic acid ethyl ester hydrochloride. Pethidine is the international standard, but
in the United States it is called either meperidine or meperidine hydrochloride. And to confuse the
nomenclature further, manufacturers advertise it in various countries as Algil, Alodan, Alodan Gerot,
Centralgin, Demer-Idine, Demerol, Dispadol, Dolantin, Dolantine, Dolcontrol, Dolenal, Dolestin,
Dolestine, Doloneurin, Doloneurine, Dolopethin, Dolosal, Dolvanol, Endolat, Lidol, Lydol, Mefedina,
Mepadin, Pantalgine, Pethadol, Pethoid, Pro-Meperdan, Sauteralgyl, Spasmedal, Spasmodolin, and
Synlaudine.

†For at least five hundred years, a “narcotic” has meant in English “a substance which when
swallowed, inhaled or injected into the system induces drowsiness, sleep, stupefaction, or insensibility,
according to its strength and the amount taken.” The Oxford English Dictionary records this and no
other usage. With this history, the modern legal meaning is absurd: it excludes a drug like alcohol, which
is obviously a narcotic, yet it includes marijuana, which cannot induce a condition even remotely
resembling narcosis; and it includes amphetamines, which are stimulants of the central nervous system,
the antithesis of narcotic.

‡Many people are incredulous at this statement. They have heard so much about natural childbirth in
recent years that they believe physicians are interfering less with childbirth than they used to. Yet the
evidence indicates that, if anything, physicians are interfering more: in many hospitals now, they are
delivering one baby out of five surgically.13 In any case, our statement is based on surveys from the late
1970s and early 1980s. In routine matters of this sort, medical practice changes very slowly. We would
be very surprised if the situation has changed much since then.



*An intense light can shine through the abdomen of a pregnant woman and be visible on the other
side of her body; so the fetus inside her body may sometimes be exposed to light. Eliahu Sadovsky and
Wolfe Polishuk reported that the fetus often moves when a 250-watt lamp is switched on next to the
mother’s abdomen. However, it appears from their paper that the mothers reported both when the fetus
moved and when they saw the light, so it is not clear whether the investigation recorded the fetuses’
reactions or the mothers’ expectations. In any case, normally the fetus is not exposed to marked
changes in illumination.28



4

Escape into Sleep

TWENTY-THREE HOURS out of every twenty-four, a newborn baby
sleeps, cries, lies drowsily half-asleep, or fusses. Only one hour does he lie
quietly awake—not all at once, but five minutes now, ten minutes later,
mostly at intervals of three to four hours, around feedings.1 Only during those
short moments does he appear to observe the world with all his faculties.

This frustrates researchers, because often we can study a newborn only
during those moments. (Indeed, much of this book was written while waiting
in the lab for some baby—any baby—to wake up.) It also disappoints
parents who had imagined cooing at, and cuddling, a more responsive being,
a baby as it will not become for six to eight weeks. And it is puzzling, for a
baby is born knowing virtually nothing and with a severely limited ability to
learn. One hour a day seems insufficient time for him to learn as much as he
does during the first six weeks or so after birth.

Those other twenty-three hours a newborn seemingly must be putting to
some use. Since twenty of those hours he is sleeping, he must in some way be
learning while he is asleep. Adults cannot do this, save under special and
artificial circumstances. But a newborn’s sleep is different from an adult’s—
different to observe and different to experience.

Sleeping and Consciousness: Adults

Before we investigate the newborn’s sleep, we need to understand our own.
We usually think of sleeping and waking as two distinct and discrete states of
consciousness: either you are awake reading this, or you have dozed off. Yet
sleep and waking are neither discrete phenomena nor states of consciousness.



They are sets of muscular and sensory enervations and innervations caused
by systematic switchings on and off of varying numbers of neural circuits by
the midbrain, a central, neurological relay station that is buried deep inside
the brain. Innumerable neural circuits go through the midbrain, circuits from
every part of the brain and body to every other part. Many of these circuits
are connected constantly, but others the midbrain switches on and off with
millions of neuronal relays, each of which is connected to many others in an
extraordinarily complex network that makes widespread changes in response
to slight chemical imbalances or quick hints from sensory neurons. These
changes allow various parts of the body, including parts of the brain itself, to
rebuild themselves or to respond to a salient stimulus.

In contrast to sleep, consciousness arises largely in the interconnections
between the upper parts of the midbrain and the cortex—the outermost,
“highest,” layer that does most of the complex processing of information—
plus interconnections among various parts of the cortex itself.2 The more
circuits involving the cortex that the midbrain disconnects, the less we
become conscious of; and the more circuits it reconnects, the more we
become conscious of. We are conscious of varying amounts while we are
awake; we are conscious of varying amounts while we are asleep. The
enervations and innervations of sleep and waking form a continuum. On this
continuum, three states stand out, two of sleep and one of waking. In adults,
consciousness also forms a continuum upon which three states stand out.
Each adult state of sleep and waking is mirrored by a state of
consciousness:*

Full Consciousness. All neural circuitry is switched on and functioning
normally. You are awake and alert.

Severed Consciousness. The midbrain severs connections between the
cortex and the rest of the body but leaves largely alone the other cortical
circuitry. Your muscles are relaxed to an extreme—they have no tone at all—
because the midbrain blocks neural signals leading to the muscles. But
sometimes a barrage of signals does make it through the midbrain’s blockade,
causing violent twitches. You sense little of the world—few sensory stimuli
evoke large responses in the cortex—because the midbrain also blocks
signals from the sensory organs. This makes you difficult to arouse. These
blocked sensations normally help regulate your breathing, blood pressure,
pulse, and other automatic functions, so these fluctuate more than normal. Yet



the neuronal activity within the cortex is lively, nearly as lively as while you
are awake and alert. Some of this intracortical activity, interacting with the
midbrain, forms a kind of consciousness, a consciousness severed from the
sensate world: dreaming. Some of this cortical activity also causes your eyes
to move frequently, rapidly, and in proper synchrony, thereby exercising the
neural and muscular systems that synchronize the eyes but that would begin to
lose their precision after a few hours of disuse.4

Suppressed Consciousness. The cortex retains its connections with the
rest of the body but activity within the cortex is largely suppressed.
Suppressed intracortical activity leaves you motionless and conscious of
nothing except vague, inchoate sensations. However, those sensations permit
your body to regulate precisely its heart, breathing, blood pressure, and so
on, and they enable you to be aroused easily.

Sleeping and Consciousness: Newborns

In adults, sleep and unconsciousness are both caused by the brain’s organized
shuttings down for bodily maintenance and repair. However, the newborn’s
brain is not organized like the adult’s, for organization comes from physical
maturation and experience. Because the newborn’s shuttings down are
organized less and differently than the adult’s, his sleep and waking are also
organized less and differently, and his states of consciousness differ.

Many researchers have made extensive, detailed, systematic observations
of babies as they lay sleeping and awake throughout the day. Most notable
among these are Evelyn Thoman of the University of Connecticut, Arthur
Parmelee of the University of California at Los Angeles, and Heinz Prechtl of
the University of Groningen, in the Netherlands.5 They have found not
discrete categories of behavior but a continuum. Researchers differ about just
where this continuum should be divided and subdivided, and about how to
name the divisions; but they all agree that newborns show three archetypical
states of sleeping and waking (plus crying, which we shall discuss later).
These are:



Waking. The newborn cannot use his eyes and his muscles at the same
time, so while he is awake either he looks at the world and attends to what he
sees, or he moves and stops attending. While he is looking, his eyes are
bright and shining, and dart about frequently under good control. He lies
quietly with his face relaxed, and does not move except to shift his arms and
legs a bit. On the other hand, while the newborn is moving, his eyes are open
but seem dull and unfocused. He seems to be staring into space. Much of the
time that he is awake, he squirms, moving his arms, legs, fingers, hands, feet,
toes, and head, sometimes singly, sometimes simultaneously, and always
awkwardly, without coordination. He may moan, grunt, or whimper. His skin
is flushed and his breathing is fast and irregular, as though he is exercising
fairly hard—which he is.

Active Sleep. The baby’s eyes are closed yet move frequently,
synchronously, and periodically, with both slow, rolling motions and rapid
jerks. Sometimes his eyes move like this while they are halfway open, so you
can see them: they look bizarre. His muscles are relatively flaccid, yet he
will spasmodically twitch, kick, writhe, smile, or frown, as though he is
undergoing a seizure (which he is not). His heartbeat is irregular and his skin
may become flushed. He breathes shallowly, quickly, irregularly, and
ineffectually, contracting his rib cage with each breath. He may occasionally
stop breathing for ten seconds or more. The slightest noise or touch may
awaken him, even just adjusting his blanket.



Learning what a baby’s body does while he sleeps, ABOVE: To record his breathing, researchers strap
on sensors that detect when his chest and abdomen are expanding and contracting, BELOW: While he
sleeps, these sensors print out a record of every breath, while other sensors in the mattress record his
movements. The television camera trained on the baby’s face lets the researcher see when he twitches,
grimaces, and moves his eyes. Photographed in the laboratory of Hans Daniels at the Catholic
University of Louvain in Belgium.

Quiet Sleep. The baby lies still with his eyes closed and face relaxed, the
picture of peace. His breathing and his pulse are slow and regular. His



muscles are but slightly flaccid—less flaccid than during active sleep—yet
he rarely moves. Occasionally he moves his mouth regularly and
rhythmically, as though he were sucking on a nipple. Almost nothing will
wake him up: he will move after a noise yet will remain asleep.

During these states the newborn behaves much like an adult during the
various adult stages of consciousness that we described. However, the
newborn’s behaviors are not so clearly and neatly bundled together as the
adult’s, which shows that the neurological basis of these states is less
organized. The newborn’s quiet sleep is punctuated by frequent, massive,
spasmodic jerks of his entire body, followed by bouts of disturbed breathing
and a pounding heart. During active sleep, his muscle tone is relatively weak,
but it is never so weak as the adult’s becomes. Behaviors of the different
states are far more likely to intermix.* And the states follow one another less
predictably than they do in adults.8

Apparently, within the newborn’s brain, the neural networks are not
sufficiently organized to allow the midbrain to switch cortical circuits on and
off en masse in the orderly adult fashion. Moreover, in the newborn, those
waking behaviors whose disappearance marks the appearance of sleep
involve but little of the cortex. The newborn’s cortex is active, but it controls
little of his behavior or perception.9 Almost all of his actions are reflexive
kinds of action controlled by various parts of the midbrain. Thus these
behaviors can be quelled, and the newborn will fall asleep, without
involving or affecting the cortex at all.

The implications of this are profound. While you sleep, the midbrain shuts
off many connections with the cortex. Consciousness lies in these
connections, so you lose much consciousness. A newborn has little
functioning cortex, so he is never so conscious as you are while you are
awake. On the other hand, while the newborn sleeps, most, if not all, of those
connections continue to be made. Thus a newborn retains more of his waking
consciousness, if not all of it, all the while he is asleep.

The Electroencephalogram



Confirmation of this comes from studying the electrical activity of the
newborn’s brain. We have alluded to these “brain waves,” several times
before, and we shall encounter them often later. Let us take a paragraph to
see what they are.

When a single nerve cell (a neuron) “fires,” it produces electricity—first
a quick negative burst, then immediately a slower, weaker, positive burst
while it “resets.,” These bursts are only thousandths of a volt, and they last
only thousandths of a second; but within the brain, millions of neurons fire
every second, and their combined output forms a continuous, fluctuating
electrical signal strong enough to be picked up by electrodes placed on the
scalp. The signal picked up by these electrodes can be amplified, then fed
into an electromagnet that is adjacent to a magnetized pen. The electromagnet
pulls and pushes the pen from one side to the other in proportion to the
signal; and as the pen moves, it draws a line on a moving sheet of paper. This
forms a continuous graph of the brain’s electrical activity, an
electroencephalogram, or EEG.10 A typical study involves recording from
six to ten different parts of the scalp.

When leafing through EEGs recorded like this, it becomes obvious that the
newborn’s intracortical activity never flattens as ours does when our
consciousness becomes suppressed. It sometimes lessens a little while he is
sleeping quietly, but not much.11 Awake or asleep, a newborn’s cortex is
active. His consciousness seems never to be suppressed.

Nor does his consciousness seem ever to be severed. This we can see
from studies that have attempted to decode the newborn’s EEG by noting
changes in it evoked by flashing a light, or making a noise, or tapping the
baby. If you do this once, you will see nothing, for the brain’s overall activity
masks responses to individual stimuli, just as the massed noises of a crowd
mask individual voices. However, if you flash the light fifty or one hundred
times, then a computer can add together just the few seconds of EEG
following each flash, setting each signal on top of the ones that came earlier.
Among these summed signals, those portions synchronized with the lights
(and hence evoked by the lights) will reinforce each other, while those
portions unsynchronized with the lights (and hence not evoked by them) will
tend to cancel each other, negative fluctuations canceling positive. Thus the
response evoked by the light will stand out as a measurable, visually evoked
response. Similarly, clicking castanets fifty times will evoke a measurable



auditorially evoked response; and tapping the skin fifty times will evoke a
measurable somatosensorially evoked response. If all other things are equal,
larger evoked responses indicate more extensive neural processing than
smaller evoked responses.

In adults, lights, clicks, and taps all evoke large responses during full and
suppressed consciousness, but they evoke only small responses during
severed consciousness. This is one demonstration that many sensory circuits
are cut during severed consciousness, yet function during other states.
However, in the newborn, more or less comparable responses are evoked
whether the baby is awake or sound asleep, and whether he is sleeping
quietly or sleeping actively. This holds true for visually evoked responses,
for auditori-ally evoked responses, and for somatosensorially evoked
responses.12 Hence it is very likely that a newborn’s sensory circuits are
connected and functioning twenty-four hours per day.

Since the newborn’s cortex is never cut off from sensation, and since the
newborn’s cortical activity is never suppressed, the newborn’s overall EEG
ought to be similar during all three states. It is. EEGs recorded during
wakefulness and active sleep are almost indistinguishable from each other,
and those recorded during quiet sleep would be indistinguishable too, were it
not for some spasmodic bursts of firing.13 In contrast, marked differences
among the EEGs are recorded during the three analogous adult states.

In sum, then, a newborn’s sensory systems are connected twenty-four
hours per day, and his intracortical activity is maintained twenty-four hours
per day. For these to happen, his midbrain must interact with his cortex
twenty-four hours per day. In these interactions lies consciousness, so a
newborn is conscious twenty-four hours per day—although not so conscious
as an adult who is awake, since the newborn’s cortex is still immature. Thus
the baby can learn while he is asleep—learn to recognize a story read to him
repeatedly, learn to expect the chiming of a clock, learn to expect to be fed.
To a newborn, sleep is not a lessening or change of consciousness; it is
merely muscular relaxation.

Energy and Sensation



This presents us with the question of just what the newborn is conscious of.
We shall answer this throughout the rest of the book, dealing with one
sensory system at a time; but here we would like to consider a factor
common to all sensory systems: energy. All sensations and all learning start
when energy from outside the body impinges upon the nervous system. This
energy takes different forms—light, heat, pressure, vibration—but since it is
all energy impinging upon a physical system, the system reacts to it according
to the laws of physics. Because of this, we can examine the nervous system
like engineers. Our approach will be unorthodox, and it may sound cold and
strange at times; but it will provide an unusually revealing view of the
newborn’s world.

A neuron fires when an impulse of energy jolts it hard enough to force
some electrically charged atoms—ions—through the membrane that sheathes
the neuron. This impulse may be a sudden increase in energy, or a sudden
withdrawal; and it may be electromagnetic, thermal, inertial, electrical,
vibrational, gravitational, or chemical: any form of energy can set off any
neuron, if it is strong enough to break the ionic equilibrium. (That is why a
punch in the nose makes you see stars: the force fires sensory neurons within
the eye.) However, most neurons are formed in ways and located in places
that leave them more sensitive to one form of energy than to others—and
more sensitive to one quantity of energy as well.14

The movement of ions in response to this energy forms a pulse of
electricity—a burst of energy that forces adjacent ions through the membrane
in turn, beginning an amplifying chain reaction that spreads along the entire
cell and ripples in different forms through and around the cell, causing
numerous chemical changes that carry the wave across the sea of molecules
between cells, to fire more neurons. After the wave of energy passes,
everything usually swings back to the way it was before; but if waves of
energy pass repeatedly through the same chemical structures, they gradually
change the neurochemical topography, forming neurochemical channels.
These channels organize the flow of neural energy into distinct sensations
and perceptions. Adults have extensive networks of these channels, so we
can handle energy from a vast number of sensory neurons and organize it into
many clear sensations simultaneously. However, the newborn has had little
experience, so the neurochemical channels he has formed are few and ill-
graved. As a result, his sensations are less distinct than ours.



We can see this in a fascinating study of the visually evoked response by
Robert Hoffmann of Carleton University in Ottawa.15 As a baby lay nursing
on a bottle in his mother’s arms and facing a display panel, Hoffmann flashed
a light through one of four translucent panels: either a large gray square or a
black-and-white checkerboard formed from two-inch, half-inch, or quarter-
inch squares. The eye’s sensory neurons are distributed anatomically and
organized neurochemically into a complex structure that causes each of these
stimuli to fire a different set of neurons. Hoffmann showed each stimulus
forty times to babies between one and three months old, while recording
EEGs from directly over the visual cortex and from three areas far removed
from the visual cortex.

One-fifth of a second after the flash of light, the visual cortex produced a
large, positive wave. This wave was recorded only over the visual cortex. It
represented the visual sensation itself: the sight of squares of light and dark.
Since the eyes would have sent out stronger signals in response to one
stimulus than to another, this initial wave should have been stronger in
response to one stimulus than to another; and indeed, Hoffmann found this
among the more mature babies.16 But in the others, each stimulus evoked a
similar response. In these less mature babies, the visual cortex initially
detected no differences among the stimuli. To these babies the initial
sensation—the sight of squares of light—seemed always the same.

This sounds strange—and also paradoxical, for those babies could
certainly distinguish among those different stimuli. Six-week-olds will
consistently look longer at any of those checkerboards than at the plain gray
square, and they will look longest of all at the checkerboard formed by two-
inch checks. Hoffmann knew this from other studies: that is why he selected
those particular sizes of check.

Synesthesia

To resolve this paradox—and to lead us into territory stranger still—let us
examine the later waves of the visually evoked responses that Hoffmann
recorded. These waves came through all four EEG electrodes: they welled
up from all over the cortex. They were formed by energy from the eyes that



was channeled throughout (and amplified by) the brain, where it would
impinge upon, and mix with, energy flowing through other neuronal channels.
Such impingement is the stuff of thought—not just verbal thought, but all
associations, associations both meaningful and confused.

Each of Hoffmann’s stimuli evoked these later waves to a different
degree. This showed that all of the babies did indeed perceive the stimuli
differently—but these differences came not from the direct sensations; these
differences came from the impingement of varying amounts of visual energy
upon nonvisual areas of the brain. There energy from the eyes might mix with
energy from the ears to produce vague sounds; or it might mix with energy
innervating muscles to cause a twitch—which would in turn fire sensory
neurons within those muscles, causing the sensation of movement. The
amount of mixing depends on the amount of energy entering the nervous
system. This total amount of energy added to the nervous system is a prime
determinant of a newborn baby’s perceptions.

As adults, we never equate sounds with light, for our sensory channels are
so well developed that our initial sensations are clear and predominant. The
very notion seems bizarre, as David Lew-kowicz and Gerald Turkewitz
found at New York’s Albert Einstein College of Medicine, when they asked
adults to adjust the loudness of a loudspeaker to make it equal the brilliance
of a light.17 Yet the adults agreed remarkably closely on one level of noise
that seemed as intense as the light. And a group of twenty-eight three-to four-
week-olds agreed with them. Lewkowicz and Turkewitz switched on the light
repeatedly while checking the babies’ pulse; then they substituted a burst of
noise for one of the flashes. One level of noise caused little reaction: the
level that adults had decided was equivalent to the light. Every other level
caused a marked quickening of the pulse, a quickening proportionate to how
much more or less intense the sound was than the matching sound. Then, to
make sure that this was not just a coincidence, Lewkowicz and Turkewitz
repeated the study with different babies and brighter lights. These babies
equated brighter lights with louder sounds.

This kind of confusion of senses is called synesthesia. It lingers into
maturity in a very small proportion of people, notably the composers
Rimsky-Korsakov, Scriabin, Messiaen,18 and an anonymous Russian called
S, who was studied for almost thirty years by the Soviet psychologist
Aleksandr Luria.19 Within S’s brain, energy from every sensory system



impinged markedly on every other. A loud, high-pitched oscillation “looks
something like fireworks tinged with a pink-red hue. The strip of color feels
rough and unpleasant, and it has an ugly taste—rather like that of a briny
pickle. . . .You could hurt your hand on this.”20 A saw-toothed figure “is a
vowel sound, but it also resembles the sound r—not a pure r though. ... If the
line goes up, I experience a sound, but if it moves in the reverse direction, it
no longer comes through as a sound but as some sort of wooden hook for a
yoke.”21 The numeral 8 “somehow has a naive quality, it’s milky blue like
lime."22

Usually when S’s sensory systems impinged upon one another, the
impingements formed specific, distinct perceptions—but then, S was adult,
so he had developed a full adult complement of neuronal channels. (Indeed
he had developed an abnormally full complement of neuronal channels: his
memory was so extraordinary that he earned his living by exhibiting it on the
stage in the Soviet equivalent of vaudeville.) But sometimes S encountered
stimuli that he had never experienced before, and with little inherent meaning
—"isolated sounds, nonsense syllables, or words he was not familiar with."
These “evoked some visual impression such as ’puffs of steam/ ’splashes/
’smooth or broken lines’; sometimes they also produced a sensation of taste,
at other times a sensation of touch, of his having come into contact with
something he would describe as ’prickly’ ’smooth’ or ’rough.’ “23 This is
how a newborn’s synesthesia would feel. Moreover, as we saw earlier, the
diffuse energy causing this can also impinge upon circuits that are not sensory
at all—circuits that activate muscles. Thus if you turn up the radio, the
sudden increase in sound can bend a newborn’s knee.24

Optimal Stimulation

Energy from the world impinges upon the nervous system, rattles around
within it through chains of chemical reactions, and causes sensations and
perceptions in the process. What then? Since this energy cannot be destroyed,
it must ultimately be applied by the nervous system to other purposes—to
stimulating muscles and to the nervous system’s physical maintenance. This
energy is available to the nervous system constantly; so over the evolutionary



eons, the nervous system has not only adapted to it, it has become partially
dependent on it. For this reason, a kitten raised in the dark will grow up
largely blind.25

Depending on the individual nervous system’s inheritance, age, and
experience, some one range of stimulation will develop and maintain neural
functioning most efficiently.26 Within a species, any individual that can
coordinate its nervous system and muscles to seek this optimal level has an
advantage in survival; so this ability has evolved in a number of species,
including man. We do not notice this ability in ourselves, for our everyday
activities are complicated by so many other factors; yet still, people who
thrive on the stimulation of cities seek out cities, and people who function
best in quiet seek the countryside.

In contrast, newborns exercise this skill constantly, in the most trivial of
decisions. Thus in another study, Lewkowicz and Turke-witz found that
eleven-to forty-eight-hour-old babies would look longer at a middling-bright
object than at a more dim or brilliant one. On the other hand, if before they
were given the choice they had been stimulated by a burst of noise, then they
looked longest at the dimmest object.27 Thus the babies combined their
sensations and sought a middling level of total stimulation.

Similarly, a newborn will look longest at checkerboards with a middling
number of checks or at a light flashing at a middling rate; and suck longest on
a middling-sweet sugar-nipple; and extend his fingers most toward a
middling-loud sound; and, in general, extend his limbs toward gentle stimuli
as if to embrace them, but flex his limbs away from more powerful stimuli.28

However, when a newborn seeks an optimal level of stimulation, his
actions do not look like the actions of an adult, or even of a four-month-old
(except for the sucking). They look more like the actions of a baby born with
no cortex.29 When the newborn looks at something, his eyes make minuscule
movements over one part of it instead of ranging widely across and around
it.30 When he turns his head, he turns it slowly, after a delay of several
seconds, like the comedian Jack Benny (we shall discuss this at greater
length in chapter 7). And extensions and flexions of his limbs are
ineffectually coordinated; they are not effective reachings-out or pullings-
away.31 In sum, these are not voluntary actions controlled by the cortex; they
are the coarse, reflexive actions controlled by the midbrain—the same



actions that the newborn’s midbrain shuts off to form sleep. Hence sleep
might be more than merely muscular rest and rehabilitation: it might be a way
that the newborn controls from one minute to the next how much energy his
nervous system takes in.

Certainly sleep does reduce stimulation. It reduces light, since the eyes
close at least partially during active sleep and close wholly during quiet
sleep. It reduces the number of impacts against his skin, since the baby moves
less during sleep, especially during quiet sleep. Also, since he moves less,
fewer forces are applied to the neurons of the inner ear that sense changes in
acceleration and position; and fewer forces are applied to the sensory
neurons within the joints and muscles that sense the movement of limbs. The
baby vocalizes less while asleep, so the sonic energy reaching his ears is
reduced. And when the baby closes his eyes and stops moving and
vocalizing, his parents are less likely to rock him, feed him, talk to him,
dandle him, and otherwise stimulate him. In these and other ways, the
muscular enervations of falling asleep provide the midbrain with powerful
means of reducing the amount of energy impinging upon the nervous system;
and conversely, the muscular innervations of awakening provide powerful
means of increasing this energy.

To see if the newborn uses sleep and waking to control his stimulation,
we looked at over one hundred studies of the effects on the baby’s waking or
sleeping of changes of stimulation. Many studies examined momentary
changes in stimulation: banging a tin can, flicking the baby’s feet, dropping
sweetened water on his tongue, tickling him, switching lights on or off,
wrapping him in swaddling cloths (or unwrapping him), and so on. All of
these caused an immediate increase in activity—the kind of increase that
comes with the adrenaline reaction to surprise.32 Some fifty studies examined
prolonged, moderate changes in stimulation; and all of them found that more
stimulation led to less activity, and vice versa. Rocking, noise, light, or heat
—reducing any of these tends to change behavior from sleeping quietly
through sleeping actively toward awakening and ultimately crying. On the
other hand, increasing any of these (or keeping the baby swaddled,* or
holding a pacifier in his mouth) tends to quiet the baby if he is crying, or put
him to sleep, or cause him to shift from active sleep to quiet sleep.33 Up to a
point, the more intense that the continuous stimulation is, the greater is the
change in activity: louder sounds are more pacifying than softer sounds, and



so are brighter lights and faster rocking.34 And as we would expect from the
newborn’s synesthesia, a moderately intense light combined with a
moderately intense sound is a more effective pacifier than either one alone.35

This is probably why newborns sleep more during the day than at night:36

because the day presents more stimulation. It also explains why amplified
heartbeats can put a baby to sleep—or wake him up, if they are sudden and
intense enough. For as we said, stimulation quiets a baby only up to a point;
excessive stimulation will obviously set him to crying, and will keep him
crying until it is removed. This is a reflex that helps him to survive.
Excessive stimulation can come from one intense source; but since the
nervous system combines energy from all sources, excessive stimulation can
also come from several concurrent, moderate stimuli. Then the baby may cry
and cry and cry, yet be neither hungry, nor thirsty, nor cold, nor hurt, nor
discomfited in any other obvious way. This is frustrating, especially because
it is most likely to happen in the late afternoon and early evening, after a
parent has come home tired from work, expecting to enjoy the baby. When
this happens you can pick the baby up, rock him and sing to him, yet he will
cry all the more. Nothing will pacify him—unless you give up trying to calm
him and just put him to bed, closing his door behind you. Then, eventually, he
will quiet down and fall asleep.* This happens when energy pouring into his
nervous system throughout the day accumulates faster than his nervous system
can handle it. This excess energy can inundate the reflexive channels that
coordinate the muscular contractions which form crying. Then the baby cries
—and the racket he makes feeds back into his nervous system, stimulating
him more. However, a newborn uses proportionately as much energy to cry
as an adult uses to run; so if you stop stimulating him—if you put him to bed
—then soon his excess nervous energy becomes depleted. And since his
muscles are exhausted, he falls asleep.

Something analogous happens now and again with adults. You drive home
from work during a heat wave. You are stinky, clammy, and feel pummeled
by noise from the open windows of the car. Tremendous amounts of energy
are impinging upon your nervous system, more than it can cope with. This
energy dams up within you, making you tense and edgy. You pull into the
driveway, walk in the front door, and are blasted by a rock band on the
stereo. This is the last straw! You explode at your children and spouse. Once
you start yelling, you continue until you get it out of your system. Finally you



simmer down and sink, exhausted, onto the sofa to take a nap. In this
situation, “getting it out of your system,” means quite literally ridding your
nervous system of excessive energy taken in through your sensory organs.
Between you and the newborn there is only one difference: your mature
cortex. This processes the energy thoroughly on its way into your brain, so it
creates more distinct perceptions; and this also modulates your explosion, so
instead of crying amorphously, you form more or less sensible speech. But
the inchoate currents of sensation that you can feel underneath and through all
this should differ little from some of the sensations of an overstimulated
baby.

Regularity of Sleep

Although a newborn uses his sleep to control stimulation, he also uses sleep
for bodily maintenance. His minute-to-minute variations in sleep and waking
are superimposed upon the basic physiological cycles of his body’s tissues.
These cycles vary from baby to baby, but on the whole, during the first month
of life they form a four-hour period that looks something like that depicted in
figure 4.1.38

Babies show this cycling when they are less than ten hours old and have
not yet been fed, so it does not derive from feeding schedules.39 Nor has it
any relation to the mother’s biological cycles.40 The baby’s cycling is rooted
in the baby’s physiology—rooted so firmly that it is difficult to shift him from
one state to another more than momentarily. He reacts to a disturbance
readily enough, but then he goes right back to the state he was in before: if he
falls asleep while nursing, you can jiggle him awake, but a few seconds later
he will be back asleep.41 It takes a prolonged change in stimulation, like a
bath, to shift him into a different place in his cycle. Prolonged changes occur
sufficiently often that the period pictured in figure 4.1 varies considerably
from one day to the next as well as from one baby to another. Rarely can a
mother predict accurately when her baby will next wake up. Yet averaged
over a number of days, the regularity is evident.



FIGURE 4.1
Four Hours of the Newborn’s Day

If this regularity is not evident, then something is likely to be wrong with
the baby’s physiology, either in his nervous system or elsewhere. As a result,
the baby is likely to evince problems later. One of Evelyn Thoman’s studies
shows this chillingly.42 Once a week, for five weeks, she and four colleagues
observed for seven hours how long each of twenty-two seemingly normal
babies slept quietly, slept actively, and so on. Next, they listed the babies
according to how consistently each had slept from week to week. Finally,
they followed the babies’ mental and physical development for the next two
and one-half years. The thirteen who had slept the most consistently seemed
normal. Three of the next five proved to be developing slower than normal
mentally. And of the least consistent four, one became hyperactive; one
proved to be severely retarded from brain damage; one proved to have
aplastic anemia; and the fourth died of “crib death" during his fourth month.*
(In the United States, two babies in one thousand die of crib death during
their second through fourth months. Nobody knows why. They just stop
breathing in their sleep, as newborns commonly do—but then they do not
resume again.*)



Learning While Asleep;
Forgetting While Awake

We began this chapter by speculating that the newborn must somehow learn
about the world while he is asleep. Adults cannot do this, because while we
sleep, our consciousness is either severed from our senses or suppressed.
But since a newborn maintains consciousness during sleep, his sleeping need
not impede his learning. In fact, waking is more likely to impede it.

Roderick Ashton, an Australian psychologist, learned this accidentally
while studying other things about three-day-olds at the University of
Sheffield.45 Ashton placed babies in an incubator, sounded a noise for two
seconds, and noted any movement or quickening of the pulse. Then he waited
at least two minutes and repeated the process; and waited another two
minutes, and so on, until he had sounded the noise six times. Ashton thought
that by spacing the noises so far apart, the babies would not habituate to
them; and indeed, while the babies were awake, they did not habituate: their
movements and pulse increased after each blast of noise.46 However, while
the babies were asleep, they did habituate, no matter whether they were
sleeping actively or sleeping quietly. Certainly this kind of habituation is but
a rudimentary form of learning; yet it is the way a baby begins to perceive the
consistencies that he must perceive if he is to understand anything of the
world at all.

Of course, a newborn can habituate to things while he is awake. We shall
see this repeatedly throughout this book. But he often habituates more readily
while he is asleep.47 For while a baby is awake, energy is likely to flood in
faster than the nervous system can handle it, especially in the form of light
impinging upon dark-adapted eyes. Indeed, after a newborn awakens, energy
floods in so quickly that he falls asleep again within minutes. Such an
inundation can easily overflow neurochemical channels and possibly erode
them rather than create them. Since learning is the creation of these channels,
his learning suffers.

When a newborn does habituate to something, he habituates to a
combination of the original sensation plus the total amount of energy entering
his nervous system. And when a newborn shifts from active sleep to quiet
sleep or waking, this total amount of energy changes. Thus when a newborn



habituates to something in one of these states and then shifts states, he loses
this habituation. Several studies have demonstrated this formally,48 and it
was strikingly obvious recently in one of our own labs when workmen were
remodeling some rooms nearby. Early in the morning, whenever the masonry
saw began to cut, the babies in the newborn nursery started and shifted in
their sleep. Then they habituated to the racket. Later, after they awoke, we
brought them into our lab—and saw them fidget again after every cut. The
implications of this are clear: each time a newborn wakes up or falls asleep
—or shifts from quiet to active sleep—he suddenly begins again to perceive
things that he had just stopped noticing. Each of the forty-five to fifty times a
day that he shifts from state to state, he perceives much of his world anew.
The noises around him suddenly sound different—and feel and smell
different too. Every time he wakes up or falls asleep, he begins to learn about
the world all over again.

How Sleep Develops

When a baby is first born, his body’s clock does not run synchronously with
the clock on the wall. This discrepancy causes the equivalent of jet lag—a jet
lag that usually happens twice: after he emerges from the womb into the
hospital, then after he leaves the hospital for home. We cannot isolate the jet
lag of birth from the many other factors that occur when he is born, but all
parents see and feel the baby’s jet lag after he leaves the hospital: during his
first day or two at home, he sleeps poorly and irregularly, and cries a lot.
The baby has a still more difficult time fitting into his new family if he has
spent his first days in the common sort of hospital nursery where babies are
fed on schedule, and lights burn continuously day and night. Louis Sander and
associates at Boston University compared eight babies who lived their first
ten days in such a nursery to eight babies who lived their first ten days in
ordinary hospital rooms, with surrogate mothers to care for them and feed
them on demand.49 (All the babies studied were up for adoption.) Within a
few days of birth, those babies who were rooming in with surrogate mothers
began to be quieter at night than during the day. On the other hand, those



babies who stayed in the nursery were as active through the night as during
the day until they left the hospital.

Between one and three months after birth, a baby’s sleep, waking, and
consciousness gradually begin to change. His four-hour cycling begins to
shift toward twenty-four hours: he stays awake longer during the day and
sleeps longer at night.50 His parents begin to be able to predict when he will
be asleep. During quiet sleep he stops twitching and making other spasmodic
movements, and his EEG begins to slow and to show the forms seen during
an adult’s suppressed consciousness. He becomes less likely to react then to
noises or to handling. By three months, he probably sleeps through much of
the night, and his behavior and EEG during quiet sleep look substantially like
those of the adult whose consciousness is suppressed.51 His waking also
changes then: his EEG develops a new rhythm ("alpha"), the rhythm that
typifies the adult’s waking EEG; and for the first time he becomes able to
look at the world and move simultaneously. He can even reach out to grab an
object, or kick the mobile he sees above his crib, then watch it move.
Clearly, the cortex has now become involved in his waking activity.52 Also
by three months he has begun to respond to the qualities of a stimulus as well
as to the quantity of energy that it imparts to the nervous system: for the first
time he will look at his mother in preference to a stranger, even if she is
farther away and hence is reflecting less light into his eye.53 In short, by three
months a baby’s nervous system is beginning to become organized like the
adult’s. His consciousness is becoming more acute while he is awake and
partially suppressed while he is asleep.

However, throughout twenty-four hours the three-month-old still sleeps
every bit as much as the newborn; his EEG during active sleep is still much
like the newborn’s; and his visually evoked responses are still the same
while he is asleep as they are while he is awake.54 He will still start when
you talk to him while he is sleeping. The three-month-old’s consciousness
seems not yet to be severed from his senses.

This changes only gradually through the next six months; but when he is
around nine months old the baby begins to take on a wholly different aspect.
During active sleep, his EEG, behavior, and visually evoked responses begin
to look like those of an adult whose consciousness is severed.55 His sleep
becomes harder to disturb. Now, too, his periods of active sleep are much
shorter toward the beginning of the night than toward the end, like the adult’s



periods of severed consciousness.56 For the first time he begins to sleep less
than he did as a newborn.57 We shall see in chapters 9 and 10 that at this time
he experiences many other profound changes as well, changes more profound
than any he will experience again in his life—changes that allow him to
perceive our adult world. For the first time he begins to develop adult
consciousness, and with it adult waking and sleep.

Yet even then he does not understand sleep and waking as adults do. For
although he probably dreams like us, he does not distinguish dreaming from
waking. Even a three-year-old does not make this distinction: he may awaken
puzzled that you are not crying, because he just saw a dog bite you. Not until
age five or six does a child begin to understand that his consciousness while
dreaming is severed from reality.58

___________
*These states are usually called wakefulness, “rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep,,” and “non-rapid-

eye-movement (NREM) sleep.”3 Yet eye movements do not form fundamental differences between
waking and sleep; they are merely insignificant signs of far more important neurological goings-on. Nor
have they anything to do with consciousness, which is the indirect subject of much research into sleep.
Characterizing sleep (and by indirection, consciousness) in this way is like characterizing animals not by
their biological differences, but according to the lengths of their tails.

*An interesting example of the intermixing of states is penile erections. Men sustain whole or partial
erections during nearly all of that portion of sleep during which their consciousness is severed. In
contrast, newborn boys sustain partial erections during only two-fifths of their active sleep, but also
during much of the time they are sleeping quietly or crying.6

Because newborn boys do sustain partial erections, many people believe that babies derive pleasure
from genital stimulation from birth. There is no evidence for this. When boys are permitted to lie naked,
they do not seem to discover their genitals until about six months of age, and then they play with them
no more often than they play with their feet or their ears. Nor do they show any difference in facial
expression when playing with their genitals or their feet.7

*Many people have wondered why swaddling is so effective at keeping a newborn quiet. One
common explanation is that it simulates the baby’s experience in the womb. Yet swaddling is much more
restrictive than the womb, for even at the end of term the fetus is able to move his arms and legs. We
think the most sensible explanation lies with the amount of energy that swaddling applies to the nervous
system. As you wrap the baby you suddenly increase the amount of stimulation applied to his skin, so
you arouse him. But after he is wrapped, the continuous pressure of the wrappings, plus the heat of his
body retained by the wrappings, maintain a high level of tactile stimulation. This prolonged stimulation
causes him to fall asleep. Once he is asleep, the wrappings prevent him from awakening himself through
sudden movements, so he sleeps for a long time. Note that if you swaddle him loosely (in a way that
more closely apes the womb), he will either remain awake or he will wake himself up shortly after he
falls asleep. For then, although the wrappings increase the overall level of stimulation, they do not



prevent him from thrashing about: those movements apply sudden changes in stimulation to his skin, so
they arouse him.

*As we explained previously, earlier in the day, before the baby has absorbed this excessive amount
of stimulation, his parents’ tactics of rocking, singing, and so on are likely to help the baby go to sleep
because they overwhelm him enough that his body does the biological equivalent of pulling a fuse.37

*Babies whose mothers drank heavily during pregnancy, or whose mothers used methadone or
heroin, also sleep abnormally. They have trouble shutting down enough to reach quiet sleep, and their
active sleep is interrupted by frequent movement and awakenings, so that they do not show the normal,
periodic cycles of sleeping and waking. These babies must feel fatigued and dazed by overstimulation.43

*Sudden infant death is more common in boys, at night, during the winter, and among babies who are
recovering from a cold. It occurs between ages one and four months, when many physiological systems
are changing dramatically: heart rate and a number of metabolic substances that increased during the
first month are now decreasing; the baby is growing more rapidly; he is beginning to show voluntary
behavior; and he is beginning to sleep much more at night than during the day. It is a time when his
physiology is topsy-turvy.

Most of the information on sudden infant death comes from studies of the siblings of babies who
died, in whom the risk is greatly increased (although it is still only about 2 percent) and from studies of
“near-miss,” babies who were resuscitated. These babies tend to wake up less during the night when
sleeping normally and to be less likely to wake up when exposed to reduced oxygen or increased carbon
dioxide. They also tend to stop breathing more often and for longer. Autopsies of babies who died of
sudden infant death show that many were chronically hypoxic—short of oxygen. However, there are no
signs of such abnormalities in about one-third of the babies who died; and in one study, the baby who
had had the lowest rate of apnea (arrest of breathing) ultimately died of sudden infant death. So the
cause of these deaths remains a mystery.44



5

A Question of Taste

THE WEEK-OLD BABY nursing on his mother’s breast looks utterly
pleased, quite the hedonist. Yet just minutes earlier he was crying in full
voice, as though he were being driven to eat. The abruptness of this change
makes us wonder whether a baby is indeed the hedonist that he looks, or
whether he is merely a human machine that squeaks and cries when
insufficiently greased by food.

Every new mother realizes quickly that her newborn baby does not eat
automatically. He can suck as soon as he is born, of course; but he cannot
draw anything from the breast then, for he sucks in short bursts with pauses
between each pair of bursts.1 Sucking like this on the breast is as ineffective
as trying to suck soda through a straw in short bursts: the vacuum collapses
with each pause, so that nothing comes out. Moreover, nursing involves three
coordinated actions: (1) squeezing milk from the breast tissue into the nipple,
(2) sucking milk from the nipple into the mouth, then (3) swallowing. A
newborn baby cannot coordinate these actions efficiently. He needs hours, if
not days, of practice, and may have trouble even then.2 He may squeeze
without sucking, or suck without swallowing; he may keep his mouth open so
that he sucks in air while milk seeps out; he may lose the nipple or suck on a
finger; or he may turn away or fall asleep. The baby’s inability to suck
efficiently makes nursing him on the breast difficult for the first few days.
Nursing on a bottle is easier because milk flows into the nipple on its own.

Also unlike a machine, the newborn is a little lazy. Breast tissue has the
texture of a sponge. When the breast is full, it is saturated so thoroughly that
milk comes out on its own. But when the breast is partially empty, the milk
must be sucked out, and the emptier it is, the more effort this takes.3
Moreover, the milk that comes out readily is relatively thin: richer, thicker
milk is less likely to run out on its own, and is more difficult to extract.4 This



further increases the effort required of the baby. The actual amounts of force
that are required vary greatly from one mother to the next and from one day to
the next, but are low enough that the youngest baby can handle them: if you let
a baby nurse for ten minutes on one breast, then take him off it and put him
back on, he will resume nursing.5 But he will continue for only a short time.
He does not stop then because he is tired: if you take him off the breast and
give him a pacifier—which resists his efforts infinitely harder than his
mother’s “empty,” breast—then he will continue to suck indefinitely.6 Nor
does he stop because he is full: he will nurse at full tilt on the other breast.7
Nor does he stop because he dislikes the richness of the milk that the breast
yields after ten minutes: babies will drink whole bottlesful of that rich milk.8
A baby stops nursing simply because he finds that the reward is not worth the
effort.

This is an interesting paradox. The newborn will stop sucking on a breast
because it becomes difficult to draw out milk—yet he will continue sucking
on a pacifier through which it is impossible to draw milk. This would be
peculiar behavior for either a hedonist or a machine. Clearly, the newborn is
unlike either, all the while he is very like both.

The Sense of Taste

To illuminate this paradox, we must look at a baby’s senses of taste and
smell and at his sensation of hunger and satiety. Let us begin in Jerusalem at
the Hebrew University, where Jacob Steiner has executed a fascinating series
of studies on facial expressions in response to taste and smell. Steiner’s
studies were simple: he put a drop of some chemical on a baby’s (or adult’s
or animal’s) tongue or beneath the nose; he recorded the facial reaction on
film; he analyzed the filmed reactions; then he related the chemicals to his
analyses, to see which chemical caused what reaction.* The reactions proved
to be surprisingly similar in adults and babies.9

Steiner started his work with adults. He noticed that when he gave people
drops of various substances to taste, immediately they made some kind of
face: sugar brought a slight smile; sour salt (citric acid) caused a pursing of



the lips; quinine caused a foul grimace that looked like a presage to vomiting.
The expression might be fleeting, but it would appear almost instantaneously,
and the expression elicited by any one substance was always similar: it was
recognizable in men or women of different age, from different cultures, with
different amounts of education, no matter whether they were sick or well.
This led him to hypothesize that some facial expressions in response to tastes
are universal, and hence innate.

To confirm this, Steiner tested 175 newborn babies much as he tested
adults, including 75 babies who were so young that they had never yet been
nursed or fed.10 Those babies reacted much like the adults—except the
babies’ reactions were anything but fleeting. Drops of sugared water caused
the babies to break slowly into a slight, lingering smile something like the
Mona Lisa’s, and induced bursts of “joyful, loud” sucking, with the babies
often licking their lips. Citric acid brought a long-lasting pucker to their lips.
And quinine made them open their mouths into a contorted grimace, and often
retch, in a “dramatic, violent,” reaction. You can see typical reactions from
the photographs on page 80; or try a drop of vinegar on your own baby’s
tongue, then a drop of corn syrup. In a later study with Judith Ganchrow and
Munif Daher, Steiner also found that increasing the concentration of sugar or
urea (a bitter substance that is the chief constituent of urine) increased the
intensity of the babies’ expressions.11



This baby is only a few hours old and has never tasted milk. He is showing for the camera that a
newborn reacts to tastes much like an adult. This is a demonstration by Jacob Steiner of his work at the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

This is clear evidence that the newborn differentiates among some tastes
like an adult. However, Steiner’s work tells us nothing about saltiness, for
neither adults nor babies make faces in response to saltiness. We do know
that, at some level, the newborn does sense saltiness; for at Brown
University, Charles Crook found that two-to three-day-olds suck differently if
you place a drop of saltwater on their tongue than if you place a drop of
water on their tongue.12 However, these babies’ sensation of saltiness—and
Steiner’s babies’ sensation of sweetness, sourness, and bitterness—may have
been at such low neural levels that the babies were unconscious of them.
Indeed, Steiner found similar reactions in four newborns who were born with



no functioning parts of the brain higher than the midbrain.13 These reactions
to tastes seem to be low-level, reflexive reactions akin to the jerk of your
knee to a physician’s hammer. Now it happens that you can feel the
physician’s hammer instigate this reflex; yet if a comparable reflex is
triggered from within your knee—if you have a bit of loose tissue inside that
catches in the joint—then your knee may reflexively give way to avoid
straining itself, yet you might not perceive anything wrong at all. As the
possessor of a trick knee like this, one of the authors of this book can assure
you that this phenomenon is not caused by any insensitivity of the knee to
things inside it. It can hurt a lot. But it does not necessarily hurt; and that is
the point here: the presence of a reflex like the baby’s expressions does not
necessarily indicate the presence of any conscious perception.

Moreover, we have evidence that the newborn does not react to tastes—in
particular, to saltiness—as we do. Three newborns died in the Binghamton
General Hospital in 1962 after being given formula accidently mixed with
salt instead of sugar. They drank it contentedly until they literally drank
themselves to death.14

The Perception of Flavor: Background

Clearly, something about the newborn’s gustation differs from an adult’s. To
figure out what differs we shall need to leave Steiner temporarily. First we
shall cover some background material on the perception of flavors; next we
shall look at aspects of flavor other than taste; then we shall return to the
newborn’s sense of taste; and finally we shall fit all that we have learned
together.

All of us were taught in school that flavors have little to do with taste; that
we perceive flavors mostly through odors; and that tastes are restricted to
sweetness, sourness, saltiness, and bitterness, intermixed to varying extents,
but readily extricable from odors and extricable from each other, like the
greens of a salad, by the discriminating palate of a gourmet or the
discriminating tests of a psychologist. However, the perception of flavor is
much more complicated than this. For the perception of taste is far more
subtle than a simple salad tossed of mixed sensations. Tastes are subtle stews



—boeufs a la bourguignonne—combining sweetness, sourness, saltiness,
and bitterness into forms that usually differ substantially from their
ingredients. In this way tastes are like colors, which are blended by the
nervous system from four primary colors, red, green, yellow, and blue (for a
discussion of primary colors, see the footnote on page 126). To say that
sucrose (table sugar) and fructose (fruit sugar) taste the same but merely have
different amounts of sweetness is like saying that brown and pink are similar
in hue and differ merely in saturation. Moreover, opposite tastes can run into
one another: extreme sweetness can taste bitter. Sweetness, sourness,
saltiness, and bitterness do indeed function to some extent as primary
sensations, and it will prove useful for us to deal with them as such. But they
are actually far more.*

Besides the senses of taste and smell, the senses of touch, temperature,
hearing, and sight also contribute to our perception of flavors.15 And quite as
important as taste and smell is a third chemical sense, one that is usually
ignored because it has no specialized organs of its own. This is our sense of
chemical imbalance.

Innumerable things can cause chemical imbalances to occur in one part of
the body or another. Many of these imbalances we sense unconsciously; yet
others we perceive consciously, and we perceive these in a variety of ways,
depending on the chemical and the part of the body it contacts. Acidity at the
bottom of the esophagus feels like heartburn. Histamine within the skin
(released in an allergic rash) feels itchy. Gaseous allyl disulphide, carried
from onions into our eyes, makes us tear.

Gaseous allyl disulphide can also enter the nose through either the front or
the rear (from the mouth); or it can touch the mouth and tongue. In these cases
we perceive it as the sharpness of an onion. Other chemicals impinging on
the nose and mouth cause us to perceive the heat of mustard and horseradish,
the piquancy of garlic, and the raw edge of espresso.

Note that we are not talking now about the entire flavor of these foods; we
are talking only about attributes that can be described as “heat” or
“piquancy” or “rawness.,” Unlike the senses of smell and taste, this more
general sense of chemical imbalance is not sufficient to let us distinguish one
substance entering the mouth and nose from another. But it does add intensity
to odors and tastes, and it sharpens flavors by its addition. When this sensory
system’s nerves are destroyed, odors seem less pungent.16



The sense of chemical imbalance differs from the senses of smell and
taste in another way as well: the senses of smell and taste habituate to
chemicals quickly, but the sense of chemical imbalance does not.17 After you
eat a bowl of hot chili, you habituate rapidly to the residue of tomato and
beans left in your mouth, so that after a few minutes you neither smell nor
taste it; but the residue of chili pepper continues to stimulate your sense of
chemical imbalance, so that the heat of the chili lingers long after all smell
and taste of it are gone.

For a baby to perceive flavors like an adult, his sense of taste, his sense
of smell, and the oral and nasal portions of his sense of chemical imbalance
must all be more or less adult.

The Sense of Chemical Imbalance

Within the nose and mouth, the sense of chemical imbalance is based on the
undifferentiated endings* of the trigeminal nerve,18 so physiologists call that
portion of this sense the trigeminal system. It is difficult to isolate the
trigeminal system for study, because within the mouth and nose, almost every
chemical that stimulates it stimulates the sense of taste and/or smell as well.
However, one class of chemical does allow us to see that the newborn’s
trigeminal system functions in some ways like the adult’s. This class is the
alcohols.

Molecules of one alcohol differ from molecules of another in the length of
a chain of carbon atoms that forms an alcohol’s backbone. Methanol has only
one carbon atom; ethanol (vodka) has two; propanol has three; butanol has
four; and so on. In adults, the shorter this chain is, the more concentrated the
alcohol must be to stimulate the sense of smell. At relatively weak
concentrations, all of these alcohols stimulate our sense of smell without
stimulating the trigeminal system: their odor is fresh and medicinal.
However, stronger concentrations begin to stimulate the trigeminal system,
and soon the trigeminal system becomes predominant: then we feel a sharp
pungency more than we smell an odor. Moreover, at these concentrations,
shorter-chained alcohols feel sharper than longer-chained ones.



This holds for adults, and it seems to hold for two-day-old babies as well.
At Brown University, Trygg Engen, William Cain, and Carolyn Rovee
studied the reactions of sleeping babies to swabs of alcohol held beneath
their nose.19 The shorter the alcohol’s chain of carbon atoms, the more
strongly the alcohol had to be concentrated before the babies changed their
rate of breathing or wriggled—yet when the alcohol was concentrated 100
percent, then the shorter the chain, the more responses the newborns made. In
addition, when the alcohol was concentrated 100 percent, then the newborns
began to habituate almost immediately to long-chained alcohols, just as
adults do when we smell something—but they did not habituate readily to
short-chained alcohols, again just like adults using their trigeminal system. In
sum, the trigeminal system and the sense of smell seem to interact in
newborns as they do in adults.20

The Sense of Smell

Since the newborn’s sense of smell interacts with his trigeminal system in an
adult way, we would expect him to smell everything more or less as we do.
Up to a point, he does.

To see this, let us return to Steiner’s work. Steiner asked a panel of adults
to select, from among a large collection of food flavorings, those that had
fresh “odors,” and those that had rotten “odors.”21 (We are using quotation
marks here to remind ourselves that in this context, “odors” come not from
the sense of smell alone but from the sense of smell intermixed in varying and
unknown amounts with the trigeminal system.) The adults said unanimously
that rotting eggs and shrimp “smelled” foul; they found that a milky aroma
like margarine was “acceptable and fairly pleasant”; and they found that
banana, vanilla, chocolate, and, especially, honey were “pleasant" and
“enjoyable.,” Next Steiner held swabs of these flavorings under the nose of
babies—babies tested in the very first hours of life, before they had had any
contact with food or with the odors of food. The babies grimaced while
smelling the rotten flavorings just as they grimaced while tasting quinine, and
they smiled while smelling the pleasant flavorings just as they smiled while
tasting sugar. Among all of the flavorings, rotten eggs evoked the clearest



response. Among the flavorings that adults found to be pleasant, the one they
found most pleasant—honey—evoked the clearest positive responses from
the babies as well.22

The similarities between adult and baby are so striking, it is tempting to
conclude that both adult and baby perceive “odors,” similarly. But this
conclusion would be premature, for Steiner also found that a baby born with
no functioning cortex reacted similarly.23 As he points out, these reactions to
“odors”—or more precisely, these reactions to chemicals borne upon the air
—are analogous to the reactions of a housefly buzzing toward and away from
different kinds of ordure. These reactions may indicate conscious
perceptions, or they may not. From Steiner’s work alone we cannot tell.

However, clearer evidence comes from a study by Aidan Macfarlane at
Oxford.24 Macfarlane tested whether a newborn would discriminate
between, on the one hand, the smell of his mother and her milk, and on the
other hand, the smell of another mother and her milk. The smells came from
gauze pads that the mothers had kept within their brassieres to absorb any
milk seeping out. Along one side of the baby’s face, Macfarlane draped a pad
from the baby’s mother; along the other side he draped a pad from another
mother. Thirty-two two-day-olds showed no sign of discriminating one pad
from the other: roughly half of them turned toward each pad. However, more
than two-thirds of the six-day-olds he tested turned toward their mother’s
pad, as did more than three-fourths of the eight-to ten-day-olds. Young babies
prefer the familiar to the unfamiliar: here they recognized their mother’s
odor, and turned toward it. We cannot say from this that the two-day-olds did
not distinguish between the two odors, for they may have realized that the
odors were different yet not have learned to recognize one of them. There
also may have been less of a difference in odor at two days, for many of the
mothers might not yet have begun to produce enough milk to seep out.
However, the older babies certainly did smell a difference—a difference that
Macfarlane, when he smelled the pads himself, was unable to detect.

Now, we should not read too much into this. We cannot say that newborns
are more sensitive to odors than adults, for we do not know whether
Macfarlane was a representative adult. In any case, he probably could have
learned to make the discrimination, given as much exposure to one of the
odors as each baby had had: college students have no trouble recognizing the
odors of classmates and members of their family, and mothers learn to



recognize their baby’s odor quite as their baby is learning to recognize
theirs.25 However, Macfarlane’s study does make it look as though the
newborn’s sensitivity to smells is close to being adult.

Moreover, Macfarlane’s babies did not just detect an odor, they
recognized one. To recognize something requires high-level processing
within the brain—some kind of conscious processing beyond the reflexlike
processing of the midbrain. Thus when a newborn smiles or grimaces
reflexively to an odor, he probably does perceive it as more or less
pleasurable.

On the other hand, although the newborn is nearly as sensitive as the adult
to odors and other chemically caused sensations in the nose, and although the
newborn and adult would often agree in their assessment of pleasantness and
unpleasantness, still, a newborn has less clear and distinct perceptions of
odors. During the first day of life, this is simply because his nose is still
clogged with amniotic fluid, like an adult whose nose is stuffed by a cold.26

But more than this, an adult’s perceptions are formed and clarified by
decades of experience, while a newborn perceives odors with all the
disorder and synesthesia with which he perceives everything else. His world
smells to him much as our world smells to us, but he does not perceive odors
as coming through his nose alone. He hears odors, and sees odors, and feels
them too. His world is a melee of pungent aromas—and pungent sounds, and
bitter-smelling sounds, and sweet-smelling sights, and sour-smelling
pressures against the skin. If we could visit the newborn’s world, we would
think ourselves inside a hallucinogenic perfumery.

Within this perfumery, some odors come to stand out—those that are
present most often: the odors of baby powder, his mother’s body (if she
breast-feeds her baby),27 and dirty diapers. These odors may change their
sound as the baby opens and closes his eyes; yet a constancy about them
remains. This constancy he comes to recognize. Given the chance, he turns
toward them, attracted to them as to islets of familiarity amidst a sea of
chaos. This recognition is musk to the newborn baby. Within the newborn’s
world, it forms the finest perfume.

Taste and Flavor Concluded



Now we can return to the baby’s sense of taste. When we left it, we had seen
that at some level the newborn senses sweetness, sourness, bitterness, and
saltiness, but that something about his reaction to saltiness differs from ours.

Much of this difference may be a carryover from the womb. Sodium is the
most common chemical that causes the sensation of saltiness. From the taste
buds’ perspective, it is the active ingredient of table salt. Amniotic fluid
contains a lot of sodium; so whenever the fetus has his mouth open, his mouth
and tongue are bathed with sodium.28 Thus his mouth and tongue become
adapted to sodium—sufficiently adapted that his nervous system will confuse
saltwater with saliva, allowing him to inhale saltwater as though it were
air.29 (This is not because he lacks the adult reflex that prevents us from
inhaling while we drink: a newborn does not inhale milk or water.) Possibly
because of this adaptation, the newborn’s body maintains levels of sodium in
his saliva that are two to three times the levels of sodium in the adult’s
saliva.30 This distorts his sensation of saltiness.

If we assume that a newborn’s sense of taste is adult, then we can see how
this excess sodium would affect him by bathing an adult’s tongue with similar
concentrations of sodium. This has been done scientifically in the lab, but
you can see the effect yourself by eating popcorn. You taste saltiness at first;
but soon you get used to the saltiness, so to taste it anew you must either add
more salt, or you must wash away the taste with a glass of water. This dilutes
the sodium, leaving a slight but distinct sensation of sourness and bitterness.
Alternatively, if you wash down the popcorn with tepid water to which you
have added a minuscule amount of salt—a fraction of a pinch—then this
minuscule increase of sodium makes the water taste slightly sweet.31 (This is
less noticeable with cold water, for cold numbs the sense of taste. Also, if
your tapwater is heavily chlorinated, the chlorine may mask the sweetness.
But you will find that a pinch of salt also sweetens beer.*)

If the newborn’s sense of taste is fundamentally adult, then the sodium in
his saliva should have a similar effect: he should need to take much more salt
than you normally take to notice it; slightly salted water should taste sweet;
and plain water should taste unpleasant. Babies act as though this is exactly
the case. Young ones will rarely drink much water,33 as though water tastes
sour and/or bitter to them.



We cannot know whether a newborn experiences all tastes like an adult,
but we can see that within his mouth the extremes—sweetness and bitterness
—do seem to act and interact as they do in adults. Most adults prefer sweet
drinks to water. Up to a point, the sweeter the drink is, the more we prefer it.
Thus we prefer drinks concocted of the sweeter fructose (fruit sugar) or
sucrose (table sugar) to the less sweet lactose (milk sugar) or glucose, when
the sugars are mixed at comparable concentrations.34 So, apparently, do
newborns. At the University of Pennsylvania, Jeanette Desor, Owen Mailer,
and Robert Turner gave water and sugared water to 192 one-to three-and-
one-half-day-olds.35 During three-minute periods, the sweeter the sugar
tasted to adults, or the more concentrated the sugar was, the more the babies
drank.* Charles Crook then extended these findings at Brown University.37

Crook tested only sucrose, but he tested higher concentrations than Desor,
Mailer, and Turner, and he used a much better test, a test that did not use
ingestion as a measure of pleasure; for as we shall see, a newborn’s sense of
taste does not necessarily influence how much food he takes in. Crook’s
method was to place single drops of water or sugared water onto the baby’s
tongue, then to measure the duration of the baby’s next burst of sucking. He
found that the sugared water prolonged bursts of sucking—and up to a point,
the higher the concentration of sugar, the more it prolonged the bursts. The
concentration that prolonged maximally the babies’ sucking corresponds
roughly to the concentration that adults find most pleasurable.38 Finally,
Robert Milstein at Yale confirmed this, and found that when he gave
newborns plain water after sugared water, they sucked the least hard for
water after the moderate concentrations.39* Apparently with babies as with
adults, water tastes bitter after moderate sweetness.

The similarity between newborn and adult is so strong, we suspect that the
newborn’s primary tastes combine to form secondary tastes much as they do
in the adult. Since the newborn’s sense of smell and trigeminal system are
roughly adult too, he probably perceives flavors to a certain extent like
adults—adults who have just eaten salty food, like a bag of potato chips or
popcorn. But like everything else in his world, flavors are affected by his
synesthesia. He savors milk differently when his eyes are open or shut, when
the radio switches from Tchaikovsky to news, when his mother is rocking or
sitting still.



Moreover, a vast proportion of our adult perception of flavor is learned.
Indeed, the bulk of it is learned. Although a baby resembles most adults by
liking sweets and by disliking sour and bitter foods, still, many an adult
enjoys a morning’s eye-opener of grapefruit juice and black coffee. An adult
can learn to enjoy whatever he wants to enjoy, even if it goes against some
genetic disinclination—and he can learn to dislike asparagus for no good
reason at all. In contrast, all a newborn knows is his inheritance. Sour smells
and bitter medicine he finds repugnant; the sweetness of the breast or sugar
he enjoys.

Hunger

Although a newborn savors food much like an adult, in other ways he reacts
to it quite dissimilarly. Thus he will kill himself drinking saltwater, not gag.
And although he dislikes sour and bitter flavors, he will drink water fouled
by sour salt or urea as readily as he will drink plain water (which also tastes
sour and/or bitter to him because of the sodium in his saliva, but very much
less so). A number of studies have found peculiarities like these, and many of
these peculiarities are paradoxical. A one-to five-day-old will drink sour
salt in water as readily as plain water, for instance—unless you add sugar to
both. Then he will drink more of the plain water.41

Apparently, taste does not control ingestion in babies as it does in adults:
babies will drink the foulest poison that may enter their mouth, even ammonia
or lye. Of course, taste does sometimes affect what babies eat. As we have
seen, the newborn has an adult sweet tooth. But by and large, what induces a
newborn to eat is very different from what induces an adult to eat. This is
especially true during the first few days of life. To a baby that young, the
mixture of feelings that we know as hunger is unknown.

Physicians and physiologists used to think that our feelings of hunger come
primarily from an insufficiency of food, and that they are caused by
contractions of the stomach. However, neither is normally true. Any healthy
adult can forgo a meal without creating a physiological insufficiency; and
adults without stomachs experience normal hunger and have the normal
ability to regulate their eating. Adults sense hunger not from any one



physiological event but through a complicated, poorly understood, and
variable confluence of physiological and environmental events that, they
have learned, portend food. Consider what happens daily in the office, for
instance. Several hours after you arrive, your stomach has emptied itself of
breakfast; the caffeine from your morning’s coffee has stopped stimulating
your nervous system; the aroma of french fries wafts in through the window;
people begin to leave their desks; a carillon chimes. The confluence of these
events implies to the body that it is lunchtime, so you feel hungry. The
significance of this confluence is learned.42

A newborn baby has learned nothing like this. He does not know enough
to connect sensations from his stomach and ears and eyes and nose with food.
He can have vague sensations of discomfort, but he feels nothing akin to what
we know as hunger.

We can see from the newborn’s stomach contractions how little he knows
about food. Although stomach contractions do not cause sensations of hunger,
they do tell us whether the body expects to receive food. In adults they are
like salivation in reverse: a morsel of food in the mouth simultaneously starts
salivation and calms the stomach. But this is not true of newborns. In 1917, at
the Mayo Clinic, Rood Taylor studied babies’ stomach contractions.43 He
inserted a tube through the mouth and down the esophagus into the stomach.
(Babies less than three weeks old did not seem to mind the tube at all—as
we would expect from our discussion in chapter 2 of the newborn’s
insensitivity to pain.) Then he blew up a small balloon inside the stomach
and measured the pressure of the air that the balloon contained. Whenever the
stomach contracted, it raised this air pressure. Taylor found that young
babies’ stomachs contract much more often than adults’—and in babies less
than three weeks old, quite unlike adults, the stomach continues to contract
even while food is in the mouth, until it actually reaches the stomach. The
newborn’s body does not yet know that milk in the mouth means food is
coming.

Just as the newborn does not connect milk in the mouth with food in the
stomach, neither does he associate sucking with milk. He sucks
indiscriminately on everything he can get to his mouth, and not for a month
will he begin to suck before a meal, in anticipation of it.44

Although the newborn’s body undergoes many if not most of the
physiological events surrounding the intake of food that an adult’s body



undergoes, these events are not so well coordinated as they are in adults, nor
has his body had enough experience to interpret them the way adults do, as
meaning “I am prepared for food, hence I am hungry.,” His stomach is
unprepared for the onslaught of food, so he spits up.45 He needs several
weeks and hundreds of meals to tie his belly to the dinner bell.

For this reason, studies of newborns have found no relationship between
how long it has been since the baby last ate and how much he eats; or
between how much the baby last ate and when he awakens or “demands,” to
eat again; or between any behavior of the baby immediately before a meal
and how much he eats.46 Nor, during the first day or two of life, do babies
cry for food. This last is impossible to prove, of course, but every nursing
mother has seen evidence of it: the baby seems hardly to notice when he
loses the breast. Additional evidence comes out en passant in study after
study, even in studies claiming the opposite. For example, Dorothy Marquis
at Yale claimed to find evidence that newborns cry if a meal is interrupted in
midbottle; yet when we looked closely at her data, we noticed that seven of
the nine babies she studied were so loath to cry, either before, during, or
after a feeding, that their data ended up not figuring at all in the statistical
analysis. Only two babies actually counted in Marquis’s analysis—and they
took at least seventy-five seconds to begin to cry after the bottle was
removed, ten times as long as a one-month-old would have taken.47

We can see this as well in an oft-cited Swedish study by Ole Wasz-
Hockert and associates.48 These researchers executed an admirable,
sophisticated analysis of the harmonic and melodic structures of babies’
cries, including “hunger cries.,” However, they did not examine babies’ cries
first and then identify those slaked by milk and only milk, and call these
hunger cries. Instead they assumed that newborns cry from hunger, and they
assumed that in the absence of any obvious cause of discomfort, whenever
babies cried four hours after feeding, they felt hungry (why not thirsty?). Yet
when a newborn is crying four hours after feeding, he will usually stop if you
merely pick him up and hold him, or if you give him a pacifier.49 Hence, they
wrote:

It is not . . . possible to be certain that the cry is given entirely because of hunger. It might be that
the baby wanted handling... . Although hunger cries were collected as early as 12 hours, it is
difficult at this time to be certain that the situation truly represents hunger. Relatively few cries
therefore have been collected in the first three days of life.50 [Italics added.]



And these “hunger cries,” after the first three days? In 1936 at the University
of Iowa, Orbis Irwin wired a special crib to measure continuously how often
four babies wriggled and squirmed during the first ten days after birth.51

These babies were fed about every three hours, save for two feedings
skipped overnight. By the second day they had learned this schedule and had
begun to wriggle and squirm (and cry, we can certainly assume) around the
time that they were due for their missed nighttime feedings. But then, a few
minutes later, they calmed down. If their squirming had come from hunger,
then they would have become hungrier and hungrier as the night passed
without a feeding, so they would have squirmed ever more. Instead they
calmed down just as if they had been fed. As we saw in chapter 4, a newborn
moves and cries to control the amount of energy he takes in through his
senses; so the rhythms of his movements and crying are bound to be
controlled by the rhythms of his sensory stimulation. The rhythms of his
sensory stimulation center around mealtimes. After the first few days of life,
when babies begin to cry a little around mealtimes, that is the cause: the
increase in sensory stimulation occurring around mealtimes. This changes
completely by the end of the baby’s first month, but during his first weeks of
life his “hunger cries,” have only an indirect connection with food. During
his first month, he feels vaguely uncomfortable when mealtimes roll around
because of the increased sensory stimulation occurring around them, but he
does not yet feel hunger as we know it.

Why Babies Eat . . . and Stop Eating

If a newborn baby is not hungry, then why does he eat—and why does he stop
eating? At first he eats merely because he is fed. Many parts of the newborn’s
body are wired by his nervous system to act reflexively—automatically—
just as your leg is wired so that a tap on your knee makes you kick. If a
newborn is awake, then when a finger (or his mother’s nipple) touches his
cheek, he turns toward it reflexively. When something presses his palm—like
his mother’s breast—then his mouth opens reflexively. When a nipple (or a
pacifier) touches the inside of his mouth, then he sucks reflexively. And when
milk (or anything else) touches the back of his mouth, he swallows



reflexively.52 He does none of this intentionally, just as you do not kick your
leg intentionally when a physician taps your knee. Neither can he control
what he is doing, just as you cannot control your leg. He does it like a
machine. Like a turning, mouth-opening, sucking, and swallowing machine—
albeit like an inefficient machine at first, as we have seen: a machine that
works imperfectly and cannot yet extract significant amounts of fluid, but
primarily collects what seeps out from the nipple on its own.

On the other hand, when the baby tastes what seeps out, he enjoys it. The
flavor is sweet and pleasant.53 Soon he discovers that certain manipulations
of his lips and cheeks bring forth more of this sweetness. Thus within a day
or two he learns to nurse. (During this time the mother’s breasts produce a
very thin milk in small quantities: its thinness facilitates the baby’s learning
to nurse by enabling him to extract milk more easily.)

But the end of a meal makes a more complicated story. As adults, we do
not feel sated because our stomachs are full: we can stuff ourselves with
roast beef until we feel as if we are ready to burst, yet still find room for
dessert. Neither do we feel sated because we have taken a physiological
superfluity of food: any food that we have just eaten is not yet in a form that
is useful physiologically—and as soon as it is put into a useful form (when it
is digested), we no longer feel sated. Feelings of satiety come instead from a
confluence of physiological events involving food in the stomach, food in the
intestines, and food’s passing through the mouth. These three areas are tied
together intimately: after a meal rich with butter and fat meat, a sweet pecan
pie topped by whipped cream can actually turn bitter to the mouth—if you
are not used to this kind of meal. On the other hand, if you are used to it, then
your body prepares for it physiologically, so you are dissatisfied without it.
In short, you feel sated with food onl’ when you have eaten what your body,
from experience, has learned to expect you to eat.54 Since a newborn has no
expectations about eating, he never feels sated as adults do.

More likely than not, during his first few days, a baby being breast-fed
will stop nursing simply because he falls asleep: because the tactile
stimulation of nursing has oversupplied his nervous system with energy, and
because the effort of extraction fatigues him.55 Bottle-fed babies are less
likely to fall asleep because taking milk from a bottle is easier, although it
still requires sufficient effort that their sucking slows down after a while,



until they have rested while being burped.56 Bottle-fed newborns stop almost
solely when and because the bottle runs dry.

Of course, much of the time even a breast-fed newborn will stop nursing
before he falls asleep. He does this not by actively refusing the breast like a
one-month-old, but by placidly withdrawing his head.57 As we have seen,
this is not because he feels sated. Neither is it because some physiological
equivalent of a calorie counter tells him to stop: babies do not regulate their
intake based on the richness of food until they become a month old. Until
then, richer food merely makes them grow faster.58 The newborn who
withdraws from the breast does so, as we said at the beginning of this
chapter, simply because he finds the reward not worth the effort.

We can see this from the pattern of his feeding. As we saw earlier, breast
tissue is like a sponge. When the breast is full, milk drips out on its own; but
when it is partially empty, the milk must be sucked out, and the emptier it is,
the more effort this requires. As a result, when a newborn nurses on a breast,
he takes half of what he will ultimately take from that breast in the first two
minutes, and he takes 80 percent of the balance in the next two minutes.
During the last 60 percent of his time on the breast he draws only 10 percent
of the milk he takes in all.59 As the flow of milk ebbs, he rests longer and
more often between bursts of sucking, as though the sucking becomes more
and more difficult. On the other hand, if you put him on a fresh breast, he will
continue at his original speed—and if you put another, unfed newborn on the
“empty” breast, he will feed just as slowly as the newborn who “emptied,”
it.60 But in fact the breast is not empty. Much milk still remains when a
newborn stops nursing; it is merely too effortful to draw it out.

On the other hand, if the newborn is awake when he finishes nursing, he
will happily suck on a pacifier, from which it is infinitely harder to draw
milk. This is the paradox we presented at the beginning of this chapter. It is
perfectly sensible from the newborn’s point of view, however. For whenever
something touches the inside of his mouth, he sucks reflexively—and when
this something inside his mouth is not delivering food, he sucks on it as he
originally sucked on the breast before he learned to nurse. This kind of
nonnutritive sucking is very powerful, as you know if you have ever removed
a pacifier from a baby’s mouth. Yet nonnutritive sucking is not as intense an
effort as nutritive sucking, for the newborn pauses momentarily after every
few sucks—he does not maintain long, continuous bursts of sucking—and he



does not squeeze with his lips.61 Hence even when a newborn is tired of
nutritive sucking, sucking on a pacifier is not onerous.

Indeed, he finds that this kind of sucking feels good. Adults find that
moderate pressures applied to the lips and mouth are pleasurable. It feels
good to roll the tongue around the mouth and to squeeze the lips gently with
the teeth. It feels even better when the mouth is stimulated and the lips are
squeezed by a foreign object, such as a spouse’s lips and tongue. Children
take pleasure in similar stimulation, though it is usually provided by other
things, like a pencil or a thumb. Older babies seem to enjoy it too: they will
suck their fingers for several hours during the day. And so, to look at them,
do newborns—even newborns who have not yet nursed. Herbert Davis and
colleagues at the University of Kansas studied sixty babies through their first
ten days of life.62 Of these, twenty were nursed, twenty were fed by bottle,
and twenty were fed by cup. Those babies who were fed by cup tried to suck
on the cup at first, but they learned not to suck on it after a day or two.
Between meals they sucked spontaneously on anything and everything—or on
the air—just like the babies who took their meals through a nipple. Clearly,
sucking as a pastime is innate; it is not created by any association with food.
This does not prove that newborns find it pleasurable, of course. They might
just suck reflexively, and derive pleasure in it only later in life by virtue of
its learned association with food. Yet while a newborn is sucking on a
pacifier, he reacts less to irritants. He objects less to cold metal against his
bare belly, to rubber bands flicked against his feet, and to circumcision.63 All
this makes sucking look like no mere pastime. To a newborn, sucking is a
primary source of pleasure.

Bonding and the Breast

Traditional psychology and psychiatry have held that pleasure from oral
stimulation is learned in infancy through its association with the innate
pleasures of the breast or bottle. But as we have seen, this association is
quite the reverse: sucking is the innate pleasure; the others are learned.
Neither does nursing represent the satisfaction of any primeval urge: it is
learned. Consequently, there is no reason to expect, as many do, that if a baby



is allowed to indulge this “urge,” on his mother’s breast immediately after he
is born, then he will immediately feel loved and loving, and become attached
to her emotionally. However, his mother is likely to enjoy holding him and
nursing him, and to undergo an emotional reaction that will affect for some
time her behavior toward her baby. So although early contact does not make
the newborn feel attached to his mother, it may help to make his mother feel
strongly attached to him. She may then behave differently toward him as a
result, and he may respond in turn by behaving more equably and becoming
strongly attached to her.

We shall examine the end of this process in chapter 11, but we can see the
beginning here in an excellent study by Zulaika Ali and Michael Lowry of
one hundred mothers and babies in a large maternity hospital in Jamaica.64

None of the mothers had received narcotics for the delivery, nor had the
babies received silver nitrate in their eyes afterward. Half of these mothers
(chosen at random) were allowed “a glimpse” of their baby immediately
after delivery; the other half were allowed to handle him “in any way,” for
forty-five minutes. We can safely assume that most of these women held their
baby to the breast. Afterward the babies were removed to the nursery and not
returned to their mothers for nine hours. From that time on, all the mothers
were treated similarly. Twelve weeks later, most of the women returned with
their babies to a clinic for routine medical exams. At this clinic, the mothers
and babies were observed surreptitiously by someone who did not know
whether any particular mother had been given only a glimpse of her baby or
had been given her baby to hold. At one point during the (rigidly structured)
examination, the physician undressed the baby. Half the mothers who had
been given only a glimpse rose to watch the physician, while half remained
seated; but of the mothers who had been given the baby to hold, nearly all
rose to watch. The mothers who had been given only a glimpse were far
more likely to have stopped feeding the baby solely by the breast. Their
babies were less likely to be quietly awake. And the babies who had been
held immediately were less likely at any one time to be sleeping, crying, or
restless, as though they were running on a more even keel.

These data do not of themselves allow us to tell whether differences in the
mothers’ behavior reflect differences in the babies’ behavior, or vice versa.
Even as early as six weeks, there is undoubtedly a mixture of the two. But
certainly these differences stemmed from the difference in delivery-room



procedure: the mother’s handling (and probably nursing) the baby
immediately after birth. There is no reason to think that this handling affected
the babies directly: it affected the mothers instead, making them feel more
firmly bonded to their babies. As a result, they were more responsive to their
babies’ needs, so their babies acted more equably. Since these women also
kept in closer contact with their babies, their babies doubtless learned to
recognize their odor sooner; and as we shall see, this recognition does
develop into attachment. So early nursing may eventually lead to a baby’s
earlier and/or closer attachment. (It may also be more healthful; for since a
newborn is more alert immediately after birth, and sucks more then than he
will for several days, he learns quicker to extract milk if he is nursed then,
and is less likely to have to be fed by bottle later.65) However, being put to
the breast immediately after birth does not make the newly born baby feel
loving and wanted; it makes the mother feel loving and wanted instead.*

Maturation

So far in this chapter we have dealt with babies in their first week or two of
life. For when it comes to food and flavor, babies mature fast. They can take
three meals a day with semi-solid food almost as soon as they are born, if not
as soon. In the early 1950s, Walter Sackett, a general practitioner in Florida,
routinely advised his obstetrical patients to begin to wean their babies at two
to three days of age.67 He also suggested feeding them only four times a day
at first, and changing as soon as possible to an adult schedule of three meals
a day. (Actually, he preferred to begin with three meals a day, but he added a
midnight feeding “to placate . . . neighbors, relatives and apartment house
dwellers” whose disapproval of the plan rendered them somewhat crabbier
than they might otherwise have been when awakened by a crying baby at
night.) Sackett used this feeding program for six hundred babies during five
years, and he claimed that these babies not only thrived, they were “far
happier and more contented,” to boot. Whether they were indeed happier and
more contented is open to question—his evidence for this is weak—but his
feeding schedule is an interesting demonstration that physiologically, no age
is too young for weaning (see figure 5.1).



By the time a baby is one month old, he has learned to associate the
preparations for a meal with food: he quiets down and begins to suck as soon
as you put on his bib.68 Often he will suck even before you put on his bib, for
now his physiological systems have come to expect food in discrete meals.
These expectations make him feel hungry when mealtime rolls around. This
is true not only of babies who have been fed by the clock, but also of babies
who have been fed on demand.69 For even babies fed on demand are fed not
continuously but in batches, so the baby’s body learns quickly to handle one
batch first, then to prepare for the next—and these physiological preparations
generate feelings of hunger. Because of the time it takes to process a
stomachful of milk, these feelings usually occur at intervals of three and a
half to four hours. Thus, just like his schedule-fed cousin, every three and
half to four hours a demand-fed one-month-old begins to hunger for a meal.

Not only does a one-month-old feel hungry before a meal, he probably
feels sated after it. For now he regulates his intake, taking less milk or
formula the fattier it is70—and now, for the first time, he will refuse to take a
nipple after he has been nursing for a while.71

Toward the end of his first year of life, a baby’s chemical sensors are so
well developed that he will actually select a wholesome, nutritious diet for
himself, if you allow him always to select all the food he eats. Under these
conditions, he will even take cod liver oil of his own volition, if (and only
if) he has a vitamin deficiency.* Yet even at one year a baby’s sensation of
flavor is not completely adult: a six-month-old prefers saltwater to plain
water, and he will not reverse this preference until he is one and a half to
three years old.81

FIGURE 5.1
Sackett’s Feeding Schedule





NOTE: Adapted from Sackett, W. W., 1956. Use of solid foods early in infancy. G.P. (now American
Family Physician, published by the American Academy of Family Physicians) 14 (September): 99.

Practical Implications

Three concerns devolve about feeding a baby: his health, and the parents’
and baby’s comfort. To a certain extent, these three concerns are interrelated.
A sick baby feels uncomfortable and cries, making his parents uncomfortable
too; while peckish parents are likely to be insensitive to their baby’s hunger,
thereby making the baby feel uncomfortable by neglect.

Breast-feeding a baby on demand is normally the best approach to the
baby’s health and to the comfort of all. Milk from the breast contains
nutrients and antibodies that synthetic formulations lack, so the breast-fed
baby becomes ill less often. And a mother who is breast-feeding usually gets
to know her baby quicker, so she ministers to him more appropriately,
minimizing his discomforts. Breast-feeding also gives the mother pleasure
through the sensuousness of the act; and it gives the baby pleasure because,
through contacting his mother’s body so often, he comes to recognize her
odor. As we saw earlier, to a newborn baby, the recognition of an odor—any
odor—is more pleasing than the finest perfume.

Feeding a baby when his body wants to be fed is obviously more pleasant
to the baby (and to everybody around him) than feeding him according to a
schedule—nor is there any reason to put him on a schedule, regardless of
whether he is fed by breast or bottle. During the first few weeks, no matter
how regularly his parents feed him, the baby will not behave predictably, for
his physiological systems are not adapted to the rhythm of eating and
digesting. As soon as the baby is able to be comfortable on a schedule—to
feel hungry by the clock—then his body will develop a comparably regular
rhythm of its own whether he is fed by schedule or on demand.

For the first few days after his birth, a baby is difficult to feed, both
because he is difficult to rouse (especially if he was delivered with drugs)
and because he does not know how to extract milk. As we have said,
immediately after his birth he is more alert than he will be for several days:
if he is put to the breast right away, he will find it easier to learn to nurse.



Trying to rouse a baby to feed him may be counterproductive; for if you make
him cry, he will have additional difficulty in coordinating sucking, squeezing,
swallowing, and breathing. Not only will his crying make feeding him
difficult of itself, it will also cause him to swallow air: air in his belly may
then make him active and restless, and cry all the more. If you must rouse a
newborn, the most effective way is the gentlest. Just undress him or dab some
cold water on his forehead. To keep a baby awake and to reduce distractions,
reduce the sensory stimulation he is receiving. While you feed him, turn
down the lights, turn off the television, and do not bounce or jiggle him.

Since a newborn learns to nurse through his reflexes, you can facilitate his
learning by facilitating his reflexes. If possible, do not try to feed him just
after he has been crying, for he will be too tired for his reflexes to work
well. Quiet him first. To give him a nipple, do not put it in his mouth or try to
guide him toward it, but touch it to his cheek instead—one cheek. His rooting
reflex will make him turn toward it. Do not touch both his cheeks, or this
rooting reflex will not work. If you are breast-feeding him, be sure he takes
into his mouth not just the nipple but also some of the surrounding breast, for
to extract milk he needs to apply pressure on breast tissue with his gums. If
enough milk comes out to choke him, reduce the flow by pressing on the
areola or, if you are giving him a bottle, by exchanging the nipple for one
with a smaller hole. You will be able to tell when a baby has learned to draw
milk, because his sucking will become rhythmical: a burst of sucking, a stop
for breath, another burst, and so on.

After a month or two, a baby can handle much more sensory stimulation,
so he is awake much more often. Now, too, he feels hungry and full: he makes
it obvious when he wants to be fed, and he leaves the nipple when he has had
enough. Soon he will be able to handle sufficient stimulation that he will
remain quietly awake at the end of a feeding. This is the perfect time to play
with him.

During the first month of life, there is no clear way to tell when a baby is
ready to nurse or when he is finished. A baby cries reflexively from any form
of discomfort and does not modulate his crying to the degree of his
discomfort; so there is no way to tell whether the cause of his complaint is an
empty stomach or gas, bright lights or cold. All you can do is try to feed the
baby and see if he settles down. If the feeding goes badly, try burping him. If
he is on the breast, feed him until he stops sucking, then give him a rest and



see if he will take more. Do not do this with bottle-fed babies, for babies do
not begin to regulate their own intake until the second month: until then, even
if they are bloated from excess fluid, they will drink from a bottle until it runs
dry. (The breast-fed baby will quit before this, when it becomes difficult to
extract milk.)

During the first month, you will not be able to tell when the baby has had
enough. The rule of thumb is ten minutes on each breast; but in feeding as in
every other respect, babies differ greatly from one to another. Some will
extract significant amounts of milk from the breast long after others have
stopped. The best way to tell if a baby is getting sufficient milk from the
breast is to weigh him every few days. He should lose weight during his first
few days, then steadily gain. Most babies exceed their birth weight around
the end of the second week.82

Even if a baby is a prodigious eater, he will still suck whenever he can—
on his blanket or fingers, or on a pacifier if one is available. This indicates a
desire to suck, not hunger or an insufficiency of food. Note that during the
first six months of life there is no need to be concerned about the pacifier’s
becoming a crutch; for a baby this young will not remember that the pacifier
exists when he is not sucking on it (see chapter 10).

There is really no way to tell when a baby is being fed too much, for we
do not know how to define “too much.,” In different countries and cultures at
different times, physicians have held different opinions about how fat a
healthy baby should be. The range has varied from relatively gaunt to
something very like a blimp. We have searched for a sound, scientific basis
for any such pronouncement but have found none. There are clear medical
advantages to breast-feeding a baby, but nothing else about feeding babies
has been shown to be an asset or a detriment. A baby’s body seems to be
sufficiently plastic that, provided it receives a minimum amount of nutrient, it
will thrive on almost any regime.

___________
*Note that Steiner analyzed the film without knowing which chemical was being tested. Although

this is a small detail, it is of considerable importance, for if Steiner had known which chemical was being
tested, then his analyses could not have been so objective. This is typical of the care Steiner took in
designing these studies. One can pick a few nits here and there in Steiner’s work, as one can in
anybody’s; but by and large it is a model of what science ought to be but rarely is. In psychology—
indeed, in any field of science—broad findings are almost always tenuously proved, while “solid,”



findings are usually minutiae. This tendency is built into the scientific approach; for the larger the
ballfield in which a scientist plays, the harder it is to cover every base. Modern technology has
exaggerated this difficulty: it has become difficult to cover the bases in even sand-lot leagues without
vast sums of money for equipment. By North American standards, Steiner has had barely the resources
of a high school science lab, yet he has managed to produce work that is a rare combination of solidity
and scope.

*One reason people believe that there exist only four tastes lies in an extensive literature of biased
experiments. To avoid wasting time, psychologists and physiologists who study taste commonly pretest
their human guinea pigs, to try to eliminate those with insensitive palates. Thus they ask, “Here is a
substance: is it salty, sour, sweet, or bitter?,” They select to study only those people who are willing to
categorize what they taste like this—and who agree in their categorization with the experimenters. This
is like studying the perception of colors by testing only people who might be willing to admit that yes,
oranges can be described as either red or yellow, and who will agree with you that this one here is red.

*The sense of chemical imbalance has not evolved so far that its receptors differ visibly from
ordinary nerve endings, so its receptors are usually described as undifferentiated nerve endings.
However, they actually differ widely in the chemicals to which they respond, and sets of
“undifferentiated,” nerve endings that are differentially sensitive to various chemicals are concentrated
in different parts of the body. Thus, at a molecular level, these nerve endings are not undifferentiated at
all; they are quite specialized.

*What is happening here? Each time you throw a handful of popcorn in your mouth, your saliva
dissolves some of the popcorn and some of the salt you have sprinkled onto it, thereby bathing the taste
buds covering your mouth and tongue with an assortment of chemicals other than those normally in your
saliva, and/or chemicals in different concentrations. Taste buds are stalks of cells containing neurons
whose structure makes them easily fired by the changes in energy accompanying these chemical
changes. Any change will fire any of these neurons if the change is great enough, but the neurons are
sufficiently different in structure that any one chemical change will fire some neurons more readily than
others. Cold reduces the amount of energy impinging upon the neurons as heat, so greater
concentrations of chemicals are required to fire them. What you taste depends on which neurons fire.32

*Many other studies report similar findings. In general, the sweeter a solution tastes to adults, the
more of it a newborn drinks, the more frequently he sucks, the harder he presses his tongue against the
sides of his mouth, the longer he pauses between sucks (as if to savor the solution), the faster his heart
races, and the more widely he smiles.36

*It is intriguing that this was especially true of babies whose parents were obese. Fatter babies also
showed a stronger sweet tooth: they sucked hardest for a high concentration of sugar (85 percent),
while thinner babies sucked hardest for a lower concentration (40 percent).40

*Ever since pediatricians Marshall Klaus and John Kennell claimed in the early 1970s that contact
between baby and mother immediately after birth facilitates their attachment to one another, popular
North American belief has had it that such contact is necessary for attachment to develop properly.
This is nonsense. Most mothers and babies who have no early contact because the hospital does not
allow it, because the mother delivers under general anesthesia, or because the baby is adopted, become
just as close to each other. Under some circumstances, early contact can facilitate the process,
especially if the mother is ambivalent about the new arrival; but it is certainly not necessary.66

*If you allow a baby to eat whatever he will, what will happen to him and what will he eat? Before
and during the Depression, at Cleveland’s Mount Sinai Hospital, a physician named Clara Davis set



about to answer this question by setting out a buffet for eight-to nine-month-olds.72 She allowed fifteen
of them to eat whatever foods in it that they wanted, and as much of each as they liked.

Nurses fed the babies from a tray, and were instructed “to sit quietly by, spoon in hand.”73 If the
baby reached for or pointed to a dish, the nurse was to take up a spoonful of it; if he then opened his
mouth, she was to put the food into his mouth. Suggesting foods or refusing him foods were not allowed,
nor were comments on his table manners, nor corrections of them. He was allowed to eat all that he
wanted to before the tray was taken away.

Milk, soured milk, sea salt, apples, bananas, orange juice, fresh pineapple, peaches, tomatoes, beets,
carrots, peas, turnips, cauliflower, cabbage, spinach, potatoes, lettuce, oatmeal, wheat, corn meal, barley,
Ry-Krisp crackers (that is, rye flour and water baked with a bit of salt), beef, lamb, bone marrow, bone
jelly, chicken, sweetbreads, brains, liver, kidneys, fish: these were the foods offered three or four times
per day—not all at once, yet a considerable selection each time, always including water, milk, soured
milk, cereals, cooked and raw meats, cooked and/or raw fruits and vegetables, and water. No two foods
were mixed together in the cooking or in the serving. Rather, each food was served in a separate dish.

From the first, all fifteen babies chose their own foods. “Earl H. did this at first by plumping a whole
hand into the dish,,” then later by touching the dish and looking at the nurse. “Abraham . . . fed himself
without aid from the nurse other than help in holding the glasses. ... At the first meal he first tried to eat
directly from the dish by putting his face in it. Not having much success, he picked up a dish and tried to
pour its contents into his mouth, with little better success. He then resorted to his fingers. . . ,”74 Other
children tried different tacks, and their methods varied as they aged.

“We have no clue as to what influenced these infants in choosing the foods they tried first,”75 wrote
Davis. Their choices looked random.

They tried not only foods but chewed hopefully the clean spoon, dishes, the edge of the tray, or a
piece of paper on it. Their faces showed expressions of surprise, followed by pleasure, indifference
or dislike. All the articles on the list, except lettuce by two and spinach by one, were tried by all, and
most tried several times, but within the first few days they began to reach eagerly for some and to
neglect others, so that definite tastes grew before our eyes.76

Despite these tastes,

it proved impossible to predict what would be eaten at a given meal. An infant might eat from one to
seven eggs or none, or from one to four bananas. Even the daily consumption of milk was
unpredictable, varying [with three babies described in detail] from 11 to 48 ounces. Salt they ate only
occasionally, often spluttering, choking or even crying bitterly after getting it in the mouth but never
trying to spit it out and frequently going back for more, with a repetition of the same spluttering,
etc.77

They tended

to eat certain foods in waves. After eating cereals, eggs, meats or fruits in small or moderate
amounts for a number of days, there would follow a period of a week or longer in which a particular
food or class of food was eaten in larger and larger quantities until astonishingly large amounts were
taken. After this, the quantities would decline to the previous level. ... In the diet kitchen such waves
came to be known as “egg jags,” “meat jags,” “cereal jags,,” etc. Symptoms of overeating did not



accompany them, nor were the waves followed by a period of temporary disgust for and neglect of
the particular food as is usual [in adults] when appetite is surfeited.78

In general the babies showed no clear preference between raw and cooked foods, although they did in
the case of some specific foods: oatmeal, wheat, and bone marrow they preferred cooked, and bananas
and beef they preferred raw—unless the beef was cooked rare.

Some of the babies had not been healthy when they began the experiment. Four were
undernourished, and five had rickets, two of them severely. For one of those two, Davis put a small
glass of cod liver oil on the tray. The baby took this frequently until he was healed, after which he took
no more. The other babies with rickets also healed (sans cod liver oil) in about the same time, and by
the end of the study, all fifteen babies seemed perfectly healthy—extraordinarily healthy in fact,
according to Davis.

All had hearty appetites; all throve. Constipation was unknown among them and laxatives were
never used or needed. Except in the presence of . . . infection, there was no vomiting or diarrhoea.
Colds were usually of the mild three-day type without complications of any kind. There were a few
cases of tonsillitis but no serious illness.79

All in all, the babies showed themselves remarkable judges of what foods were good for them. This
is certainly not from any knowledge of what is supposed to be healthful. Not one baby chose the
“proper,” diet of cereals and milk supplemented by small amounts of fruit, eggs, and meat. Their meals
were “a dietitian’s nightmare.”80 Breakfast might be liver and a pint of orange juice; supper might be
several eggs, bananas, and milk. Apparently, if a foodstuff contained a nutrient that the baby needed, his
physiology caused it to taste good—even cod liver oil.



6

Bright Sights

THE NEWBORN BABY lies quietly in his mother’s arms. He is awake,
but he looks glassy-eyed, in a trance. He stares vacantly in front of him with
his left eye shut. Now, slowly, his left eye opens—and while his other eye
looks forward, it ranges toward the side. His eyes are moving as if he were
blind. He looks as though he can make out lightness and darkness perhaps,
and maybe a little movement, but nothing more.

In fact this baby does see much more than this—but not as we see. His
world looks very different from ours, so different that we can hardly imagine
it. If we could see through his eyes, we would think we were in a dream.

An Eye Chart for Babies

Much of the knowledge about what newborns see comes from our own
laboratory at McMaster University, where we have been studying babies’
vision since 1973. Whatever a baby (or an adult) is looking at is reflected off
the center of his eye: we use these reflections to determine what babies
watch.

Initially we just put things in front of babies and observed whether they
looked at them. Always they did, even babies only one day old. As long as
the light was dim, no matter what we put in front of them or where we put it,
they found it and stared at it, sometimes for minutes.1 Lines, triangles,
circles, wheels, bull’s-eyes, checkerboards, golf balls—all fascinated the
babies. Occasionally, in play, we wiggled the object. This fascinated them
even more.2 Nor were the babies responding merely to the presence of light.
If we put a sheet of black-and-white striped paper beside a sheet of gray



paper reflecting the same amount of light overall, then nearly always the
babies stared at the stripes.

This “preferential looking” has let us use striped paper as an eye chart:
the smallest stripes an infant looks at in preference to gray are probably the
smallest stripes he can see. We have tested older babies using this “eye
chart,,” and at Erasmus University in Rotterdam Jackie van Hof-van Duin and
Gesine Mohn tested babies as young as one week old.3 Van Hof-van Duin
and Mohn found that the finest black-and-white stripes a typical one-week-
old can see are thirty times wider than those a normal adult can see—stripes
roughly one-tenth of an inch one foot away (see figure 6.1).

Their work, conjoined with our own, shows that from this beginning the
baby’s vision improves rapidly at first, then more slowly.4 By two months he
can see stripes half this thick; by four months he can see stripes one-quarter
as thick; and by eight months he can see stripes one-eighth as thick. That is
comparable to many adults who would benefit from weak eyeglasses, but do
not bother to wear them. For four more years thereafter his vision improves
very slowly. Normal adults can see stripes one-thirtieth this thick, an acuity
the child develops around the time he enters school.*





Testing how sharply a five-month-old can see toward the side. In the photo above we attract his gaze to
a toy straight ahead of him, then in the photo below we uncover a set of stripes. If he repeatedly turns
toward the stripes, he must be glimpsing them out of the corner of his eye.

FIGURE 6.1
The Finest Stripes a Newborn Can See From One Foot Away

Vision as bad as a newborn’s would handicap an adult severely—so
severely that in most jurisdictions he would be deemed by the law to be
blind. However, what is a handicap to an adult can be a boon to a baby.
Babies do not need to read or sew, or to see much of anything at all beyond
the barest shapes of things. A newborn is quite able to make out the form that
walks through the door, comes toward him, and picks him up. He certainly
can see the spindles forming his crib plus the rail at the top; and these simple
shapes fascinate him. You will often see him freeze and examine them. But to
the baby who has never seen anything and has gained no understanding of the
world through other senses, seeing more than this soon becomes
overwhelming. During his first weeks, you will see him close his eyes



shortly after he opens them whenever the scene before him is in the least
complex. Thus unsharp vision does not handicap the baby in the slightest.
Instead it helps him by preventing excessive visual stimulation.

Sensitivity to Contrast

We can learn more about how the world looks to a newborn by examining the
cause of his unsharp vision. When you look at something—say this dot:

—rays of light coming from it reach the lens of your eye and are focused
by the lens onto the inside back surface of the eyeball, the retina. The retina
is covered with special neurons, light-sensitive cells shaped like rods and
cones, and called rods and cones accordingly. Rays of light shoot into these
neurons, which react by shooting electrochemical impulses into a chain of
neurons leading into the brain.6

In the newborn’s eye, the rods are fairly mature. But rods are good only
for gross, black-and-white vision; they are basically roughnecks hired for
quick and dirty jobs in low light. The eye’s craftsmen are its cones; it is they
that respond to fine lines and color. Your eye employs more than fifty
thousand of them in the fovea, a 0.7-millimeter spot in the center of the retina.
You do most of your seeing with the fovea. In the adult it is highly
specialized: no rods or other types of cell are present. But in the newborn,
the fovea is not fully formed. It is like a messy construction site that has
spilled out onto the street: the area is actually twice as far across as the
finished product will be, but it is littered with other kinds of cell; the cones
are spread over a larger area, so they are less densely distributed; and the
cones are not elongated yet. They look more like stumps than cones.7

This immature fovea—not the lens—is what limits a newborn baby’s
acuity. Even when his lens does occasionally focus light on his retina
reasonably well, his immature fovea blurs lines and edges, and limits his
perception of textures and detail. Since this is not an optical problem,



eyeglasses cannot correct it.8 Yet it is the major cause of a second kind of
unsharpness, a far more important kind: poor sensitivity to contrast.

To understand this, think of the rods and cones as machines that convert
light into neurochemical impulses.9 The brighter the light, the more photons
hit the rods and cones in a given time and the more frequently impulses shoot
out. Other neurons in the retina and brain receive those impulses and note
how frequently they arrive. On this basis—by frequency of firing—the brain
determines how much light is present. If the brain detects two different
frequencies of firing, it registers two different levels of light.

In dim light—outdoors at night—the retina works solely with its rods, not
with its cones. Studies of the newborn’s preferential looking show that his
rods work only a little less efficiently than an adult’s:10 he sees nearly as
well as you do when you get up to feed him in the middle of the night. The
difference between the dimmest glow that you can see and the dimmest glow
that a newborn can see is comparable to the difference between a dark and a
light object on a starless night. Considering the enormous range of
illumination to which our eyes are sensitive, this difference is trivial.
However, most illumination is brighter than this, bright enough to stimulate
the cones; so in adults it is processed by the fovea. But in the newborn, the
fovea is where the cones are immature. Hence most of the time a newborn’s
retina is working inefficiently. This means that normally a newborn requires
more light than an adult to produce any given frequency of firing—and to
produce any given difference in frequency of firing a newborn requires a
greater difference in the amount of light. So before a newborn can see a
difference between two levels of light—or between two shades of gray, or
between two shades of the same color—the contrast between them must be
greater. Judging from our own tests of newborns and two-month-olds, and
from comparable tests by others (all done using preferential looking), young
babies are less than one-tenth as sensitive to contrast, and to differences in
contrast, as adults.11 They improve to nearly the adult level by around one
year, much as their ability to see lines is improving.12 However, when they
are born, the difference between white bond paper and clean newsprint is
about the smallest difference in contrast that they can see.

If an adult suddenly lost this much sensitivity to contrast, the effect would
be profound. Textures would suddenly disappear: on a cloudy day, concrete
would look as smooth as porcelain. Parts of many objects would meld into



the areas surrounding them, so objects would merge together. People’s faces
would lose their modeling. Sometimes whole objects would disappear into
their surroundings. You would feel as if you were living in a drawing by
Escher—a faded drawing with all the subtlety washed out. Like the newborn
baby lying in his crib, you would pay no attention to pastel animals on the
wallpaper or to other subtleties. You would find coarse contrasts far more
interesting, especially black on white. Like the baby, you would pay little
attention to what the sunbeam illuminates; you would watch instead the line
where sun shifts to shadow. We would see you, as we see the baby, staring
not at the sunbeam but at where the sunbeam ends.

Accommodation to Distance

Vision as poor as a newborn’s would seriously handicap an adult, but it does
not handicap a baby. He does not notice the Escheresque absurdities, for he
has developed no understanding of how objects ought to look. (Indeed, we
shall see in chapter 10 that he has no understanding even that the things he is
seeing are objects.) Nor does he miss seeing additional lines and textures,
for he is forced to see more than he wants to see as it is. Rather than
handicapping him, the newborn’s poor vision actually helps him to see. It
partially compensates for his poor ability to focus his eyes at different
distances.

When you look up from this book to the wall beyond, the wall looks
blurred for a split second until your eyes accommodate to the new distance.
They do this automatically, reflexively: a rudimentary part of the brain sees
that the image is no longer in the clearest focus and “instructs,” certain
muscles to make an optical correction by changing the lens’s shape.13 But in
the young baby, especially the newborn, this system works sluggishly and
inaccurately. Optical measurements show that a newborn’s eye usually ends
up focused not on the object that he is staring at but closer.14 What he is
looking at is usually misfocused optically. However, his poor eyesight
mitigates the effect of this misfocusing.15

To visualize what happens, lay this book on top of a newspaper on your
lap, stare at the newspaper with one eye closed, and while you are focusing



on your lap, draw the book toward your face. Notice how quickly the book
becomes blurred. Now do the same thing while looking through a sheet of
cellophane or some other kind of transparent but unclear plastic. (Again, be
sure to shut one eye: if both eyes are open, certain adult reflexes will vitiate
the demonstration.16) The plastic makes everything look somewhat blurred,
but now you can move the book farther before it looks more blurred than the
newspaper. Looking through the plastic is like looking through a newborn’s
eyes: his retina prevents anything from appearing as sharp as it appears to
you, but this blurring allows objects over a greater range to seem in best
focus. And he accommodates to distances well enough—just well enough—
that usually he can focus his eyes somewhere within this range.17

A baby’s blurred vision also helps him to focus by amplifying the
difference in sharpness between objects that are in best focus and objects that
are not. Again, close one eye and stare at this book; but this time hold up the
book so that you can see the far side of the room. While you are focusing on
the book, notice how blurred the wall looks in the background. Next stare at
the book through the sheet of cellophane. Everything looks more blurred, but
the wall in the background looks disproportionately more blurred. Whenever
everything looks less sharp, then the difference between what seems in focus
and what seems out of focus becomes more distinct. Focusing is easier.

The paradox here is interesting: a newborn’s blurred vision allows
objects to appear in best focus over a greater range—but it makes objects
beyond that range appear more out of focus.

At first a baby focuses best on objects that are very close to him—eight to
twelve inches away.18 While he is focusing at these close distances, more
distant objects fall out of focus quickly, so they rarely attract his gaze.19 He
ignores you until you come close to his face. The baby’s ability to focus and
his retina develop in synchrony, so he can always focus just well enough to
see as clearly as his vision allows.20 As his ability to focus improves, it
enables him not only to see better but to focus on objects that are farther
away. Moreover, as his vision improves, misfocused objects appear less
unsharp; so while he is looking at something close, distant objects appear
sharper in the background. Thus during his first months of life, a baby’s
visual world not only clarifies, it deepens and expands.



Depth Perception

When a baby is born, his eyes do not work together like an adult’s. He lacks
the neural ability to keep both his eyes facing the same thing.21 Only half the
time does he even move them simultaneously in the same direction.*23 And
he sees little or nothing from the right side of his left eye and the left side of
his right eye.24

We studied how much babies see from each eye by observing how far to
their side a small blinking light can be yet still attract their attention.25 The
results surprised us. With one-month-olds, the light had to be closer to the
center than we tested—less than 15 degrees. That is only three inches to the
side from one foot away. To attract their gaze even that far, the light has to be
much larger, or moving.26 In contrast, a tiny, stationary light will attract an
adult’s gaze when it is 60 degrees away (toward the nose) or 105 degrees
away (away from the nose)—that is, 15 degrees behind the adult’s head.
Figure 6.2 shows the development of the angle over which we found babies
can see. Apparently a young baby sees as though he is looking through a
tunnel—or rather, through two tunnels, since his eyes range independently
over the world.

When the newborn’s eyes fixate different things, he may be seeing double,
or he may be ignoring one eye and seeing only through the other.27 In either
case, three-dimensional, stereoscopic vision is impossible; for stereoscopic
vision comes from combining the similar but slightly different images from
the two eyes.28 To determine when stereoscopic vision develops, researchers
have used mirrors and various optical trickery to create moving images
within the baby’s eyes that will look different to him, and hence induce him
to move his eyes differently, when he is seeing the images stereoscopically
and when he is not. The baby’s reactions to these illusions show that
stereoscopic vision develops at four to five months of age.29

If you close one eye, you lack stereoscopic vision, yet still you perceive
depth. Parallel lines converge; distance shrinks things and smooths them; one
object blocks your view of another; objects block light, creating shadows;
and distance raises objects higher toward the horizon.30 However, using
optical illusions, Albert Yonas and Carl Granrud at the University of



Minnesota found that babies do not understand any of these cues until they are
six to seven months old.31 For instance, Yonas32 put an eye patch on five-and
six-month-olds, then showed them a window frame angled outward. The
babies reached for the nearer edge. Then he showed the babies a photograph
of the window frame—a photograph that seemed startlingly realistic to adults
wearing an eye patch (see the photograph on page 117). Six-month-old
babies reached for the “nearer” edge too. They understood the perspective of
the photograph. But five-month-olds reached for the “farther” edge as often
as they reached for the “nearer.,” The perspective of the photograph meant
nothing to them.

FIGURE 6.2
The Development of Peripheral Vision

Since five-month-olds do not understand perspective, or any of those
other cues to depth we mentioned earlier, it is hardly likely that a newborn
does. But one adult cue a newborn probably can understand is the parallax
created by motion. Shut one eye, extend your arm, stare at your thumb, and
move your head to the left: the wall beyond appears to move toward the left,
while the fold of your elbow appears to move toward the right. These
appearances of movement provide a very strong clue to depth, the clue that



Yonas’s five-month-olds were using when they reached for the closer side of
the real window frame while one of their eyes was patched. At the
University of Exeter, Alan Slater, David Rose, and Victoria Morison found
that babies less than nine days old looked at complex objects in preference to
life-sized photographs of the objects. These babies were probably seeing
depth through the parallax of motion, since they were too young to see
stereoscopically or through any of the other means that Yonas and Granrud
studied.33

Testing a baby’s perception of depth. Both sides of this “window,” are equally far away; the right side
looks farther away to us because it is drawn following the laws of perspective. But this five-month-old
does not understand perspective; he reaches toward the right side as often as he reaches toward the
left. Photographed in the laboratory of Albert Yonas at the University of Minnesota.

However, in other circumstances a newborn can also see depth in a way
that adults do not, through changes in the sharpness of what he sees caused by
his poor ability to accommodate. Andras Robert discovered this in an elegant
study at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario.34 Robert showed children



only a few days old an approaching and receding checkerboard. While the
checkerboard was approaching—and not while it was receding—the babies
breathed faster, sucked faster, and wriggled as if they were trying to move
away or duck. Clearly they could tell when the checkerboard was coming at
them from when it was stationary or moving away. To verify that they were
not seeing stereoscopically, he covered one eye and found they reacted the
same way. There were only three likely ways the babies could have known
when the checkerboard was approaching: (1) because the parallax of motion
caused the background to move increasingly far as the baby moved his head;
and/or (2) because the checkerboard loomed larger; and/or (3) since the
newborn’s lens is usually accommodated to close distances, and
accommodates to new distances slowly, as the checkerboard approached it
came into finer focus.35

Now, we just saw that newborns see depth through the parallax of motion.
To test the other two possibilities, Robert showed the babies movies—which
eliminate parallax of motion since the screen itself stands still—of all the
nine possible permutations of size and clarity: movies of the checkerboard
looming larger but going out of focus, of the checkerboard staying the same
size but coming into focus, and so on. By watching when the babies sucked,
Robert found that newborns use both cues. He found that in the newborn’s
world, an increase in either size or sharpness indicates that an object is
approaching. A decrease in size or sharpness indicates that an object is
moving away.

In sum, a newborn baby sees depth to some extent, but not as we do. He
sees it not through differences in position, shading, texture, and other static
elements, but through movements and changes, through visual flux—through
commotion and co-motion, as it were. He lies in his crib staring at one of its
spindles. It forms an attractive line. He moves his head slightly and sees the
clutter behind it—the wall—move with him. Through this he senses that the
clutter is behind the line. Then his mother appears amidst the clutter. At first
she merely adds to the clutter, but suddenly he catches sight of the burgundy
trim that runs up the edge of her white bathrobe. The contrast forms a
compelling sight. He stares at it. The dark stripe grows wider, and the edge
where the white touches it grows sharper. He stops sucking and his eyes
brighten: he sees that something is coming near!



The Immature Cortex

We can understand more about the baby’s visual world by looking at the
newborn’s brain. The highest part of the brain dedicated to vision is the
visual cortex. In babies as in adults, it fills most of the back of the head; but
for the first month after birth, this area is very immature, less mature than the
portions of the cortex that handle most of the other senses. If you look at it
through a microscope, you will see that the various types of cell composing it
are not segregated by type, as they are in adults; they are intermixed. Most of
the cells have not yet become coated with myelin, a white, fatty substance
that speeds neural transmission. And the hairlike ends of the cells—dendrites
—that will branch far out to interconnect the cells branch out little as yet.
They are very short, and each dendrite stays within only one or two layers of
the cortex, instead of meandering through all six layers as they will a few
months later.36 Because consciousness involves the cortex, we suspect that
this immaturity leaves the newborn less conscious of what he sees than he is
of what he feels, tastes, or smells.

The newborn’s immature cortex also leaves him unable to coordinate the
muscles moving his eyes with the image he sees; so although a newborn is
fascinated by movement, he cannot follow a moving object continuously. If
you lean sideways while he is staring at your hair, his eyes will remain fixed
where they were for a moment, then they will jump ahead of you. He can
follow a moving object only by chasing back and forth after it with his eyes.
This he can do if the object moves slowly37—but in adults, and we think in
newborns, while the eyes are jerking from one fixed position to another, the
image blanks out.38 Adults have learned that moving objects have
trajectories, so we can still perceive movement from a series of still images,
like those forming a movie. However, as we shall see in chapter 10, it takes
months for babies to show the most rudimentary understanding of trajectory.
Thus when a newborn watches your face as it is moving, he sees it as
jumping from spot to spot. He frequently loses sight of it too, especially if
you are moving up and down.39 He sees your face and starts. Suddenly it
disappears—then it reappears when it returns to his purview. He starts again.
He sees movements like a pictofilm, a montage of still photographs that come
and go. Not until a baby is two to three months old can his eyes follow an



object smoothly, and even then the object must move slowly.40 This is the
earliest that he sees movements continuously, as a flow.

The newborn’s immature cortex also limits his vision in a more profound
way, but a subtle and bizarre one that is difficult to describe in a sentence or
two. To understand it, let us look at Helen, an adolescent rhesus monkey
whose visual cortex was removed. Nicolas Humphrey studied Helen at
Cambridge University for eight years while she recovered enough eyesight,
eventually, to run through an obstacle course after a passing fly, and catch
it.41

Cockroaches too she ran after, and currants. Whenever Humphrey
scattered a handful of currants on the floor, Helen scampered about merrily,
gobbling them up. But when Humphrey outlined a square around one currant,
Helen did not find it. A bit of black tape outside the square she mistook for a
currant and went for time and again; but a real currant inside the square,
never. Apparently she could not see objects that were inside things. Simply
because the currant lay inside the square, to Helen it was not there.

This is how a monkey sees without a visual cortex—and a newborn baby
sees similarly. With no cortex to direct his gaze, the baby watches whatever
part of an object catches his eye, and does not think to examine other areas.
Outlines of things are larger than the elements within, and often contrast more
against the background, so they catch his attention to the exclusion of all else.
Thus when we observed how newborns and one-month-olds watched an
assortment of objects including people, we found that most of the time their
eyes stick to one spot on the perimeter. In contrast, two-month-olds range
broadly with their eyes.42 A newborn does not examine the world as a
whole; he looks at only small pieces of it—minuscule elements, one at a
time.

An adult seeing the world like this would nonetheless picture it entire, for
he would be able to fit the pieces together in his memory. But a young baby
cannot. We can see what a baby notices by showing him a picture repeatedly
until he acts bored, then changing the picture: if he perks up, he noticed the
change. This kind of test shows that even newborns will notice subtle
differences in objects—if the features are presented by themselves, with no
outline surrounding them. But if the objects are outlined, newborns and one-



month-olds ignore substantial changes.43 In our own lab, one-month-olds saw
no differences among the drawings in figure 6.3.44

FIGURE 6.3
One-Month-Olds See No Differences Among These Faces

SOURCE: Reprinted from Maurer, D., and Barrera, M. 1981. Infants’ perception of natural and
distorted arrangements of a schematic face. Child Development 52:197;© The Society for Research in
Child Development, Inc.

In sum, a newborn does not see scenes as we see them; he sees only
elements of scenes, one element at a time—a line here, an angle there,
whatever catches his eye because it is large and contrasts sharply against its
background. He will study doggedly your hairline or chin, but he will rarely
glance at your nose or mouth, or stare into your eyes. Nor will he see you
smiling at him. When he is around one month old, he may see your facial
features if you are heavily made up so that they contrast strongly with your
skin, or if you begin to talk to him so that your lips move.45 But not until a
baby is two to three months old will he see your entire face.



Color Vision

One part of the newborn’s visual cortex does function relatively well and
develops quickly: the part that is required for seeing color.46 This seems
paradoxical, for the cones in the eye are also needed for seeing color, yet the
cones in the newborn’s eye are sparse, short, and stumpy, not nearly mature.
So arises one of the most intriguing questions about a newborn’s vision—and
one of the most difficult to answer: does he see in color or black and white?

When you look at a painting, yellows almost always seem brighter than
reds, greens, and blues. Yellow and blue brush strokes may measure
identically with a light meter—they may reflect equal amounts of light—but
an adult who is completely color-blind can tell them apart: the yellow looks
to him like a brighter gray. The reason for this is that adults are more
sensitive to yellow light.47

Differences in sensitivity to different colors—spectral sensitivity—have
been measured precisely in adults but have proven to be very difficult to
measure at all in infants. This has made it difficult to tell what colors a baby
sees. If you first bore a baby with a green square and then show him a red
square, he may perk up because he noticed the change of hue—or because the
red appears as a darker gray. There is no way to tell unless you know how
bright different colors appear to him—that is, unless you know his spectral
sensitivity.48



ABOVE: We are peering through a peephole beside a screen, watching a young baby as he watches a
drawing of a face. The reflection on his eye shows where he is looking. By training cameras through
such a peephole and measuring the reflections, we have been able to study with great precision how
babies examine faces. One-month-olds (and we suspect newborns) tend to focus on one or two spots



on the hairline or chin (below left), while two-month-olds (below right) scan all the features. The
drawings show the movements of one eye of one baby watching a real face for 75 seconds.

So far, the best approach to measuring the baby’s spectral sensitivity has
been to show him colored light, to note how long it takes him to emit a
particular brain wave, then to see how intense other colors must be to take
comparably long to evoke comparable waves. Using this method at the
Pennsylvania College of Optometry, Anne Moskowitz-Cook tested the
spectral sensitivity of twenty-eight baby girls.49 (She tested only girls
because 10 percent of boys are color-blind.) At about four months, the
babies’ spectral sensitivity was substantially adult, but babies younger than
this seemed relatively more sensitive to blue light. Instead of seeing blues as
darker than greens, as adults do, they probably see them as more or less the
same.

Moskowitz-Cook’s findings make sense. We saw earlier that young babies
have an immature fovea: like young babies, adults prevented from seeing
with the fovea are relatively more sensitive to blue. And a young baby’s lens
is colorless, so it passes more blue light than the yellowish lens of an adult.50

It seems as though light with a lot of blue—light from a clear sky outside a
northern window—should look brighter to a newborn and a young baby than
it looks to an adult. And a young baby ought to be more aware of extremely
blue light—ultraviolet, or “black,” light, which adults can hardly see at all.
Direct sunlight contains a lot of such light, and it is intense as well, so a
newborn finds it overwhelming. He closes his eyes when the sun comes out.
The dim, ultraviolet plant light near his crib that we see as dim, he might find
brilliant. Whites, too, will often look brighter; for white paints, white papers,
and white fabrics commonly contain fluorescent brighteners that work by
reflecting ultraviolet light. All in all, there is more brightness in the
newborn’s world than in ours.

To study the newborn’s color vision, it is necessary to obviate this
difference. The first studies to do this came out of our own laboratory. We
bored babies with an assortment of grays, then showed them a color to see
whether they perked up: if they did, they could tell the color was not gray. We
found that newborns distinguish yellow, orange, red, green, and turquoise
from gray. However, they do not distinguish blue, purple, or chartreuse.*51

Russell Adams extended this work at Memorial University in
Newfoundland by boring newborns with splotches of one color of assorted



intensities, then watching whether they perked up to splotches of another
color.52 He found that if the splotches of color are very large, newborns
distinguish red from green. However, they do not distinguish yellow from
green or from red.

Although newborns distinguish some colors from other colors and from
gray, they probably do not see those colors as adults do, even color-blind
adults. We as adults have three sets of cones, each of which is more sensitive
to one part of the spectrum than to the others. Our sensation of color is the
comparison within the visual system of the neuronal energy from these three
sets of cones. In adults, color-blindness occurs when one or more sets of
cones is abnormal.53 However, the newborn’s inabilities to distinguish
colors are unlike those that come from any form of adult color-blindness.
This implies that the newborn’s failures to distinguish colors come not from
the cones but from higher parts of the visual system, possibly including the
sensorium itself. Thus although a baby can distinguish red from green as soon
as he is born, we cannot say whether red and green look to him as they look
to a normal or even a color-blind adult.

After birth, a baby’s color vision improves rapidly. By one month he can
distinguish blue, purple, and chartreuse from gray, as well as the yellow,
orange, red, green, and turquoise he could distinguish at birth; by two months
he can distinguish yellow from green; and by three months he can distinguish
yellow from red as well.54 By the time the baby is three to four months old,
his color vision is substantially adult.55

Now he not only sees colors, he categorizes them like adults as red, blue,
green, and yellow.* Mark Bornstein learned this at Princeton by boring 140
four-month-olds with one color, then changing the color slightly while
watching to see if the change interested the baby.57 He changed the color only
very slightly, changed it in constant amounts (based on the frequency of the
light wave), and went all the way up and down the rainbow. None of the
babies could possibly have learned our names or categories for hues, yet they
perked up only when the change of color crossed what adults perceived to be
a border between different colors. Changing from yellowish orange to
reddish orange did not interest them, for example, but changing the same
amount from yellowish orange into yellow did. Apparently, a four-month-old
sees colors much like an adult.



The Newborn’s Visual World

If we could see through the eyes of a newborn baby, we would see a world
that resembles our adult world only in the barest outlines. The world would
look brighter than ours, with fewer lines and textures. Everything would look
blurred and washed out, and objects would be strangely colored. The world
would look like a badly misfocused shapshot that has been fading in the sun
for so many years that you can barely identify the subject.

However, this is what we would perceive; it is not what the baby
perceives. A newborn does not know that his vision is not sharp and that the
colors he sees are not true. He is simply inundated by light, and so
overwhelmed by visual images that they quickly put him to sleep. Moreover,
a newborn is a solipsist—he has no understanding that anything apart from
himself exists—so to him, the visual images he sees are not images of
objects; they are merely images—meaningless sensations. This causes him to
see things in ways that we normally do not. If you bore a newborn or a one-
month-old with an object, then show him the same object closer or farther
away, he studies it afresh as though it were something brand new.58 To him, a
visual image in a new size is a novel sensation, not merely the same object at
a different distance. On the other hand, a newborn or a one-month-old does
not examine objects as a whole; he examines only parts of their outlines. This
makes him see different objects with similar outlines as the same: if you bore
him with one face he will remain bored when you show him another, if the
overall brightness is the same.59 This makes him see things startlingly
differently from adults. To an adult,  resembles  while  looks very
different from . However, to a one-month-old who is bored with , 
looks like the same old thing and leaves him bored, but  looks different
enough to interest him again.60 That is in the laboratory. At home, the mother
who picks him up and the mother who holds him will not look the same.

One factor more than any other accounts for what a newborn or a one-
month-old baby sees: fluctuations of light of varying breadth across his
retina. The eye and brain respond to changes in the amount of light striking
the retina. These changes can be spread out over large areas of the retina, or
restricted to small areas, or any combination thereof: whether we notice a
change depends on the area over which the change occurs as much as it



depends on the amounts of energy involved. By measuring the luminosity of
each part of an image presented to the eye, and analyzing those measurements
using a complicated mathematical process called Fourier transformation, it is
possible to describe the interaction of the amount of energy with the area
over which that energy impinges upon the eye.61 During the first six weeks of
life, Fourier analysis alone can predict with nearly perfect accuracy which of
any two objects a baby will prefer to look at.62 At this time in a baby’s life,
energy per se is more important than anything that the energy represents.
Since mother and father peering down at him represent similar amounts of
optical energy, mother and father look the same.





Testing what a three-month-old remembers about what he—or in this case, she—sees. The baby sits
before a screen. In the first photo above left, a picture of a face has just appeared. Her eyes widen in
surprise and interest. Now we begin to show her the same picture over and over again. Gradually she
becomes bored. In photo 7 we change to a picture of another face. Clearly she has noticed the
difference.

By two to three months, this begins to change. Now a baby’s visual cortex
begins to control what he sees,63 so he begins to see shapes somewhat as we
see them: an object that begins to move no longer looks as if it is changing its



shape.64 He begins to see shapes inside shapes—to see the features in faces,
for example.65 The mother who picks him up and the mother who holds him
begin to look similar. He still does not see colors as we do, nor does he
realize that the images he is sensing are objects. On the other hand, he does
recognize sights he has experienced before, and he develops preferences that
are not based on the amount and distribution of energy alone. He prefers
portraits to abstract paintings reflecting comparable energy;66 and he looks
longer at a photograph of his mother or father than at a photograph of a
similar-looking stranger.67 Finally vision has caught up with the other senses:
finally he can recognize his parents by sight, and even notice whether they
are smiling or frowning.68

Around four months the baby can focus at different distances as well as an
adult: he will notice you standing across the room, and beam. Now he sees
stereoscopically—he will reach more often for the closer end of a toy—and
he perceives colors truly. His vision is much sharper than it used to be, and
he remembers a lot about what he sees. We shall see in chapter 10 that
around this time he also comes to realize that visual images represent objects
with a certain amount of stability and durability. Thus now he recognizes that
a toy remains the same toy while you pick it up and put it down a few feet
away.

Between six and eight months, the baby comes to understand objects much
better. Like adults, he even perceives objects with no physical presence—
objects that must be inferred, like the square in figure 6.4.69 Now, too, he
understands all the cues that indicate depth. His vision is as sharp as that of
many adults without their glasses, so he starts to see textures. Broadly
speaking, his vision is becoming adult.

Helping Vision Develop

Normally, babies receive more visual stimulation than they can handle—so
much more that most of the time they shut it out by closing their eyes and
falling asleep. Special mobiles and other paraphernalia are superfluous for
their visual development. Indeed, for the first month of life, the best way to



stimulate a baby’s visual development is probably to draw the curtains in his
nursery during the day and then open them again at night, leaving all of the
lights switched off. When our eyes are as accustomed to the dark as a
newborn’s are, we can see a lot by the light of the stars, and a dim electric
lamp is blinding. Brighter light lets us see better by stimulating our cones—
but as we have seen, newborn babies see little with their cones. Light beyond
the natural light of night overwhelms them instead of helping them to see.

FIGURE 6.4
Babies First See this Square at Six to Eight Months

After the first month or two, babies can handle a lot of light. Then it
becomes important that they have things to see. However, they do not need
fancy mobiles: a page of a magazine taped to the crib will do quite as well—
and be easier to change when the baby becomes bored with it. Ads are
usually the best of all, for they have big, bold headlines that are easy for
babies to see. Odds and ends you find around the house are also good—a
spoon, aluminum foil, or even his shoes.

The baby’s visual system develops very fast during the first few months
after birth—so fast that by the time he is four months old, it is halfway to
adult. During this time, the most important thing a parent can do to ensure
proper visual development is to watch out for any abnormalities of the
baby’s eyes. From birth look for a white pupil, an eye that turns inward
consistently, an eye that never moves as far in one direction as the other, or
an eyelid that never opens as far as the other. By the end of the first month
you should be able to see the baby watch things and follow them as they



move. By the time he is four to six months old his eyes should seem well
coordinated. If you suspect a problem—or if you have a familial history of
serious eye problems—see an ophthalmologist. Abnormalities in a baby’s
eyes should be attended to soon, much sooner than is necessary for adults.

This is because the nervous system does not form neuronal channels if
neurons do not fire; the nervous system loses its ability to form neuronal
channels with age; and the visual system in particular begins to lose this
ability during the baby’s first year of life. If some abnormality in a young
baby prevents neurons within his visual system from firing, or distorts those
neurons’ pattern of firing, the baby’s nervous system is likely to become
limited in its ability to see. Permanently limited: correcting the abnormality
later will not correct the deficiency.*73

We have seen this dramatically in our own work with young children who
were born with or developed cataracts.74 A cataract is a clouding of the
eye’s lens. It cannot be treated, but the lens can be removed and a contact
lens worn in its place. With a contact lens replacing the natural lens, the eye
cannot change its focus, so it can see sharply at only one distance. However,
it can still see. An eye blocked by a dense cataract can see nothing more than
light.

We have studied over a hundred babies who have had cataracts removed,
testing them at first every few months, then every year, until they are well into
school. These tests make clear just how necessary early visual experience is.
Babies born with cataracts can still see light, but they cannot see patterns of
light; so they may never become able to see fine patterns clearly. The longer
the delay until they are treated, the less clearly they become able to see. In
the pediatric ophthalmological clinic in which we work, treatment during the
first few months of life nearly always leads to virtually normal vision by
school age (assuming the child wears his contact lenses). On the other hand,
delays in treatment nearly always leave permanent deficits.

Months matter here. When the visual system is first developing, it does not
matter what the baby has to look at, as long as he has something more
stimulating around him than plain, painted walls. However, if his system is to
develop normally, it must be exercised. If a baby’s vision is to develop
normally, then during the first few months of his life, when he opens his eyes,
he must see. One of the most important things a parent can do is to make
certain that he can.



___________
*Of course, a baby might actually be able to see finer lines than this but find them too dull to bother

with. We doubt that this is so, however. At Cambridge University, Janet Atkinson, Oliver Braddick, and
Jennifer French showed stripes to ninety-seven one-to ten-day-olds while recording the babies’ visually
evoked responses to them. They looked for the finest stripes that would evoke a response different from
the response evoked by a similar amount of plain light. Visually evoked responses can occur when the
cortex is responding to things that we are not conscious of, so that they form a yardstick likely to err in
the opposite direction from preferential looking. Nonetheless, when measuring the limits of newborns’
vision, both of these techniques agree almost perfectly.5

*The newborn moves his eyes more synchronously in near darkness than in the light, as though the
energy of light cannot be contained wholly within the neuronal channels of his immature visual system,
so that it floods into the channels controlling his eye movements.22

*We also used a second method: we gave babies the choice of looking at a gray square or at a
mixture of gray and colored checks, using an assortment of intensities of gray such that at some one
intensity, to a color-blind baby, the colors and the gray would match. Normally, a baby will look at
checks rather than at a gray square; so if a baby showed no preference at one intensity of gray, then at
that intensity, he probably did not see the color. Both of our methods yielded similar results. Moreover,
using this second method we found that newborns confuse a medium blue with a medium gray, unlike
adults who matched the medium blue with a dark gray: this corroborates Moskowitz-Cook’s findings
that newborns are more sensitive to blue. Apparently, blue looks to a newborn like bright gray.

*Most of us learned in school that there are three primary colors: red, green, and blue—or, if we
learned about them in art class, either yellow, red, and blue, or yellow, magenta, and cyan. Yet here we
say there are four. What is going on?

Sight, like sound, is a psychological phenomenon, not a physical one: it is the brain’s response to
waves of energy striking receptors of the nervous system. We hear sounds when sonic waves strike the
ear; we see sights when light waves strike the eye. Instruments can measure the frequency of light
waves, but they cannot measure or define the colors that those frequencies induce within us. Only
people can. Since people define colors—all colors—the most basic definition of a primary color is a
color that people perceive to be primary: a color that people—all people—perceive to be different from
all other colors. To learn what these colors are, psychologists have tested men and women all over the
world with paint chips, asking them to put like color with like until the chips are sorted into the smallest
possible number of piles. No matter where people live, no matter what language they speak, no matter
whether they have words for many colors or few, they always end up with four stacks of chips: yellow,
red, green, and blue. In the most basic, psychological sense, these are the primary colors.56

These four colors, and all other colors, are induced within the brain by signals from the three sets of
cones we mentioned earlier in the text. Each of these sets is particularly sensitive to light waves
oscillating near one frequency. Those three frequencies, viewed alone, induce red, green, and blue. Thus
red, green, and blue form three primary colors—"additive” primaries, since they work by adding one
frequency of light to another.

If we have equal amounts of each of these frequencies, we see white. If we now remove any one
of them, we see the sum of the frequencies of the other two: removing the frequencies that induce blue
makes us see yellow; removing those that induce green makes us see magenta; and removing those
inducing red makes us see cyan, or turquoise. Thus if we start with white light and remove colors, we
can form every color using yellow, magenta, and cyan. This is what we do when we mix paint, for paint
works by removing frequencies from the light that strikes it. For this reason, yellow, magenta, and cyan



are also called primaries—"subtractive” primaries. Since most people see magenta as a shade of red
and cyan as a shade of blue, the subtractive primaries are often misidentified as yellow, red, and blue.

*The most common early abnormality is one wherein the two eyes do not both look at the same
thing at the same time. This is strabismus (or “squint,,” or “lazy eye”). All babies look strabismic at birth,
but by three months a baby’s eyes usually converge on the same point most of the time.70 If they do not,
he will see double. To avoid seeing double, he may learn to look through only one eye at a time,
alternating between them: then, if his strabismus is not treated, he will lose stereoscopic vision. More
likely he will simply ignore one eye: then, if his strabismus is not treated, not only will he lose
stereoscopic vision, but after a few years his disused eye will probably go blind.71

There are many causes of strabismus. Commonly it is near-sightedness or far-sightedness in one
eye. In these cases it can be cured with eyeglasses or contact lenses, plus patching the good eye to
force the “lazy,” eye to work. Often the cause is a muscular imbalance: then it can be cured surgically,
by snipping out or moving around a bit of muscle. However, whatever the cause, if treatment is delayed
until a child is two to three years old, even if his good looks are restored and he retains sight in both
eyes, he will likely still lose stereoscopic vision.72 His eyes will look fine, function fine individually, and
both focus on the same thing at the same time; yet the child will never learn perfectly to fuse both
images. To save stereoscopic vision, or most of it, the treatment must be undertaken during the child’s
first year of life.



7

Sounds of Life

ANEWBORN BABY lies sleeping in his crib. The nursery door slams
shut. Instantly he opens his eyes wide and flings out his arms like Punch in a
puppet show. Clearly he has heard the door slam. Clearly he can hear.

Yet when you talk to him, he hardly appears to hear anything at all. He
may stop sucking his hand or he may twitch and start, but he will rarely look
at you. He will not even look toward you unless you stand far toward the side
and talk nonstop for ten or fifteen seconds: then he may turn, but the odds are
no better than even.

For just as he sees strangely, a newborn hears strangely too. The world to
him is a free-for-all of sounds, a melee so chaotic we could make no sense of
it at all.

That slamming door, for instance, slams just once, yet the newborn hears it
slam repeatedly. Six times or a dozen or more. When you talk to him, he
hears your voice reverberating like a train announcer’s echoing through a
cavernous railroad station. The room may be tiny, but he hears your words
echo and re-echo from every wall and surface in it.

Echoes and Resonance

In doing this, the baby is not imagining things: rather he is hearing things that
we ignore. When his nursery door slams, it does not stop moving instantly; its
panels continue moving from inertia until they bulge outward
microscopically into the hall. Then they rebound and bulge inward almost as
much. Then outward again, then inward, on and on, bulging less and less each
time as the energy dissipates, but continuing nevertheless dozens of times.



Each time a panel bulges into the room, it shoves the molecules of air next to
it, which in turn shove the molecules next to them, which shove the molecules
next in turn, until a wave of shoving approaches the wall. When the door’s
panels rebound outward, they suck molecules back with them, and they in
turn suck back the molecules next to them, and so on until a wave of sucking
approaches the wall. One complete cycle of shoving and sucking—of
atmospheric pressurization and rarefaction—form one cycle of a sonic wave.
When this wave bumps into a wall, the wall reflects it back at perhaps half of
its original energy and absorbs the rest and/or transmits it into the next room.
Similarly, when you say something, the sonic waves formed by your vocal
cords bounce back at you from the wall with roughly half their original
power—then they hit another wall and rebound at one-quarter power, then
one-eighth power, and so on. These reflections reach you at different times,
for sound travels at a constant speed but walls, ceiling, floor, and tabletops
are all different distances away. This mass of sonic waves arriving at your
ears at different times forms a muddle and confusion that your ears pick up,
translate into neural impulses, and pass to the brain. You do not hear any
confusion because of how the brain works: like an efficient bureaucracy
processing millions of slips of paper, each with an original and six or a
dozen carbon copies. Each paper and its copies are sorted, compared with
each other and with papers that came through earlier, passed sideways to
other interested departments, passed upward to superiors, sorted again, and
so on, until eventually they reach the auditory cortex, Vice President for
Hearing. The auditory cortex pays assiduous attention to each original sonic
wave, so you hear each and every one of these. But the duplicates it ignores
—except to notice how thick a file they have built up.1 A thick file of
duplicates does impress the auditory cortex: a sonic wave backed by many
reflections of itself sounds more resonant.

The only exceptions to this are reflections arriving at the ear relatively
late. The brain will hold open the file for duplicates only one-twentieth of a
second after the original sound comes through. Anything coming in later than
that—a sound bouncing off a canyon’s distant wall—is treated as another
original and heard separately, as an echo.

That is why you do not hear all the sounds in a room. But the newborn’s
brain is not able to do this. Remember our description of his visual cortex:
the layers are mixed up, the cells’ hairlike dendrites do not branch out far



enough to interconnect many cells, and the cells have not become coated with
myelin, the grease of neural transmission. The newborn’s auditory cortex is
comparably immature.2 Just as his visual cortex does not function properly,
so his auditory cortex does not.

This means there is nothing in his brain to sort out original sounds from
reflections. A newborn hears nearly every reflection that comes back to him.

Experimental Confirmation

Rachel Clifton and associates3 confirmed this at the University of
Massachusetts using a reflex that has no name, but that might be called the
Jack Benny: if you make a prolonged noise near a newborn, he will nearly
always turn his head toward it—but he may take several seconds before
starting to turn, and then he will turn very slowly, like Jack Benny. The baby
is not looking for the source of the sound, since he will turn toward it in the
dark with his eyes closed. He simply turns reflexively, just as he turns
toward a finger touching his cheek.

Clifton and her colleagues played a tape-recorded rattle seventy-two
times through one of two loudspeakers to newborn babies still in the
hospital.* One loudspeaker was on the babies’ right, the other on their left.
About half of the time the babies turned their heads, nearly always toward the
loudspeaker producing the sound. Next they tested whether the babies heard a
reflected sound separately from the original. To do this they created an
equally powerful “reflection,” from the second loudspeaker: they played the
same tape through the second loudspeaker after delaying it electronically by
seven-thousandths of a second—equivalent to placing a perfectly reflective
wall a few feet away. An adult in that situation could not hear the “reflected”
sound at all; all noise seemed to come from the first loudspeaker. But the
babies acted as though they heard both and were confused. They rarely
turned. When they did turn, they turned after hesitating even more than
normal, as though the brain could not decide on the direction; and then they
ended up turning as often toward the “reflection,” as toward the original
sound.5



Testing the hearing of a newborn baby: it usually takes him eight seconds, but he consistently turns
toward the loudspeaker from which a sound is coming, showing that he has heard it. The experimenter’s
headphones are to prevent her from hearing the sound, so that she cannot influence the results.
Photographed in the laboratory of Darwin Muir at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario.

Locating Sounds

A newborn seems to hear more than merely whether the sound is coming
from the left or right, for the farther off toward the side it comes from, the
farther he turns. But he does not hear this clearly. During the first month, a
sound must originate nearly full to the side if he is to locate it: otherwise he
will turn toward it no more often than he will turn away.6 He is also confused



by additional sounds coming from in front of him, even when the sounds do
not reach him at the same time.7 Yet it is remarkable that a newborn can place
any sound at all, since he hears so many reflections. He ought to live in a
sonic bedlam where echoes mix madly with other echoes, and every sound
appears to come from every corner of the room.

On the other hand, the “Benny reflex,” does exist: if you talk to a newborn
from across the room, more often than chance would have it he will turn
slowly toward you. Not only does he distinguish your voice from its natural
echoes, under some conditions he senses its direction.

Doubtless he distinguishes your voice from its reflections because it is
louder, since sonic waves lose much of their energy each time they are
reflected off a surface. (In Clifton’s experiment the baby could not distinguish
the original sound because the “reflected,” sound was equal in intensity.) But
amidst all those echoes, how can he tell where the original is coming from?

Clifton went on to learn that a baby locates sounds through their higher
pitches, which sound louder at one ear than the other. To see how she found
this out, we must understand some more about sound and hearing. The
predominant rate, or frequency, of the vibration of a sonic wave is the major
determinant of a sound’s pitch. A man’s speaking voice is pitched on average
around 130 cycles per second, or 130 Hertz (Hz); a woman’s is usually
pitched around 260 Hz, one octave higher. But all natural sounds contain
higher, harmonic frequencies superimposed upon this fundamental frequency.
These audible harmonics commonly extend to 5,000 or 10,000 Hz, and they
can go even higher. We hear them not as separate sounds but as overtones
superimposed upon the basic sound. They impart to a sound its timbre.8

These various frequencies comprising a sound help us to locate its origin.
Let us say a baby is crying on your left. His voice reaches your left ear in full
gale, but your head acts as a windbreak for your right ear. Waves reaching the
right ear have only one-tenth to one-hundredth the intensity. From this
difference in intensity your brain calculates the direction of the source—
when and if it has frequencies above about 3,000 Hz to work with. It cannot
work this way with frequencies that are much lower because lower-
frequency waves are long enough to engulf an adult’s head and reach the
farther ear in full force. Thus we locate high pitches, and only high pitches,
through differences in intensity between the ears.



Yet with lower-pitched sounds we still perceive direction. A sonic wave
coming from the side arrives at one ear slightly before the other, so we sense
it with one ear before the other: the brain times that difference and calculates
from it the wave’s direction. This it does only with frequencies lower than
about 1,500 Hz, because higher-frequency waves are so short that more than
one can pass the head at once. When this happens, the brain cannot tell
whether a wave passing one ear is the same wave that just passed the other
or is a different wave. Thus we locate lower-pitched sounds—and only
lower-pitched sounds—through slight differences in the time that the ears
hear them.9

Those are the two ways that adults locate sounds. Barbara Morrongiello
and Rachel Clifton tested whether a newborn locates sounds in both ways
that adults do.10 To find this out, they put the noise of their rattle through an
electronic device that could filter out various frequencies, and made tapes
containing different selections of the original frequencies. Then they played
the tapes to see which frequencies elicited the “Benny reflex,” from twenty-
four newborns. Frequencies above 3,000 Hz elicited the reflex as often as the
complete set of frequencies; frequencies below 1,600 Hz rarely elicited it
(although they caused the babies’ pulse to slow, showing that the babies
heard the sound); and frequencies in between elicited it a middling amount.
Clearly, a newborn locates sounds primarily on the basis of the higher
frequencies, using the differences in the intensity of the high frequencies
reaching his two ears.11

Since a newborn’s head is so small, there can be a difference in intensity
between his ears primarily with very short sonic waves (that is, very high
frequencies), for only short waves will not wash over his head. Calculating
from the size of his head, he should be able to locate sounds most easily if
they contain frequencies of 6,000 Hz and higher, like the higher harmonics in
his mother’s voice. However, as we just saw in Morrongiello and Clifton’s
study, 6,000 Hz is not a sharp cutoff: the babies used frequencies below
3,000 Hz too, although less effectively. Since male voices contain overtones
between 3,000 Hz and 6,000 Hz (and sometimes higher), a newborn may be
able to locate his father’s voice too, but not always and not so easily.

This is one reason that a newborn baby often seems to be more responsive
to his mother than to his father: he can hear both voices, but he cannot tell
where his father’s is coming from.



It is difficult to learn exactly when babies stop hearing echoes and
become skilled at locating sounds, for the “Benny reflex,” functions only for
the first month or six weeks after birth. As the auditory cortex matures during
the second month after birth, it begins to inhibit the reflex; but not until about
four months is the auditory cortex mature enough to control head movements
toward a sound. Thus between two and three months the reflex usually is
quashed, yet there is nothing to replace it. At that age a baby will rarely turn
toward a sound at all.12 Now when you talk to him from across the room, he
will smile and coo, but he is as likely to turn away from you as toward you.

Sometime during the fourth month of life, a baby’s auditory cortex
becomes sufficiently mature to ignore reflections—to hear only one sound
instead of a mass of echoes.13 Now he can locate sounds in the dark—that is,
with no help from his eyes—almost as precisely as an adult can.14 He turns
quickly and accurately toward your voice even if you talk to him with the
lights off at night. At the same time, he becomes able to locate low-pitched
sounds through the interval between the sensations coming from his two
ears.15 Now, no matter how deeply his father’s voice may rumble, he can
hear where it is coming from.

Treble Tones

A baby can hear at birth. His aural world would be bedlam to us, yet he can
make some sense of it: amidst a mass of echoes, he can sometimes
distinguish an echo’s source. However, when he hears something—his
mother’s or his father’s voice—he does not hear it as we do. He hears it as
thinner and duller.

To see why, we need to examine the ear. The outer ear, the part we see, is
merely a horn that gathers sonic waves, concentrates them, and funnels them
against the eardrum. The eardrum is a membrane that bulges in and out with
the waves, pushing and pulling a lever on the other side. That lever is a bone,
the first of a chain of three that takes the weak, air-driven excursions of the
eardrum and concentrates them fifteen-fold to thirty-fold onto a smaller
drumlike membrane, the oval window of the inner ear. The oval window



vibrates in turn against a fluid that fills the inner ear. This fluid carries the
waves to an organ, the organ of Corti, where they impinge upon neurons,
causing them to fire.16 The organ of Corti works like a microphone—so like
a microphone that physiologists have tape-recorded the electrical signal from
it while they talked into a cat’s ear, then played back the recording and heard
what they had just said.17

When a baby is born, a number of anatomical factors weaken his hearing.
His outer ear is small, so it collects sound inefficiently. His ear is plugged
with a creamy white substance called vernix that can take a week or longer to
disappear: this blocks all frequencies to some extent, but especially it blocks
high ones. His eardrum is more flaccid than ours, so it does not vibrate as
well at high frequencies. The same is true of the main moving part of the
organ of Corti, the basilar membrane. And inside the newborn’s middle ear
is surplus embryonic tissue that has not yet been absorbed by the body and
that now damps the vibrations of the three bones—again, especially at higher
frequencies.18 To judge from all this, a newborn should hear middle and low
frequencies somewhat less well than we do, while high frequencies he
should hear considerably worse than we.

This inference is confirmed by a number of studies. The cleverest of these
was done by Kurt Hecox at the University of California, San Diego.19 Hecox
measured the responses of the brain evoked by white noise, a mixture of all
audible frequencies in equal amounts—a sound like the hiss between stations
on an FM radio. Hecox presented this noise in such short bursts that it
sounded like a click, and he presented it repeatedly at a rate of thirty clicks
per second. He presented it to newborns still in the hospital and to several
adults. For each person he turned the volume up and down until he found the
lowest intensity that evoked responses. On average, the quietest noise that
evoked responses in the newborn would sound to us roughly four times
louder than the quietest sounds that evoked responses in the adult.20

Apparently, compared to adults, newborns are indeed a touch hard of
hearing.

Next Hecox examined newborns’ ability to hear different frequencies. To
do this he presented the clicks at a moderate intensity, then introduced
background noise—the same noise as the clicks but turned on and left on. He
turned up this background noise just loud enough to mask the clicks, just loud
enough so that the clicks evoked no response. Then he used an electronic



device to remove various frequencies from the background noise, to see
which were needed to mask the clicks. The fewer frequencies below 4,000
Hz that he included in the background noise, the less the background noise
masked the clicks. When he removed all the frequencies below 4,000 Hz, the
background noise did not mask the clicks at all. Clearly, although the clicks
contained the entire spectrum of sound, the newborns heard only the portion
below 4,000 Hz.21 If we could hear the world through a newborn’s ears, it
would sound as though the treble were turned down.

Bass Tones

Although the newborn hears most of the low-pitched sounds that we do, he
does not hear the resonances we hear that are caused by the accretion of late-
arriving, “duplicate,” sounds to the original sound. (He hears echoes
instead.) And he hears fewer low-pitched sounds in speech or music than we.
For we, but not the newborn, routinely hear fundamental frequencies that do
not exist.

To understand this, let us return to our discussion of harmonic frequencies.
As we said earlier, the fundamental frequency of a sonic wave determines its
pitch, and the harmonic frequencies above that determine its timbre. The
spacing of these harmonic frequencies roughly equals the fundamental
frequency: if the fundamental frequency is 100 Hz, harmonics above that will
come more or less every 100 Hz; if the fundamental is 200 Hz, the harmonics
will come every 200 Hz; and so on. Organized by musical octaves, they form
a distinct pattern, which is illustrated in figure 7.1.

However, nature is not quite so neat as this. When you slam the nursery
door, the panels whose vibrations create the sonic wave differ in their
rigidity. Stiff parts vibrate faster than flaccid parts, so the stiffer areas create
higher-frequency vibrations in the air than the more flaccid areas. Thus any
sonic wave is actually many different fundamental frequencies, each of which
has its own set of harmonics. When these sets of frequencies are mostly
dissimilar, we hear rough noises like the ripping of paper; when they are
similar, we hear a more or less musical tone with a more or less distinct



pitch. The more similar these sets of frequencies are, the more “pure” and
“clean,” is the tone we hear and the more distinct is its pitch.

FIGURE 7.1
The Harmonic Structure of a 100-Hz Tone

This pitch usually comes from the predominant fundamental frequency.
However, if the fundamental frequency is missing yet the pattern of higher
harmonics is strong, then your brain will infer from the pattern that the
fundamental should be there, so you will hear its pitch anyway.22 In this way
you hear the pedal tones of an organ through a table radio: the radio emits
virtually no vibrations below 100 Hz, yet your brain hears pitches that are
normally induced by 32 Hz. You are hearing frequencies that do not exist.

Indeed, a frequency of 32 Hz may not exist even in the hall where the
organ is playing. A 32-Hz pipe is nearly eighteen feet long, and expensive.
For hundreds of years organ builders have cut corners by eliminating 32-Hz
pipes, instead rigging shorter 64-Hz and 96-Hz pipes to play together. Sixty-
four and 96 Hz are the first two harmonics above 32 Hz, so 32 Hz is what the
audience and organist hear.

Instantaneously and automatically inferring one frequency from a pattern
formed by others is an extremely complicated task that is beyond the
capability of a young baby’s auditory cortex.23 Robert Bundy, John Colombo,
and Jeffrey Singer at the State University of New York (Buffalo and Oswego)
confirmed this indirectly.24 They tested the ability of four-month-old babies

to hear a melody— —created with notes formed from different
combinations of harmonics. To one group they played notes containing the
fundamental frequency and the first three harmonics above it; to a second
group they played notes containing the fundamental frequency and a random



assortment of higher harmonics; and to a third group they played an
assortment of the higher harmonics with no fundamental. The first time the
melody was played, the babies oriented toward it: their hearts slowed down.
By the fifth time, they were used to it. Then Bundy played the same notes in a
different order, forming a different melody. One group of babies oriented
toward it again, showing that they could hear the difference, and hence the
pitch of the notes: this was the group hearing notes that contained the
fundamental and the first three harmonics above it. However, the other
groups seemed not to hear the change: unless all the lower harmonics were
present, including the fundamental, four-month-olds seemed not to hear pitch
at all.

This affects how a young baby hears most sounds, for voices, music, and
most noises are centered around one pitch. Every sound like these is induced
by one predominant fundamental frequency beneath a more or less orderly
arrangement of higher frequencies. When we hear such sounds, we hear their
pitches not from the fundamental frequency alone but from the harmonic
frequencies as well. The harmonics reinforce the fundamental, helping us to
hear it and making it sound more resonant. However, when a young baby
hears them, the higher harmonics do not reinforce the fundamental. Thus the
sounds he hears are thinner and less resonant than the sounds we hear. Since
he also hears high frequencies less well, he hears the world as we might hear
it through a little radio with both the treble and the bass turned down. His
parents’ voices sound weaker and thinner, as though he were hearing them
through a telephone.

By the time a baby is seven to eight months old, this has changed
substantially. A baby this old can hear a missing fundamental,25 and his
ability to hear high frequencies is much better than it was at birth. By adult
standards he is still hard of hearing, but the bass and treble are no longer
reduced as they were.26 If we could hear through his ears now, we would
think we were hearing a fairly good stereo with the volume somewhat lower
than we are used to. His hearing continues to improve thereafter, but it has a
long way to go to become adult. He will not hear as well as an adult until he
is in school.27



The Sounds of Speech

We have said much in these last chapters about the cortex of the newborn’s
brain and how immature it is. Yet some areas of his cortex, although
immature, are relatively precocious—disproportionately large and
specialized even before birth. These are the areas that discern short
sequences of sound.28 Because of their precocity, a baby begins life
distinguishing the elements of melody and speech.

William Condon and Louis Sander demonstrated this at Boston University
in an astonishing study of sixteen newborn babies, fourteen of whom were
less than two days old.29 Condon and Sander had someone talk to a baby
while they filmed the baby’s body movements with a high-speed movie
camera. Next they analyzed the individual frames of the film and the
corresponding parts of the sound track, looking at what happened every
thirtieth of a second. They looked at (1) what sound the speaker was
producing and (2) what movements the baby was making—whether he was
waving an arm, turning his head, or whatever. Most of the sounds lasted more
than one-thirtieth of a second, and so did most of the movements, yet the
babies rarely moved during a sound. Moreover, if a baby was moving, he
usually changed his movements as the sound changed—as an mmm changed
to an ah in mama, for instance. In this way all sixteen babies demonstrated
that they distinguished the individual elements of speech. Moreover, they
distinguished those elements quite as well when the speech came from a tape
recorder or when the language was Chinese. However, the babies did not
move in synchrony with isolated vowel sounds and taps: they did not
distinguish sounds disconnected from language’s natural patterns and flow.

Usually these babies did not begin moving as a sound began; rather, if they
were already moving when the sound began, they continued to move until it
stopped. Sounds seemed to keep them going. Moreover, in a similar study in
Tokyo, researchers found that one-to six-day-olds move more vigorously
when adults talk louder, but not when white noise, taps, or unpatterned
sounds are played louder.30 Apparently the patterns of speech form a vehicle
that carries individual sounds past the muddy ditches of the immature brain
and takes them into more precocious areas.* From there the energy
represented by each sound spills out into other areas, continuing for a



moment other neuronal events—like those causing a movement—that were
about to end.

When a sound is part of a pattern such as speech or music, even a very
young baby hears that sound much as we do, not as an isolated noise but as a
thread of a fabric, a thread that can be compared to other threads by denier
and dye. Thus a baby hears as we do the most minuscule elements of speech,
the smallest distinguishable particles of its sound—sounds like the p and the
a of pa, and the b, the ee, and the t of beet.

These elements of speech are called phonemes. Linguists have devised
elaborate ways to distinguish phonemes according to the frequencies they
contain. By generating those frequencies electronically through loudspeakers,
linguists can synthesize any phoneme for study in the laboratory and vary it as
desired. One variation they have studied extensively is the difference
between pa and ba. Hold your hand in front of your mouth and say them. Say
them aloud, do not whisper. When you say ba you feel an explosion of air
against your hand, and simultaneously you hear your vocal cords. When you
say pa you feel a similar explosion and hear a similar sound from your vocal
cords, but there is a short delay in between. That delay is the essential
difference between the two sounds.36

The delay between the explosion and when the vocal cords start to vibrate
is called the voice-onset time. By varying the voiceonset time, not only of pa
and ba but of other phonemes as well, linguists have learned that adults do
not hear a change in sound corresponding to each change in voice-onset time.
We hear distinct categories. When the delay is less than approximately one-
fortieth of a second, we hear ba. When the delay is longer than that—no
matter how much longer—we hear pa.

At Brown University, Peter Eimas and colleagues tested whether babies
distinguish these categories as we do.37 They studied one-and four-month-
olds; but since their study found no difference between these ages (nor have
many similar studies), and since the linguistic areas of the brain develop
little anatomically between birth and one month,38 their results should apply
to newborns as well.



Learning what a newborn hears. This two-day-old has learned that if he sucks hard, he will hear
something interesting: the sound pa pa pa pa pa. As he becomes bored, he sucks less hard—but
before he loses interest completely, the sound changes to ba ba ba ba ba. If the baby begins to suck
hard again, he has probably heard the difference. Photographed at the laboratory of Josiane Bertoncini
and Jacques Mehler at the Centre d’Etude des Processus Cognitifs et du Langage in Paris.

To learn how babies hear differences in voice-onset time, Eimas and his
colleagues gave them a pacifier, a pacifier wired to record how often an
infant sucked on it. Whenever an infant sucked, pa pa pa pa pa . . . sounded
through a loudspeaker. The faster he sucked, the louder it sounded. The baby
learned quickly that sucking caused the sound to appear, and he sucked faster
to hear it. But eventually he tired of the sound and sucked slower. Then the
experimenters changed the voice-onset time. When they lengthened it by one-
fiftieth of a second, the experimenters still heard pa, and so apparently did
the baby, for he continued to suck slowly. But when they reduced the voice-
onset time by one-fiftieth of a second, then the experimenters heard the pa



shift to ba—and then, too, the baby sucked faster. He heard it differently as
well.

Babies hear more than just phonemes in this adult way: they hear whole
syllables too. Pit and pat contain different phonemes, yet they sound fairly
similar to us. The same with tip and tap. On the other hand, pit and tip or pat
and tap contain similar phonemes, yet they sound dissimilar. From another
study like Eimas’s39 we know that one-month-olds categorize these syllables
in the same paradoxical, adult way.

Of course, one-month-old babies might have learned to categorize sounds
this way by hearing their parents talk. But Lynn Streeter from Bell
Laboratories found in a similar study40 that Kenyan two-month-olds make
distinctions in voice-onset time that their parents do not make when speaking
in their local language, Kikuyu.*

Dozens of studies similar to these point to one conclusion: babies
naturally sort phonemes into the same categories that languages commonly
use.42 Moreover, even the youngest babies do much of this better than adults;
for since no language uses all possible phonemes, learning to speak a
language requires not only learning which phonemic distinctions matter in
that language, and sharpening them, but also learning to ignore all those that
do not matter. As soon as babies start to speak, they begin to lose some
ability to hear distinctions not used by their parents.43 After eight to ten years
of ignoring distinctions, a child loses the ability to hear some of them at all.
Virtually no amount of practice will enable him to regain this ability as an
adult. That is why, no matter how well we learn to speak a second language
as adults, we almost never have a perfect accent: we cannot hear as well as
babies when we are pronouncing something wrong.

Of all the researchers who have demonstrated this, Sandra Trehub at the
University of Toronto makes the clearest case—not through her work, which
is excellent, but through a story she tells about one of her? MT pas. Trehub
designed a study to learn whether one-to four-month-olds can distinguish as
well as their Englishspeaking parents a certain pair of sounds used in Czech.
To obtain these sounds, she ordered a tape-recording of two phonemes from
a linguistics laboratory. The tape arrived. Trehub played it but heard no
difference between the phonemes. She played it again, and yet again, but no
matter how often she listened to it, she could not hear a difference.
Eventually she telephoned the lab in a huff to complain that someone had



recorded the same phoneme twice. “No,” she was told. “Two phonemes are
there.,” She was firmly convinced that she was wasting her time, but she
went ahead with the study anyway.44 Sure enough, the English-speaking
parents, when forced to say which sound was which, were right only slightly
better than chance. But their babies had no difficulty telling them apart at all.

The Sound of Speech

Not only does a baby hear the sounds of language—phonemes and syllables
—but he hears the sound of language as well—timbre,45 intensity,46

duration,47 and, to some extent, pitch.48 A newborn will turn toward a rattle,
but not toward a flutelike pure tone; he will start when a sound is made
louder; he will twitch more when a sound is longer than when it is shorter;
and low-pitched tones soothe him more than high-pitched tones.

Stripped of linguistic meaning, these elements of sound form the elements
of music. If we deal with them in isolation as music, we find that a young
baby seems to hear them much as we do. Even newborns are more likely to
respond to a sound with overtones than to a tone composed of only the
fundamental frequency.49 By two to three months of age—as young as they
have been tested—babies hear patterns of notes in simple melodic and
rhythmical groups as adults do. Like adults, they hear a simple melody as
unchanged when it is transposed into a different key, but as different when its
notes are played in a different order, or when its rhythm is altered.50 And
they can be taught easily to coo on the pitch (more or less) that an adult sings
to them.51 There is even some suggestion that babies are better at matching a
pitch than older children are; it may be that learning to ignore the pitches of
voices in order to concentrate on the meaning of what they are saying
interferes with this ability.

Under some circumstances even a newborn hears these aspects of
language and music nearly as well as an adult does. As a result, even a one-
to two-month-old (the youngest age tested) can hear differences in intonation
and tone of voice. “Eat!,” sounds different to him from “Eat?”52 Indeed, a
baby just three days old can distinguish one voice from another. Anthony
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Decasper and William Fifer showed this in a fascinating study at the
University of North Carolina.53 They taught ten babies how to change the
“stations" on a “radio”: a baby could choose to hear through headphones
either his mother or a stranger reading Dr. Seuss. Normally with a pacifier, a
newborn sucks hard for a few seconds, then rests for a few seconds before
sucking again. But Decasper and Fifer wired their pacifier in such a way that
by resting longer than his norm, a baby could switch on the stranger, or by
starting sooner he could switch on his mother (or vice versa). These babies
were all less than seventy-two hours old and had spent nearly all those hours
in a general nursery cared for by nurses. None had spent longer than twelve
hours in all with his mother. Yet after fifteen minutes of learning how the
“radio,” worked, eight of the ten spent most of the time listening to their
mothers. Apparently, not only can a newborn distinguish his mother’s voice
from another woman’s, after only a few days of life he prefers to hear it.
Amidst all the novelty barraging his sensations, he clings to whatever he can
recognize.

His mother’s voice, incidentally, he came to recognize in the womb: the
newborn shows no comparable preference for his father’s voice, although he
can tell two men’s voices apart.54

A baby also comes to recognize very quickly the sound of his own voice.
At Brown University, Martin Simner55 found this by comparing how long
three-day-olds cried while hearing the following sounds:

Normally quiet hospital noise
White noise as loud as a newborn’s crying
A poor imitation of a baby’s crying created by a linguist’s electronic speech synthesizer
The tape-recorded crying of a five-and-a-half-month-old
The tape-recorded crying of another newborn
The tape-recorded crying of the baby himself

Simner found that the babies cried little during the quieter hospital noise.
They cried equally little during the loud white noise. But the rest of the
noises did set many of them to crying, and the babies cried more when they
heard crying lower on our list—that is, they cried more when they heard
crying more like their own.56



A newborn not only recognizes his own voice, he listens for it too. If
some electronic device delays the sound of his voice on the way to his ears,
he produces truncated cries.57 He acts as though he were disconcerted, like
an adult talking through the delayed sounds of a transatlantic telephone call.
This may explain why, as physicians commonly note, deaf infants cry very
little.

Baby Talk

In sum, a baby begins his life a little hard of hearing, and during his first
month his world is full of echoes. Yet through all those echoes he discerns
subtle distinctions in the sound of the human voice. Gradually he comes to
know those distinctions and to become more aware of those he hears more
often. These he pays more attention to in turn, clinging to them as islets of
familiarity in a sea of sound—variably smelling, variably tasting, and
variably feeling sound. The recognition makes him smile—his first true
smiles, as we shall see in chapter 11. By becoming aware of these
distinctions, he begins to learn his native language. Then, once he begins to
say his first words, he becomes less able to hear some of the distinctions that
he does not need but that he could hear shortly after he was born (although he
will be able to learn to hear some of them again through his late childhood or
early adolescence).58

While a baby is learning to speak, one thing in his aural environment is
more important than any other: hearing speech, especially “baby talk.,” One
of the curious phenomena of human existence is that adults in all cultures
seem to reserve a special form of speech for talking to babies. This speech is
simpler, slower, clearer, higher in pitch, more variable in pitch and intensity,
more regular in tempo, more regularly broken by pauses, and repetitive—
almost like singsong. “Hello baby, how are you today? Are’nt you a pretty
baby? Oh you are a pretty baby!” The most macho of men use this speech
naturally when talking to babies, especially young babies.59 Its exaggerated
rhythms grab the baby’s attention; its pauses help the baby to hear its
components; and its slower speed helps a young baby to sort out the
important sounds from the echoes. All in all, it falls easier on his ear than the



sounds of adult conversation. By the time he is four months old, if not before,
a baby definitely prefers hearing baby talk to hearing adult speech.60 Before
then, even if he does not show a preference, he hears baby talk more clearly
and learns more from it.61 In a very real sense, baby talk is what he
understands.

___________
*Psychologists first tried to study babies’ hearing with the sorts of scientific stimuli they used to

study adults’ hearing, like pure tones composed of one frequency only and “white noise,” composed of
all frequencies equally. But they found that babies do not respond to scientific stimuli: they respond to
rattles. Unpopped popcorn in an empty bottle worked best.4

*These areas tend to be in the left side of the brain.
It has become a truism in popular psychology that the left and right sides of the brain—at least the

adult’s brain—specialize in different things, the left side in linguistic, analytical, and numerical tasks, the
right side in musical, synthetic, and geometrical tasks. These differences are nowhere near so clearly
defined as they are purported to be, and when one side of the brain is damaged, the other side can learn
to take over to some extent; yet in 95 percent of adults, specialization along these lines is unquestionably
there.31

Psychologists used to think that a baby’s brain is not specialized this way, because it is so plastic: if
one side is damaged, the child usually grows up nearly normal.32 But now we know that the sides are
specialized at birth. Anatomical differences have been found in the newborn’s brain fully comparable to
anatomical differences in the adult’s,33 and a number of researchers have found that the two sides
already function differently between birth and six months of age.34 In general, the left hemisphere (right
ear) handles speech better, while the right hemisphere (left ear) is better with noises and musical
chords. There is some suggestion that initially this specialization is greater in girls than in boys. By six
months, the left hemisphere, but apparently not the right, also recognizes a correspondence between
speech and the lip movements producing it.35

*Although some categorizations we make depend on experience for their development and/or
maintenance, the categorization of voice-onset time seems built into the auditory system. Adults will
categorize voice-onset time this way in the lab even if the language they speak does not make use of the
distinction. Chinchillas and monkeys do too.41



8

Activities of the Day

IF ANY CREATURE on earth is incapable of fending for itself, it is a
newborn baby. Cute a baby surely is, yet as an independent organism, he is
woefully incompetent. All he appears able to do is sleep and suck, and flail
his arms and legs uselessly in the air.

But surprise! If you hold a newborn upright with his feet touching a
tabletop, and support his weight, he will walk across it. And, like a puppy, if
you put him in water, he will swim.1

Neurologists and psychologists have documented scores of hidden
abilities like these. We have seen several of them in this book. A newborn
will turn slowly toward a sound, for instance, or toward something touching
his cheek; and he will open his mouth if you press his palm.

Many of these movements look deliberate. However, deliberateness
implies purpose, and purpose requires knowledge based on experience: not
necessarily the knowledge that moving an arm or a leg will remove a blanket,
but at least the knowledge that moving may have some kind of effect. A
newborn baby has had little chance to learn that he can cause anything to
happen, so he does not move purposefully. Rather, he moves reflexively, just
as your leg moves reflexively when a physician taps your knee. These
movements come from very low levels of the brain, and they are important
insofar as they are the neural building blocks of the coordinated movements
that develop later. But this is an importance of which the baby is unaware.
From the newborn’s perspective, the activities of the day are not the actions
of his arms and legs, they are the feelings within him that those actions induce
—primarily the sensations of movement, touch, and balance. These are our
topics in this chapter.



Movement Without Intent

We can see how involuntary are a newborn’s movements by trying to teach a
newborn to move on cue. The simplest way to do this is repeatedly to induce
a movement immediately after sounding a bell, until sounding the bell alone
triggers the movement. There is no logical reason for the bell ever to trigger
the movement: the nervous system illogically infers the generalization, “all
ringing bells presage food (or whatever).,” (This is an unprovable
broadjump from single instances, a classical fallacy.) However, the nervous
system learns not by logic but by association, and this is one of the simplest
circumstances in which an association can form. Adults will learn quickly to
associate the bell with the reflex, as will dogs, cats, pigeons, goldfish, and
every other species with a nervous system that has ever been brought into a
lab.2 But a newborn baby finds this almost impossible: he just barely learns.

In Prague’s Institute for the Care of Mother and Child, Hanus Papousek
taught babies to turn toward a bottle at the sound of a bell.3 A bell (or
buzzer) sounded, then ten seconds later, if the baby had not turned, a nurse
stroked his cheek to induce him to turn, or turned his head for him if stroking
his cheek proved ineffective. As a reward for turning, he was allowed to
draw on the bottle for one minute; then the procedure began again. After ten
repetitions, the baby had imbibed a normal meal, so the lesson was continued
the next day. It took four-month-olds less than three days to learn to turn their
head at the sound of the bell. It took three-month-olds hardly more than four
days. But it took newborns two and a half weeks: they started on day three of
life, and were typically three weeks old by the time they learned. (This is
also the time a baby first shows that he anticipates a feeding by sucking
before the nipple enters his mouth.) Considering the difficulty that a newborn
has in this rudimentary kind of association, it is not likely that he has made
the more complicated networks of association that are prerequisites for even
the simplest forms of voluntary behavior.

This becomes even clearer in a study at Brown University.4 Lewis Lipsitt
and Herbert Kaye sounded a tone, then gave newborn babies a whiff of
vinegar. The vinegar made the babies wiggle and hold their breath—clearly
they did not like it—but the babies never learned to respond merely to the
tone.



“But,” you might well say, “a newborn does learn things. He learns to
draw milk when nursing, for instance.,” This is true: if a newborn is
rewarded for performing some action, he does become more likely to
perform the action again. However, the circumstances under which a
newborn learns are very limited, as we shall see in chapter 10. And, more to
the point, a newborn can become more likely to do something without
intentions entering into it at all.

Think of the nervous system as a slough of energy that is channeled into
organized networks by neurochemical floodgates. A reward shifts some of
these gates into a different position, so the flow of energy is likely to change.
But changing the flow of energy does not require a reward. The flow can be
changed by chance neural events comparable to individual gusts of wind, or
by changes in energy applied to the nervous system by stimuli from outside,
changes comparable to the approach or recession of a gale. Moreover, this
change in flow tends to maintain itself with a certain inertia and to alter the
topology so that a similar flow becomes easier in the future. Thus the mere
occurrence of a movement raises the odds that the movement will be
repeated. This is why, in adults, a nervous tap of the foot is more likely to be
followed by a second tap of the foot than by a wave of an arm, a gnashing of
teeth, or a wiggle of an ear. Some “nervous,” taps of the foot are certainly
voluntary—hints to a spouse that it is time to be off, for instance—but we
have all found ourselves moving restlessly and rhythmically, unconsciously
and unintentionally. When this happens, we are acting like a newborn baby
who waves his arm, then waves it again for no reason but that he had just
waved it before. (We shall see in chapter 10 that this kind of repetition is the
primary means through which the baby learns about the world during his first
six months of life.)

Awareness of Movement

After we finish moving—or while we are moving—usually we, as adults, are
conscious of our motions. Even when we are not conscious of them, they are
still controlled, so some portion of our brain is aware of them. A newborn’s
movements and actions are far less controlled than ours—they are almost



completely undirected—yet even so they are not completely uncontrolled. If
you hold a key in front of him, for instance, and catch his eye with it, he will
not be able to reach out and grab the key, yet he is likely to extend his arm
toward it, and often he will open his hand.5 Even when the newborn flails his
arms, he does not just fling them into motion with a jerk, letting them go and
fall where they may, like brachial ballistic missiles. Rather, he moves his
arms continuously, remaining in moment-to-moment control of their motion.
Indeed, it is difficult to induce him to loose his control: once he grasps your
finger or starts to kick, he continues doing it for some time.6 His movements
look like those of a sleepwalker who does not know where he is heading and
who would be incapable of getting there if he did know, but who acts
deliberately in his attempt.

The human body has no one single sensory system through which the
nervous system monitors movements and activity. Rather, the nervous system
perceives activity through the combination and interactions of four sensory
systems: the visual system, which allows us to see what the body is doing;
the proprioceptive system, which allows us to feel muscular contractions and
the position of the joints; the sense of touch, which allows us to feel things
that we contact as we move; and the sense of balance, through which we feel
changes in the head’s acceleration and position.7 To some extent, each of
these systems is functioning in the newborn, but in various ways each of them
is also deficient.

The Sense of Touch

The sense of touch begins to function before any other sensory system. As we
mentioned in chapter 2, a fetus aborted during the third month of gestation
will respond reflexively to the touch of a hair around its mouth.

Like other sensations, a sensation of touch begins when a jolt of energy
shoves ions through the membranes sheathing a nerve ending. The skin has a
vast number of nerve endings of various shapes and structures, and these
different shapes and structures, plus differing structures of the adjacent
tissue, cause them to differ in how sensitive they are to different kinds of
energy impinging upon skin: some are set off most easily by heat, while



others are set off most easily by cold; some are set off by light pressure,
while others require heavy pressure. Once a nerve ending does fire, it sets
off a chain reaction within a tree of nerves that ends inside the brain. Within
the brain, the lower portions sense the heat or cold or pressure, and act upon
it reflexively, while the upper portions are responsible for deliberate actions
and conscious perceptions.8

A newborn’s skin is thinner than an adult’s,9 so it should insulate less well
the nerve endings within it. These nerve endings are mature and are more
numerous (although smaller) than those in the adult.10 Also, the portion of the
brain’s cortex that processes touch, the somatosensory cortex, is more
developed at birth than any other portion of the cortex.11 Thus it looks as
though the newborn should be more or less as sensitive to touch as an adult.
(Especially on the right side of the body, for most babies are also more
sensitive there than on the left, especially if they have been lying with their
heads turned toward the right, as they commonly do. This may either presage
or be the cause of right-handedness.12) It is difficult to tell just how sensitive
the baby is to specific temperatures and pressures, but it is possible to
examine his overall sensitivity by stimulating him in a way that sets off easily
every kind of nerve ending, regardless of its structure: an electrical current.

At the Nebraska Psychiatric Institute, Ron Ellis and Robert Ellingson
tickled two-to three-day-old babies on the palm with weak electrical
current.13 The currents were very weak—so weak that adults could barely
feel them—and hence too weak to be painful. (Remember from chapter 3 that
babies feel less pain than adults.) Adults tickled this way could feel a current
only one-third the strength of the weakest current that would elicit a “just
visible,” reflexive twitch of the thumb or fingers. This weakest current that
adults could feel was also similar to the weakest current that elicited a
measurable electrical response higher up the stimulated nerve, on the wrist.
Thus the response higher up the nerve indicated the weakest current that
adults could feel. In newborns, the weakest current to induce a twitch was
two milliamps, just as it was in adults. But in the newborns, the weakest
current measurable on the wrist—and hence, presumably, the weakest current
that the babies could feel—was roughly three times higher than it was in
adults, roughly comparable to the minimum current that caused a twitch.
Apparently, in the newborn and in the adult it takes the same minim of energy
at the skin to induce the same minim of reflex, yet the newborn will not feel



anything until it is three times as strong as what an adult would feel. If you
tickle a newborn very lightly, he may not feel a thing.

Among newborns, girls tend to be more sensitive to touch than boys. On
average, girls only a few hours old will react to a weaker puff of air against
the belly; girls will squirm and cry sooner after they are uncovered; and girls
will react to a weaker electrical current applied to a big toe.14 (On the other
hand, boys only a few hours old are stronger: they lift their head better and
kick and grip more forcefully.15 Again, this is on average: any one boy may
differ from any other boy, or any one girl may differ from any other, far more
than the average boy differs from the average girl.)

Although the newborn is perhaps one-third as sensitive to touch as the
adult, he is infinitely less discriminating. With his sense of touch as with
every other of his senses, the newborn’s synesthesia makes a kaleidoscope of
reality. Harvard’s Peter Wolff showed this with four colleagues in another
study that used electrical stimulation.16 Wolff and his colleagues measured
the somatosensorily evoked response—the electroencephalogram in response
to touch (see chapter 4). They found that turning on noise while applying a
momentary current to the wrist of three-to four-day-olds strengthens later
components of the brain’s response to the current. This did not happen when
they tried the same thing with adults. In other words, within the baby’s brain,
the noise added to the touch. The sensation of one reinforced the other.

The Sense of Proprioception

Very similar to the sense of touch is the sense of proprioception, or
kinesthesia—the sense of the body’s own position and of its muscular
contractions. This is what enables us to touch our lips with our eyes closed
—which a baby can do the first day he is born. In essence this is an internal
sense of touch. It comes from nerve endings in muscles and joints that work
much like the network of nerve endings in the skin, except that their locations
cause them to be triggered by the energy of muscular contractions and
movement.17 Like the sense of touch, this sense is highly functional in the
newborn—but also like the sense of touch, it mixes with, and hence becomes



confused by, other sensory systems. Thus when his eyes are closed, the
newborn can feel the position of his arms accurately enough to bring his
fingers directly to his mouth, yet after a few days—after he has had some
experience seeing his arms and fingers—then he becomes unable to do
this.18 His sense of sight interferes with his sense of proprioception. In this
way he is like an adult learning to dance who trips over his own feet for
watching them.

The Sense of Balance

The last two ways we perceive movement are through our senses of balance
and sight. As the visual system is responsible for the sense of sight, so the
vestibular system is responsible for the sense of balance. The main organ of
the vestibular system is the inner ear. This contains several fluid-filled tubes
lined with hairs connected to nerve cells. The fluid inside these tubes
behaves like the passengers in a bus: when you first begin to move forward,
the fluid lurches backward; then it settles down; and finally, when you slow
down, it lurches forward. As it lurches backward and forward, it shoves
against the hairs, which trigger the neurons attached to them. These tubes are
oriented in different directions, so they detect movements in different
directions—or, more precisely, they detect changes in acceleration.19

Although the sense of balance is manifestly distinct from the sense of
sight, the two senses are very closely allied. They continually support each
other, and occasionally trip each other, like two topers tottering down the
street. You can see this by standing on one foot: it is much easier to retain
your balance when your eyes are open (and can see vertical and horizontal
lines like the walls and the horizon) than when they are closed. Now back on
two feet, try closing your eyes and pirouetting a few times. After you open
them, the world not only feels as if it is swaying, it looks as if it is swaying;
for spinning confused your vestibular system, which in turn confused your
eyes. Your eyes can similarly confuse your vestibular system with similar
results. You have experienced this if you have ever seen an Imax movie—a
film projected with the audience close to a screen that is several stories high.
These films seem inevitably to include footage shot from a light airplane



flying low over the countryside. The vestibular effect is not quite so
pronounced as the real thing, but it can be strong enough to warrant avoiding
the theater immediately after dinner.

Of all the sensory systems, the vestibular system is the first to mature. The
organs of balance in the inner ear are mature in shape and are partially
innervated before eight weeks of gestation. By six months of gestation they
are not only mature in shape, they are also mature in size and are completely
innervated—the only organs in the body to become adult during gestation.20

They have had a lot of exercise too, since the fetus is continually tumbled
about in the womb. So the newborn feels the motion when he is carried,
pushed in his stroller, rocked, or turned over; and just as with adults,
unwonted motion can make him sick.

We can see this in a study by Margaret Lawrence and Carl Feind, who
whirled sixty-four newborns (from three hours to ten days old) on a table-
sized merry-go-round that rotated at about the speed of a record player.21

Adults riding a merry-go-round show a peculiar sort of eye movement: as the
body and head rotate forward, the eyes rotate backward to maintain a
constant fixation; then the eyes dart ahead quickly. The cause of this is
vestibular as well as ocular, since an adult’s eyes will show this motion even
while they are blindfolded. (Indeed, an adult’s eyes are more likely to show
it while they are blindfolded.) Lawrence and Feind found that the newborns’
eyes showed this nystagmus too, so we know that the babies sensed their
movement. And they flushed, belched, and voided just as adults do under
comparable circumstances.

Although the newborn’s vestibular system is precocious, the connections
of his vestibular system to his other sensory systems are not. If you move a
newborn, for instance, he will move his eyes as we just described, but he
will not move them so smartly as an adult will under similar circumstances.22

This is not merely because he cannot move his eyes as quickly as an adult: if
he is stationary while you twirl things around him, so that only his visual
system is involved, his eyes move similarly, yet much faster.23 A newborn
being moved does not move his eyes quickly in part because the connections
between his vestibular and visual systems are not fully formed.

As adults, we rarely notice how much our visual and vestibular systems
interact. Nor do we notice how much our vestibular system interacts with our
proprioceptive system just to keep us balanced on two feet. What we



commonly think of as the “sense of balance” is not really the sense of balance
alone; it is an integrated mixture of balance, sight, and proprioception. Since
the newborn’s vestibular system is ill connected to his other sensory systems,
his integrated “sense of balance,” is not nearly so advanced as his vestibular
system on its own. It is difficult to put numbers on this, but we can gain some
feeling for what the newborn feels from a series of studies by Frangois
Jouen, of the Laboratoire de Psychobiologic de l’Enfant, in Paris.24

Jouen studied babies between one and seven months old. He set them in
an infant seat inside a cubical crate one meter to a side. On top of the baby’s
head he placed a little helmet that worked like an electronic plumb bob to
measure how vertically the baby held his head while Jouen tilted the seat
and/or some black-and-white striped “wallpaper,” inside the crate. Now,
whenever an adult is tilted—while he is balancing on the deck of a heeling
sailboat, for instance—he will try to keep his head aligned with the pull of
gravity (or rather, with the strongest G-forces, which usually amounts to the
same thing). But Jouen’s babies did not. When he tilted them twenty-five
degrees, he found that some of the younger ones just let their heads flop
sideways, and most of the others kept them more or less in line with their
bodies—that is, at about twenty-five degrees from plumb. (This was when
the crate provided nothing to look at. When Jouen put a red, woolen pom-
pom in front of them, both groups of babies held their heads a little higher, as
though the sight of the pom-pom was energizing—which it was, quite
literally, as we know from chapter 3.) None of them had the adult’s righting
reflex. In fact, when Jouen later kept babies upright but gave them some
angled stripes to look at, he found that the older babies angled their heads
fifteen degrees in sympathy with the stripes, as though they expected that such
almost-vertical lines must indicate verticality. Finally Jouen tried tilting the
babies while offering them stripes to look at, stripes that were slanted
twenty-five degrees in the same direction as the baby or twenty-five degrees
in the other direction. Most of these babies let their heads flop, although they
let them flop slightly less when the stripes slanted in the direction opposite
the baby. But when the stripes slanted with the baby, a few babies who were
especially mature kept their heads aligned with their bodies and the stripes:
these babies also held their heads vertically, like adults, when the stripes
slanted in the opposite direction. In short, Jouen found that very young babies
do not act as though they care or know which way is up. They act as though
they do not even know that there is anything special about verticality. And



once they do discover verticality, then for some months thereafter, more
important to them than feeling verticality is seeing verticality. Although the
newborn’s vestibular system senses changes of acceleration like the adult’s,
it does not contribute to a sense of balance as we experience it. If you pick
him up with his feet over his head, he does not feel upside down.



Testing the sense of balance of a three-day-old baby. We are looking through a hole cut into the back
wall of a small cubicle. In the photo above, that wall is plain white; in the photo below it is covered with
black-and-white stripes: we can see this in the mirror that is mounted behind the baby’s head. A
newborn has very little control over his head, so that whenever he is tilted, his head flops toward the
side. Nevertheless, when he has something vertical to look at—the stripes in the photo below—his head
flops a little less. This is work of Francois Jouen of the Laboratoire de Psychobiologic de I’Enfant of
Paris, photographed in his laboratory in Rouen.

We suspect that a baby first develops adult feelings of balance during his
second six months of life, after he has learned to creep or crawl, for that is
when all of the various reflexes combining the vestibular and visual systems
begin to look adult. Only then will a baby reach out and spread his fingers as
he is lowered toward a surface.25

This leaves us with an interesting paradox. Adults’ sensations rarely spill
from one sensory system into another, as the newborn’s do. But a signal
exception to this lies with our sensations of balance and sight, which work
together so closely that if we close our eyes and pirouette, after opening them
again, the world looks as if it is moving. In contrast, the newborn’s
sensations spill about throughout his brain from one system to another,
because his brain lacks the adult’s deep network of neural channels; and one



set of these channels that is not mature is the set that links the vestibular and
visual systems. So the one place where adults are signally synes-thetic, the
newborn baby is not.

Crawling

Creeping and crawling are instrumental in the development of adult feelings
of balance. We can see this in a fascinating pair of studies by the team of
Bennett Bertenthal of the University of Virginia, and Joseph Campos and
Karen Barrett of the University of Denver.26 These researchers tested the
reaction of babies placed upon a glass-topped table called a visual cliff.
Spanning the center of this table like a bridge, directly above the glass, ran a
plank of wood. A baby started each test lying upon this board. Looking down
on one side of it, he saw a checkered floor more than a yard away; on the
other side, he saw a very much higher checkered “floor,” formed by a sheet
of plywood just one-quarter of an inch beneath the glass. Across the deep
side he saw his mother enticing him to cross.

Eleven days after the babies had first begun to crawl, about two-thirds of
them did cross the deep side to their mother and cross blithely, as though
either they did not mind falling or they lacked the sense of downwardness
required to become worried about a fall. But a month later—forty-one days
after they had first crawled—most babies would not venture over the deep
side. During this month, they had learned something of downwardness and
falling.

This understanding did not come merely from living an additional month,
for babies of similar age performed differently, depending on how long they
had been crawling. (The babies included six-and-a-half-month-olds, seven-
and-a-half-month-olds and eight-and-a-half-month-olds—about sixteen of
each age—and among the babies of each age group, those who had crawled
more were more timorous.) This understanding came from crawling; or more
specifically, it came through crawling, from the babies’ experience of
moving about in the world under their own steam.*

There is an obvious explanation for this: babies fall down more often
once they have begun to crawl. But that explanation itself falls down in the



face of a second study of six-month-olds performed in the same laboratory,
on the same visual cliff. In this study, the researchers enabled babies to walk
around before they had learned to crawl. They did this by providing each
baby with a rolling “walker” that supported him in a sling like a breeches
buoy: the baby’s feet touched the ground but the walker took his weight, so he
could wheel himself about. After a baby had had forty hours of experience
using this walker, the researchers lowered him onto the deep side of the
visual cliff, while recording his heart rate electronically. While being
lowered onto the cliff, other babies that age who could not crawl and who
had had no experience with the walker showed a momentary slowing of the
heart, which typifies an “orienting reaction,” a reaction of interest and
attraction. But those babies with experience in the walker showed a
quickening of the heart, which typifies a negatory “avoidance reaction.”28

Apparently, a baby can develop adult notions of downwardness without
falling, merely by moving about on his own. Falling may well speed the
process. Indeed, the greatest quickening of the heart came from those babies
given walkers who had also begun to crawl a little by the time they were
tested (see figure 8.1). But we have just seen that locomotion by itself is
sufficient to teach an appreciation of height. So although falling may
commonly be involved in learning to appreciate height, it is not necessary.29

A baby’s creeping and crawling teach him about downwardness as a by-
product of teaching him about directionality in general. Before a baby begins
to creep and crawl, he has no control over where he goes, so he has no
impetus to learn about how to get from point A to point B. Not only has he not
learned this, he has not even learned that point A and point B exist at specific,
fixed places. Instead he thinks of all objects’ locations in terms of himself, as
though he were at least the Greenwich of the universe, if not its center. This
is difficult to understand, but it is easy to see by playing peek-a-boo with a
baby who cannot yet creep or crawl. If you stand to the right of him while
you play, he will turn toward you. Do this repeatedly until he learns to
anticipate your reappearance. Now pick him up, turn him halfway around, put
him back down, and play peek-a-boo again, standing at the same place. Since
you have just rotated him 180 degrees, you are now on his left, yet still he
turns toward his right. For he has learned not that you are in a particular
location in relation to the room; he has learned that you are toward his



right. To a baby, directionality exists only in reference to himself—until he
learns to creep and crawl.30

FIGURE 8.1
How Experience “Walking,” and Crawling Affects Babies’ Reactions to the

Visual Cliff

NOTE: A slowing of the heart (negative values) typifies an “orienting reaction,” directed toward a
stimulus of interest. A quickening of the heart (positive values) typifies a negatory “avoidance reaction.”

When the baby first starts to creep and crawl, he has no concept of space
or directionality; so you may find him toddling fearlessly off the edge of the
bed or sitting in a corner, crying in frustration because the wall is blocking
his way. But creeping and crawling both allow and force him to learn that
objects have fixed positions. This learning is not instantaneous. For a long
time he will make silly errors, especially if there is not much furniture in his
playroom or if you often pick him up and move him instead of letting him turn
himself around.31 But gradually he does come to understand the layout of
things. He becomes able to turn toward you in the correct place after he is
moved. And now he begins to fear falling down; for now he perceives that
there is such a thing as a direction “down”



Stimulation and Growth

Since a newborn baby has no comprehension of directionality, his universe is
a fluid place that continually swirls and whirls about him. Within this
universe, the only constancy lies with sensations that he causes to happen
repeatedly himself—the sensations of his own movements. These sensations
loom like an island in the middle of the sea. They loom far larger within his
world than do the sensations of our own movements within ours. Imagine
yourself at a very loud, unpleasant concert—perhaps chaperoning a school
dance where a rock band is trying to blast down the walls of the gym with a
megawatt amplifier. The sound drowns you, cacophonies breaking over your
head like hurricane-driven surf. The racket makes it impossible to think about
anything else, or even to daydream, yet the music has no meaning and repels
your attention. In this situation, you are far more aware than usual of the
sensations of your body’s positions and of its movements. Your bottom aches;
your legs feel cramped; the top of your head itches; your left arm feels numb;
and twiddling your thumbs becomes a fascinating tactile sensation. This is
the kind of awareness that a newborn has continually. But with you, the
situation is relatively unusual, and the circumstances are uncomfortable, so
the net effect is unpleasant. With the newborn, this kind of concentrated
awareness of his bodily sensations is all he has ever known. With him it is
neither unpleasant nor pleasant, it is merely normal.

That is how the young baby feels his day, not as a sequence of activities
but as sensations of movement, touch, and balance. He has little or no
volition and has little control over what he does. Indeed, to a large extent,
what he does controls him.

Energy washes over the baby’s body and sensory systems like rain. It
washes over our adult bodies too. As adults, we channel this energy through
neural irrigation ditches, and put it to efficient use reflecting, cogitating,
making connections with neuronal representations of past experience. Thus
the initial deluge represents a relatively small part of our total neural
experience. But the newborn does not have this network of channels, so the
initial deluge is a relatively greater part of his neural experience. Indeed, this
sensory deluge is so great a part of his experience that over the eons his
physiological systems have evolved in ways that assume it to be there. Thus
when a baby is insulated from sensory stimulation, he will take as much



nourishment as any other baby, but he will not grow normally. With an
insufficient influx of energy, his nervous system will not stimulate the normal
production of hormones. Physical and mental retardation are the result.32

This has been seen in innumerable orphanages, although the cause is
usually identified incorrectly. Let us look at two foundling homes in Tehran,
for instance. The observations come from a paper by Wayne Dennis, a
psychologist at Brooklyn College who studied babies in the two homes in
1959 while taking a sabbatical year at the American University in Beirut.33

Although the paper is not rigorously scientific, it is illustrative nonetheless.
The first foundling home took in nearly all of its babies during the first

month of life. It was severely understaffed. The younger babies lay on their
backs alone in their cribs, except while their diapers were being changed or,
every other day, while they were bathed. They were even given bottles in
bed, with the bottle supported by a pillow. After weaning they were
commonly fed in bed. They were never placed prone, or propped up, or
given toys. Once a baby could pull himself up to sitting, he was placed,
while awake, upon a piece of linoleum on the floor. In two rooms, some of
the children who could sit were seated in a row on a bench with a bar across
the front to prevent their falling. Aside from two such benches and the frames
for the cribs, the rooms had no children’s furniture or play equipment of any
kind. In this home the children were “exceedingly retarded in their motor
development.”

After a few months of this, some of these retarded children—probably the
more retarded—were transferred to a second home. In this home attendants
turned the babies over from time to time and often propped them up in their
cribs. They also provided numerous toys, and put those who could sit up in
play pens during the day. They held them in their arms to feed them. Without
exception, those babies weighed much less than normal upon their arrival,
but they attained normal weight within a few months.

The general phenomenon illustrated here is that when babies are not
fondled, they do not develop properly either physically or mentally. It is not
that they do not eat—they will take quite as much nourishment as other babies
—it is simply that they fail to thrive on the normal amount of nourishment.
Since the absence of fondling usually comes from an absence of parental
love, many people believe that the cause of this failure to thrive is emotional,
caused by an unfulfilled, innate necessity for love. However, the cause is far



more mechanical than this, for premature babies grow faster when they are
merely massaged regularly but quite impersonally by the gloved hands of an
unseen technician.34 Neither is this failure to thrive peculiarly human. Baby
rats separated from their mothers also eat normally yet fail to thrive—unless
their separation is vitiated by frequent, heavy stroking like the grooming they
normally receive from their mothers.35 Indeed, rat pups resemble human
babies so closely in their need for stimulation that researchers have been
able to switch back and forth between studying rats and studying babies, to
work out some of the physiological mechanisms involved. The requisites
seem to be merely that the baby receive a sufficiency of physical stimulation
and muscular exercise of the multivarious sorts that an active baby normally
receives. This stimulation usually comes through the aegis of love, but for the
first few weeks at least, it need not.

Just as a deficiency of stimulation and exercise retards development, so
additional stimulation and exercise may promote development. Many African
and Caribbean peoples believe this, just as we North Americans believe that
babies require coddling.36 Among many of these peoples, sound child-
rearing practice involves stretching and exercising their babies to an extent
that would bring charges of abuse from an American or Canadian social
worker. After a mother bathes her baby, often while he is still wet, she may
suspend him by first one arm and then the other, shaking him up and down
until she hears the joints crack; then she may do the same thing holding him
by the ankles. Next she may hold his head on both sides and lift it upward,
stretching the neck.

It is by no means clear whether these practices are abusive or beneficial
(or both, in some combination). Janet Kilbride and Michael Robbins of the
University of Missouri and Philip Kilbride of Bryn Mawr College studied
babies of the Baganda tribe in Uganda.37 On a standard test of motor
development, the Bagandan babies scored distinctly higher than North
American babies usually score—higher than North American black babies
during the first year and higher than North American white babies during the
first two years (older Bagandan babies were not tested). There are many
possible reasons for the Bagandans’ precocity (or for North Americans’
retardation?). One may be genetic. In at least one African tribe, the Gusii in
Kenya, newborns behave surprisingly maturely considering the unfavorable
conditions surrounding their gestation and birth: parasites, maternal anemia



and malnutrition, and filth.38 But other reasons may be environmental. Of
these, the most striking is that a Bagandan baby spends his days not in a crib
but sitting on his mother’s back, so that a Bagandan baby gets much more
sensory stimulation and muscular exercise. It is quite possible that exercising
a baby more than the North American norm may promote his neuromuscular
growth.39

Certainly less physical stimulation than the norm will retard his growth,
both physically and mentally. This is a particular problem with babies who
are born small enough to be kept for weeks or months in a hospital’s nursery.
For these babies need to grow as much as they can, yet nurses do not have the
time to handle them as often as they need to be handled for this to happen.
Parents of one of these babies should not be put off by the tubes and other
hospital paraphernalia, or by the baby’s unresponsiveness (or the hospital’s
unwillingness): they should visit him several times a day if possible, and sit
by him for ten to twenty minutes each time, stroking and handling him inside
the incubator. In this way they will promote his development.

Movements Bring Stability

All in all, the newborn has a good sense of his own movement through his
senses of touch and proprioception and, to a limited extent, his sense of
balance. However, he lacks an understanding of normality. He has no notion
of the normality of the world, from which we infer position and direction,
nor does he understand the normality of his body’s physiological state,
deviations from which we feel as pain. The newborn lives in a kaleidoscopic
world in which every movement is intertwined with everything else that he
hears, sees, and smells. From his perspective, activity is merely one more
kind of sensory stimulation—stimulation that he feels on its own as well as
intermixed with the smell of his mother’s voice, the sound of her smile, and
other synesthetic admixtures.

These make a confused and confusing melange. Yet from the baby’s point
of view, more activity is likely to be less confusing than less activity.
Remember that in his world, the only constant phenomena are his sensations
of his own bodily movements. While he moves and is moved, the world



whirls about him unintelligibly and randomly; yet simultaneously, he feels
himself move, and these feelings of his own movement he knows. Indeed,
they are the most stable thing he knows. This paradox brings us to the heart of
the newborn’s world—a looking-glass world, as we shall see in the next
chapter. A world in which the quicker he and the world about him whirl and
move, the slower these movements seem to become.

___________
*When a baby cannot move himself about, this understanding may be delayed. Campos observed a

baby whose movements were restricted by a cast long past the normal age of crawling. This baby did
not show an avoidance reaction when placed upon the visual cliff until six weeks after his cast was
removed.27



9

Inside
the Looking Glass

THE NEWBORN’S INVERTED
CONSCIOUSNESS

SO FAR in this book we have intermixed in our discussion two different
levels of the baby’s experience: his sensations and his conscious awareness
of these sensations, which are his perceptions. We have concentrated on his
sensations, for these are the easier to discover, and discovering them is
prerequisite to discovering the others. Yet what we would really like to
know is what the baby perceives—what he is aware of consciously.

Now we are ready to concentrate on his consciousness. This will be
rather a difficult exercise, involving the intellectual equivalent of standing on
our head. Also, for longer than we like, it will seem far removed from
babies. We shall begin with Einstein’s special theory of relativity and
continue in an abstruse and unconventional direction, reasoning as much like
theoretical physicists as psychologists. In doing this we ask your patience
and indulgence. The result will be a glimpse of a world so different from our
own that we can scarcely imagine it—a world that slows down when you
pick the baby up out of his crib to rock him, then speeds up when you lay him
back down. A world in which movement stands still, and stillness moves. A
world in which Lewis Carroll would be at home.



Clues from Einstein

All of us have grown up thinking that distances and times are absolute, and
that speed is derived from them. We think that no matter whether we measure
in miles or in kilometers, the actual distance to grandmother’s house remains
constant; we think that as we drive there, the clock ticks off hour after hour
evenly; and we define our speed in terms of miles per hour or kilometers per
hour—distance divided by time. This comes straight out of Newtonian
physics, and at human rates of speed, it is a useful way of dealing with the
world. However, Einstein demonstrated that, conceptually, this is backward.
He showed that physics makes more sense if we take speed to be the
logically prior phenomenon, and distances and times to be merely
descriptors of speed.* Although Einstein was thinking about and describing
the world of physics, yet each of us is part of the world of physics and
functions according to physical laws. For this reason, much of the thought he
applied to the rest of the world can also be applied to us—and to the baby.

Einstein’s reasoning is based on limitations inherent in the conveyance of
information. Information cannot be conveyed to man more quickly than light
can travel, so the speed of light is a natural limitation of man’s knowledge of
the universe. Man cannot define distances and times with any degree of
precision except through the medium of light (or other forms of
electromagnetic energy). Hence, as far as man can ever understand his
universe, the speed of light is an omnipresent, natural factor—the natural unit
(and, Einstein assumes, a constant unit) of velocity. Physicists call this unit
C.*

Of course, we usually think of the speed of light not as C but as 186,000
miles or 300,000 kilometers per second. For we think of speed as distance
over time. But we think of speed as distance over time merely because the
speeds we usually deal with are such minute fractions of C that it is awkward
to measure them directly. At the speeds we deal with, it is easier to describe
speed indirectly by counting off lengths and periods.

To understand this, let us imagine we are walking across a park. Our pace
is sprightly: we know this because, although we are concentrating on the path
before us, we are also aware that trees seem to be moving past us with
alacrity. Thus we are aware of our speed—aware of it directly, without the
aid of distance and time. What we do not know is the amount of our speed:



we have no idea that we are walking at one-two hundred millionth the speed
of light, or 0.000000005 C Moreover, we have no convenient way of
ascertaining this. On the other hand, we can describe our speed precisely. We
just count off the number of times a stick can be laid end to end between two
trees; then we count the swings of a pendulum as we walk between the two
trees. The result describes our speed in stick lengths per pendulum swing.
This kind of description proves so handy in day-to-day living that people
from many countries have assembled as international committees and
determined that everybody should use sticks and pendulums of a common,
specified size, which they have named the meter and the second.* But stick
lengths and pendulum swings in principle they remain—not the elements of
velocity, but arbitrary, convenient, descriptors of velocity.

However, distance and time are not always convenient descriptors. They
can be convenient only when both an observer and the object he is measuring
are moving slowly in relation to each other. When the speed of either
approaches C, time and distance start to seem plastic and hence lose their
utility. This is the basis of half the world’s science fiction, wherein Joe flies
off in a rocket ship at half the speed of light and returns one month later—by
his reckoning—to find that fifty years have elapsed on earth and his girl
friend has become a wizened hag. People think of this phenomenon as
occurring only at velocities approaching the speed of light, because we think
of this phenomenon only in the context of physics. Indeed, so did Einstein.
Yet the mathematics that imply this are not limited to physics.† They apply to
any universe‡ in which an observer might find or imagine himself, including
universes with a slower speed of transference of information—that is,
universes with a lesser C.

Finally, let us point out something that is so obvious that it escapes most
people’s notice: laws of physics are not laws that nature obeys. They are
perceptions—perceptions of men and women about the things we sense.
Although the real world presumably exists outside our consciousness and
functions as these laws predict, yet within our consciousness—within our
minds—reality and our perceptions are the same.

C and Consciousness



Now we are ready to go back into the world of the newborn. Recall from
chapter 4 that consciousness arises in the neuronal interconnections between
the brain’s midbrain and cortex, and from interconnections within the cortex.
In these interconnections arise our conscious awareness. Insofar as these
neuronal interconnections provide this awareness, they function within the
brain as an observer.*

Since this observer is part of the baby’s brain, he has no direct contact
with anything outside the baby’s body. As the baby’s body develops, neurons
become stranded together in such a way that they do come to provide a plenty
of information about the external world; but at first our observer does not
realize this, for since he has never had direct contact with this world, he does
not realize that the world exists. All he is aware of are his immediate
surroundings formed by his supply of blood, his bath of bodily fluids, and the
continual movements of neurochemical energy impinging upon him from
neurons nearby. To him, this is the universe.

Within this observer’s universe, the quickest transference of information
comes through the movement of neurochemical energy. Thus the fastest
movement that the observer can know of is a movement occurring at the
maximum velocity of neurochemical energy. In other words, to him, within
the restricted universe that he perceives, the maximum velocity of
neurochemical energy is C, just as to us, within the larger universe that we
perceive, the speed of light is C. To avoid confusion, let us call these two
units C[NEURON] and C[LIGHT].

Now we can mentally kick our feet up over our heads. For not only does
the observer function within a universe whose C is C[NEURON], he himself is
moving at speeds approaching* C[NEURON]. For he himself consists of moving
neurochemical energy. Thus we can understand how the newborn perceives
his sensations—we can understand what he is conscious of—by
understanding the situation of an observer moving near his universe’s C.

The Universe Near C



To an observer moving near his universe’s C—including the observer within
the baby—time and distance cease to define velocity in any meaningful way.
We can understand this without mathematics by imagining an example within
the universe we know, in which information comes to us with light. Imagine
yourself riding Pegasus at close to the speed of light. You twist halfway
around in the saddle and hold out a watch in each hand, one toward
Pegasus’s head and the other toward his tail. Hold them a fair distance apart,
yet close enough together to let you keep an eye on both of them at once.
Figure 9.1 shows what is happening from the perspective of somebody riding
abreast of you a very long distance away. You are moving toward the light
emanating from watch A as that light is moving toward you; but you are
moving away from the light emanating from watch B. So you see watch A tick
3:00 before you see watch B tick 3:00. You will take longer to see any other
movement of watch B as well, so watch B will appear to run slower.

FIGURE 9.1
How Time Becomes Plastic Near the Speed of Light

Something equally peculiar happens if you hold rulers in your hands
instead of watches (see figure 9.2). Rays of light emanating from both rulers
are traveling toward you. But you are also moving in the direction of ruler A
at nearly the speed of light, so you intercept the rays of light emanating from
ruler A before they have gone halfway toward ruler B. On the other hand,
rays from ruler B must travel more than halfway toward A to reach you. Thus
within your eye, the rays of light coming from ruler A are spread over a
larger angle (α) than those coming from ruler B (β). Since these angles define
the rulers’ sizes to the eye, ruler A looks longer than ruler B.



Since watches and rulers are so inconsistent, you cannot describe your
speed meaningfully to yourself in terms of distance and time. Moreover,
since Pegasus is flying at a constant speed, you do not observe your own
movement, just as you do not observe your own movement while you are
cruising in a jetliner. Instead you observe that the rest of the world appears to
move.

Of course, you as an adult identify this moving world as composed of
trees and fields. You remember that trees and fields usually are stationary
and are too substantial to move, so you deduce that they are still stationary
and that you yourself are moving. This is an elementary deduction that you
make at very low levels of your visual system. But if you had never seen nor
heard about trees and fields—if you were newly born—then you would not
deduce this. Instead you would accept your direct observation, that the trees
and fields are moving. Then too—if you were newly born—if you overtook
another flying object, like a helicopter, you would think that the helicopter is
moving slower than the trees and field; for since both of you would be
moving in the same direction, you would take longer to pass the helicopter
than you would take to pass the trees. Moreover, if you overtook a jetliner
also moving in your direction, then you would think the jetliner is moving
even slower than the helicopter, because you would take still longer to pass
the jetliner.

FIGURE 9.2
How Distance Becomes Plastic Near the Speed of Light

This is the world that the newborn lives in. It is a looking-glass world
compared to ours—a looking-glass world in which movements that we



perceive to be slow, he perceives to be fast, and vice versa. That is why he
seems to act so often in looking-glass ways—like being soothed by vigorous
rocking. As adults, we can enjoy rocking only when it is very gentle indeed:
we may submit to being rocked as vigorously as we rock babies, but only
occasionally at an amusement park, and even then not immediately after
lunch. But then, we have learned that the world is stable, and our nervous
system has become used to this stability; the newborn is used to being thrown
about within the womb. Moreover, in the universe of the newborn’s
perceptions, C is C[NEURON]. Since the sensory signals caused by the rocking
travel through the newborn’s brain at speeds relatively high compared to
C[NEURON], the difference between their speed and the neuronal observer’s
speed is relatively little; so when the baby is rocked, the observer—that is,
the baby—will perceive that the world slows down, for the same reason that
a baby riding Pegasus would perceive the movement of a jetliner to be slow.
In short, the rocked baby enjoys a sudden calm.

Nevertheless, the rocking is actually adding a lot of sensory energy to his
nervous system, so that eventually parts of his nervous system shut down.
Thus he falls asleep.4 This reduces the sensory energy he receives, because
now his eyes are closed and because his sleeping induces you to stop rocking
him. But remember from chapter 4 that the newborn remains conscious while
he is asleep. This is another way of saying that the neuronal observer is still
aware of the sensory energy coming in. So as you stop rocking a newborn,
the observer—that is, the baby—perceives a sudden increase in relative
motion, just as though he were flying past a tree. In short, as you stop rocking
him, he perceives the world as beginning to move faster.

Movement Makes His World Slow Down

This difference in C between the newborn’s world and ours explains many
other peculiarities in a young baby’s behavior. For instance, we saw in
chapter 6 that a newborn will look longer at an object if it is moving slowly
than if it is stationary. As adults, we see nothing remarkable in this, for we
know from everyday experience that movement catches the eye. But we have
had decades of practice in using our eyes. A newborn has had no experience



whatsoever, and is so ill-prepared for vision that even ordinary room lighting
can easily overwhelm him, causing him to close his eyes and fall asleep.5
Nor can a newborn even watch a moving object properly: until he is two or
three months old, he is usually unable to move his eyes smoothly along with
the object; he must broad-jump with his eyes, catching up to the object from
place to place and often losing sight of it. Under these circumstances, it
seems curious that he should prefer to watch a moving object than a
stationary one.

We can understand what is happening here by distinguishing three factors:
(1) the coordination of sight with the muscular movements that position the
eye, (2) the changes in light that the baby senses, and (3) the awareness of
those sensations of change—that is, the baby’s conscious perceptions.
Changing the eye’s position smoothly and continuously requires more
extensive neural coordination than the newborn’s immature nervous system is
capable of, so the newborn can rarely follow a moving object.6 However, he
can sense the changes in light that represent movements—provided those
movements do not reach C[NEURON]. These sensations he can perceive more
readily when they are moving fast enough to approach C[NEURON]; for since the
observer within the newborn’s brain is functioning at a very high velocity
relative to C[NEURON], sensory signals moving through the brain at comparably
quick velocities appear to the observer to be moving slowly, while sensory
signals that are nearly stationary appear to be moving fast. Thus up to a point,
the more quickly an object moves, the more slowly the baby will perceive
that it moves, and hence the more easily he can attend to it.

The fastest movement that a newborn can be conscious of is slower than
the fastest that an adult, or even a two-month-old, can be conscious of. For a
newborn’s nervous system is deficient in substances and structures (for
example, myelin and synaptic contacts) that speed neural transmission.7 This
leaves his C[NEURON] slower (compared to C[LIGHT]) than our C[NEURON], or than
the C[NEURON] of a two-month-old. Thus the newborn cannot perceive
sensations moving as quickly (compared to C[LIGHT]) as adults or even two-
month-olds.8 To us, a hummingbird’s wings flap so quickly that they exceed
our adult C[NEURON], and so are invisible. To a newborn, many movements that
we are aware of—a blink or a twitch—are as invisible as a hummingbird’s
wings.



In sum, if we could put ourselves inside the newborn’s head, the world
would look like clips of movies taken from the cuttingroom floor and played
back sometimes in slow motion, at other times speeded up. To summarize, let
us look first at objects that are stationary and then at objects that are moving,
and see how we and the newborn perceive them:

Stationary Objects. Neither a baby nor an adult can sense anything that is
completely stationary, for sensory neurons fire only to change. That is why
we stop feeling a bandage shortly after tying it on. Yet as adults, we rarely
encounter an object with only one sensory system, and our brain readily
associates one set of sensations with another in our memory. So if the brain
finds itself missing a sensation, it simply ignores the fact and functions as
though it were there. This allows us to perceive things without direct cause.
During a television program, for instance, we perceive that the hero is falling
from some great height, when actually we see him merely disappear from an
image in which he was surrounded by a windowframe, then reappear lying
on the ground. We have made the neuronal associations to perceive things in
the absence of sensation, but a young baby has not.* As a result, we can often
perceive a perfectly still object even though our senses fail to notice it, but a
young baby cannot. As soon as an object stops moving in relation to him,
within his mind it disappears.

Moving Objects. In adults, as in the newborn, the neuronal observer can
be aware of moving sensory signals only if the movement is slower than
C[NEURON]. But as adults, we can also perceive movements faster than we can
sense, just as we can perceive movements slower than we can sense. We can
also slow down some sensations of movement by tracking fast-moving
images with our eyes. As a result, C[NEURON] does not always limit our
perception of speed. For the same reasons, neither does it always define our
perception of speed. Our associations define speed instead. We have learned
to associate basset hounds with sluggishness and joggers with rapidity, so we
can look out the window and think, “Gee, either that jogger is incredibly
slow, or that basset hound alongside him is mighty quick.”

In contrast, a young baby has virtually no associations. A newborn’s
neuronal observer perceives the speed of moving and changing sensory
signals solely in his own lights, in relation to his own speed—which
approaches his universe’s C. Under these circumstances, sensory energy that
to us might seem to be nearly stationary would seem to the observer in the



newborn to fly by at an enormous rate, while sensory energy that to us might
seem to move moderately quickly would seem to him to be moving at nearly
his own speed, and hence very slowly. In this way, the newborn’s conscious
perceptions form a looking-glass world compared to our own, a world
where our fast may be his slow, and vice versa. And when a sensation moves
across his brain more quickly than C[NEURON], his perception of it, like his
sensation of it, disappears.

Touching Reality

So far we have dealt with the baby’s direct perception of velocity, since this
is appropriate to an observer moving at a rate approaching C. Of course, the
baby does gradually learn about the rest of the world: the observer does
begin to move into our adult universe where C is C[LIGHT] rather than
C[NEURON]. We shall deal with this process at length in the next chapter, but let
us consider the beginning of this change here.

Throughout gestation, as the fetus touches himself and the umbilical cord
and the womb, neurons from the skin transmit neurochemical energy to the
brain in a pattern that virtually maps the skin. This map provides measuring
sticks of length or distance—measuring sticks that are juxtaposed with the
neuronal signals forming sensations. Also juxtaposed with these neuronal
signals are neurophysiological cycles, physiological pendulums that form
measuring sticks of time: that is, clocks.9 All these measuring sticks are
imprecise and plastic, of course; yet still, their juxtaposition with sensory
signals enables the neuronal observer to begin to associate movements with
distance and time. Thus the observer—that is, the older fetus—forms the
beginning of an awareness of the relationship of movement to distance and
time.

Now the baby is born and senses the world. Insofar as the stimuli inducing
these sensations move within a certain range of speeds, the neuronal
observer within the baby is also aware of them, is also conscious of them.
Some of these stimuli are small enough to be compared to his body, so the
observer can not only perceive their movement, he can also perceive



something of their length. Other stimuli occur rapidly enough to be compared
to neurophysiological cycles, so the observer can perceive not only their
movement but also something of their periodicity, of their duration. These
additional learned perceptions—distance and duration—add salience to a
stimulus. The effect is comparable to experiences that we as adults have
continually at a more advanced level of learning. We watch someone remove
a paper from beneath a stone paperweight, for instance. We are conscious of
this, but we consider it no further—until we learn that the stone is an axehead
chipped from flint 8,000 years ago and found in the steppes of Russia. This
new information makes us associate the stone with cavemen and
archaeologists, bringing it into a larger mental landscape than it lay in as a
mere paperweight. Suddenly we become much more aware of it.

In this way the newborn is especially aware of movements that he can
perceive not just as movement but also as occurring over a certain distance
compared to parts of his body, and through a certain duration compared to
some of his neurophysiological cycles. If you approach him from the other
side of the room, he will be aware of your approach, but he will not think
much of it, just as you will be thoughtlessly aware of your approach toward a
car half a mile away on the highway. But as you come within his body’s
length, suddenly you become not just a movement but a movement spanning a
certain distance. This makes you seem much more salient: you loom into his
awareness. He reacts as you would if you drove around a bend to discover
that the car you were following from a quarter-mile back is now only fifty
feet ahead: he starts, quiets down, and begins to watch you intently. If you
next pick up a toy and dangle it before him, he becomes aware of you still
more strongly. For now he can see a motion occurring not only over a
recognizable distance, but also through a recognizable span of time.10

Paradoxes Resolved

At the beginning of this chapter we said that reading it would involve the
intellectual equivalent of standing on our head. Now that we have done this,
the question reasonably arises, is our reasoning correct? Surely this looking-



glass world sounds absurd; and one of the basic dicta of logic holds that if
the conclusion is absurd, something is awry.

But to say that the newborn’s world sounds absurd is merely to say that
the newborn’s perceptions are radically different from ours. And this is just
what we should expect; for the newborn or young baby is radically different
from an adult, or even from an older baby. Throughout this book we have
mentioned innumerable ways in which the young baby differs. Some of these
ways may not be obvious, yet most of them require no subtle ingenuity to
discover. Just watch two babies sleep: a one-year-old is relaxed, while the
one-month-old next to him keeps his muscles as taut as an amateur actor
paralyzed with stage fright. The more you think about these differences, the
less absurd our description of the newborn’s world will seem. So let us
review some of them, examining each sensory system in turn. We will see
that what once were curiosities and paradoxes now make sense.

Sight. A few pages ago we saw that a newborn prefers to watch moving
objects because their movement slows them down within his consciousness.
This is why a young baby recognizes objects and their properties better when
they are moving than when they are still;11 and why he uses motion to
perceive depth (see chapter 6). And it is another reason (besides the salience
of being within his body’s length) that he may be fascinated by an object if
you hold it close up, yet if you hold it beyond arm’s length, he will rarely
look at it—even if you hold up a larger version of this object, a version large
enough to create a similarly sized image within his eye.12 Remember that the
image of an object moves on the eye not just when the object moves, but also
when the head moves. You know from riding in a train that when you are
moving, everything else appears to move, and distant objects appear to move
slower than nearby objects, in most instances irrespective of the size of the
images within the eye. The newborn senses this slower movement of distant
objects, and in his looking-glass world, he perceives it as quicker. Thus it is
no wonder that he prefers to examine closer objects. Not only are they more
salient since he can measure them against his body, but they seem to him to
move less fast.

Hearing. One of the most surprising things about a young baby is his
adeptness with the sounds of language and music—his ability to hear
distinctions among sounds that adults cannot hear, his ability to recognize the
sounds of a story read to him in the womb, his propensity to move in



synchrony with the rhythm of language, and so on. But this is less surprising
when you consider that the rhythms and cycles of language consist of
movements of energy over time. These rhythms and cycles have numerous
periods that are similar to periods of his neurophysiological cycling. Thus
the sounds of language occur for the baby through time. This gives language
an extra salience, so that he is more conscious of language than he is of other,
less periodic sounds.

Balance. Babies enjoy being rocked much more vigorously than adults
can tolerate. More than this, shortly after a baby becomes able to—at about
four months—he rocks himself, spending a considerable amount of the day
nodding his head and upper body like an Orthodox Jew at prayer.13 This is
not comparable to rocking in a rocking chair; it is far quicker—faster than
anything that adults experience as pleasurable. But through the baby’s eyes,
the movement of rocking slows down the world to enforce a perceptual calm,
and the periodicity creates a fresh, interesting dimension: time.

Touch. More than they do almost anything else, babies suck. They suck
before meals, after meals, between meals—at any and all times of the day
and night. As we discussed in chapter 5, they probably find pleasurable the
sensation of pressure around the mouth, much as we do. But sucking is not
merely squeezing with the lips and tongue; it is squeezing with them
rhythmically, metrically—beating time with them.14 Or from the newborn’s
perspective, creating time, to enhance the pleasurable sensations.

Taste and Smell. Once a baby learns to nurse, he attacks the breast or
bottle with a continuous, single-minded intensity that he will never apply to
the spoon or glass. Indeed, to a baby, food that does not come through a
nipple is as much a toy as sustenance. The pleasures of sucking clearly create
some of this difference; but to a baby, food also has more taste when it comes
through a nipple. For sucking it through a nipple is a rhythmical activity, so
tasting it is a rhythmical phenomenon that creates time and hence increases
his consciousness of the flavor.

The world of the newborn certainly differs surprisingly from our own, but
we should expect it to differ surprisingly. The newborn started life as a
fertilized egg, which bore no resemblance to anything human. From that he
developed into a fishlike embryo. His metamorphosis from embryo into a
walking, talking, human being requires quite as many changes as the



metamorphosis of a caterpillar into a butterfly, or a tadpole into a frog. Birth
is an important event in this metamorphosis, but that is only what it is: one
event. The newborn has numerous quantitative and qualitative changes yet to
undergo.

One of the first and most important of these qualitative changes is stepping
through the looking glass—removing himself from his looking-glass world
and taking himself into ours. This is the first course of his mental
development, and the subject of our next chapter.

___________
*This statement may seem strange, since Einstein’s work is concerned almost exclusively with

measurements of time and distance. Nonetheless, the primacy of velocity pervades Einstein’s work on
relativity from the first paragraphs of the first paper in 1905.1 Einstein presumes the existence of
velocity with his second postulate, “Light in empty space always propagates with a definite velocity V. [.
. . Sich das Licht im leeren Raume stets mil einer bestimmten . . . Geschwindigkeit V fortpflanze.}”
By saying this, Einstein is saying, “I assume that there is such a thing as velocity; I assume that there is
some velocity that is constant; and I assume that this constant velocity is the velocity of light.,” When he
does later define time, he defines it ultimately in terms of velocity; for he defines time in terms of
simultaneity, which he has previously defined in terms of the velocity of light. Moreover, unlike the
velocity of light, he does not postulate any distance or time to be constant, or even to exist on its own
apart from an observer. Instead he proves that time and distance are not constant; that they are defined
by an observer in proportion to the relative velocities of the observer and the observed. Thus nowhere
does he say of velocity that it is a product of distance and time. Rather he states of distance and time
that we employ them only “If we want to describe a motion . . .” (italics added). Einstein says in full,
“Wallen wir die Bewegung eines materiellen Punktes beschreiben, so geben wir die Werfe seiner
Koordinaten in Funktion der Zeit. ” The difference is subtle, and it has no bearing on everyday
problems of physics, yet it is fundamental to relativity.2

*Einstein does not develop his argument explicitly in these terms, yet they reflect its substance. In
his first article on relativity (Zur Elektrodynamik), immediately after he says that we can describe a
motion using distance and time, he states, “Now we must keep in mind that a mathematical description
like this only has a physical meaning if one first becomes clear about what will be understood here by
’time.’” He then continues by discussing “judgments of simultaneous events”: “We have to take into
consideration that all our judgments in which time plays a role are always judgments about simultaneous
events [Einstein’s italics].” If two events occur at different places, we can judge their simultaneity only
if we establish “by definition [Einstein’s italics] that the ’time’ required by light to travel from A to B
equals the ’time’ it requires to travel from B to A. ... ” Einstein does not state the reason for using light
in this definition, but he implies it very clearly: when we judge simultaneity, our finest judgments are
based on observations made through the medium of light (“or other forms of electromagnetic energy”
we might add, considering today’s technology). Einstein next adds, “We deem [festsetzen] in agreement
with experience, that the quantity [defining simultaneous events] be a universal constant (the speed of
light in empty space).”



*Our basic unit of distance is the meter, defined officially as the length equal to 1,650,763.73
wavelengths in vacuum of the radiation corresponding to the transition between the levels 2pl0 and 5d5
of the krypton-86 atom. (An inch is defined as 0.0254 meter.) Our basic unit of time is the second,
defined as the duration of 9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation corresponding to the transition between
the two hyperfine levels of the ground state of the atom of cesium 133.3

†lndeed, the mathematics do not directly involve physics at all. They deal only with the transference
of measurements between different systems of coordinates.

‡More specifically, to any universe whose dimensions can be represented by coordinates.
*At this level of explanation, it is not necesary to know or speculate on what about these

interconnections actually forms conscious perceptions; we need only assume that perceptions arise
through the matter and energy that form them. Whatever else may or may not be involved—God, life
force, or subatomic particle—at that point we have the functional equivalent of a physical observer.

It is worth noting that since the observer is part of the brain, he is probably engaged in some of the
activity that he is observing. He is like the American army officer assigned to a dependent state’s army
as a military observer: he reports on what he sees, yet he also has a hand in forming the events he
reports on.

*Neurochemical energy moves at very different rates along different neuronal pathways, and along
the same neuronal pathway at different stages of maturation. Thus it is unlikely that more than a small
proportion of the neurons forming the observer function at QNEURON] • Most function merely near it.

*For example, young babies do not anticipate where a moving object will reappear from behind a
barrier (see chapter 10); nor do they react to an illusory figure (see chapter 6).
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Through
the Looking Glass

THE EMERGENCE OF THE MIND

TIME AND AGAIN throughout this book we have seen that a newborn can
learn things, often complicated things. For instance, we saw that a baby only
a few days old can learn to vary his sucking in order to hear a story that he
had learned to recognize while he was still in the womb. On the other hand,
we saw in chapters 5 and 8 that a newborn baby is generally not able to
learn the very simplest associations: he does not even learn to associate the
breast with food. This is most curious: the seemingly easy task he finds
impossible; the seemingly difficult one he can do.

In this chapter we shall try to understand this paradox—to understand how
and what a newborn learns, and why he cannot learn other things. We shall
see that what he does learn steers him into the passage through his looking
glass into reality. We shall follow him as he sidles into this passage, then
eventually—it takes nearly a year—we shall watch his mind, as we know it,
emerge.

What the Newborn Can Learn
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To begin, let us summarize the kinds of things that a newborn baby can and
cannot learn to do.

The newborn can learn:

to recognize something that he has just encountered.1

to repeat an action for which he was just rewarded.2

The newborn has difficulty learning (because his memory is short):

to recognize something that he encountered a few minutes earlier.3

to repeat an action for which he was rewarded a few minutes earlier.4

The newborn cannot learn:

that the presence of an object or an event indicates he will be rewarded for doing something.5

to associate one object or event with another, unless a part of his body is involved.6

The newborn can learn to recognize something that he has encountered
before: he jumps the first time you slam a door, but not the third. He also
learns to repeat an action for which he was just rewarded: he sucks better in
the middle of feeding, after he has tasted a bit of milk. However, his memory
is very short. A newborn takes several days to learn to draw milk because he
can hardly remember from one minute to the next what he just did; and those
three-day-olds who recognized a story read to them in the womb had heard it
on average sixty-eight times. Normally a baby will not recognize his name
until he is more than one month old.7 For the newborn, more complicated
forms of learning are virtually impossible. A newborn cannot learn to suck
only when a light is switched on, or only when someone is holding him.
Neither can he learn that being held in a certain way presages food, or even
that it accompanies food.





To a young baby, out of sight is literally out of mind. Top photo shows a six-month-old girl delighted with
a toy. In center photo the baby sees Daphne bring up a towel, which Daphne is about to drape over the
toy. The instant Daphne does this (left photo), the baby loses interest. The toy seems no longer to be
there.

The Permanence of Objects

To understand these abilities and inabilities, we need first to examine a
baby’s understanding of objects. As adults, we understand that objects have
an element of permanence. When you look up from this book, you know that
the book does not disappear. When you look back down at it again, you know
that you are looking at the same book once more. This understanding is the
foundation of everything we know about the world. But from observations of
the Swiss biologist/psychologist Jean Piaget, we can see that babies are not
born with this understanding.8 It takes most of the first year to develop:



From birth to one month of age the baby shows no sign whatsoever that
he understands the permanence of objects. Out of sight seems to be literally
out of mind.

Between one and four months the baby stares for a moment at the point
where an object disappears from his sight, as though he is intrigued by its
disappearance. This is the earliest evidence of his thinking about an object
while it is out of sight. But he thinks about it only for a moment: the object
disappears from his mind almost immediately.

Between four and eight months the baby appears to begin to understand.
He will pull a toy from your pocket when it is only partly visible. He will
look toward the floor after he drops a toy. If a toy train runs into a tunnel, he
will watch the tunnel’s exit for the train to reappear. He enjoys playing peek-
a-boo. But this understanding is very limited. If you drape a handkerchief
over a toy that he is holding, thereby hiding it entirely from his eyes, he will
not remove the handkerchief, even if the toy is making a noise. If the
handkerchief falls off, he appears surprised to find himself holding the toy.

Between eight and twelve months the baby appears to understand that
objects are permanent. If you hide a toy beneath a handkerchief, he will
retrieve the toy. If you play a conjuring trick by replacing the hidden toy with
another, or making it vanish, he acts surprised.

This understanding does not happen suddenly; it develops gradually. At
first the baby may retrieve a toy from beneath a handkerchief, but not from
behind a board; a little later he may retrieve it from behind a board, but not
from within an up-ended cup; then he may retrieve it from within a cup, but
not from within a box. According to a study by Carl Dunst, Penelope Brooks,
and Pamela Doxsey,9 the abilities to find a toy inside a cup and box come one
and two and one-half months later, respectively, than the ability to find it
beneath a handkerchief. This may be because the baby has had more
experience with subjacency and postjacency than he has had with interiority;
or it may be because he finds subjacency and postjacency inherently simpler
and more straightforward than interiority.10 We suspect both. In any case, he
comes to understand subjacency and postjacency first. As his understanding
develops, more and more things around him, more and more often, stop
materializing and dematerializing, and stay put. But for everything to stay put
takes time.



Memory and Objects

Understanding that objects are permanent requires a certain amount of
memory. For a baby cannot generalize that all objects are permanent until he
understands that a number of individual objects are permanent; and after any
individual object disappears from his sight, he can think of it as still existing
only insofar as it remains within his memory. Moreover, in the baby’s
consciousness—from the perspective of the “observer” within the baby’s
brain—the memory of an object is the object itself.* Thus the baby’s memory
provides a window on his understanding of the world: by observing the
limitations of his memory, we can gain an idea of how much he does and
does not understand.

The kind of memory involved in recalling objects is cued recollection—
recollection aided by recognition. You are driving to a friend’s summer
cottage. You drove there once before, but a year ago, so that you have
forgotten where to turn after leaving the main highway. Nevertheless, you
manage to “feel,” your way there: you recognize a house here, a barn there,
and these recognitions act as cues to help you recollect each successive
turning of the route before you get to it. In just this way, if you hide a ball
beneath a cloth, the cloth provides a context or clue helping the baby to
recollect that he was just looking at a ball.

Cued recollection is very weak even by the end of the first year. Leslie
Brody showed this in his doctoral dissertation at Harvard.11 Brody sat eight-
and twelve-month-olds on their mothers’ lap and showed them a pair of
clowns. The nose of one clown was a red light bulb; the nose of the other, a
yellow light bulb. One nose or the other glowed awhile. After it dimmed, if
the baby reached forward and touched it, a door opened and twirling puppets
appeared, accompanied by music and flashing lights. With this puppet show
as a reward, Brody had little difficulty teaching babies of each age to touch
whichever nose had been illuminated—provided they were allowed to touch
the nose immediately after the light had gone out. But if they were forced to
wait a mere three seconds, the eight-month-olds—but not the twelve-month-
olds—could no longer remember which nose had been illuminated: they
reached toward the wrong clown as often as they reached toward the right
one.



Although a baby’s recollection is weak between eight and twelve months
of life, it does work much like an adult’s: a baby remembers what he does
longer than he remembers what he sees. Hide a toy beneath a handkerchief
while he is watching you, and let him retrieve it. Then-while he is watching
you—hide it beneath a sheet of paper. Unless you let him look for it
immediately, he will search for it not where he saw you put it but where he
found it the first time: beneath the handkerchief. (A baby is especially likely
to make this mistake if the two hiding places are nearby and look similar, if
you hide the object and let him find it several times at the first hiding place,
and if you prevent him from searching for it for at least one second after you
hide it.12)

The Newborn’s Confusion

Now we are in a position again to imagine ourselves as a newborn baby
facing the world—or rather, as the newborn’s consciousness, the “observer,”
within his brain facing not the world but neurochemical events emanating
from sensory systems—neurochemical events that the baby will eventually
come to understand as the world.

As we have seen, a baby is conscious twenty-four hours a day as soon as
he is born; so he must also have been conscious for some time before he was
born. Since consciousness is the interaction of particular levels of the brain,
consciousness arose gradually as the fetus’s brain developed—gradually,
like a prolonged awakening from sleep, but devoid of the disorganized
thoughts and half thoughts that accompany an adult’s awakening.

Initially, the fetus/baby is conscious of a confused profusion of sounds,
feelings, tastes and—after birth—of sights. Initially, few of these sounds,
feelings, tastes, and sights hold any meaning to the baby. They are as
senseless as the patterns of a kaleidoscope. However, many of the patterns
occur and recur repeatedly, like a kaleidoscope of time. Each repetition
engenders a similar set of neurochemical events; and neurochemical events,
repeated and repeated, gradually change the neurochemical topography of the
brain. This changed topography is recognition. It occurs initially in sensorial
levels of the brain; but eventually, manifold waves of neurochemical energy



lapping around at these lower levels combine into larger waves of sufficient
force to climb to the level of the observer—that is, to obtrude themselves
into conscious attention. When this happens often, or when the concorporated
energy is sufficiently forceful, the neurochemical topography at this level is
changed as well. This is conscious learning. In the first stages of this process
—the sensory stages—the baby may learn something yet be unaware that he
has learned it. He is like the amnesiac who cannot remember ever using a
computer, yet can sit down in front of one and program it.13 But eventually,
after the baby has encountered something often enough, he becomes
conscious of his recognition and feels a wave of familiarity when he
encounters the thing again.

As we have seen, a normal newborn is not good at learning. He can learn
to recognize things, but only after many encounters with them. Then he will
forget them almost instantly. He finds learning difficult because his brain is
chaotic. Neurochemical activity suffuses from one sensory system to all
others, creating synesthetic confusion—a neurophysiological maelstrom in
which ripples caused by individual events are all but lost. Because of this
confusion, a baby born with only a minim of brain can actually cope with
some things better than a normal newborn can. For example, Frances Graham
and three colleagues studied a pinheaded, “anen-cephalic,” baby at the
University of Wisconsin until the baby died during its seventh week of life.14

This baby had only one-ninth the normal newborn’s brain, and seemed to be
blind and to be always asleep. When Graham presented linguistic sounds, the
baby’s heart slowed, showing—strongly—the interested, attentive, orienting
reaction we encountered in chapter 8. Then the baby learned to recognize the
sounds well enough to become habituated to them. (This was not just fatigue:
he perked up again upon hearing different sounds.) He did this even when he
was only nineteen days old. Yet a normal baby even a month older than this
rarely shows any orienting reaction: except under unusual circumstances, the
normal baby younger than two months exhibits only the wary, racingheart,
“avoidance reaction.”15 His world is too confused to make most kinds of
change a positive experience.

This confusion is not complete. If the newborn encounters something
salient enough often enough, he can come to recognize it. Thus he can learn.
An extension of this is his learning to repeat an action for which he was just
rewarded; for a reward is a stimulus of especially salient import. However,



his confusion does make it difficult for him to pick out an individual object
or event. To pick out two individual objects or events, and to perceive a
relationship between the two—a relationship that forms a third event in itself
—this, for a newborn, is virtually impossible. He cannot learn that if a round
object appears and he sucks, then he will draw milk.

Synesthesia Simplifies

Often in this book we have described the newborn as living in a world of
synesthetic confusion. The sight of his mother’s voice, the sound of her face,
the smell of her warmth—all these intermixed make a muddle of reality. Yet
the newborn does not know that there are such things as people, and that
people have faces and voices with characteristic qualities. He does not know
that there is a constant in his life called Mother. Indeed, he does not yet know
that any constants exist—or that anything exists outside himself. The observer
is cognizant of sensory impressions but of nothing else: the source of those
impressions he has not yet deduced. Thus the synesthetic confusion of those
sensory signals does not confuse him as it would confuse us: since he does
not know that voices do not have odors—or that voices even exist apart from
himself—he is not confused when he smells a voice. His consciousness
changes like a kaleidoscope, but all he has ever known is this kaleidoscope:
he does not realize that the kaleidoscope is a distortion of something else.

Indeed, in the newborn’s naive state, his synesthesia simultaneously
confuses his world and simplifies it. It causes him to perceive the worid not
as an ordered set of discrete objects but as a single, multivarious set of
sensations—a melange of sensations affecting every part of his body. The
elements of this melange are confused—the beads within the kaleidoscope
are unrecognizable—yet the newborn has no notion that it contains individual
beads. The newborn is not conscious of innumerable, discrete, unchanging
objects. The newborn is conscious of only one thing at a time. His is a
monodic universe instead of our polyphonic one—a monodic universe whose
melody modulates through markedly disparate keys and tempos.

We can see this in a fascinating study by Andrew Meltzoff and Richard
Borton of the University of Washington.16 Meltzoff and Borton made two



peculiarly shaped pacifiers. In one, a smooth sphere replaced the nipple; in
the other, a knobby sphere replaced it. Then they put one of those pacifiers in
a baby’s mouth without letting him see it, and held it there for ninety seconds.
Finally, they showed the baby both pacifiers. They did this with thirty-two
one-month-olds. After the babies had sucked on the knobby pacifier, they
looked longer at it; after they had sucked on the smooth pacifier, they looked
longer at it. Clearly, the one-month-olds made a connection between what
they felt and what they saw. In a one-year-old, this would be evidence that
the child could abstract the nature of the pacifier from one sensory system
and apply it to another—that he could deal with objects as discrete and
permanent with predictable properties. However, a one-month-old does not
understand that objects are permanent. A one-month-old cannot feel an
object, identify it, transform it into a visual image, then recognize that visual
image. When a one-month-old connects what he feels with what he sees, he is
doing it directly, synesthetically. When he feels something knobby in his
mouth, he sees knobbiness, and hears and tastes and smells knobbiness; and
when he sees something knobby, he feels knobbiness, and also hears and
tastes and smells it. With a knobby pacifier inside his mouth, the baby finds
that the universe is somewhat knobbier than it was—knobbier all over.
Looking at the pacifier does not change this: the universe remains just as
knobby as it was when the baby held the pacifier in his mouth.

The newborn’s world is so integrated, he does not always distinguish
even between his actions and his sensations. This accounts for curious
findings by Annie Vinter of the Instituto Scientifico Stella Maris in Pisa, and
by Sandra Jacobson of Harvard. Vinter found that four-day-olds appear to
imitate someone who is sticking his tongue in and out (not just holding it
stuck out) or opening and closing his hand—a seeming impossibility, since
four-day-olds have no notion of what faces or hands are, either their own or
anybody else’s. And Jacobson found that six-week-olds will “imitate,”
objects just as though the objects were facial expressions.17 Jacobson, like
Vinter, found that a baby was more likely to stick out his tongue if she had
stuck out her tongue at the baby than if she had stood still—the baby seemed
to be imitating her—but she also found that the baby was almost as likely to
stick out his tongue after she had swung a ball on a string toward and away
from his mouth.



None of this is imitation as we know it. Rather, the baby sees something
advancing and receding—and because of his synesthesia, he feels it
advancing and receding as well, in a melange of sensations that affects every
part of his body. As part of this melange, the baby feels movement in his
tongue. This feeling of movement provides proprioceptive feedback to the
reflexes that move his tongue, so that his tongue moves forward. Thus the
baby’s synesthesia makes him appear to imitate an adult by sticking out his
tongue. When this occurs in his mother’s arms rather than in the lab, his
mother may playfully stick out her tongue in response—which will cause him
to see and feel something advancing again, so that once again he will
complete the reflexive circuitry within his body by sticking out his tongue.
Thus the “imitation,” is prolonged, and the baby learns to play a kind of
game.

Yet the baby is not conscious of this game. Although he senses the
movement that forms it, he does not distinguish two players. Moreover, the
six-week-old still lives in the looking-glass world of his birth, where stasis
and kinesis become interchanged in consciousness. The baby “plays,”
because he is sensing movements, but within his consciousness, these
movements slow to form a pendular status quo.

Circular Reactions

Sometime in his life, the baby must cross through the looking glass into the
world. To do this he does not have to shed his synesthesia—like the Russian
mnemonist we described in chapter 4, some people retain it through
adulthood—but normally the baby does lose nearly all of it. And if he should
be among the few who retain it, he must still learn to perceive the world
accurately. He must still cross through the looking glass.

When the baby is first born, nearly all of his actions are accidental or
reflexive. Nevertheless, as we have seen, if the baby is rewarded for doing
something, then he is likely to do it again. The newborn finds that his finger is
in his mouth, for instance. He finds this pleasurable, and becomes alert to his
enjoyment, his attention fixed upon it. When his finger slips out of his mouth,
he keeps his hand close in front of his face, as though groping for his mouth—



which, eventually, his finger finds again. He does this time and again until he
learns to put his finger into his mouth: by one month he has learned to suck
his thumb.18

Once the baby has developed a new skill, he practices it. A one-month-
old will spend ten minutes at a time bringing his thumb up to and into his
mouth.19 Repeating an action seems to feel good to a baby, much as it does to
an adult who is learning to play tennis and has just maintained a lengthy
volley.

We know from studies in the laboratory that a newborn is capable of
learning to repeat his accidental actions, if those actions are rewarded. But a
laboratory is one thing; home is quite another. In the lab, an experimenter can
arrange things so that accidents are rewarded frequently; at home, few
accidental movements reap rewards frequently enough for the newborn to
learn to repeat them. As a result, babies normally learn to repeat only
reflexes. Thus for the first few months, nearly everything a baby can do
originated as a reflex.

But by the time a baby has become three to four months old, his brain has
matured markedly and he has had much more experience of the world. He
learns quicker, he remembers what he has learned for several days,20 and he
has grown blase about the games of his youth. He is ready for more
sophisticated stimulation: shaking a rattle, or kicking a mobile and watching
it swing. Of course, when he first sees a rattle or a mobile, he does not know
what it does. But once he accidentally bumps into it, he learns. That is, he
learns to associate a certain kind of shaking with the rattle and a certain kind
of kicking with the mobile. This association is simple and direct, a beeline in
the brain: when he kicks in a certain way, he notices the mobile; when he
notices the mobile (because he or you just shook it), he kicks. The reaction is
circular, and stops only when he becomes distracted by a more powerful
stimulus, or when he habituates to the reaction—that is, becomes bored.21

A four-month-old has a large repertory of circular reactions like this. He
can finger a teddy bear to feel the fuzz; he can drop a pie tin to hear it clatter;
he can pull your glasses off to see you make a face. Clearly he knows that a
teddy bear differs from a pie tin, and that a pie tin differs from your face.
Nevertheless, we saw earlier that the four-month-old does not realize objects
are permanent. How can this be?



The answer is, everything the four-month-old has learned to do is merely
an accident or a reflex repeated by rote. These actions are no longer
accidental or reflexive, of course, but they are stereotypical. He has as little
understanding as the rube who negotiates the big city by following exactly the
circuitous route he has always taken before. He knows objects only by what
he has done with them before. As a consequence, the four-month-old cannot
cope with altered conditions. If he has found a block on his right, and you put
it there again, then turn him around so that now it is on his left, he will still
look for it on his right.22

Nevertheless, stereotypical actions like these build a baby’s mind. By
repeating an action the baby extends and deepens the neuronal patterns of his
brain, both the neuronal patterns that cause an action and the neuronal
patterns that result from it. Soon these patterns become interleaved in
rudimentary networks, allowing and causing him to make one action work in
several circumstances and with several objects. Thus the first time he is put
on the breast, he sucks on it merely because he finds the nipple in his mouth;
a week later he has learned to suck on the breast, and to suck differently on
the breast than on his finger; then by a month he has learned to suck only on
the breast or a bottle when he is hungry, and to reject a pacifier.

Around eight months, the baby’s neuronal networks become sufficiently
developed to link two actions together. Now for the first time he pushes aside
a net to kick the mobile, or pulls a cushion toward him to reach a ball on top
of it, or crawls around a chair to retrieve a toy. This represents a
breakthrough not just in his abilities, but also in his capability to learn. For
no longer is his learning restricted to repeating accidents and reflexes. Now
he can purposefully combine old skills to make new ones: he pulls the
cushion to fetch the toy not accidentally but with intent.23

Until he became able to compound actions, every action was paired with
an object as intimately and inseparably as the two faces of a coin. But now,
by combining various actions with various objects, the baby splits object and
action apart. For the first time objects exist by themselves. For the first time
objects exist. By this time too, the baby’s memory is significantly improved;
for the neuronal patterns forming his memory have been developing
alongside the neuronal patterns forming his skills. Hence not only do objects
exist, they exist from one day to the next. The world begins to seem
permanent, a fixed place of address.



The Emerging Mind

This perception brings the baby from the newborn’s looking-glass world into
our own. From the perspective of the “observer” within the baby’s brain, this
perception is the realization that something exists outside the brain. It is the
“observer’s,” realization that the universe is formed not of neuronal activity
alone but of objects and events represented by that neuronal activity. At the
beginning of his life, the baby perceived the universe as motion centered
about himself: now he begins to perceive the universe as a set of discrete and
durable objects that can be stationary and can move, and can move close to
other objects or far from them, and can move while other objects move or
after other objects move. In short, the baby begins to perceive space and time
like adults.

This is not quite an emergence of butterfly from chrysalis, yet it is quite a
change nonetheless. It enables the baby to learn to do numerous things that he
could never learn to do before—things that provide the foundation for adult
life and learning. For instance, now that the baby can distinguish between
others and himself, he becomes able truly to imitate other people’s actions,
not merely to give the appearance of imitating them by being caught up in a
circular reaction.24 Now too the baby can begin to imitate adults’
expressions, gestures, and movements, even when the imitation involves
doing something new.25 Thus for the first time he becomes able to learn from
other people. And although he was able to learn things even while still in the
womb—he could learn to recognize the sound of his mother’s voice, for
instance—yet his learning was always limited to recognizing things: he could
recollect nothing. If an object disappeared from sight, it disappeared from
the universe; and since he confounded the universe with himself, an object
disappearing from the universe disappeared from his mind as well. But now
objects are permanent. Now he recollects his mother after she leaves the
room, and cries for her.26

Now, because the baby can string together actions to make something
happen, he understands much more the notions of cause, effect, and agency:
he understands that he can cause something to happen through the agency of
his mother by going to her and pushing on her hand.27 He also begins to
anticipate other people’s actions.28 He may cry, for instance, when his mother



dons her coat, anticipating that she will leave; or he may call for his father
when he hears the car in the driveway. And the more he learns about objects,
the more he learns about space. No longer is his body the center of the
universe. No longer does a chair revolve about him as he crawls: now he
crawls around the chair.29

But still, an eight-month-old perceives that an object continues to exist
while it is out of his sight only if he sees it disappear. Understanding that all
objects always exist is much more difficult: it is one thing to understand that
if your ball rolls under the couch, you can retrieve it; it is quite another to
recollect out of the blue that you own a ball. This is why an eight-month-old
is more likely to cry for his mother after she leaves his room at night than
when he awakens later while she is no longer there. A full understanding of
objects’ permanence does not come before the middle of the second year.30

Now Language Can Blossom

Because the eight-month-old is able to recollect things, and because he
understands that objects can be permanent, he is finally able to begin to learn
his mother tongue.31

He begins to learn this much as he began to learn about the world: by
coming to recognize things within the context of some activity. In the morning
as his sister goes off to school, his mother holds him in her arms, waves her
hand, and speaks to him in baby talk: “Bye-bye, Susie. Say ’bye-bye’ to
Susie, dear.,” The eight-month-old learns to recognize bye-bye and to
understand from it that he should wave his hand.

Recalling bye-bye—speaking it—comes later. Speaking also begins
within a context of some action or movement. Initially he will say “Bye-bye,”
only while he is in his mother’s arms seeing Susie go off to school, and while
he says it he will wave his hand.32

Until he is eighteen months old, a baby learns new words very slowly; but
then his vocabulary soars. Lorraine McCune-Nicolich of Rutgers tape-
recorded half-hour play sessions of five baby girls during their second year
of life.33 She recorded them monthly, and found wide variation in the number



of words each girl used, quite as you would expect. However, each girl’s
vocabulary increased radically around eighteen months. During the half-hour
observations, Shanti, for instance, used only ten different words at fourteen
months and eleven words at fifteen months, but between sixteen and nineteen
months she used over thirty; then between twenty and twenty-four months she
used sixty to seventy.

This is the time a baby begins to walk around the house asking “Wat’s
’iss? Wat’s ’iss?” For around eighteen months, a baby finally begins to
understand words not as sounds allied with actions but as objects in their
own right—objects that represent other objects and actions. To an eighteen-
month-old, “Bye-bye” no longer means waving your arm as Susie leaves:
“Bye-bye” means “leaving.,” Now that the baby understands that objects
exist, he becomes able to pretend in play—to put a doll to sleep, or to be
mommy reading the newspaper;34 and just as he plays at cooking by piling
pots together, now he begins to play at talking by stringing words together:
“Mama bye-bye!” “Mama bye-bye?” “Papa bye-bye!” “Papa bye-bye?,”
Adults respond to those combinations that make sense to them. Thus by the
time he is two years old, the baby learns to form rudimentary sentences.35 He
makes innumerable errors, of course—often comical ones, like calling an
orange “ball.” But, like calling an orange “ball,,” his errors tend to be
understandable. They are sensible errors—errors like those which adults
commonly make while learning a foreign language.

Indeed, the errors of a two-year-old indicate just how well formed his
mind is, for by calling an orange “ball,,” he shows that he fits objects into
categories. Sorting the universe into categories is one of the most important
things a baby must learn how to do. We saw earlier that the one-month-old
categorizes the sounds of language much like adults, and that the four-month-
old categorizes colors; but a young baby seems able to categorize little else.
On the other hand, at about eight months—as soon as he becomes able to
recollect objects—a baby becomes able to categorize a large part of what he
sees and hears. Show him a giraffe, then a tiger, then an elephant, then a deer,
then a sheep, then a lion, then a bear, then an antelope, then a dog, then a
horse: by now he is thoroughly bored. If you next show him a cow, he will
stay bored. He has had enough of animals. But if you show him a bridegroom
in a monkey suit, he will perk up. Many studies have tested babies this way
with happy faces, fearful faces, men, women, fruit, furniture, M’s, O’s, and a



host of other things. All find that between eight and twelve months, a baby
lumps together items from these categories much as adults do.36 Now, one
chair resembles another chair, and one dog another; they do not look entirely
different. An eight-to twelve-month-old can even lump together objects by
their quantity, provided there are no more than four: he has a rudiment of the
understanding of number.37 With all of these new abilities, a baby during his
second year of life begins to function more like an adult than like a newborn.

Fostering Development

We, as adults, distinguish between body and mind. Body and mind influence
one another, yet they seem separate, distinct. The mind, like the body, has a
life of its own.

But this is not true of the newborn. As we have seen, when a baby is first
born, he understands no universe outside himself, and his universe is a
universe of movement—his own movement. The movements of his arms and
his legs and his mouth and his hands all combine with whatever movements
occur nearby to become adsorbed to his cognition as his own. In a universe
like this, thought, as distinct from body, cannot exist. Hence, in a newborn,
the mind as we think of it does not exist.

The baby’s mind is first conceived eight months after his body is born,
fertilized by the perception that objects exist. Nine to ten months of
additional experience brings him to understand that not only do objects exist,
but all objects exist all of the time, and their existence is independent of
himself. This understanding delivers his mind.

Until then the baby lives a life as different from ours as the life of a
tadpole is from a frog, or the life of a caterpillar is from a butterfly. It is a
looking-glass life, a life where nothing makes sense because there is no
sense, no capacity for thought. Reflex and accident rule.

Yet from these reflexes and accidents develop the stereotyped skills of the
four-month-old; and from the sterotyped skills of the four-month-old develop
the understanding of objects that leads ultimately to the mind. As different as
the newborn is, he is, nevertheless, father to the man.



We can see this by following individual babies as they grow into school
age. School-aged children differ from one another in their mental ability—
some are smarter than others—and these differences generally persist through
later life. A relatively bright first-grader usually becomes a relatively bright
adult.38 Many psychologists, including ourselves, have tested how quickly
babies learned when they were less than six months old—that is, how
quickly they habituated to something they saw or heard—and then tested the
same children again five or six years later, after they reached school age.
Generally, young babies who are quicker than their peers remain quicker than
their peers.39 Because this difference is evident at school age, it is likely to
continue through maturity as well. Although a young baby has no mind as we
know it, his capacity for learning will endow his mind once it develops.

However, this does not mean that intelligence arrives with genes and is
fixed for life in some kind of neuronal formaldehyde. Intelligence is like an
image on photographic film: it is the embodiment of certain material
capacities, but it lies dormant until it is developed by the environment, and
different environments develop it to different extents—extents so varied that
they can easily obliterate differences in the basic material. A baby who is
extremely slow to learn is indeed likely to remain retarded no matter what
the rest of his life is like (although a stimulating familial life will leave him
less retarded than a boring institutional one). However, a baby who learns
but moderately slowly may end up with a Ph.D. if he grows up in a
sufficiently stimulating family, while a “brilliant,” baby may become molded
into an adult dolt by inadequate nutrition, uninterested parents, and television
as his primary mental fare.40

The optimal environment for a baby is just stimulating enough to challenge
his ability to cope with it, but not stimulating enough to overwhelm him. Such
an environment changes continuously as the baby learns and matures. To
conclude this chapter, let us describe the kinds of things that provide it.

When a baby is first born, almost all of his actions are reflexive or
accidental. His first task in learning about the world is to learn to repeat
these reflexes or accidents, to turn them into a kind of habit. Nearly any kind
of stimulation will facilitate this, unless the stimulation is so great that the
baby falls asleep. (Although the newborn is conscious while he is sleeping,
he cannot see while his eyes are closed, and visual learning is very
important.) Ideally this stimulation will be varied, with differently shaped



toys to put in his mouth, to feel and to examine. A variety of toys stimulating
his reflexes will broaden the context in which his reflexes function, thus
widening his abilities.

Beginning at about one month of age, a baby becomes able not only to
habituate to things (which he could do even before birth), but to remember
things that he has habituated to, and to associate one action with another.
These abilities help him to discover the constants and continuities of his
environment. The more stable his environment is, the more quickly he will do
this, provided that amid the constancy is sufficient variety to stimulate him.
Better that he not be put down on whatever blanket or rug is handy: better that
he spend most of his time in and on one set of furnishings—one crib, one
infant seat, one car seat, and one baby carrier. But better too that he not be
left lying in his crib staring at the wall. Let objects appear, move, and
disappear within a steady framework.

A one-month-old begins also to associate one action with another and to
realize that one action can be contingent upon another. Repeatedly making
one action contingent upon another can further this understanding: always
dressing him in a yellow bib before feeding him, for instance. Rewards help
teach contigency too: tickling him after he kicks his foot, or cooing at him
after he grabs something. Rewards can be used to broaden his reflexes and to
encourage him to repeat accidents. They can also encourage more
complicated activities, like looking and listening simultaneously, or grasping
something while sucking on it. Remember that in the newborn’s world, the
merest movement or change can be stimulating, so rewards need not be
complex. A music box need only start or stop playing after the baby turns his
head to look at it.

Between one and four months, imitating the baby helps him to consolidate
his skills by inducing him to continue a behavior or repeat an action. If he
coos at you, or sticks out his tongue, then you coo back or stick out yours, he
is likely to continue. Although he is not really imitating you, he gets as much
practice as if he were. Also, a young baby will learn more if you turn up the
heat and take off his clothes. He will be able to move more, feel more, and
see more of his body. (Babies born in summer develop faster than babies
born in winter.41)

At around four months of age, the baby’s interest shifts to things beyond
him in the world, and he wants more stimulation. Take him with you in a



baby carrier when you go places, and prop him up once you get there: he will
stay awake and look around (then fall asleep after he has had enough). Now
he begins to show interest in a mobile and in what he can make it do—
particularly in what he can make it do: a mobile hanging motionless above
his head he will habituate to rapidly. Try tying a string to his ankle such that
moving his leg shakes the mobile. (Do this only while you are watching him!)
He will soon learn to shake it, and will shake it gleefully over and over
again.

To vary things, sometimes tie the baby’s wrist to the string instead, and
hang different objects on the mobile every few days. The more varied the
contingencies he learns how to deal with, the more capable he becomes.

A four-month-old will also “imitate” you when you cough or coo at him,
or do something he knows how to do; so you can induce him to practice his
new skills by modeling them. Moreover, remember that at this age the baby’s
“imitation,” is really a circular reaction. Since a circular reaction can begin
anywhere, the tail can wag the dog: if you tie a string from a mobile to the
baby’s arm, you can induce him to shake the mobile by waving your arm—or
you can induce him to wave his arm by shaking the mobile.

At around six months, the baby is on the verge of understanding that
objects exist. Playing hiding games should hasten this understanding. So
should games that involve rolling toys through tunnels, and encountering
situations where he must do something else to achieve a goal, like pull a
string to retrieve a toy. After the breakthrough at around eight months, these
games need to become more difficult and more complex, to maintain their
challenge.

These kinds of activity will provide an optimal environment for the
emergence of a baby’s mind. However, it is important to realize that they are
examples rather than a prescription, and that by and large they are things that
interested, loving parents do naturally. Moreover, judging from the families
we have seen, the converses of those two statements hold as well: interested,
loving parents will probably provide an optimal environment naturally, and
prescriptions of one or another ideology of child-rearing are no more likely
to work.

This, we think, is just as well. For psychology can make reliable
predictions only about groups of babies, not about individual ones. When
psychologists measure how well a baby learns, they do the equivalent of



drawing a ruler on a blackboard, then measuring against it a stretched rubber
band: our yardsticks are imprecise, and babies have better days and worse.
Infant “IQ,” tests are useful for comparing two groups of babies because the
errors tend to be random, so that they cancel themselves out, leaving the
average accurate. But unless the baby has a severe problem, the tests are not
reliable enough to predict how an individual will turn out.42

Nor can a child’s later ability be predicted by anything else in his infancy.
The beginning of creeping or crawling or walking or talking—none of these
shows any relationship to later intelligence.43 Certainly parents should not
worry if their baby seems to be developing slower than their neighbor’s
child: he may well overtake him at school. All in all, the most helpful
approach parents can take is to relax, be interested in their baby, love him,
and do as love and interest call.

___________
*In the baby’s consciousness, an imagined object is also the object itself. Sensory organs send

neural signals into the brain. The brain processes these, and in so doing the baby senses an object’s
presence. Some of these processings of the brain, interacting with the midbrain, form the baby’s
consciousness. As we saw in chapter 4, this consciousness can occur whether or not it is being fed by
sensory systems. In adults, when consciousness is largely not being fed by sensory systems, we call it
dreaming or daydreaming. The material being processed while we are dreaming or daydreaming—the
material we are conscious of—is predominantly past sensations infused with some small proportion of
signals from sensory systems. We have had to learn that when consciousness is severed from the
sensate world, the stuff of which we are conscious is unreal. Babies do not know this. When a toddler
awakens from a nightmare, no amount of explanation will convince him that the monster he just
dreamed is not still lurking in the closet waiting to eat him.



11

Learning to Love

WE HAVE SEEN that a newborn baby may feel comfortable or
uncomfortable at times, but that he is born without emotions as we know
them; that he is does not feel happy or sad; and that he feels very little
pleasure or pain. Yet looking at a baby, it is difficult to believe this. When a
baby cries, he looks miserable, and when he smiles, he glows.

In this chapter we shall explore why it is that babies smile and cry, and
why they laugh as well. We shall see that their smiles and cries mean
different things at different ages, for smiling and crying develop in a process
that is inextricably bound up with their learning to understand objects. And
we shall see that with smiling and crying develop love, anger, attachment,
fear, and the foundations of all other emotions.

Smiling

If you gently stroke or rock a newborn baby, or blow on his skin, or coo at
him in a high-pitched voice, the odds are high that he will stretch his mouth
into a slight smile. However, if you look carefully, you will see that his smile
does not include his eyes. It looks nothing like the broad, sociable grin of a
two-month-old: it looks more like a grimace or a muscular spasm.



During the first month of life, a baby almost never smiles except while he is asleep, like this one-month-
old. These smiles are fleeting and do not involve the eyes: they do not indicate pleasure but are merely
reflexive twitches of the muscles of the mouth. Contrast this to the social smile of the three-month-old
on page 129 (last photo).

Many people believe that a newborn’s smile is actually a grimace caused
by gas; but it is not. Robert Emde and Kenneth Koenig of the University of
Colorado carefully observed thirty newborns shortly before, during, and for
twenty minutes after a feeding.1 They found no relationship between when the
babies smiled and when they burped, spit up, or passed gas.

Most of a newborn’s smiles are muscular spasms caused by the random,
neural spasms that characterize his active sleep. Observing twenty newborns
for three and one-half hours, Emde and Koenig found that each baby smiled
three times an hour on average, 95 percent of the time during active sleep.2
Moreover, in another study comparing prematurely born newborns to full-



term newborns, Emde, Robert McCartney, and Robert Harmon found that the
earlier a baby is born, the more often he smiles.3 Among the forty babies they
studied, those born prematurely smiled on average three times more often
than those born at term. Apparently, a newborn’s smile is not only a muscular
spasm, it is a sign of immaturity.

Yet Emde and Koenig did see a few smiles while babies were not asleep
—a total of twelve while the babies were drowsy, and one in a hiatus during
a bout of crying. These tell a different story. Remember that, although a
sudden influx of energy will start a newborn crying, an excess of energy
accumulating slowly will put him to sleep (thereby reducing the amount of
energy entering his nervous system). If his nervous system contains excess
energy, but not quite enough to close it down into sleep, that energy will spill
into various pathways, stimulating reflexes. The baby will twitch, jerk, and
flail about. Most of these movements involve his limbs and diaphragm, but
often they involve his mouth: sometimes they make it frown, sometimes they
make it smile.4 Those movements are like the dancing weight atop a pressure
cooker: they indicate a superfluity of energy, and simultaneously they provide
the means to dissipate some of that energy.

This is what a newborn is doing when he smiles in response to your
cooing or stroking. He is contracting muscles in an indiscriminate, reflexive
reaction that indicates and controls a sudden influx of energy into his nervous
system. In a few minutes he will probably be asleep.

Or rather, she will probably be asleep. Judith Feldman, Nathan Brody,
and Stephen Miller, respectively at Columbia, Wesleyan, and the New
School for Social Research, found that a newborn girl is more likely to smile
or otherwise move the mouth than is a newborn boy, while a boy is more
likely to move an arm or leg.5 This is a broad, general tendency that shows
up in many ways at birth and forms a congenital substructure that will be
built up by learning and experience into some of the differences between the
sexes we see in adults. Partly because newborn girls smile and frown more,
and are less active, and partly because parents expect different things of girls
and boys, parents tend to behave differently toward newborn girls than boys.
The nature of this difference varies radically from one society to another. In
middle-class white America, for instance, mothers coo at and talk to girls
more than to boys; while just across town, lower-class black mothers coo at
and talk to boys more than to girls.6 Since the two sexes differ congenitally to



a certain extent, and since parents behave differently toward the sexes
beginning at birth, differences between boys and girls begin to develop
immediately. At any age in any task, the difference between any two boys or
between any two girls may far exceed the difference between the average
boy and the average girl; yet at any age, in many ways, males and females, on
average, differ.

After the baby is a few weeks old, his smiling reflexes are better
developed, so he begins to crinkle his eyes while he smiles and to pull his
mouth back farther than he did before.7 Now too, gentle stimulation becomes
less likely to put the baby to sleep and is more likely to induce subtler
energy-controlling reflexes like smiling and frowning. So the baby smiles
more while he is awake than he used to.8 But he still smiles mostly just
before he goes to sleep. While he is smiling he looks glassy-eyed, almost
intoxicated.

During the second month, almost any influx of energy while the baby is
awake becomes likely to cause him to smile. He smiles at anything he sees,
anything he hears or anything he feels, especially if it is moving or changing
—a puppet, a mobile, a jack-in-the-box, his mother’s voice, a silent stranger,
an upside-down monster (or a rightside-up one), a hand stroking his
forehead, or merely fingers wiggling before his eyes.9 The more he sees,
feels, or hears, the more he smiles. He will smile for minutes on end, quite
undiscriminating in his seeming delight. But seeming delight is what this is;
for anything that makes him smile is just as likely to make him frown, and he
will readily trill between a smile and a frown.10

At this time, a baby still has not formed emotions as we know them.
Emotions are the interplay of common physiological reactions with current
sensations and previous experience. You feel your feet slip, so your heart
races from a release of adrenaline. This reaction you feel as either terror or
exhilaration, depending on whether you are expecting fun because you are
rappelling down the side of a mountain or are expecting disaster because you
are falling into a crevasse (see chapter 3). Without your expectations, which
are gained by experience, you would feel your racing heart merely as a
racing heart: you would not feel any emotion. This is the baby’s situation.
The one-month-old is only just beginning to recognize things that occurred
beyond the immediate past. He does not yet have the store of experience
needed to transform physiological reactions into emotional experiences.11



First Feelings

On the other hand, a one-month-old and even a newborn has the rudiments of
feelings. Sweet tastes and odors give the newborn pleasure. So do moderate
pressures about his mouth and the successful repetition of an action. He feels
discomfort from intense lights and sounds, bitter flavors and smells, cold,
pinpricks, circumcision, and other vigorous forms of stimulation.12 He also
shows the basic, physiological reactions that underlie emotions. In adults,
these reactions are various, variegated, and vague—no specific reaction
leads to a specific emotion or group of emotions13—yet the reactions wind
themselves around a common core: the pulse. The pulse can slacken slightly,
or it can quicken. If there is no change in muscular activity (even tiny
movements can speed the pulse), then the physiological reactions intertwined
among those slackenings and quickenings become the substructure of positive
and negative feelings.14 (If there is muscular activity, as there would be in
our mountain-climbing example, the feelings can go either way.) These
physiological reactions are less well formed in babies, but they do show
themselves even in newborns as the orienting and avoidance reactions that
we discussed in chapters 8 and 10.

Particularly they show themselves in avoidance reactions. Most of the
time a newborn baby sleeps, and reacts little to stimulation; but when he does
react to something, he almost always reacts negatively—even to his mother’s
stroking and cuddling. While he is quiet and alert, few stimuli occasioned by
others are gentle enough to elicit a positive, orienting reaction. A flutist
playing long tones in another room when everything else is silent; or
switching on a night light while the baby is staring at the ceiling—slight
events like these are what it takes.15 Thus most of the time a newborn baby
finds the world neither agreeable nor disagreeable; and although he
sometimes finds it pleasant, usually when the world obtrudes itself upon him,
it is too rough for him to enjoy.

The Social Smile



By the end of his second month all this is changing fast. A baby can handle
much more stimulation now, so numerous aspects of his environment that
once overwhelmed him, putting him to sleep, now interest him. Avoidance
reactions become far less common; orienting reactions take their place, and
become more pronounced.16 Now his breathing slows along with his heart,
and he turns to look at things. He orients toward anything and everything,
including horrendous noises loud enough to repel the most deafened
aficionado of rock music, and sights which he will later find fearsome: the
deep side of the visual cliff, a stranger moving quickly toward him, an object
looming toward his face.17 After two months, life begins to seem more
pleasant, and he tries continually to soak it up.

Moreover, when he was first born the baby could recognize things only if
he had encountered them immediately before, or innumerable times; but now
he can recognize them after just a few encounters and a delay. Thus the world
around him has become familiar, and is becoming associated with various of
his experiences. These memories and associations combine with his newly
strengthened physiological responses to create emotions. No longer does the
baby feel merely vaguely positive or negative: now he feels pleasure and
gall.

Now, too, his smiles and his frowns become more adult. As adults, we
often smile and frown purposefully, yet we often smile and frown reflexively
too. When we do, it is for much the same reason the baby does: to regulate
neuronal energy within the brain. You are on a holiday in Paris taking a tour
of the Opera. In the midst of the grandeur, you find yourself standing beside
somebody who looks vaguely familiar. Within your brain, energy swirls
through neuronal networks, dredging up memories of people you once knew.
With your attention focused like this, your heart slows slightly. Suddenly you
place him: he was in the class behind you in high school. With this
recognition, a mass of energy swirling about suddenly becomes channeled
from disparate neuronal networks into networks connected specifically with
him. This sudden channeling creates a wave that overflows the normal
pathways into the brain’s equivalent of a storm sewer—neuronal channels
that carry it away, to be dissipated in harmless reflexes. This overflowing
combines with your slowed heart and your sensation of recognition to create
a feeling of pleasure, while the “storm sewer,” channels energy into a
reflexive smile, and possibly, if there is a lot of energy, into reflexive



movements of the diaphragm, to form laughter. Suddenly, although you never
had much to do with him earlier, you find yourself breaking into a grin.

That is much like what happens when a two-month-old smiles. When a
baby becomes two months old, he becomes able to recognize commonalities
among peoples’ faces. He does not yet know what a face is—he does not
know that it is a part of a person—but given a little time, he recognizes a face
when he sees one.18 This recognition brings pleasure to his heart and a
genuine smile to his face.19 For the first time in his life, the baby acts like a
mensch.

Yet still he is not smiling at people per se. He is quite as likely to smile at
an Indian war mask, or at a grotesque drawing of a face with six eyes or no
mouth and nose. If an object is roughly circular with two or more eyelike
spots, and if he sees it from the front, he is as likely to smile at it as he is to
smile at a person—especially if it is moving.20

Laughter, Humor, and Fear

Perhaps two months after this, when he is around four months old, the baby’s
neuronal pathways and storm sewers are developed enough to cause him not
just to smile but to laugh. Now he will likely laugh if you sing “I’m gonna get
you,” with your hands poised to grab him, then suddenly grab him by the
belly. He may even laugh if you just kiss his belly. What matters is that the
stimulus be sudden and strong enough that its energy is not dissipated
gradually; that he both recognize the stimulus and recognize it as benign; and
that he have to work at recognizing it. (If you repeat “I’m gonna get you,” a
few times, he comes to recognize it too well to laugh: he smiles instead.)
Alan Sroufe and Jane Wunsch found this in a study of ten baby boys at the
University of Minnesota.21 Sroufe and Wunsch tested those boys in their
homes between four and twelve months of age, to see what would make them
laugh. They had the mothers try popping their lips, saying “Boom, boom
boom,” whispering to them, talking in a squeaky voice, neighing like a horse,
blowing in their hair, playing peek-a-boo, wearing a mask—thirty-three
things in all. At one or another age, babies found each of these funny, but the



four-month-olds laughed only at strong, sudden stimulation. They were
oblivious to games and comical sounds.

That is because a four-month-old’s laughter is still without humor. Humor
comes with the juxtaposition of the expected with the unexpected, the
familiar with the strange. A four-month-old has few expectations, so there is
small ground for humor. Sroufe and Wunsch found that only toward the end of
the first year would babies laugh at the unexpected—at Mom sucking a baby
bottle or walking like the comedian Stanley Laurel. Moreover, when the four-
month-old’s expectations are breached, he feels not tickled but cautiously
interested.22 If he does not recognize a stimulus (and if the stimulus is not so
strong that it overwhelms him and makes him cry), his heart slows slightly.
He knits his brow, perhaps pulls back a little, and stares at it intently. There
is no humor here. His laughter is merely a reflex at the level of the knee jerk,
the kind of laughter elicited from adults by tickling.

Similarly, when the four-month-old encounters something strange, his
cautiousness does not reflect fear. Fear feeds on itself: if you show an older
baby something he fears, then show it to him again, he will react more
strongly the second time.23 But a four-month-old reacts less strongly the
second time he sees something than the first. Neither does the four-month-old
show the face of fear, a face that is the same in every culture the world
over.24 His cautiousness reflects merely an unsettled feeling, the same
unsettled feeling that we adults sometimes feel in the face of the unknown.

This changes at around eight months. Now the baby begins to understand
that objects exist, and to appreciate cause, effect, and agency.25 Now he
becomes able to react to aspects of our world much as we react ourselves.
He has learned that a box is a solid object, so that he is surprised when a
clown springs from a jack-in-the-box. With this surprise flows either humor
or fear, depending on the circumstances—that is, depending on who shows
him the box. When his mother shows it to him, his heart slows slightly as he
orients himself toward the closed box and examines it. When the clown pops
out, this unexpected event combines with his orienting to create feelings of
delight. Alternatively, if a stranger approaches him, the eight-month-old feels
anxious. His heart races slightly. Now when the clown springs out of the
closed box, the surprise whips his anxiety into fear and terror. In both cases,
the neuronal energy forming the baby’s perception of the clown splashes into
the neuronal energy forming his perception of the box. When the context is



familiar, pathways are established that bring this splash of energy to his
mouth and diaphragm, making him laugh. When the context is unfamiliar—or
when he has already been frightened, so that the context is negative—the
energy comes out in a cry. Any number of things can cause fear now, even
things that only weeks before aroused his interest: Santa Claus, the shot of a
cap gun, mechanical toys, even grandmother if she has been away for a
while, so that the baby does not recognize her easily.26

As we age, we experience more and we recognize more, so we require
ever more sophisticated surprises to tickle our wit or to terrify us. But the
mechanism and the feelings remain the same. A jack-in-the-box to an eight-
month-old is the equivalent of a pratfall or a horror film to an eight-year-old,
or a bon mot or dark alley to a middle-aged adult.

Frustration and Rage

As the baby is learning to feel pleasure and to fear things, he is also learning
to feel displeasure and is developing a sense of malignancy, a sense of rage
and anger.

When a baby is first born, he often cries as if he is in distress. Several
investigators have analyzed the frequencies of the sonic waves forming his
cries, and have discovered that some cries start more explosively and
contain more high-frequency energy than others. Those are the ones that
sound like cries of distress.27 However, we have seen that a newborn baby
does not feel hunger, and is fairly insensitive to pain. He may sound as if he
is being starved or crucified, but he does not feel that way. Rather, he feels
stressed by excess stimulation—overstimulated, like a farmer visiting New
York City. When he first awakens, light overwhelms his dark-adapted eyes,
so that he cries. Toward the end of the day, the accumulated energy from what
he has seen and heard overwhelms him, so that he cries. The more
overwhelmed he is, the more energy he dissipates through the movement and
tension of the muscles that make him cry. Stronger muscular movements and
tension create more explosive and higher-pitched cries, which sound to
adults like cries of distress or pain. These cries of distress do reflect
distress, but only a generalized distress, the distress of overstimulation.28



They do not reflect any specific hurt or specific emotion. Negative emotions,
like positive emotions, the baby must learn.

By the time a baby is two to three months old, he has repeated actions
often enough, and remembers them well enough, so that when he is in the
midst of an action, he expects to complete it. If he is stopped, his heart is still
racing from his activity and the neural pathways forming the activity are
loaded with neuronal energy. Since this energy no longer has a specific place
to go, it overflows into reflexive pathways that cause the baby to kick, flail
his arms, and cry. This surplus energy also combines with the sensations
caused by his racing heart, to engender feelings of frustration and rage.29

At this point the baby’s frustration and rage are not formed around or
directed toward specific objects, for the baby does not yet distinguish
objects from himself. His upset is amorphous spleen. “I am gall. I am
heartburn” is what the baby might say, if he could quote Gerard Manley
Hopkins. But like everything else in the baby’s world, his gall matures
radically when he becomes seven to eight months old. Now, when you take
away his teething biscuit, he reacts not just with distress but with anger.30

Now, too, he begins much better to understand cause, effect, agency, and
objects: now he feels furious when the intention of an action is thwarted, and
directs his fury at the cause.31 If you grab his bottle before he manages to
throw it to the ground, he will stomp his foot and slap your hand, or push you
away and pout.

More Complex Emotions

After eight months, as the baby learns, his emotions continue to develop.
Around twelve months he understands cause and effect well enough to look at
the cookie jar, think about raiding it, and to smile at the thought. 32 Now, too,
he has learned enough of the world to be affected by what his mother does:
he follows her gaze to see what she is looking at; he becomes fearful if she
acts fearful; he is reassured if she acts blithely unafraid.33 At around eighteen
months he perfects his understanding of objects and of their relationship to
himself. This understanding is reflected in shame and pride: the baby blushes



and looks embarrassed if he breaks something, and smiles after he solves a
difficult problem—smiling the more broadly as the problem was more
difficult to solve.34 Now, too, he understands that other people are much like
himself, and perceive the world like himself, with emotions like his own.
Now if his sister is crying, he understands some of what she is feeling and
how to cure it: he toddles over to give her a cookie or a hug.35

Emotional Attachments

At the same time that a baby is developing emotions, he is developing
emotional attachments to other people. The first precursors of this occur at
two to three months, but the baby does not form any attachments per se until
he is approximately eight months old, when he begins to understand that there
is a world other than himself.

When a baby becomes two to three months old, he begins to prefer
interacting with his mother more than with a stranger. He smiles and coos
more at her than at others. This is not because his mother feeds him: he will
usually prefer his mother to a stranger even if he has been fed all his life by a
nurse.36 Yet this has nothing to do with maternity per se. The two-month-old
has no idea that there is such a thing as Mother, or that anything exists other
than himself. He prefers to interact with his mother merely because she has
played with him more than strangers have, so she forms sensations that he has
encountered before and learned to recognize. She looks and feels and smells
familiar. Moreover, because she has played with her baby more than others
have, she has become more sensitive to his abilities, reflexes, and rhythms.
She has learned when he wants excitement and when he wants calm. When
she plays with him, she gets into his swing of things better, stimulating him,
waiting for him to react, then stimulating him again when he is ready. She
dances with him, as it were.37 From our adult perspective, it looks as though
the baby prefers his mother to other people; and in a sense he does. But from
the baby’s perspective, his mother is not a special person, nor even a person
—nor an object, for that matter: he simply feels comfortable around her
because he is encountering a particular set of familiar sensations and because
he is being stimulated appropriately. This is why the baby seems comparably



attached to his father, even when the father has little to do with him except to
play with him a little after he comes home from work: their short but frequent
play is enough to develop and maintain a mutual familiarity.38

After several months of being stimulated by his mother—or by anyone
else who plays with him frequently—a baby does begin to develop a real
preference. For gradually he associates the pleasure from his play with the
particular sets of sights, sounds, and feelings that his mother creates within
him. Yet still the baby has no real attachment to his mother, for he does not
yet realize that there is anything else apart from himself to be attached to.
Real attachment cannot develop before seven to eight months, for the baby
must understand that things exist before he can form attachments to them, and
he must be able to recollect things that are not in front of him to be able to
maintain those attachments from one moment to the next.39

As soon as the baby does come to appreciate the existence of other things,
he begins to develop attachments. A study in Guatemala shows this clearly.
Researchers there tested a dozen nine-month-old babies and a dozen twelve-
month-olds.40 They tested the babies’ understanding of objects and observed
the babies’ playing in a strange room after their mothers had left them alone
with a stranger. Of course, more of the older babies had a better
understanding of objects. But those babies of either age who understood
objects better also played less after their mother’s departure. These babies
had become sufficiently attached to their mothers that they became
uncomfortable when separated from them.

Attachment is formed from two factors: the pleasure that the baby has
come to associate with certain sensations—sensations that he now recognizes
as individuals—and insecurity. On the one hand, the baby has learned that
certain of these other beings portend pleasure; on the other, he has come to
realize that there is a vast world out there beyond him, an unknown, various,
and changing world, a sea in which one of the few islands of stability is the
object we call his mother. To keep his bearings while he explores this world,
he keeps one eye on her. In a strange room, he crawls but a few feet before
turning back to look at her. He defines all of his movements there in relation
to her. When his mother leaves him in a strange place, he becomes anxious. If
a stranger approaches him in her absence, he cries with fear. Thus pleasure
in his mother’s presence and insecurity in her absence form a carrot and stick
that drive the eight-month-old toward love.41



Styles of Attachment

Among any group of eight-month-olds, some appear to be more attached to
their mothers than others. The baby we have been describing so far is an
archetype. Real babies vary enormously from one to the other, and many
differ from the archetype substantially.

To see how a variety of babies develop feelings of attachment, we need
somehow to measure their attachment. The most useful gauge was devised by
Mary Ainsworth at Johns Hopkins University.42 With various colleagues,
Ainsworth carefully observed babies in their homes for many hours at a time,
then observed the same babies in a laboratory procedure designed to elicit
certain behaviors that proved to be telling in the home. In the laboratory
procedure, a baby’s mother brings him into a strange room and puts him
down to play; then a stranger enters; next the mother leaves; and finally the
mother returns. Movie or television cameras record all this, so that various
of the baby’s reactions can be noted and scored. Since the situation is
strange, of course the baby does not behave as he usually behaves.
Nevertheless, the baby’s behavior in this situation stems from his
temperament and his relationship to his mother, just like his behavior at
home; so babies who behave alike in this strange situation tend to behave
alike at home. Thus we can use babies’ behavior at home to describe their
emotional attachment in a natural environment, and use their behavior in the
laboratory to examine individual aspects of their attachment in a more
controlled situation. We shall not do this study by study, for the studies are
too numerous. However, since the studies are highly consistent, we can
summarize them as a body.

Toward the end of the first year, every baby is attached to his mother (and
to other people who are around him much of the time: babies commonly
become attached to a number of people).43 A baby shows this attachment in
many ways: by crying when his mother leaves the room, for instance, or
following her as she leaves; then by running to her when she returns and
snuggling up to her. Underneath these various behaviors lie two underlying
factors: how secure the baby feels and how much he enjoys physical contact
with his mother.44 Babies who feel secure generally enjoy physical contact
with her; babies who do not feel secure may also enjoy it, or they may not.



All in all, one-year-olds show three modes of attachment: secure, anxious, or
unsocial.45

Secure Attachment. If the mother is talking with a visitor at home while
the baby is playing on the floor and then leaves the room, the baby does not
cry or protest, but the odds are even that he will follow her out the door.
When she returns, nearly half the time he will greet her by smiling, laughing,
bouncing, jiggling, waving, reaching for her, or crawling or walking toward
her. When his mother picks him up, she does this at the baby’s instigation
between one-fifth to one-quarter of the time. Whether he initiated it or not,
most of the time he acts delighted. He smiles at her, laughs, kisses her, hugs
her, clings to her, sinks into her body, fingers her face or body, or buries his
face against her. He will almost never cry, stiffen his body, squirm or push
himself away, hit her or bite her. When she puts him down, he will probably
smile and seem content. About one-quarter of the time he will not want to be
put down: then he will cry and try to clamber back up. If his mother tells him
to do something, or not to do something, the odds are very high that he will
obey. He makes his wants reasonably clear with gestures, facial expressions,
and vocalizations. He will cry as often as other babies, but he will usually
stop crying sooner. He rarely acts angry and generally seems to be happy.
When his mother takes him to a strange place, his heart pounds, but soon he
recovers his equanimity and explores his surroundings. As he explores, he is
absorbed in what he is doing: his heart slows frequently in orienting
reactions. He will turn around frequently to look at his mother. When his
mother is nearby, he will usually not be afraid of a stranger but will explore
the person just as he explored the room. If he finds something to play with, he
may turn toward his mother and smile or bring it to her. If his mother leaves
this strange room, his heart races and he may or may not be visibly upset. If
he is upset, then upon her return he will go to her, hug her, snuggle up to her,
and try to stay by her awhile. If he was not upset, still he will go to her,
although this time he will bring her a toy and try to play with her. In either
case, soon he settles down to playing as contentedly as he played before. All
in all, he seems to enjoy his mother’s company and is easily reassured by her
when he is upset.

Anxious Attachment. If his mother is talking with a visitor while the baby
is playing on the floor and then leaves the room, this baby is twice as likely
to cry as a securely attached baby, although still, two times out of three, he



will not cry. Neither will he follow her out the door as a securely attached
baby often will. When she returns, he will greet her warmly less often, and
he is almost as likely to break into tears as into a smile. When his mother
picks him up, she rarely does this at the baby’s instigation, and the baby is
only half as likely as a securely attached baby to react positively. Indeed, he
is as likely to react negatively as positively: he may cry, stiffen, squirm, push
away, hit and bite. A baby who hollers when he is picked up is likely to
holler just as loudly when he is put back down and to try to clamber back up.
If his mother tells him to do something, the odds are hardly even that he will
obey. When his mother takes him to a strange place, he does not settle down
to play, but moves about restlessly. If his mother leaves, he is very
distressed. When she returns, he may tearfully gesture for her to come to him,
but when she does, he continues to cry. Alternatively, he may go to her to be
picked up and held—yet then, while she is holding him, he will squirm, push,
and kick, trying to be put down. Either way, if his mother tries to distract him
with a toy, he will push it away. He seems to be seeking comfort from his
mother, but is unable to receive it.

Unsocial Attachment. At home, this baby reacts to his mother’s comings
and goings much like a securely attached baby, although he is somewhat more
likely to cry when she leaves and somewhat less likely to greet her when she
returns. However, when his mother picks him up, he rarely smiles, laughs,
hugs or kisses her, or acts playfully rambunctious. One time in five he will
actively object to being picked up, which is three to four times more often
than a securely attached baby will object. On the other hand, when his mother
puts him back down, he is almost as likely to object as he is to act content.
Like the anxiously attached baby, if his mother tells him to do something, the
odds are even that he will disobey. The baby frequently acts angry. For no
apparent reason he will throw his toys against a wall, or walk over to his
mother and hit her. In a strange place this baby appears unflappable, even if
his mother leaves him alone with a stranger. When she returns, either he will
avoid her or he will start toward her but then turn away and begin to play;
and if she picks him up, he will act just as he does at home—rarely
positively, more often negatively. Yet as soon as she returns, his heart begins
to race, and it continues racing for a long time thereafter. And all the while he
is ignoring his mother, he does not play; or if he does play, his heart races.
He is working very hard to act as though his mother is not there. In short, he
seems attached to his mother but mistrustful of her.



In the United States, one-half to two-thirds of one-year-old babies are
securely attached to their mothers, approximately one-fifth are anxiously
attached, and approximately one-quarter are unsocially attached.46 In other
countries, where parents value different things and rear children differently,
these proportions vary markedly. In northern Germany, for instance, parents
who grew up before World War II (and hence before Germany became
Americanized) thought that babies should be relatively independent creatures
and not require the constant attention that Americans deem natural. The
securely attached child who is the American ideal seemed spoiled to even a
sensitive psychologist like Kurt Lewin. Northern Germans reared their
children to foster independence instead—not to act upset when left alone and
not to demand attention. Thus they reared more unsocially attached babies.47

In the United States, securely attached babies tend to become more sociable
and successful than others; in other countries, with other values, this may not
be the case.

What Causes These Differences?

These differences in the one-year-old come from interactions of the mother
with the baby—interactions, beginning at birth, of the mother’s personality
with the temperament of her child. Babies have different temperaments at
birth; and of course, mothers have different sensibilities. Insofar as babies
differ from one another, they tend to develop differently, and they instigate
different reactions toward them from their mothers. And insofar as mothers
differ from one another, they react differently as well. By the time a child is
one year old, the entanglement of personalities and reactions has become a
Gordian knot.48

During the baby’s first month of life, his temperament is embodied in his
reflexes—in how often he cries, how quickly he stops crying, whether he
flails or cuddles while he is being held. These reflexes all reflect
physiological mechanisms which he has inherited from his parents, plus
prenatal influences of his parents’ lifestyle. They vary markedly from baby to
baby, just as the genes and lifestyle of parents vary markedly. With various
colleagues, Daniel Freedman of the University of Chicago has examined



newborns of a number of races using standard behavioral tests.49 In his first
study, he examined twenty-four Chinese-American babies and twenty-four
European-American babies, all while they were still in hospital. The parents
came from similar socioeconomic classes, and all of them received similar
medical care. The typical European-American newborn got excited more
easily, slipped back and forth more readily between content and discontent,
and reddened more often in face and body. In contrast, the typical Chinese-
American newborn was less excitable. Once he had begun to cry, he stopped
sooner. And he would lie placidly on his back with a cloth draped over his
face, unlike the European-American baby, who “immediately struggled to
remove the cloth by swiping with his hands and turning his face. . . .”

Not only do groups of babies differ from one another in temperament;
individual babies differ even more. Anyone who has been around a “colicky”
baby knows this: a “colicky,” baby—usually a one-month-old—may cry
more than five or six hours a day, many times longer than any group’s norm.
(Note the quotation marks around colicky. There is no evidence that these
babies are actually suffering colic; the diagnosis is merely a guess applied by
default when a baby cries a lot with no apparent cause. A typical “colicky,”
baby may be just receiving more sensory stimulation than he can handle.50)
Most mothers believe babies differ in more subtle ways as well, and several
studies have confirmed this. For instance, An-neliese Korner and a number of
colleagues at Stanford recorded the movements and crying of several dozen
babies during the first three days after birth; then four to eight years later,
they used an electronic transmitter to record the same children’s movements
throughout a day.51 They found that babies who cry and move more the first
day tend to cry and move more the second and third days as well—and still
to be more active after they reach school age.

The more quiet, alert, and responsive a baby is, the more responsive his
parents are likely to be—and the more responsive the parents are, the more
likely the baby is to be quiet, alert, and responsive. This is a circular
reaction that begins at birth and does not necessarily end. Moreover, other
circular reactions may circle about this one, and about one another, like an
intricate nest of Ptolemaic epicycles. For instance, the less experience a
mother has had around babies, the less likely she is to be appropriately
responsive—or the more likely, depending on whether she reacts with less or
greater alacrity than is wanted, and upon whether her culture’s child-rearing



practices stress involvement, like the Japanese, or detachment, like the
Dutch. Similarly, a mother may have more time to respond to her baby if she
has a supportive family with a comfortable income than if she is a single
parent who needs to go back to work.*

We can see this in a number of studies that use Ainsworth’s strange
situation as a measure of attachment. For instance, one study found that
newborns who had been rated by nurses as less alert and less active tended
at one year to be unsocially attached, while those whom nurses had found
easiest to care for tended to become securely attached.53 This shows
congenital differences in temperament. On the other hand, mothers who
respond more quickly to their one-month-olds’ crying have babies who cry
as much as others do at one month—but who cry less than others at three
months.54 Mothers cause this latter difference, not babies. Attachment is
clearly a two-way street—and because it is a twoway street, babies can
become attached differently to their mothers and their fathers. In one study,
approximately the same number of babies were attached securely to their
fathers as to their mothers, but one-third were attached more securely to one
parent than to the other.55 (Note that this does not mean that attachments to
one person are made at the cost of attachments to another. Attachments are
not formed by a congenital glue held in limited supply: they are welded by
the heat of interactions. Babies can become attached to many people as
strongly as they become attached to one.56)

Of course, this is from the adult’s perspective. The baby’s perspective is
quite different. When a baby is first born, he mostly absorbs stimulation from
the world about him and reacts reflexively to the amount of stimulation he
receives, crying and sleeping when it is too much, vegetating when it is too
little, and coming to grips with it, and learning, when it is the right amount. If
the baby’s mother is responsive and appropriately stimulating, during his first
six or seven months he comes to recognize a certain set of smells, sights, and
sounds, and to associate them with pleasantness and the relief of discomfort.
Then, at around seven or eight months, he realizes that this set of smells,
sights, and sounds is in fact something else, an object whose presence
portends pleasantness and that usually appears in the presence of discomfort,
thereby relieving it. If his mother is insufficiently responsive or stimulating,
he still comes to recognize her, so that he still links himself to her as to an
anchor; yet he does not come to believe that her presence normally portends



pleasantness or that she usually appears when he is distressed. He becomes
one of those one-year-olds who wants contact with his mother yet feels
insecure about her—one who is anxiously attached. In contrast, if his mother
is overly responsive and stimulating—no matter whether she talks and plays
with him incessantly, or he wants less stimulation than other babies—then
she will overwhelm her child. Her child will certainly come to recognize
her, and link himself to her, yet he will come to realize that her presence
often causes distress. The same will happen if she is inconsistent, perhaps
because she attends to him often, but when it is convenient for her, not when
he wants attention. By the time he is one year old, he feels insecure around
her and is chary of contacting her: he becomes unsocially attached.57

Caveats

To conclude this chapter, let us point out that there is a serious problem with
the terms securely attached, anxiously attached, and unsocially attached. We
are using them because the English language offers nothing better, but they
come inappropriately laden with the peculiar values of twentieth-century,
English-speaking North America. Feelings of security we consider to be
good; anxiety and unsociality we think of as bad. This is fine in a protective
and wealthy society like ours. However, in most eras, and in most societies,
it has not been. If your house were in the jungle, you would not want a child
who felt secure enough to play by himself and crawl off on his own. If you
had a dozen children with no servants or electrical appliances, you would
want a baby to be sufficiently unsocial not to want often to be in your arms.

Nevertheless, within our time and place, the securely attached infant does
have an advantage over the others. He is the baby we admire. As a result, he
gets more attention than the others, so that he develops better social skills,
and he learns more.58

This is our ideal baby. Yet ironically, a mother who is eager to mold her
baby into such a child is likely to be unsuccessful. For trying to force a
child’s behavior into a preconceived mold is likely to overstimulate him,
leading him to avoid contact. On the other hand, the opposite—ignoring a
baby’s crying to avoid rewarding it—is likely to make him feel insecure.



During the first years of life the most effective approach is to attend to his
needs immediately, to give him attention when he wants attention, and to back
off when he is cranky from overstimulation.

___________
*Differences among babies’ temperaments are so striking that psychologists and psychiatrists have

spent much time devising the means to classify and describe them. The set of categories used most
often are “easy,” “difficult” and “slow to warm up” terms formulated by psychiatrists Stella Chess and
Alexander Thomas on the basis of their New York Longitudinal Study, which has followed 133 children
for a span of thirty years. This classification has gained wide currency, and it may be appropriate for
older babies, but we do not know whether it describes the newborn well, for the classification is based
on information gleaned long after birth when the baby’s congenital temperament has been modified
through interaction with his parents. In any case, the classification tells as much about the psychologist
(or the mother who makes the observations that the psychologist works with) as it tells about the baby;
for temperament, like beauty, is largely in the eye of the beholder. What a middle-class, white American
deems to be pleasant, sociable behavior, a Japanese might deem to be difficult; and the baby whom a
middle-class, white American considers “slow to warm up” might seem “easy” to a northern German.52
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Metamorphosis

BEFORE the twentieth century, a baby’s mind and emotions were deemed
to be formed through the aegis of God. Their development was a mystery that
few but philosophers thought about; and few philosophers thought about it
either, for babies were assumed to be homunculi, with homuncular emotions
and minds, and one can hardly expect a homunculus to provide insight into
the affairs of adult man. One read homilies to a baby in his crib; one did not
learn from him.

Freud flipped this notion onto its side, showing that babies can provide
the origin of fabulous speculations about all aspects of mankind. Yet still, he,
and most people today, assume that the homunculus in some way exists, that
the newborn baby’s thoughts, feelings, and consciousness resemble, to a
certain extent, our own.

In reality, as we have seen, a newborn is so little the homunculus that even
his sensations barely resemble our own. During the baby’s first days and
months, he does indeed come to taste, to smell and to feel things something
like an adult. But he hears sounds as thinner and duller than we, and nearly
all that he hears is accompanied by echoes. He sees a brighter world filled
with ill-defined shapes of distorted hue, lacking in detail. And his sensations
intermix. He tastes his mother’s voice. He smells the touch of her hand. He
feels her visage.

Moreover, a newborn baby is conscious of these sensations constantly,
even while he is asleep—not so conscious as an alert adult, yet conscious
nonetheless, like an adult awakening from a dream.

On the other hand, an adult who is awakening from a dream understands
what he is conscious of, at least to some extent. A newborn baby understands
virtually nothing—not even that the world he is sensing exists. He has no
mind nor emotions as we think of them, merely vague feelings of pleasure or



distress. His body senses things, and he is conscious of many of these
sensations, but he is unaware that his sensations represent events that occur
in time and space. When he perceives something, he perceives it not through
time and space, but through velocity, as sensations changing and moving
quickly or slowly—quickly or slowly by his lights, which are often opposite
from ours. Thus his world bears little relationship to ours. It differs not
merely in quantity but also in quality.

This is no wonder; for biologically, a newborn baby is an organism that is
just beginning to leave a larval state, a state that is fundamentally different
from the adult. He is comparable to a tadpole that is beginning to turn into a
frog. He began life, like the tadpole, as an embryo absorbing food and
oxygen from the fluids surrounding it; then he went through an initial
metamorphosis into a larva living a submarine existence, imbibing food and
oxygen in different forms than he can use now. He took these through an organ
that he lost at birth when he began to breathe, just as the tadpole loses its
gills after it begins to breathe. Now the baby is breathing air, yet his body—
and his mind—is still more larval than adult.

Becoming Adult

When the baby first begins to live in air, he has a very limited ability to
learn. Yet slowly, he does begin to recognize some sensations. When he
recognizes a sensation, he clings to it for its familiarity. Many of the
sensations he recognizes result from his movements. In these cases, holding
onto the sensations means repeating his movements. By repeating them he
gains experience, so that he learns.

Gradually, as he experiences more, and as his brain develops, he comes to
recognize more and more of his sensations—especially those sensations
reflecting parents and other people he encounters often. Some of these
sensations occur so frequently that they force him to the realization that they
have a cause, that things exist other than himself. These things seem
ephemeral at first, appearing and disappearing like specters. But toward the
middle of his first year he begins to recollect some of them after they
disappear. When he is around eight months old, he comes occasionally to



realize that an object that he sucked on and banged on awhile ago looks and
feels like the one that he is sucking on and banging on now: he puts two and
two together and realizes that the object is indeed the same one, and that it is
durable. Not only do things exist other than himself, they exist permanently!

This realization is the beginning of the end of infancy. With it comes the
understanding that objects exist in relation to himself—in front of him, behind
him, before he ate, after he ate. He comes to understand space and time. With
this understanding his consciousness comes through the looking glass into
reality. The eight-month-old’s world is no longer a kaleidoscope of
meaningless sensations. It is a world that is fundamentally like our own.

Thus is born the baby’s mind, and along with it, feelings and emotions.
Now the baby begins to become the homunculus that people believe him to
be at birth.

Yet his mind, newly born, is no more competent than his limbs were when
his body was born. Although he understands that objects in the world can
exist while he does not see them, he does not realize that they do exist unless
he watches them disappear. He defines the whole world in terms of himself.
When he turns to the right, the world turns to the right along with him.

On the other hand, now that his mind has emerged, the baby can absorb
and assimilate into his understanding much larger pieces of information than
he could before. He can learn infinitely faster—so much faster that he can
begin to understand a few words of his parents’ speech. This leads to
understanding groups of words, then to talking on his own. By the end of his
second year, he develops a fundamentally adult understanding of the world.
At this time, finally, the larva is no more: the infant has become a miniature
adult.

Recipes for Rearing

When we summarize the baby’s metamorphosis like this, it sounds as though
it occurs in a straightforward progression through time. But we have
described only an outline: the details vary widely from baby to baby, and are
Byzantine in their intricacy. At any given moment, a baby is always



developing faster in one way than another, and he may be able to do
something one day yet be unable to do it the next.

This makes it very difficult to devise a recipe for rearing children. If a
study is designed and executed carefully enough, it may delineate the baby
sharply under one set of circumstances, yet it is no more than a snapshot of a
snowstorm. It shows where snow was blowing at the moment that it was
taken, but it provides no way to tell whether at that moment the wind was
coming from the prevailing direction or was an errant gust from somewhere
else. A series of studies is needed to show this—but even a series can
delineate only the typical baby, not an individual baby. All the snapshots in
the world will not predict with certainty where an individual flake of snow
will go.

Developmental psychology knows much more about babies now than it
knew even ten years ago, but it does not know enough to provide trustworthy
recipes, nor is it likely to for a very long time, if ever. The questions are just
too complicated. Consider, for instance, the effect upon the baby of the
mother’s going back to work. In the United States, one woman in two goes
back to work while her baby is less than one year old, so the question
reflects a real concern.1 Studies on the topic abound, and every new one
yields a flurry of pronouncements, either dire or reassuring depending on the
results. But look at some of the factors involved here. A baby may be cared
for in his own home, or in somebody else’s home, or in a day care center, by
either a relative or a stranger. The caretaker may be trained or untrained, and
may be looking after one baby or several babies. The mother may be an
overbearing woman and the caretaker easygoing, or vice versa. The mother
may be happy about going back to work and relaxed about giving over her
baby in the morning, or she may be distressed at having to leave him with
someone else: either way she may communicate her emotions to the child. At
home in the evening, the mother may not have time to play with the baby
because she is swamped with housework, or the babysitter or her husband
may do the housework, leaving her evenings free. Her husband may be so
unhappy about her returning to work that their evenings with the child
become tense, or her husband may be supportive. And of course, babies
differ in temperament from one to another, so they react differently to all
these factors. Clearly, no one study can take all this into account.



In fact, the whole body of studies on day care has not considered these
factors in much detail. And if it did, we might still be unable to draw
conclusions, for we would not know how to judge the outcome. Does five-
year-old Johnny play by himself because he is independent or because he is
unsocial? Does six-year-old Betty boss other children around because she is
a leader or because she is aggressive? Judgments of this sort reflect the
observer’s values at least as much as they reflect psychological truths. At this
time we can say for certain that if a mother goes out to work, her baby will
still become attached to her. We can also say that the baby will find it easier
to leave the home for day care before he begins to develop attachments
(before eight months), or after he has formed them (after eighteen months),
than he will find it while he is forming them. But much more than this is
unknown, and is likely to remain unknown for the foreseeable future.2

Personally, we doubt that individual details of a baby’s life and
environment can have lasting effects. His body is far too plastic for
occasional small pressures here and there to determine immutably the rest of
his life. The first two years of his life surely set a pattern for what is likely to
come, but they only set a pattern for what is likely to come. They are merely
preparing the site, not pouring foundations and laying bricks.

A baby must be cared for physically and receive normal amounts of
stimulation: this is what is necessary for his normal development. It may
indeed be possible to advance a baby’s progress by tailoring perfectly to him
the stimulation you provide, but psychology can provide no specifics on how
to do this. Indeed, our own predilection is that it is better not to try. Learning
to talk a month earlier will not make a child into another John Stuart Mill,
and constant overstimulation may make him chary of your company.

In any case, babies’ needs vary from one child to another and from one
minute to the next. No recipe book could possibly guide you in your
interactions. You need to become attuned to your baby’s needs and wants.
This does not mean that you should necessarily come running the instant he
whimpers. You may prefer to see if he is serious by letting him cry a bit—or
you may prefer to preclude the whimpering by keeping him with you at
certain times of the day. The choice is yours, but you can make it intelligently
only if you have some idea of what the whimpering means. That is the reason
to read books and articles about babies: not to learn how to handle babies,
but to learn who and what they are. Then you will be able to decide



intelligently if your baby is crying now from too much noise and light, or
from too little.

As we have seen, the baby does feel details in his environment, initially
as pleasantness or unpleasantness, and with some emotion later on; but
traumatic experiences and monumental conflicts are beyond his capacity to
feel. Little if anything can happen to a young infant that will scar his psyche
for life. Rather, worrying about what to do and what not to do is likely to
scar the parents’ psyches for life, making them perpetually ask themselves in
later years, “What did we do wrong?”

It may be fortunate that psychologists do not know what it is that pushes an
individual child’s development in one direction or another. For if we knew
it, we would doubtless act upon it, and acting upon it presumes the
knowledge of what sort of child is best for society. It makes an interesting
digression to see where this can lead. Surely we can all agree that children
should be active to keep them healthy, and that the most efficient and
constructive way for adults to ensure this is to build into society a certain
amount of pressure on children to take part in sports and other organized
activities after school. North America and Europe have done this for years,
to different extents in different places, but on the whole inefficiently. In the
1930s Germany did it very efficiently, so efficiently that boys and girls
stopped having time for music lessons. Now Western Germany has a shortage
of musicians to fill her orchestras, so she must import them from North
America and elsewhere in Europe.3

We suspect that the most sensible thing parents can do with a baby is not
to act according to arbitrary formulas inscribed in a book written by an
author who knows nothing about them or how they live their individual lives,
but to observe their baby carefully, to get to know him as well as they can,
and with this knowledge, to insinuate him into their home as easily as they
can. This will end up making life pleasant for themselves, and pleasant for
the baby as well; for it will mean finding a way consistently to relieve his
minor discomforts and to provide adequate stimulation. The baby will learn
to trust and enjoy his parents as a result, and he will want to soak up the rest
of the world. He will become as loving and sociable a child as his
inheritance permits, as quickly as his body can.



Appendix

OBSTETRICAL KNOWLEDGE AND
PRACTICE

IN THE COURSE OF writing this book, we read a large amount of
obstetrical research, more reports of scientific studies than a busy
obstetrician is ever likely to find the time to read. (Of course, any
obstetrician will have read far more extensively on the practice of
obstetrics: we were interested in the science underlying the practice.) Our
approach was to ask certain questions—for example, what is the effect on the
fetus of narcotics given the mother?—then to examine every scientific-
sounding study bearing on that topic that had been published in English, plus
anything that looked promising in German or French. This provided us with
an unusual opportunity—indeed, it forced us—to examine how soundly
obstetrics is founded upon scientific knowledge: to discover how much is
really known about obstetrics and the effectiveness of its practice, as
opposed to how much is merely belief that has been repeated often enough to
become accepted as truth. We learned that far less is known than most people
believe, and many obstetrical practices are less helpful than they seem.

To examine the scientific basis of obstetrics, let us focus on one relatively
simple example, the depressing effect upon the fetus of narcotics given the
mother during delivery. We said in chapter 3 that if the mother receives
narcotics during childbirth, her newborn baby will act drugged for several



days. This sounds so obvious it is almost a truism. It ought to be easy to
confirm; and indeed, over one hundred studies purport to examine the effect
of these narcotics on the newborn in a scientific fashion. (There are also
innumerable articles that describe individual cases and/or treatments.) Yet of
all these, only two support any clear, logical conclusion. From a few other
cases we could infer limited conclusions, but the vast bulk of studies are so
muddled by methodological errors that they cannot be interpreted.*

It is illuminating to look at the kinds of error these studies made. Many of
them included no comparison group that was not exposed to drugs; they
merely compared groups of babies exposed to one drug to groups of babies
exposed to another. In these studies, there was no way to tell if both drugs
caused abnormalities: if drug A and drug B were both virulent, both would be
deemed benign. In many cases the authors claimed to include a comparison
group whose mothers had received no drugs, yet the fine print revealed that
those mothers had actually received one of the more potent potions of the
pharmacopeia.

Where a real “no-drug” group did exist, often the mothers in it differed
from the medicated mothers in age, social class, blood pressure, or some
other way that is known to affect the fetus. This makes it impossible to tell
whether the drug or something else caused an effect—or whether some other
significant factor compensated for the drug, reducing its effect. Several
recent studies did attempt to take these differences into account using
sophisticated statistics, but they misapplied the statistics.

A large number of the studies had a serious problem with elementary
statistics: they rated babies by arbitrarily applying numbers to qualitiative
descriptions (for example, 1 = poor, 2 = fair, 3 = good), but then they
analyzed those numbers in ways that assume the numbers describe quantities.
The fallacy of this is clear if you consider a beauty contest. Alice is the
prettiest contestant, Zelda comes in last at 25, and Mary is in the middle at
13. Clearly these numbers do not let us say that Alice is twenty-five times
prettier than Zelda and thirteen times prettier than Mary. Neither do they let
us say that Mary is as much comelier than Zelda as she is homelier than
Alice. Yet a large number of studies concluded the exact equivalent of these
with different numbers and adjectives.

Many studies contain an inherent contradiction. On the one hand, the
authors adjusted their data using elaborate statistical formulas purporting to



take into account how several drugs interact with one another. Yet at the same
time they were investigating how those drugs act. Since how the drugs act
was not known, how they interact was clearly unknown, so the statistical
allowances were guesswork. Those allowances may have hidden
phenomena, or they may have created the appearance of phenomena when
none existed.

Finally, many of these studies prejudiced their results in at least one of
two ways. Some ignored babies with obvious problems, assuming that any
obvious problem could not have been caused by the drug under study. This
would make thalidomide look harmless. And many allowed examiners
making subjective judgments to know both the baby’s history and the purpose
of the study. This last may seem innocuous, but it is insidious. Despite the
best will in the world, when a person has hopes or expectations, it is
impossible for these not to obtrude themselves upon his or her perceptions,
even when the person is dealing with easily measured, objective events, or
just punching numbers into a computer. That is the reason most of your errors
balancing the checkbook are in your favor, not the bank’s.

Confirmation

It is not possible to encounter fundamental errors like these in such number
without feeling like the little boy who fails to see the emperor’s new clothes.
Yet the errors do exist, not just in studies examining the effect of medications
on the fetus but in every area of obstetrics that we read, and apparently
through all of medicine and surgery. Here is an editorial published in the
Journal of the American Medical Association:

Medical authors are not apt to submit for publication manuscripts which contradict facts of human
anatomy, or flaunt laws of physiology. Extensive training in the basic sciences and corrective
influences of friendly experts caution them against perpetrating these offenses. Yet, authors of the
same manuscripts are more likely than not to contravene “anatomy” and “physiology” of
experimental design and statistical “dissection.” In a study of 149 articles selected at random from
ten widely read and highly regarded medical periodicals, Schor [the American Medical Association’s
statistical consultant] and Karten . . . found that less than 28% have sufficient statistical support for
drawn conclusions. None of the remaining 72% could pass muster in terms of experimental design,
applicability of statistical tests, and the type of analysis performed.2



Schor and Karten found just the kinds of mistake that we found. The
difference between their 72 percent and our 98 percent is that they looked
only at papers published in the most important journals, while we looked at
papers published everywhere; they looked at papers covering a wider
variety of subjects, some of which are easier to research; and they gave
authors the benefit of the doubt by not counting papers that were published as
scientific reports but that were really case reports in disguise.

How Can This Be?

Figures like these make some sense in light of all the medical
“breakthroughs” we hear about that do not end up breaking through anywhere.
Yet still they seem incredible. After all, how can so many bright people of
high repute publish so much—let us be blunt about it—so much nonsense,
without being challenged by their colleagues? And if obstetrical practices
are based on science so weak as this, how can they be effective?

The answer to the first is that statistical analysis and experimental design
are peripheral to medicine—indeed, they are often inimical to its practice—
and hence are rarely taught in medical school nor learned afterward. To
practice medicine is to act on uncertainties, not to deliberate on them. If a
woman has been in labor for eight hours, there is no way to be sure whether
another hour or two will see the baby through. With insufficient information,
the physician must decide what to do—and having decided, he (it usually is a
he) must act on his decision with certainty. He could not function if he
constantly dwelt on the probability of error. Moreover, if he even appeared
to be uncertain, he might lose his patient’s confidence and lose some of his
authority over nurses and interns; for patient, nurse, and intern all have a
similar need to feel secure in knowledge that may not really exist. Thus the
reduction of uncertainty becomes one of the goals in a medical life. In
medical circles it is not desirable, let alone polite, to cross-examine
authorities about the reliability of their information. It is preferable to accept
what they say and write—not to act on it perhaps, but not to disparage it
either. For this reason, medical schools discourage arguing with authorities:
a student may question authorities freely to elicit information, but is likely to



be squelched if his questioning is about “unnecessary” details that are
required to help evaluate what the authorities say. Since medical schools
discourage crossexamination, they do not teach how to cross-examine
effectively: they all but ignore the subtleties of statistical analysis and
experimental design. Under these circumstances, it is easy for a medical
researcher first unwittingly to make methodological mistakes, then to publish
them (usually obscured by complex jargon), without having his colleagues
take notice.

The answer to the second question is more complicated, for upon close
examination, modern delivery practices prove to be far less helpful than
people think. They can be helpful, of course. They certainly save lives in
some complicated pregnancies. But in uncomplicated pregnancies, they seem
not to be helpful at all. Many studies have compared deliveries at home by a
trained midwife with deliveries in a hospital by a physician: of those that are
designed ’ well enough to be interpreted, none finds a difference in the
wellbeing of either mother or child when no problems were evident
beforehand.3 This does not mean there is no difference, but it does indicate
that any difference is very small indeed; that at best, overall, in
uncomplicated pregnancies, physicians and hospitals help very little.

Indeed, it indicates that in uncomplicated pregnancies, physicians and
hospitals harm more or less as often as they help, through needless surgery
and needless drugs. If the studies on the topic were much larger, a difference
in safety representing some tiny percentage of women might show up in
medicine’s favor or disfavor; but at this point we must conclude that in
uncomplicated pregnancies, the help and the harm of modern delivery
practices are approximately comparable overall.

Now we can reformulate our question more fruitfully: how can some
obstetrical interventions be effective when the science behind them is so
weak? We can see the answer by considering two pregnant women. One is
and has always been healthy, and is presenting normally; the other has
impassably small hips because of rickets she contracted in childhood. The
odds that the first woman will die in childbirth are minuscule, no matter what
her obstetrician does, so it is difficult for a physician to tell which of his
practices are helpful and which are not. With women like this, physicians can
distinguish the helpful from the harmful only by careful, methodical study of
large numbers. On the other hand, if our second woman tries to deliver



naturally, she will die: with her it is easy to tell whether an intervention
works. This example is extreme and simplistic, of course, yet it does
demonstrate the epistemological mechanism through which, in complicated
pregnancies—and only in complicated pregnancies—useful interventions
have evolved.

Clinical Experience

In lieu of science, a physician is left to clinical intuition, gained through his
own and others’ experience. Alas, as Hippocrates says, “Life is short; art is
long [τέ νηακρή]; opportunity fugitive; experience delusive; judgment
difficult.” Consider the clinical intuition of a mid-nineteenth-century Austrian
physician. This man is very well educated, in another intellectual league
from his American contemporaries. He graduated from the gymnasium, then
studied five years at the University of Vienna, one of the finest medical
schools in the world. He has had twenty years of experience in general
practice. This experience tells him, as does every textbook and authority, that
miasmas cause fever—noxious emanations of the atmosphere that accompany
noisome smells. After all, that is only sensible. For fever is most common in
noisome areas, in both city and country alike; and the overwhelmingly
dominant impression of a sickroom—enormously more powerful then than
now—is its stench. (Remember that infections stink, and are not yet
controlled with antibiotics; the privy in the backyard is far away, so a
commode sits by the bed; and the patient’s clothes and bedclothes are filthy,
for since they must be washed by hand, they are changed infrequently.) The
odds are that this man has heard of Ignaz Sem-melweis, who has made
himself obnoxious throughout the medical community by accusing prominent
physicians of murder and calling maternity hospitals “murder-dens.”
Semmelweis claims that even after you scrub your hands with soap and
water, invisible particles cling to them and cause fevers. This is patent
nonsense. Everybody knows that miasmas cause fevers. And he claims that
rinsing your hands in bleach prevents this. Sure it does, and so does eye of
newt after the proper incantation. Rubbish!4



That is the problem with clinical intuition: it can be accurate, but it is
inextricably tied to the erroneous beliefs and prejudices of the day. When our
nineteenth-century physician rises at dawn to perform an autopsy before his
rounds, he does it to further his understanding of pathology—to help the
patients he sees in the afternoon, not to harm them. When he goes on those
rounds, he has no idea that he is distributing infection from his contact with
the corpse; he knows that he is doing good. Similarly, when a
twentiethcentury physician delivers a baby in an up-to-date manner, in a
hospital full of modern technicalia, he too thinks that he is helping his
patients. Every authority tells him that he is; and after all, it is only common
sense. It is a rare physician who sees that the authorities are ill founded and
that, in an uncomplicated delivery, his sophisticated ministrations are likely
to be of no value.

___________
*Each of the two good studies examines the result of only one dose of one narcotic administered at

one point during labor. This is hardly enough for a generalization. So we reasoned that if all narcotics
administered to the mother depress the baby’s behavior, then (1) any combination of narcotics should
cause some depression, (2) adding any narcotic to that combination should increase the depression, and
(3) adding a drug that vitiates one member of the combination should decrease the depression. To see if
this happens, we reexamined all of the studies (often performing additional statistical analyses of their
data) in which mothers received several narcotics. Most of them still proved to be uninterpretable, yet
from some of them we were able to extract a reasonable amount of data dealing with a representative
assortment of drugs and administrative regimes. Our “truism” stems from those.1
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